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EDITORIAL 
 
 
“Journal of Management“ published by the Lithuanian Business University of Applied 

Sciences  is a peer-reviewed journal that provides an international forum for researchers  of  Social 
Sciences, Economics and Management.   The Journal is published since 2002, and is operated by an 
internationally oriented editorial board leading by Prof. Valentinas Navickas, Kaunas University of 
Technology. It has been positively evaluated by foreign scientists and the number of international 
scholars publication is constantly increasing. 

 Articles in the Journal can only be published in English. The editors invite manuscripts that 
enhance the reputation of  journal, with their original contributions to the current body of academic 
knowledge.   Only those articles are accepted for publication, which meet the strict requirements set 
by the Editorial Board.  

The  present  issue  in  hand  is    the  31st,    This  issue  has  been  prepared  jointly  by  Lithuania 
Business University of Applied Sciences and Szent István University (Hungary). Authors of these 
articles represent various Lithuanian and foreign countries scientists, members of different 
educational  and  business  institutions,  such  as  Opole  University  (Poland),  University  of  Prishtina 
(Kosovo), University of Tirana (Albania), University of Ss. Cyril and Methodius (Slovak Republic), 
Metropolitan University Prague (Czech Republic), Lithuania Maritime Academy, Lithuania 
Business University of Applied Sciences, Kaunas University of Technology, Klaipeda State 
University of Applied Sciences, Strategic Self-Management Institute (Lithuania), Vilnius 
University, Szent István University (Hungary) and other institutions.  

Papers  in  the  Management  field  cover  several  sectors  of  economic  sciences.  A.  Krawczyk-
Sołtys investigates three models of healthcare managerial competencies – Competency Task Force 
Model,  Competency  Directory  Model,  NCHL  Competency  Model –.  In  the  authors  opinion, 
managerial competencies distinguished in these models can significantly shape healthcare 
organizations competences. D. Katekhaye and R. Magda analyse the challenges and opportunities in 
rural areas in India and Europe that entrepreneurs might face in the current situation. J. Martinkienė 
and A. Giedraitis discuss the system of the service quality assurance in a transport company and 
analyses the system of the service quality assurance, which is based on the interaction between the 
provider of the service and the consumer. L. Veliu et al. investigate the effect of different leadership 
styles on employee performance in Kosovo based on the data collected from medium- and large-
sized  enterprises  through  structured  questionnaires.  L.  Kovalevskiene  et  al.  analyse  the  cruise 
tourism situation in the Baltic Sea based on the statistical data on cruise passengers in the region as 
well as on interview data of agencies organising cruising services. M. Zsarnoczky examines, how 
does  Artificial  Intelligence  affect  the  Tourism  Industry.  S.  Lileikis  provides  an  anthropological 
interpretation of the seashore in order to develop the natural professional vocation of a future skilled 
seaport worker. 

The  Journal  also  presents  the  results  of  international  research  cooperation  such  a  paper 
prepared  by  team  of  Slovak  scientists  M.  Hosťovecký  and  I.  Dirgová  and  their  Czech  colleague 
Zuzana  Horváthová,  in  which  the  authors  assess  the  quality  of  Bachelor's  degree  programme  in 
Applied Informatics based on the questionnaire data obtained from students. 

E. Bruder from Hungary and H. Ünal, a Turkish researcher did a comparative analysis on the 
causes of deprivation in urban and rural areas. They selected some Central-European countries, but 
their  results  are  shown  for  Lithuania  too.  Their  study  uses  the  2013  wave  of  EU-SILC  database 
provided by the European Commission. 

7 
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The 4rth industrial revolution is coming, the using of ITC is increasing.  
É.  Görgényi-Hegyes  et  al.  investigate  some  aspects  of  digitalisation  and  sustainability  in  the 

European Union. 
Based  on  the  empirical  study  of  sales  management  of  Zeelandia  UAB  S.  Malininas  et  al. 

recommend  to  integrate  e-commerce  into  the  goods  ordering  process  and  install  one  business 
management software integrating all departments of the company. 

It is worth mentioning the article of S. Paulauskas, where the author thoroughly describe how 
the Virtualics formalised development modelling theory could be useful in recognition, positioning 
and sustaining of nowadays scientific, political, economic, and other challenges. 

However, Editorial cannot review all of the  researches, therefore  we encourage familiarizing 
with them in the Journal, which currently is under the indexing process with Scopus.  

Finally let us express our appreciation and warmest thanks to all of authors, editors,  reviewers 
for their contribution.  

The  Editorial  board  invite  scientists  form  different  part  of  the  world  to  share  their  research 
ideas and result by actively publishing in the Journal of Management.  

 
 

Prof. Dr. Maria Fekete Farkas and Assoc. prof. Sergey Vinogradov 
members of Editorial Board, Szent István University (Hungary) 
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FROM HEALTHCARE MANAGER'S COMPETENCIES TO HEALTHCARE 
ORGANIZATION'S COMPETENCES 

Agnieszka Krawczyk-Sołtys 
Opole University 

Annotation  
Competency identification systems need to identify both – personal (mostly managerial/leadership) competencies and organizational competences. 
This  article  is  focused  on  identification  the  common  competencies  of  healthcare  managers  significantly  shaping  core  competences  of  such 
organizations. There are many models of healthcare managerial competencies – three of them are presented in this article. First is Competency Task 
Force  (The Healthcare Leadership Alliance approach), second – Competency Directory Model (The Global Consortium for Healthcare Management 
Professionalization approach) and third - NCHL Competency Model (created by The National Center for Healthcare Leadership). In author’s opinion 
managerial competencies distinguished in these models can significantly shape healthcare organizations competences. There are no universal rules 
about evaluation criteria for identifying core competences in health organizations because each subject has its own characteristic. Even so building 
core competences in healthcare organizations can be understood as: creating and supporting an organizational culture that emphasizes continuous 
learning,  providing  effective  skill  development  programs  with  regular  updating  to  include  the  latest  technology  and  producing  incentives  for 
continuous skill development and for acceptance of change. Focusing on core competences, an healthcare organization views today’s output supposed 
to be concerned with recruiting, developing, deploying and organizing around skills, capabilities and competences. The healthcare leadership’s role is 
three-fold: first – developing the organization’s strategic architecture or overall planning for building the eligible competences, second  – allocating 
talent to various use or applications, and third – leveraging competences by stretching them across multiple medical services applications. The latter 
may  be  achieved  through  decision-making  about  competency  accumulation,  concentration,  combination,  conservation,  reuse  and  recovery.  The 
turbulent and changing nature of the environment suggests that healthcare organizations competences cannot remain static. They must be continually 
evolving and developing. Therefore, healthcare organizations have to continue to invest in and upgrade their competences to create new strategic 
growth alternatives which requires technological and skill accumulation over time (i.e., organizational learning). Healthcare organizations with core 
competences are able to partially shape the environments (i.e. creating new opportunities) in which they operate and compete and that’s why they are 
better able to achieve desired outcomes. 
KEY WORDS: Healthcare Managers Competencies; Healthcare Organizations Competences. 

Introduction 

The  developments  in  recent  years  have  shifted  the 
research towards a tendency of regarding, inspecting and 
managing public organizations (also healthcare) as if they 
are business units. Therefore, these organizations must be 
considered with new dynamic and management 
approaches  and  attitudes  have  to  be  directed  with  new 
researches.  Any  kind  of  support  have  to  be  provided  to 
create and ensure the sustainability of public 
organizations which are responsible against stakeholders, 
which  compete  and  obtain  a  successful  organizational 
structure and competences (Besler and Sezerel 2011). An 
environment of escalated public demand raises the 
question about core competences of healthcare 
organizations. For this purpose, whether core 
competences  would  constitute  an  important  place  in  the 
success of healthcare organizations is an important 
research area. 

Nowadays healthcare managers must have talent 
sophisticated  enough  to  match  the  increased  complexity 
of the healthcare environment. They are expected to 
demonstrate measurable effects and effectiveness and 
practice evidence-based management (EBM). The shift to 
EMB has led to effort defining leadership competencies 
significantly shaping healthcare organizations 
competences, and then core competences. 

Competency  identification  systems  need  to  identify 
both – personal (mostly managerial/leadership) 
competencies and organizational competences (Boam and 
Sparrow  1992).  This  article  is  focused  on  identification 
the common competencies of healthcare managers 
significantly shaping core competences of such 
organizations.  

Managerial competencies – The Healthcare 
Leadership Alliance (HLA) approach 

The Healthcare Leadership Alliance (HLA) is a 
consortium of major professional associations in the 
healthcare field which together represents more than 
100 000 managers (Stefl 2008): 

 American College of Healthcare Executives 
(ACHE), 

 American College of Physician Executives 
(ACPE), 

 American Organization of Nurse Executives 
(AONE), 

 Healthcare Financial Management Association 
(HFMA), 

 Healthcare Information and Management 
Systems Society (HIMSS), 

 Medical Group Management Association 
(MGMA) and its educational affiliate – American 
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College of Medical Practice Executives 
(ACMPE). 

In 2002 HLA summoned the Competency Task Force 
to  determine  management  competencies  and  settle  how 
these competencies could be used to advance the field. 

The Task Force understand competences as 
transcendent unique organizational settings and 
applicable  across  the  environment  (Ross,  Wenzel  and 
Mitlyng 2002). It was identified five competency 
domains (Stefl 2003): 

1. Communication and Relationship Management – 
capability to communicate with internal and 
external customers to build and maintain relations 
and interactions,; 

2. Leadership – capability to inspire excellence 
(individual and organizational), to create and 
attain a shared vision, and to successfully manage 
change to attain the hospital’s strategic ends; 

3. Professionalism – aligning personal and 
organizational  conduct  with  standards  including 
responsibility to the patient, a service orientation, 
and a commitment to learning and improvement; 

4. Knowledge of the Healthcare Environment – 
understanding  of  the  healthcare  system  and  the 
environment; 

5. Business  Skills  and  Knowledge  –  capability  to 
apply business principles including systems 
thinking, to the healthcare environment. 

Managerial competencies – The Global 
Consortium for Healthcare Management 
Professionalization approach 

The  Global  Consortium  for  Healthcare  Management 
Professionalization created Competency Directory Model 
which was derived from HLA summoned the 
Competency  Task  Force.  This  Consortium  is  set  up  by 
The International Hospital Federation, and included 
organizations as follows: 

 Australasian College of Health Service 
Management, 

 Canadian College of Health Leaders, 
 European Association of Hospital Managers, 
 Federacao Brasileira de Administradores 

Hospitalares, 
 Federacion Andina y Amazonica de Hospitales, 
 Federacion Latinoamericana de Hospitales, 
 Health Management Institute of Ireland, 
 Hong Kong College of Healthcare Executives, 
 International Health Services Group, 
 International Hospital Federation, 
 Jamaican Association of Health Services, 
 Management Sciences for Health, 
 Pan American Health Organization, 
 Sociedad Chilena de Administradores en 

Atención Médica y Hospitalaria, 
 Taiwan College of Healthcare Managers, 
 Tropical Health and Education Trust – 

Partnership for Global Health, 
 University of the West Indies.  
The  aim  of  the  Consortium  is  professionalizing  the 

leadership and management of health systems to improve 

patient care globally. In the Competency Directory 
(International Hospital Federation 2015), the 
competencies are categorized into five critical domains: 

 Leadership  
 Communication and Relationship Management 
 Professional and Social Responsibility 
 Health and the Healthcare Environment 
 Business 
Healthcare managers should reveal competence in all 

five domain areas. Among  Leadership Competencies the 
Consortium distinguished: 

 Leadership Skills and Behavior – communicating 
the mission, objectives and priorities of the 
organization to internal and external entities, 
incorporating management techniques and 
theories into leadership activities, analyzing 
problems,  promoting  solutions  and  encouraging 
decision making; 

 Engaging Culture and Environment – creating an 
organizational climate built on mutual trust, 
transparency and a focus on service improvement 
that encourages teamwork and supports diversity, 
encouraging  a  high  level  of  commitment  from 
employees by establishing and communicating a 
compelling organizational vision and goals, 
holding  self  and  others  accountable  to  surpass 
organizational goals; 

 Leading  Change  –  promoting  ongoing  learning 
and improvement in the organization, responding 
to the need for change and lead the change 
process;  

 Driving  Innovation  –  encouraging  diversity  of 
thought to support innovation, creativity and 
improvement. 

Communication and Relationship Management 
Competencies include: 

 Relationship Management – demonstrating 
effective  interpersonal  relationships,  developing 
and maintaining positive stakeholder 
relationships,  practicing  and  valuing  transparent 
shared decision making and understanding its 
impacts on stakeholders (internal and external); 

 Communication Skills and Engagement – 
exercising cultural sensitivity in internal and 
external communication, demonstrating 
communication  skills,  presenting  results  of  data 
analysis  in  a  way  that  is  factual,  credible  and 
understandable to the decision makers, preparing 
and delivering business communications such as 
meeting  agendas,  presentations,  business  reports 
and  project  communication  plans,  understanding 
the function of media and public relations; 

 Facilitation and Negotiation  – managing conflict 
through mediation, negotiation and other dispute 
resolution techniques, demonstrating problem 
solving  and  problem-solving  skills,  building  and 
participating in effective multidisciplinary teams. 

The composition of Professional and Social 
Responsibility Competencies is: 

 Personal and Professional Accountability – 
participating in healthcare policy initiatives, 
advocating for rights and responsibilities of 

10 
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patients and their families, revealing an ability to 
understand and manage conflict-of-interest 
situations  as  defined  by  organizational  by-laws, 
policies and procedures, practicing due diligence 
in carrying out fiduciary responsibilities, 
promoting quality, safety of care and social 
commitment, in the delivery of health services; 

 Professional Development and Lifelong Learning 
– revealing commitment to self-development 
including continuing education, networking, 
reflection and personal improvement; 

 Contributions to the Profession  – contributing to 
advancing the profession of healthcare 
management by sharing knowledge and 
experience, evolving others by mentoring, 
advising,  coaching  and  serving  as  a  role  model, 
supporting and mentoring high-potential talent 
within both one’s organization and the profession 
of healthcare management  

 Self‐Awareness – being aware of one’s own 
assumptions, values, strengths and limitations, 
revealing reflective leadership by using self-
assessment and feedback from others in decision 
making; 

 Ethical Conduct and Social Consciousness – 
demonstrating high ethical conduct, a 
commitment  to  transparency  and  accountability 
for  one’s  actions,  using  the  established  ethical 
structures to resolve ethical issues, maintaining a 
balance between personal and professional 
accountability, recognizing that the central  focus 
is the needs of the patient/community. 

Among Health and the Healthcare Environment 
Competencies one can distinguish: 

 Health Systems and Organizations – evincing an 
understanding of system structure, funding 
mechanisms and how healthcare services are 
organized, balancing the interrelationships among 
access,  quality,  safety,  cost,  resource  allocation, 
accountability, care setting, community need and 
professional  roles,  assessing  the  performance  of 
the organization as part of the health 
system/healthcare services, using monitoring 
systems to ensure legal, ethical, and 
quality/safety standards are met in clinical, 
corporate and administrative functions, 
promoting the establishment of alliances and 
consolidation  of  networks  to  expand  social  and 
community participation in health networks, both 
nationally and globally; 

 Health  Workforce  –  demonstrating  the  ability  to 
optimize  the  healthcare  workforce  around  local 
critical workforce issues, such as shortages, scope 
of practice, skill mix, licensing; 

 Person‐Centered Health – effectively recognizing 
and promoting patients and their family’s 
perspectives in the delivery of care and including 
the  perspective  of  individuals,  families  and  the 
community as partners in healthcare decision 
making processes, respecting cultural differences 
and expectations; 

 Public Health – establishing goals and objectives 
for  improving  health  outcomes  that  incorporate 
an  understanding  of  the  social  determinants  of 
health  and  of  the  socioeconomic  environment  in 
which the organization functions, managing risks, 
threats,  and  damage  to  health  during  disasters 
and/or emergency situations, recognizing the 
local implications of global health events to 
understand global interconnectivity and its impact 
on population health conditions. 

The fifth critical domain identified by Global 
Consortium for Healthcare Management 
Professionalization  is  Business  Competencies  in  which 
can be included: 

 General Management – demonstrating knowledge 
of basic business practices, collating relevant data 
and  information,  and  analyze  and  evaluate  this 
information to support or make an effective 
decision or recommendation;  

 Laws and Regulations - abiding by laws and 
regulations applicable to the work of the 
organization;  

 Financial  Management  –  effectively  using  key 
accounting  principles  and  financial  management 
tools,  such  as  financial  plans  and  measures  of 
performance (e.g., performance indicators), 
planning,  organizing,  executing  and  monitoring 
the resources of the organization to ensure 
optimal health outcomes and effective quality and 
cost controls;  

 Human Resource Management – providing 
leadership in defining staff roles and 
responsibilities, developing appropriate job 
classification/grading systems and workforce 
planning,  effectively  managing  human  resource 
processes;  

 Organizational Dynamics and Governance – 
demonstrating knowledge of governmental, 
regulatory, professional and accreditation 
agencies and the role of leadership within 
governance structure, applying knowledge of 
organizational systems theories and behaviors, 
interpreting public policy, legislative and 
advocacy processes within the organization, 
managing within the governance structure of the 
organization,  creating  and  maintaining  a  system 
of governance that ensures appropriate oversight 
of the organization;  

 Strategic  Planning  and  Marketing  –  leading  the 
development of key planning documents, 
including  strategic  plans,  business  service  plans 
and business cases for new services, planning for 
business continuity in the face of potential 
disasters that could disrupt service delivery, 
developing and monitoring operating-unit 
strategic objectives that are aligned with the 
mission and strategic objectives, applying 
marketing principles and tools to develop 
appropriate marketing to the needs of the 
community, evaluating whether a proposed action 
aligns  with  the  organizational  business/strategic 
plan;  

11 
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 Information Management – using data sets  to 
assess performance, establish targets, monitor 
indicators and trends, and determine if 
deliverables are met, ensuring that applicable 
privacy and security requirements are upheld, 
providing  optimal  use  of  information  and  trend 
analysis  within  the  organization  through  the  use 
of business intelligence, information 
management, clinical, and business systems, 
promoting the effective management, analysis 
and communication of health information;  

 Risk Management – effectively using risk 
management principles and programs;  

 Quality Improvement – developing and 
implementing quality assurance, satisfaction, and 
patient safety programs according to national 
initiatives on quality and patient safety, 
developing  and  tracking  indicators  to measure 
quality outcomes, satisfaction and patient safety, 
and plan continuous improvement;  

 Systems Thinking - understanding of the 
interdependency, integration, and competition 
among healthcare sectors, connecting the 
interrelationships among access, quality, cost, 
resource allocation, accountability and 
community need;  

 Supply Chain Management – effectively 
managing  the  supply  chain  to  achieve  timelines 
and efficiency of inputs, materials, warehousing, 
and  distribution  so  that  supplies  reach  the  end 
user in a cost-effective manner. 

Managerial competencies – The National Center 
for Healthcare Leadership (NCHL) approach 

The National Center for Healthcare Leadership 
(NCHL) Competency Model was created through 
research by the Hay Group with practicing health leaders. 
This model incorporates benchmark data from other 
health  sectors  and  insurance  companies,  and  composite 
leadership competencies. The NCHL Competency Model 
contains  three  domains  with  26  competencies  (National 
Center for Healthcare Leadership (NCHL) 2005):  

1. Transformation – visioning, energizing, and 
stimulating a change process that connect 
communities, patients, and professionals; include: 

 Achievement Orientation: A concern for 
unmatched a standard of excellence (e.g. striving 
for improvement, results orientation, 
competitiveness, innovation); 

 Analytical Thinking: Understanding issue 
(problem) by breaking it into small parts or 
tracing  its  implications  in  a  step-by-step way, 
organizing them systematically, making 
systematic comparisons of different aspects, 
setting priorities on a rational basis, and 
identifying time sequences and relationships; 

 Community Orientation: Aligning individual and 
organizational priorities with the needs and 
values of the community; 

 Financial  Skills:  Understanding  and  explaining 
financial and accounting information; 

 Information Seeking:  Underlying  curiosity  and 
desire for knowledge; 

 Innovative Thinking: Applying complex 
concepts, developing creative solutions, or 
adapting previous solutions in new ways for 
breakthrough hitherto thinking; 

 Strategic  Orientation:  Drawing  implications  and 
conclusions in light of interdisciplinary view, and 
using this insights to develop an evolving vision 
for the organization. 

2. Execution  –  translating  vision  and  strategy  into 
optimal organizational performance; include: 

 Accountability: Holding people accountable to 
standards  of  performance  or  ensure  compliance  
appropriately and effectively; 

 Change Leadership: Energizing stakeholders and 
sustain their commitment to changes in 
approaches, processes, and strategies; 

 Collaboration: Working cooperatively; 
 Communication:  Speaking  and  writing  in  clear, 

and logical manner in formal and informal 
situations; 

 Impact and Influence: Persuading and convincing 
individuals and groups to support a point of view, 
or recommendation; 

 Information Technology Management: Seeing the 
potential in and understanding the use of 
administrative and clinical information 
technology and decision-support tools in process 
and performance improvement; 

 Initiative:  Anticipating  obstacles,  developments, 
and problems by looking ahead; 

 Organizational Awareness: Understanding and 
learning the formal and informal decision-making 
structures and power relationship in an 
organization  or  sector,  identifying  real  decision 
makers and those who can influence them; 

 Performance  Measurement:  Understanding    and 
using statistical and financial methods and 
metrics to set goals and measure clinical as well 
as organizational performance; commitment to 
and employment of evidence‐based techniques; 

 Process Management and Organizational Design: 
Analyzing and designing or improving an 
organizational process, including incorporating 
the  principles  of  quality  management  as  well  as 
patient satisfaction; 

 Project Management: Planning, executing, and 
overseeing a multi‐year, large‐scale project 
involving significant resources, scope, and 
impact. 

3. People  –  creating  an  organizational  climate  that 
values personnel, leader’s responsibility, own and 
others capabilities; include: 

 Human Resource Management: Implementing 
staff development and other management 
practices that represent contemporary best 
practices,  complying  with  legal  and  regulatory 
requirements, and optimizing the performance of 
the workforce, including performance 
assessments, alternative compensation and 
benefit methods,  and  the  alignment  of human 
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resource practices and processes to meet the 
strategic goals of the organization; 

 Interpersonal  Understanding:  Accurately  hearing 
and understanding the unspoken or partly 
expressed thoughts, feelings, and concerns of 
others; 

 Professionalism: Demonstrating of ethics and 
professional practices, as well as stimulating 
social accountability and community 
stewardship; 

 Relationship Building: Establishing, building, 
and sustaining professional contacts for the 
purpose of building networks of people with 
similar goals and that support similar interests; 

 Self-Confidence: Believing and conviction in 
one’s own ability, success, and decisions or 
opinions  when  executing  plans  and  addressing 
challenges; 

 Self-Development:  Seeing  an  accurate  view  of 
one’s own strengths and development needs, 
including one’s impact on others, a willingness to 
address needs through reflective, self‐directed 
learning and trying new leadership approaches; 

 Talent Development: Building of the 
organization’s human capability, including 
supporting  top‐performing  people  and  taking  a 
personal interest in coaching and mentoring 
high‐potential leaders; 

 Team Leadership: seeing oneself as a leader, 
from forming a top team that possesses balanced 
capabilities  to  setting  the  mission,  values,  and 
norms, as well as holding the team members 
accountable individually and as a group for 
results. 

Healthcare organizations core competences 

The term “competency” was first used in management 
sciences to identify the characteristics  which distinguish 
superior from average managerial performance (Boyatzis 
1982).  “Competency”  (plural  “competencies”)  described 
an underlying characteristic of an individual that is 
casually related to effective or superior performance in a 
job. The research gathered that there is a range of factors, 
not single factor, that differentiated superior from average 
managers. 

The  term  “competence”  (plural  “competences)  refers 
to the set of resources held by the organization, related to 
the performance of activities leading to achieving goals, 
by  the  development  of  adequate  capabilities  to  perform 
tasks (Guallino, Prevot 2008). 

Both  of  this  terms  are  derived  from  the  Latin  word 
“competere” which means “due”, “suitable”, 
“appropriate” (Nordhaug, and Grønhaug 1994). 

Competence can be understood as the ability to apply 
assets in a coordinated way (interaction and integration of 
capabilities) in order to achieve the key goal. Skills and 
capabilities are the basic of competences but capabilities 
and skills don’t always lead to a competence by 
definition. This is only possible by interaction and 
integration between them. Thus, competence is related to 
processes and interaction between the assets in an 
organization and lies generally embedded in cornerstone 

organizational units (Gimzauskiene and Staliuniene 
2010).  Competences  of  healthcare  organizations  may  be 
derived from different kinds of knowledge. Some of them 
depend  on  “know-how”  –  practical  forms  of  knowledge 
gained through incremental improvements to medical 
services and processes, another – on “know-why” – 
theoretical forms of understanding that enable the 
creation  of  new  kinds  of    services  and  processes.  Other 
healthcare organizations competences seems to come 
from different kinds of knowledge identified by 
Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development  (OECD)  (Krawczyk-Sołtys  2013):  “know-
what” (operational knowledge), “know-who” (kind of 
meta-knowledge), “know-when”, “know-which”, “know-
between” (interactions between resources, skills and 
capabilities), “know-where”, “know-whether” and 
“know-if”. To sum up: different healthcare organizations 
competences  arise  from  various  levels  of  activity:  some 
derive  largely  from  the  capabilities  of  this  entities  to 
create  and  provide  specific  kinds  of  medical  services, 
another seems to come from the abilities to organize and 
coordinate  resources  in  innovative  and  effective  ways, 
others mostly depend on managers ability to set up new 
strategies for creating organizational value. 

There are four central points that determine the degree 
of strategic management competence in healthcare 
organizations  (Hinterhuber,  Friedrich,  Handlbauer,  and 
Stuhec 1996):  

1. Recognizing potential – core competences are not 
necessarily visible. They constitute highly 
complex, intangible and diffuse entities; 

2. Exploiting potential – right use and optimal 
exploitation  of  the  organization’s  resources  and 
competences are of central importance; 

3. Developing  potential  –  new  core  competences 
have to be developed and achieved. The question 
of the development of core competences leads to 
the question of organizational learning (Helleloid, 
and Simonin 1994); 

4. Keeping potential – preserving core competences, 
preventing unwanted and uncontrolled outflow or 
others’ access to own competences. 

The  real  sources  of  advantage  are  to  be  found  in 
management’s ability to consolidate corporate wide 
technologies and production skills into competences that 
empower individual business to adapt quickly to hanging 
opportunities. Prahalad and Hamel define the core 
competence concept as a collective learning which 
enables the integration the integration of highly 
diversified types of technology with the different 
production  skills  at  an  enterprise  (Prahalad  and  Hamel 
1990). Core competence is the combination of the 
enterprises’  valuable,  difficult  to  imitate  resources  and 
competences  which don’t  have any replaceable strategic 
alternatives (Barney 1995) and foundation on  which  the 
enterprises  base  their  long-term  strategies  (Grant  1996). 
They can be also understood as unique series of resources 
which  encompass  the  skills  and  competences  that  the 
enterprises have for ensuring strategic flexibility and 
obtaining competitive superiority (Hitt, Keats and 
DeMarie 1998). 

In the resource-based view competences need not 
simply accrue to organizations (Hagan 1996). Rather they 
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can  be  consciously  and  systematically  developed  by  the 
purposeful choices and actions of an organization’s 
leadership (Barney 1991; Conner 1991; Wernerfelt 1984). 
Lado,  Boyd,  and  Wright  proposed  conceptualization  of 
sustainable competitive advantage from a resource-based 
perspective  (Lado,  Boyd,  and  Wright  1992),  a  systems 
model that integrally links four components of a 
organization's "distinctive competences" (managerial 
competencies and strategic focus, resource-based, 
transformation-based, and output-based competences). 

There are several criteria for defining core 
competences (Clardy 2008). First, the sine qua non 
condition of core competences is persistent, superior 
organizational  performance.  They  are  based  on  routines 
and processes. Core competences are properties of a 
system  and  are  not  generally  reducible  to  or  defined  by 
statements of individual task proficiencies. To create their 
superior  effects,  core  competences  are  organizationally 
asymmetric. Core competences cannot, by definition, be 
common, generic, or universal, because if they are 
shared,  then  any  organizations  can  use  them  to  achieve 
competitive advantage. 

Following Hamel and Prahalad theory core 
competence must have three features (Prahalad and 
Hamel  1990):  should  provide  potential  access  to  a  wide 
variety of markets, has to make a significant contribution 
to the perceived customer benefits of the end 
product/service, and should be difficult to imitate. 
However  Authors  also  underlined  that  these  tests  were 
just minimum thresholds. Core competences should also 
possess a  high degree of durability (Hafeez, Zhang, and 
Malak  2002)  and  be  strategically  flexible  (Winkelmans 
1997). 

Hence, building core competences in healthcare 
organizations can be understood as (Hitt, Keats and 
DeMarie 1998): 

 Creating and supporting an organizational culture 
that emphasizes continuous learning; 

 Providing  effective  skill  development  programs 
with regular updating to include the latest 
technology; 

 Producing incentives for continuous skill 
development and for acceptance of change.  

To sum up: there are no universal rules about 
evaluation  criteria  for  identifying  core  competences  in 
health  organizations  because  each  subject  has  its  own 
characteristic.  There  are  also  many  criteria  and  cross-
sections of the organization's competencies classification 
(Bratnicki 2000; Oleksyn 2010; Matwiejczuk 2014). Core 
competences can be understood as “crown jewels” 
(Hafeez, Zhang, and Malak 2002) of such organizations, 
which should be carefully nurtured and developed.  

Conclusions 

In turbulent and often chaotic environments, 
healthcare  organizations  need  to  develop  and  nurture  a 
unique set of resources. These sets are built into skills and 
capabilities,  often  referred  to  as  core  competences.  The 
turbulent and changing nature of the environment 
suggests that these core competences cannot remain 
static. They must be continually evolving and developing. 
Therefore,  healthcare  organizations  have  to  continue  to 

invest  in  and  upgrade  their  core  competences  to  create 
new strategic growth alternatives which requires 
technological and skill accumulation over time (i.e., 
organizational  learning).  Healthcare  organizations  with 
core competences are able to partially shape the 
environments  (i.e.  creating  new  opportunities)  in  which 
they operate and compete and that’s why they are better 
able to achieve desired outcomes. 

The  significant  role  of  researches  and  development 
for core competence building in literature is pointed 
(Ahuja 2011). Focusing on core competences, an 
healthcare organization views today’s output supposed to 
be concerned with recruiting, developing, deploying and 
organizing  around  skills,  capabilities  and  competences. 
The healthcare leadership’s role is three-fold: first – 
developing the organization’s strategic architecture or 
overall  planning  for  building  the  eligible  competences, 
second – allocating talent to various use or applications, 
and  third  –  leveraging  competences  by  stretching  them 
across  multiple  medical  services  applications.  The  latter 
may be achieved through decision-making about 
competency accumulation, concentration, combination, 
conservation, reuse and recovery. By defining an 
organization  as  a  bundle  of  competences  (Hagan  1996), 
the healthcare organization becomes blurred, enabling an 
innovative organization to seek “white space” 
opportunities between existing competency applications. 

Core competences in healthcare organizations are 
both the starting point and the result of collective learning 
processes. The managers responsible for core 
competences  must  endeavor  to  continuously  “produce” 
new  knowledge  within  the  organization  or  gain  it  from 
outside. This knowledge has to be grouped together  and 
translated into core competences (Hinterhuber, Friedrich, 
Handlbauer, and Stuhec 1996). 

The  aim  of  future,  in-depth  research  is  to  identify 
specific,  meaningful  leadership  competencies  which  are 
significantly related to healthcare organizations 
competences.  There  are  two  ways  to  achieve  this:  top-
down approach (considering organizational competences 
as independent variables and leadership competencies as 
dependent variables) and bottom-up approach 
(considering leadership competencies as independent 
variables  and  organizational  competences  as  dependent 
variables) (Peteraf 1993; Yang, Wu, Shu, and Yang 
2006). Both this approaches provide that leadership 
competencies remain related to organizational 
competences. The next step in the research is to 
determine which competences of healthcare organizations 
are core. Hence this article will give some implications to 
future research. 
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Annotation 
Socio-economic development and the age structure of a population are often linked together in the public discourse. The development of an area and 
its age structure are significantly correlated in Europe according to researchers.  In this paper we take a look behind this simplifications, providing 
insights about the link between age structure and the development of the area. Our hypothesis is, that favourable age structure does not necessarily 
mean a higher socio-economic situation. Henceforward we argue, that migration is one of the most significant indicators of regional socio-economic 
inequalities. However, the situation needs a deeper understanding. One part of the less favourable areas is characterised by an ageing population and 
out-migration, but in the other part we can experience the opposite. The statement that in the less developed areas we can only find ageing populations 
without young inhabitants, while in the developed areas we can find the opposite, is not true in Hungary. The study examines and compares the socio-
economic  situation  in  less  favourable  rural  areas  of  Hungary  where  the  less  favoured  situation  can  be  found  together  with  an  unfavourable  age 
structure and migration process, or its opposite, young age structure and growing population. We found that, however, Hungarian population is ageing 
(as population of Europe), the highest young population rate can be found in the most underdeveloped and the most developed micro-regions. The 
most  underdeveloped  micro-regions  with  favourable  age  structure  are  concentrated  in  the  Eastern  parts  of  Hungary  as  well  as  in  Southern 
Transdanubia.  In  these  micro-regions,  the  percentage  of  the  Roma  population,  is  higher  than  average.  While  the  phenomena  may  not  refer  to 
causation, it seems that the two are closely related. For understanding regional inequalities, we need to look at numbers more closely. Sometimes it is 
important to revise the indicators, and it can happen, that the most basic perceptions have to be challenged in order to facilitate effective regional 
development. 
KEY WORDS: ageing, migration; depopulation; socio-economic inequalities. 

Introduction 

It is generally accepted that in industrial societies the 
populations of more developed regions have both 
younger  age  structures  and  higher  levels  of  education, 
while  less  developed  regions  or  places  have  older  age 
structures. There is another consensus about internal 
migration,  that  regions  with  positive  migration  balance 
have  younger  age  structures  and  higher  levels  of  socio-
economic development (Lichter 1993, Brown 1993, 
Campbell et al. 1993). According to the public perception 
(shared by policy makers) rural populations are declining, 
old and undereducated (Kulcsar et al. 2011). 

It  is  very  common  that  demographic  changes  in  a 
region  are  partly  causes  and  partly  consequences  of  its 
economic and social situation. Many scholars have found 
significant association between territorial development 
and age structure in urban and rural context too (Zhang et 
al. 2015, Bloom et al. 2007, Maestas et al. 2016, Woetzel 
et al. 2016) 

It  is  generally  accepted  that  limited  resources  and 
services in disadvantaged communities and regions 
increase the old-age dependency ratio (Ingham et al. 
2009). 

However, the fact can be deduced, that the favourable 
age  structure  does  not  necessarily  mean  a  higher  socio-
economic development level. We can find favourable age 
structure in some underdeveloped micro-regions of 
Hungary.  In  other  areas  the  good  geographical  location 
(close to the city, there are touristic attractions, etc.), can 
partly  compensate  the  unfavourable  age  structure  and 

demographic  disadvantage.  One  part  of  the  underdeve-
loped area is characterized by an ageing population, but 
the other part is just the opposite to them. The statement 
that in the less developed areas we can only find ageing 
populations without young inhabitants, while in the 
developed areas it is just the opposite, it is not true in all 
cases. 

This study aims to compare the socio-economic 
situation in less favoured rural areas where the less 
favored situation can be found together with an 
unfavourable age structure and migration processes, or its 
opposite  which  means  young  age  structure  and  growing 
population.  

Our  opinion  is  that  the  favourable  age  structure  not 
necessarily runs with social-economic development. 
Underdeveloped micro-regions with favourable age 
structure  concentrated  in  some  parts  of  Hungary,  where 
high  level  of  unemployment,  low  life  expectancy  and 
high  birth  rate  (with  large  roma  population  also)  have 
observed. 

Data and methods 

For analysis we are using micro-regional level 
regional  data  for  the  year  2015,  and  we  also  make  few 
comparisons with 1998 data. The number of observations 
were  175  micro-regions.  The  data  was  provided  by  the 
National  Statistical  Office  of  Hungary  (the  database  of 
National Regional Development and Spatial Information 
System). Budapest as a micro-region was treated 
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separately because of its outstanding performance in 
many aspects. 

Based on four input variables we conducted Principal 
Component  Analysis  and  created  a  Development  Index, 
with which we aim to measure the socio-economic 
performance  of  a  micro  region.  These  input  indicators 
were: unemployment rate, cars per 1000 inhabitants, 
income per inhabitant and migration rate. Migration rate 
was defined as inmigratnts per outmigrants (%). 

Table 1. Principal Component A matrix 

 Development 
Index 

unemployment rate, % -0,922 
cars per 1000 inhabitants 0,889 
income per inhabitant 0,848 
immigrants per outmigrants, % 0,844 

Source: own calculations 
 
Based  on  the  Principal  Component  A  matrix  (Table 

1),  the  unemployment  rate  has  a  very  close  negative 
correlation with the component. The second closest 
coefficient belongs to the number of cars per  inhabitant, 
with  its  0.889  coefficient.  The  weakest  but  still  very 
strong relationship is between the migration indicator and 
the component with 0.844 coefficient. 

Based  on  the  Development  Index,  we  created  four 
categories of socio-economic development. The 
thresholds of the categories were made based +/- 1 
standard deviation from the mean of the factor loadings. 
The four categories with the number of micro regions are 
as follows: 

 Underdeveloped districts (Factor loading up to -1): 
37 micro regions 

 Moderately underdeveloped dictricts (Factor 
loading from -1 up to 0): 49 micro-regions 

 Moderately developed district (Factor loading 
from 0 up to 1): 57 micro regions 

 Developed district (Factor loading from 1 and 
over): 32 micro-regions 

In  the  following  section  we  would  like  to  arge  why 
we selected our four input variables. There is no question 
in  literature why unemployment  rate  and  income  per 
inhabitant  are  significant  measures  of  social-economic 
development. Using the cars per inhabitant indicator as a 
measure of social-economic development is also not new 
in scientific research. Researchers Bíró and Monlár 
(2004)  as  well  as  Faluvégi  (2004)  applied  this  indicator 
for measuring the well-being and economic development 
of micro regions in Hungary. They used more input 
variables in their analysis, but they found that this 
measure is fitting to the factor model of other 
development indicators. Cars per inhabitant indicator was 
also used by Obádovics (2012) and Kulcsár et al. (2011) 
in micro-regional level. 

In our opinion, migration is one of the most 
significant indicators of regional socio-economic 
disparities.  Scolars  argue  that  future  migration  can  be 
detected/forcasted by analysing the demographic and 
economical trends within the region (Fassmann - 
Hintermann 1998, Dustmann et al. 2003, Hárs et al. 
2004). In addition, the motivations behind migration 

decisions are complex, still decisions are driven not only 
based  on  personal  reasons  and  the  destination  region’s 
magnetic factors, but also the unattractiveness of the 
issuing  region  (Gödri,  2016).  Based  on  these  facts,  we 
believe that migration indicator should be considered 
when we would like to see the development process of a 
region. 

In the following paragraph we explain our 
conceptualised  definitions  used  in  this  article. In  this 
paper young age rate is defined as the percentage of the 
population  aged  14  years  old  or  younger.  Old  age  rate 
was calculated as the percentage of population aged 65 or 
older. For 1998, due to data availability, we used 
different  definition,  old  age  is  considered  60  years  or 
older.  For  better  comparability,  when we  look  at  the 
differences in time, we used the same definition for 
elderly for the 2015 year too (in Table 2 and Table 3). 

Results 

Figure 1 shows that the highest rate of the population 
under the age of 14 can be found in the underdeveloped 
group  (16.3%),  followed  by  the  developed  group  with 
15.0%. In the moderately developed and moderately 

underdeveloped group 13.9% and 13.7% respectively. 
Fig. 1. Percentage of population of the micro-regions 
under 14 years and over 64 years by development 

categories, 2015 

Source: own construction 

The highest proportion of the elderly is in the 
moderately  underdeveloped group  with  19.3%, followed 
by  the  moderately  developed  group,  where  the  rate  is 
18.7%. In developed areas, 17.4%, while in 
underdeveloped areas 16.3% of the population is over 65 
years of age. 

In the underdeveloped group Encs micro-region 
stands  out  with  its  youth  ratio  of  over  21%.  From  the 
moderately  undeveloped  group,  the  Pétervására  micro-
region needs more attention with its outstanding old age 
rate (25%). 

Based on the above mentioned detalies we can 
observe, that in every development category, old age rate 
exceeds  young  age  rate,  with  one  exception,  namely  in 
the underdeveloped group. Evidence show, that 
underdevelopment goes along with young age structures. 
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Fig. 2. Percentage of population of the micro-regions 
under 14 years by development categories, 2015 

Source: own construction 

If  we look at the  geographical position of the  young 
districts in Figure 2, we can observe, that the proportion 
of  young  people  is  the  highest  in  the  developed  areas 
around  Budapest  and  in  the  underdeveloped  districts  of 
North-East  Hungary  (darker  colour).  High  proportion  of 
elderly people can be found in the Southern Great Plain 
region,  and  in  Southern  Transdanubia  and  Balaton  lake 
region (lighter colour). The number of elderly people in 
most  parts  of  the  country  exceeds  the  number  of  youth, 
the  only  exception  is  the  districts  around  Budapest  and 
the districts  with a  dominantly large roma population in 
the North Eastern part of the country. 

It is also important to see the volume of the 
regeneration of the population along different 
development  categories.  We  argue  that  birth  rate  is  an 
important indicator of underdevelopment. In Figure 3 we 
can  observe,  that  while  significant  differences  between 
the birth rate of the three more developed groups can not 
be detected (9 permille), the birth rate of the 
underdeveloped group is significantly higher with 11 
permille.  The  results  of  birth  rate  suggest,  that  in  the 
underdeveloped regions high young age rate can be 
considered as a consequence of high fertility. 

 
We also looked at life expectancy at birth, as an other 

common indicator of the well-being and social, 
economical  situation  of  a  region.  We  found  significant 
differences in life expectancy along the development 
categories.  The  life  expectancy  of  males  is  significantly 
increasing with development, while for female the growth 
is less notable and there is no significant difference 
between the two most developed groups at all. This 
suggests  that  female  and  male  life  expectancy  does  not 
show the same phenomena in different economic 
development. 

 
 

 

Fig. 3. Birth rate of the micro-regions by development 
categories, 2015 

Source: own construction 

However, it should be emphasised that in the 
underdeveloped group there is a greater difference in the 
life  expectancy  of  men  and  women,  and  the  difference 
between the two gender is decreasing with higher 
development. 

 

Table 2. Migration balance (in-out/1000 inh.) of the micro-regions aggregated to NUTS2 level by development 
categories, 2015 

REGION under-developed 
moderately 

under-developed 
moderately 
developed 

developed 
together 

2015 
together 

1998 
Central Hungary (without Budapest)  3,3 11,0 8,1 11,5 

Central Transdanubia  -7,5 -0,4 2,6 0,6 1,4 
Western Transdanubia  -6,8 -1,3 5,6 3,3 0,7 
South Transdanubia -9,3 -3,8 -1,1  -2,9 -0,6 

Northern Hungary -7,8 -3,9 0,6  -4,1 -2,5 
North Plain -6,8 -6,1 -1,6  -4,6 -1,5 
South Plain -8,9 -4,5 0,0 13,6 -1,6 -0,3 

ALL TOGETHER -7,4 -4,5 -0,1 7,1 -0,3 -5,7 

Budapest     1,4 -5,7 

Source: own calculations 
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Table 2 summarises the migration balance of NUTS2 
level regions in Hungary. The migration potential of 
Central  Hungary  was  the  highest  in  1998  and  still  is  in 
2015,  although  it  has  fallen  by  more  than  3  percentage 
points. 

The  decline,  however,  only  affected  the  moderately 
developed districts, the developed regions maintained 
their position. Over the past 10 years, the migration 
potential of Budapest has increased substantially, the pre-
2000  outmigration  wave  has  reversed,  and  the  return  of 
young people and working people to Budapest has 
started. 

The migration potential of Tiszakécskei micro-region 
in the Southern Great Plain region has to be highlighted, 
with  its  133.3%  migration  rate.  In  the  North  Hungary 

region the migration potential of Egri (105%) and Rétsági 
district (122%) were positive. 

The migration potential of Central Transdanubia 
region  decreased  significantly  compared  to  1998, and 
there was a shift towards Western Transdanubian region 
in  terms  of  migration.  In  the  districts  of  Pannonhalma, 
Csorna,  Tét,  Sopron,  Kőszeg,  Győr  and  Kapuvár,  the 
number of inmigrants exceeds the number of outmigrants 
by 10%. 

The  geographical  position  of  the  micro-regions  with 
the highest outmigration rate can be seen in Figure 4. The 
highest outmigration rate is marked with the lightest 
colour. 

 

Table 3. Ageing index (65+/15>) of the micro-regions aggregated to NUTS2 level by development categories, 2015  

REGIONS under-developed 
moderately under-

developed 
moderately 
developed 

developed 
together 

2015 
together 

1998 
Central Hungary (without Budapest)  155,1 128,7 138,0 99,7 

Central Transdanubia  155,2 178,7 176,2 176,3 102,4 
Western Transdanubia  232,8 221,2 178,8 191,7 119,5 
South Transdanubia 160,6 196,7 194,4  193,5 117,3 

Northern Hungary 134,8 179,2 187,6  165,3 109,3 
North Plain 130,9 156,2 171,8  150,5 93,9 
South Plain 194,8 197,9 189,7 179,8 192,5 120,9 

Budapest     204,8 164,0 

ALL TOGETHER 
WITH BUDAPEST 

174,5 183,6 182,3 155,7 174,8 115,8 

Source: own calculations 

 

The proportion of elderly people increased in 
Southern Transdanubia, Western Transdanubia and 
Central  Transdanubia  regions  form  1998  to  2015.  The 
highest growth  is detected in  Central Transdanubia  with 
6.6% increase. This  region  includes the northern part of 
the Lake Balaton. After Bélapátfalva and Pétervására 
districts,  the  most  elderly  districts  in  Hungary  are  the 
districts of Balatonfüred and Balatonalmádi. 

Fig. 4. Migration rate (in/out %) of the micro-regions 
by development categories, 2015 

Source: own construction  

In  Western  Transdanubian  region,  the  proportion  of 
the elderly is outstandingly high in the moderately 

developed  and  moderately  underdeveloped  areas  (Lenti, 
Keszthelyi, Zalaszentgróti and Letenyei districts). In the 
underdeveloped  districts,  the  high  proportion  of  elderly 
people  is  relatively  low.  The  lowest  proportion  of  the 
elderly is  in the developed districts of the Central 
Hungary region (Pest county) and in the Northern Great 
Plain region in the underdeveloped districts of 
Hajdúhadháza, Kemecse, Nyírbátor, Baktalórántháza, 
Záhony, Mátészalka, Nyíradony and the moderately 
undeveloped Kisvárda district, and in the underdeveloped 
Northern Hungary region (Encsi, Szikszói, Mezőcsáti 
districts). 

In Table 3 we can see the ageing index of the micro-
regions aggregated to NUTS2 level by development 
categories.  Ageing index  was calculated by dividing  the 
old  aged  population  (65  years  or  older)  by  the  young 
population  (14  years  or  younger).  In  2015,  the  aging 
index was over 100% in all regions. The most favourable 
situation is in the underdeveloped districts of the 
Northern Great Plain and Northern Hungary 
(Hajdúhadháza, Encs, Szikszó, Kemece districts) and Pest 
county (Budakeszi, Szigetszentmiklós, Dunakeszi 
districts).  The  15  most  youngest  districts  belong  to  the 
group of underdeveloped districts. The two oldest 
districts, as we have seen in the case of old age rate, are 
the  Bélapátfalva  and  the  Pétervására  districts.  With  the 
exception  of  the  two  distrocts,  the  first  10  most  ageing 
districts can be found in south and southwest of Hungary, 
in  the  underdeveloped  and  moderately  underdeveloped 
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districts of Southern Great Plain, as well as in the 
moderately developed and moderately underdeveloped 
districts of  Southern Transdanubia. We found extremely 
high  ageing  index  in  Western  Transdanubia,  in  Letenye 
and Lenti districts. 

Conclusions 

It is clear that age structure and economic 
development  are  related  with  each  other.  However,  this 
relation is often interpreted as a link between young age 
structure and good economic performance. As our 
research  showed,  the  picture  is  more  complex.  In  our 
study we found that the statement that in the less 
developed  areas  we  can  find  only  ageing  populations 
without  young  inhabitants,  is  not  true  in  Hungary.  The 
most  underdeveloped  micro-regions  with  favourable age 
structure are concentrated in the Eastern parts of Hungary 
as  well as  in Southern of Transdanubia. In these  micro-
regions, the percentage of the Roma population is higher 
than average. While causation is not certain, it seems that 
the  two  are  closely  related,  which  emerges  a  need  for 
additional  research  on  this  field.  The  developed  regions 
with high rate of young population have very high 
positive migration balance concentrated around Budapest. 
The  most  ageing  regions  are  the  capital  city  Budapest, 
Southern  Great  Plain  and  Transdanubia.  The  population 
of Hungary is ageing (as population of Europe), but  we 
can find high rate of young population in the most 
underdeveloped, and in the most developed micro-regions 
too. We also found that in Southern Transdanubia, 
Northern  Hungary  and  North  Great  Plain  regions  there 
are no developed micro regions at all. 

The importance of these results for policy makers is 
that it highlights the differences in development needs of 
regions  which  seem  to  be  similar  in  some  aspects.  For 
understanding  regional  inequailities,  we  need  to  look  at 
numbers  more  closely.  Sometimes  it  is    is  important  to 
revise  the  indicators,  and  it  can  happen,  that  the  most 
basic perceptions have to be challenged. 
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Annotation  
The role of entrepreneurship in employment, economic growth and innovation have been mainly debated and consistently acknowledged, both in 
literature and in policy making. The current economic crisis has increased attention on entrepreneurship and its essential role in all economies. The 
aim of this study is to analyse the challenges and opportunities in rural India and Europe that entrepreneurs might face in the current situation. The 
economic growth of a country mainly depends on the progress of rural areas and the standard of people living in this area. A rural entrepreneur is one 
of the great vital contributors in the economic development of a country. 
Within the situation of the current crisis, at a European level, entrepreneurship development is one of the key solutions for employment creation and 
sustainable economic growth. Therefore, there have been numerous actions and initiatives to make entrepreneurship as the growth engine of European 
economy and to put the principle of “think small first” at the core of national and European policies. Nearly 73 % of the total Indian population lives 
in rural areas where agriculture and agriculture associated activities are the main sources of their living on the contrary, many rural entrepreneurs are 
facing various problems and challenges due to non-availability of essential amenities in the rural part of developing country like India. The research 
methods  are  the  analysis  of  different  research  articles,  reports  and  policy  papers  and  comparative  analysis  of  statistical  data  from  international 
databases also researchers implemented a descriptive research design using 130 randomly selected registered entrepreneurs from Maharashtra state, 
India. 
The main findings of this research show the differences in entrepreneurial activity, level and nature of entrepreneurship existing at European level 
during  the  crisis,  and  also  point  out  the  strengths  and  weaknesses  of  European  countries  and  Data  collected  from  India  were  analysed  using 
descriptive statistics the data analysis indicated that lack of finance, insufficient infrastructures, lack of managerial skills were major challenges for 
rural entrepreneurs.  
KEY WORDS: rural; entrepreneurship; challenges; India; Europe. 

Introduction 

“Entrepreneurship is an activity that involves the 
discovery, evaluation and exploitation of opportunities to 
introduce  new  goods  and  services,  ways  of  organizing, 
markets process and raw material through organizing 
efforts  that  previously  had  not  existed”  (Venkataraman 
1997). “Entrepreneurship is an important process by 
which  new  knowledge  is  converted  into  products  and 
services” (Shane and Venkataraman 2000). 
Entrepreneurship is the procedure where an 
entrepreneur’s forms a venture by considering the 
opportunity in the market, accept the risk by the support 
of effective innovative idea or procedure and gather 
revenue  from  the  business.  Several  researchers  in  the 
field  of  entrepreneurship  have  not  come  up  with  single 
and unanimously acceptable definition for 
entrepreneurship  (Gwija  2014).  (Nafukho,  Kobia  et  al. 
2010)  argue  that  the  reason  for  not  having  a  universal 
definition is because entrepreneurship has been studied in 
many disciplines, which has resulted in the rise of many 
opinions regarding its meaning. 

Entrepreneurship has become a dynamic field of 
research  in  the  last  two  decades.  Entrepreneurs  play  an 
important  role  in  the  overall  economic  development  of 
the country. The growth and development of 
entrepreneurship facilitate self-employment, result in 
broader distribution of economic and industrial activities 
and help in the maximum utilization of locally available 

resources. It is fact that the majority of rural 
entrepreneurs are facing several problems due to lack of 
basic  amenities  in  rural  areas,  like  lack  of  education, 
financial  problems,  marketing  hurdles,  management  and 
human resource problems, insufficient technical and 
conceptual ability etc.  

India  is  a  country  of  villages.  About  three-fourth  of 
India's  population  are  living  in  rural  areas  out  of  which 
75% of the labour force is still earning its livelihood from 
agriculture and its allied activities. Land being limited is 
unable to absorb the labour force in agriculture. 
Therefore,  there  is  a  need  to  develop  rural  industries  to 
solve rural unemployment and rural migration to cities. 

Enterprise and entrepreneurship are the drivers of 
economic growth in Europe’s rural areas. With the 
ongoing  challenges  facing  traditional  rural  sectors,  the 
future success of the rural economy is inextricably linked 
to the capacity of rural entrepreneurs to innovate, and to 
identify new business opportunities that create job 
opportunities and income in rural areas. Considering the 
European  Union  (EU),  rural  regions  cover  57%  of  the 
territory  and  24%  of  the  population  (CE,  2012).  The 
Rural Development Policy of the European Commission 
is  one  of  the  two  pillars  of  the  Common  Agricultural 
Policy (CAP). This helps in finding answers to the 
challenges facing rural areas for sustainable development. 
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Research Objectives 

The  main  objective  of  this  study  is  to  analyse  the 
challenges  and  problems  in  rural  India  and  Europe  that 
entrepreneurs  might  face in the current situation as  well 
as  to  identify  the  route  of  entrepreneurial  development 
and their associated emerging opportunities from the 
analysis of trends and characteristics revealed on a small 
medium size enterprise, particularly in the rural area. The 
other objectives are the following: 

1. To recognize  the  major  problems  faced  by  rural 
entrepreneurs  in  India  and  Europe  also  find  the 
impact of these problems on the working 
efficiency  of  those  entrepreneurs  who  are  living 
in rural part. 

2. To provide an overview on the dynamics of India 
and European entrepreneurship and highlight the 
challenges for its development. 

3. To determine the rural entrepreneurship 
perspectives, from their occupational 
performance and the motivations behind 
entrepreneurial start-up. 

Research Methodology 

The  research  methods  are  the  analysis  of  different 
research articles, reports and policy papers and 
comparative analysis of statistical data from international 
databases. This research employed small medium 
entrepreneurship activities for development of rural areas 
of  India,  the  researchers  chose  Vidarbha  region  as  an 
Indian research area. The study is empirical and 
explanatory,  the  exploratory  quantitative  research was 
completed  by  means  of  a  questionnaire  and  personnel 
interviews which was circulated to a sample of probable 
rural entrepreneurs from Vidarbha region of Maharashtra 
state. The study was conducted by a random selection of 
130 participants, aged between 18 and 60 from small and 
medium size enterprises registered with this District 
Industries Centre. For while in this research for European 
countries study researchers uses secondary data from 
international databases - Global Entrepreneurship 
Monitor – GEM and Doing Business and The 
Entrepreneurship Database – registered for 2008 – 2012, 
and Flash Eurobarometer 354 Entrepreneurship in the EU 
and beyond, 2012. 

Data Analysis and Results 

Challenges and Perspectives for Indian 
Entrepreneurship 

A) Demographic findings 
From Table 1 it has been demonstrated that majority 

of the respondents i.e. 94 (72%) are males while females 

constitute only 36 respondents (28%) The implication of 
this result is that majority of those who engaged in 
entrepreneurial activities are males it shows woman 
dominating Indian culture. Received response implies 
that majority of 49 respondents (38%) are from 
agriculture sector while 40 respondents (31%) from 
manufacturing sector, 32 respondents (24%) from service 
sector  and  9  respondents  (7%)  from  handcraft  sector. 
While looking towards age structure the age of the 
majority  50  respondents  (39%)  of  those  entrepreneurs 
range from 25 to 35 years, and minority respondents i.e. 
17% belongs to up to 25 years, followed by age range 36-
45 that is 38 respondents (29%), age group ranging more 
than 46 years recorded 9 respondents (8%) and the least 
being  age  range  56  and  above  found  20  respondents 
(15%). The result implies that most of the respondents are 
in their active and productive age. 

Table 1. Demographic Variables 
Source: Researcher’s calculations based field survey 

Sr. 
No 

Particulars/ 
Variables 

No of 
respondents  Percentage  

1 AGE     
  Up to 25 years 22 17 
  25-35 years 50 39 
  36-45 years 38 29 

  
More than 45 
years 20 15 

2 GENDER     
  Male 94 72 
  Female 36 28 
3 EDUCATION     
  Secondary 46 35 
  Diploma 28 22 
  Bachelor degree 41 31 
  Master degree 15 12 
4 OCCUPATION     

  
Agriculture/Agro 
industry 49 38 

  Manufacturing 40 31 
  Service 32 24 
  Handcraft 9 7 
 
B) Challenges of entrepreneurs 
Entrepreneurs play a very important role in the 

economic development of a country. They face numerous 
problems and challenges in day to day activities. As the 
thorns are part of roses, similarly every flourishing 
business has its own kind of problems. Some of the major 
problems faced by Indian rural entrepreneurs are as 
under. 
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Table 2. Challenges of rural entrepreneurs Source: Researcher’s calculations based field survey 

 

Statements 
Strongly 
disagree 

 

Disagree 

Neither 
agree 
nor 

disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 
agree 

Mean*  SD* 

Family members were not agreed 
with my decision to be an 
entrepreneur. 

53 
 

32 8 25 12 2.03 0.9 

I could not manage start-up capital 
very easily to start the business. 

32 
 

41 7 50 0 2.24 1.1 

Poor financing creates major issue 
while stating new business. 

9 
 

18 6 59 38 3.89 1.47 

Required training/course facilities 
are not available 

4 
 

7 8 66 45 3.92 1.37 

There are lacks different skills 
(management/ marketing etc.) to 
conduct the business 

12 
 

47 9 40 22 2.77 1.41 

Political influences hamper my/our 
entrepreneurial activity 

10 
 

13 12 58 37 2.19 1.18 

My suppliers are not very co-
operative/supportive. 

20 
 

18 10 44 38 3.78 1.3 

Infrastructural problems 
(water/electricity/gas/transportation 
etc.) are very hazarders to run the 
business 

6 

 

0 3 63 58 5 1.36 

Inadequate technological 
knowledge creates obstacles in our 
way to do business 

8 
 

17 10 52 43 3.1 1.19 

 
*Mean value greater than the midpoint of 5 or 2.50 indicates challenges. *Smaller SD (standard deviation) indicates 

lower dispersion among the responses in each statement. 
 
 
Table 2 shows different problems that can hamper the 

way of rural entrepreneurs in their path to success. 
Handling  enterprise  can  occasionally  be  hampering  to 
comprehensive the social concern. That can increase 
scandalous language from family and this plays a role of 
negative  to  inspiration.  The  preliminary  consensus  and 
frequent  assistant  is  very  much  critical  to  endure  the 
business successfully. In response to the declaration 
“family members were not agreeing with my decision to 
be an entrepreneur” 53 respondents were strongly 
disagreeing with mean value (2.03) and the standard 
deviation (0.90) reveals, that rural peoples are not facing 
problems by their family. That means, the entrepreneurs 
in India were getting co-operation of their family 
members. The result shows 41 of the respondents 
disagreed and 50 respondents agreed with the statement - 
“I could not manage start-up finance very easily to start 
the business”. The mean value (2.24) and standard 
deviation (1.10). Being an entrepreneur, it is very 
important to manage working capital to manage everyday 
expenses. At this point, 59 of the respondents were 
agreeing with the statement “Poor financing creates major 
issue while stating new business.” mean value (3.89) and 
standard  deviation  (1.47).  This  result  also  reveals,  that 
rural entrepreneurs are facing various problems to 

manage working capital. Getting training is important to 
the progression in occupation. 66 of the respondents were 
supportive with the statement - “Required training/course 
facilities  are  not  available.  The  survey  outcome  shows, 
that 40 of the respondents are supportive with the 
statement “There are lacks different skills (management, 
marketing  etc.)  to  handle  the  business.”  Also,  47  of  the 
respondents  are  disagreeing  with  this  declaration  with 
mean value (2.77) denote the deficiency of diverse skills 
as  challenge  of  rural  entrepreneurs.  Here  the  standard 
deviation is 1.41. We should understand that absence of 
managerial effectiveness can form straggler performance. 
To achieve labour, production, finance, research and 
development the management skill is enormous. 

In  response  to  the  report  “Political  influences  hinder 
my/our entrepreneurial action.” 58 of the respondents are 
agreed  with  this and 37 are strongly  with this statement 
with  mean  value  (2.19)  also  designate  it  as  a  problem 
concerning  entrepreneurial  growth  along  with  Standard 
deviation is 1.18. Retorting the account  -  “My  suppliers 
are not very co-operative/supportive,” 18 of the 
respondents  disagreed,  and  20  strongly  disagreed  with 
this report. Suppliers’ cooperation and support rarely 
necessity  for  the  even  movement  of  business  process. 
Occasionally the incorrect choice of position, insufficient 
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water source, unequal supply of electricity and gas, 
transport can produce the random situation. 
“Infrastructural  problems  such  as  water,  electricity,  gas, 
transportation, etc.” - This account covers mean value (5) 
and  standard  deviation  (1.36)  revealed  it  as  a  challenge 
there  63  of  the  respondents  agreed  with  the  declaration 
and 58 strongly agreed. In response to the account 
“Inadequate  technological  knowledge  creates  difficulties 
in our way to do business.” 52 of the respondents agreed 
with  this.  The  mean  value  (3.10)  indicates  a  lack  of 
technological know-how pose a challenge for rural 
entrepreneurs with the Standard deviation is 1.19 in this 
statement. 

 
C) Entrepreneurial motivation behind 

entrepreneurship  
In order to measure entrepreneurial motivation, as for 

the attitude towards the work they perform at the time of 
the  research,  the  potential  entrepreneurs  consider  that, 
although  it  is  attractive  and  appreciated  by  the  other 
citizens, it fails to secure them the long-expected income. 
The  reasons  which  determine  potential  entrepreneurs  to 
start  a  business  are  as  diverse  as  the  activities  in  which 
they  choose  to  be  involved.  Figure  1  shows  the  main 
entrepreneurial motivations as resulted from the research 
we performed. The result shows that the most consistent 
group of 32 respondents has perception that 

entrepreneurship as a source of higher income (25%) and 
12 respondents were attracted by the idea of being 
independent (9%). 19 entrepreneurs have another type of 
motivation  lies  in  the  desire  to  provide  security  and  a 
good future for the family (14% of the investigated 
subjects). Another category of entrepreneurs is 
constituted by what we may call “authentic 
entrepreneurs”,  whose  motivation  lies  in  the  desire  to 
borrow and put into practice business models in the 
domains in which they have experience (8%), or the ones 
who  are  not  content  with  their  previous  work.  On  the 
contrary 19 respondents (14%) forced to become 
entrepreneur  because  of  family  tradition  they  have  to 
continue the family business. 7% of respondents majorly 
woman’s they want to utilize their free time and wish to 
support  family  by  extra  source  of  income.  India  is  a 
country where everyone wants to work with government 
services  for  financial  and  job  security  but  unfortunately 
looking  towards  Indian  population  government  cannot 
provide  jobs  to  everyone  and  private  jobs  that’s  why 
nowadays  individuals  were  entering  into  entrepreneurial 
activity  from  our  study.  9%  of  respondents  has  opinion 
that  there are not sufficient opportunities in  government 
jobs.  8%  of  respondents  being  employer  would  like  to 
provide  job  opportunities  to  other  local  peoples.  This 
result  of  the  study  shows  the  various  motivation  factors 
being an entrepreneur in rural India.  
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Fig. 1. Entrepreneurial motivation behind entrepreneurship 
Source: Researcher’s own calculations based field survey 

 
 

Challenges and Perspectives for European 
Entrepreneurship 

In the current situation Europe is going through one of 
the  most  important  transformation,  which  the  European 
Union  should  take  benefit,  in  order  to  recognize  new 
responses  to  existing  problems  and  to  find  new  way  to 
solve this issue. Europe must develop a new 
entrepreneurial  culture,  accustomed  to  society  and  built 
on  knowledge,  innovation  and  participation  of  a  huge 
number of people in entrepreneurial activities. Therefore, 

we must discuss about importance of education and 
training: since we have an idea about these prepare 
important factors of a sustainable society. European 
countries  should  concentrate  on  increasing  the  support 
provided  to  entrepreneurs,  and  ensure  the  dissemination 
of good ideas across the EU. This ensures increase in the 
percentage of population involved in entrepreneurial 
activities,  improving  and  encouraging  the  reforms  that 
generate  growth  and  employment.  The  networks  which 
support entrepreneurs, entrepreneurship improvement, 
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analysis and dissemination can ensure the dissemination 
of good ideas across the entire EU, and can contribute to 
the  development  of  a  new  entrepreneurial  spirit  in  the 
future.  In view of the features show above, this research 

provides focus on the various aspects of European 
entrepreneurship  throughout  the  crisis  and  at  provides 
brief about  the problems and challenges associated  with 
entrepreneurship and its development in European 

countries  from  the  perception  of  the  listed  areas  of 
intervention proposed by Entrepreneurship 2020 
Action  Plan:  entrepreneurial  education  and  training, 
creating a supportive business environment. 
 
 

87%

11%

2%

Entrepreneurship provide new  job 
opportunities

 
 

79%

18%

3%

Entrepreneurs create new products and 
services that

provide benefit all

Agree Disagree Don’t know

 
 

Fig. 2. Insights of the role of entrepreneurship,  
EU - 27, 2012 

 
Source: Data presentation based on data from 

European Commission (2012) 

People living in EU acknowledge that entrepreneur 
plays very vital role in development of country by the 
menace of development of economy and society. With 
the help of data collected from the latest 
Eurobarometer on entrepreneurship in European 
Union, Figure 2 demonstrates about people’s 
perception that entrepreneurship provide new job 
opportunities and entrepreneurs’ role in generating 
products  and  services which  provide  benefit  to  the 
entire society. It shows that a huge number of 
European people has a positive perception on 
entrepreneurs and agree on the benefits of 
entrepreneurship. 

 
 
A) Entrepreneurial education and training 
In recent years researchers, academicians and 

policy makers put much emphasis on entrepreneurship 
education. In the  face of crisis in the corporate  world 
and heightened unemployment, many governments 
emphasize  on  entrepreneurship  as  an  alternative  way 
out. Moreover, unprecedented enthusiasm is also 
observed from the demand side as well. Educated 
youths as well as dropouts from high schools or 
colleges are found interested to equip themselves with 
entrepreneurship  knowledge  and  skill,  viewing  it  as  a 
lucrative career alternative. As a result, intervention in 
the form of entrepreneurship education and training has 
become  a  common  scenario  in  almost  all  countries, 
developed or developing (Azim 2013). It has long been 
the  conventional  wisdom  that  some  people  are  born 
entrepreneurs and will succeed with or without 
education,  while  no  amount  of  education  can  provide 
business success for those who lack the 
“entrepreneurial  spirit”.  But,  experience  demonstrates 
that people are entering business schools to learn about 
entrepreneurship,  and  there  is  a  growing  acceptance 
that  elements  of  entrepreneurship  can  be  taught  and 
learned (Gottleib and Ross, 1997). Figure 3 shows the 
Europeans  level  of  agreement  in  this  matter.  50%  of 
the  respondents  agreed  that  education  provides  them 
confidence to develop an entrepreneurial attitude. Only 
47% agreed that education has help me to better 
understand  the  role  of  entrepreneurs  in  society  while 
41%  of  respondents  considered  that  education  teach 
them how to do the business. 
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Fig. 3. Perceived role of entrepreneurial education, EU-27, 2009 and 2012 

Source: Data presentation based on European Commission (2012) 

Figure 3 describes an insignificant rise in the level 
of agreement between 2009 and 2012. If we will 
compare  current  situation  i.e.  2017  with  compare  to 
2012 there is not much difference with numbers which 
express todays situation there is necessity to encourage 
and to support entrepreneurial education in all 
European countries. 

 
B) Business environment 
One  of  the  most  important  Entrepreneurship  2020 

Action Plan is to form a supportive business averment 
for overall development of country. The available data 
also sets six main areas to eradicate the current 
problems in start-ups and new business growth 
(European Commission, 2013, p. 8): “access to 
finance, support for entrepreneurs in the crucial phases 
of  the  business  lifecycle  and  their  growth,  unleashing 

new  business  opportunities  in  the  digital  age,  transfer 
of business, bankruptcy procedures and second chance 
for honest entrepreneurs, and regulatory burden 
reduction.”  Figure  4  shows  that  the  alleged  problems 
which might be come across when starting up a 
business. The assessment between data from 2009 and 
data  from  2012  demonstrates  difficulties  with  slight 
changes  even  current  situation  with  compare  to  2012 
there is not much difference with numbers the situation 
is same as previous. The effect and availability to get 
second chance for starting new own business, generate 
finance /manage start-up capital while stating new 
business,  time  consuming  and  lengthy  legal  laws  and 
formalities/procedures, Information gap/non-
availability of required information, and risk taking and 
failure in entrepreneurship are considered as main 
difficulties in starting-up a business. 
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Fig. 4. Difficulties in starting up a business, EU-27, 2009 and 2012 
Source: Data presentation based on European Commission (2012) 

Conclusions  

In the present research work, we demonstrated that 
on the basis of analysis of data and discussion of their 
results it is concluded that entrepreneurs in rural India 
and European countries face various problems such as 
entrepreneurial/business problems, social/personal 
problems  and  technical  problems.  This  entrepreneur’s 
due to the deteriorating conditions cross the boundary 
of conservativeness. From the current study research, it 
has directed to a sequence of results which highlighted, 
among other aspects, the motivational factors related to 
entrepreneurial  innovation.  Thus,  the  most  important 
influences in favour of introducing new businesses are 
associated to providing a decent living standard. 
Concerning the increasing attraction of business 
environments for new business initiatives, the 
respondents indicated, in this order: agriculture, 
services, manufacturing, commerce and tourism. 

In Indian business environment the essential ethics 
of  the  entrepreneurial  type,  such  as  acceptance  and 
indecision  control,  risk  taking  or  the  acceptance  of 
failure  is  rather  guardedly  shared  by  possible  rural 
entrepreneurs. The comparative analysis of the growth 
of  numerous  indicators  of  the  dynamics  of  European 

entrepreneurship  during  the  crisis  points  out  on  one 
side, relatively low levels of entrepreneurial activity in 
most  of  the  analysed  EU  members  and,  on  the  other 
side, a positive situation. Though registering low 
values, the indicators mentioned above display 
ascending trends, after a significant decrease in the first 
year of the crisis. Besides, a growing number of 
Europeans are willing to become entrepreneurs. 

The  main  challenge  at  an  Indian  and  European 
level consists in increasing entrepreneurial activity and 
providing support for more and more people to become 
entrepreneurs. The measures undertaken up to the 
present are meant to overcome the challenges. They are 
aware and declare their recognition of entrepreneurship 
as a solution for providing job opportunities and 
growth. In  most countries, progress  has been  made in 
creating  a  supportive  business  environment;  with  less 
time, consuming and lengthy legal procedures and 
easier access to finance; more people are aware of the 
importance  of  entrepreneurial  education  and  the  need 
to include specific groups in the training programs. The 
moment  when  almost  unanimously  maximum  Indian 
and Europeans appreciate entrepreneurs as models and 
choose entrepreneurship as desirable career choice. 
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Annotation  
Poverty is becoming a major issue in the modern world; recent economic crisis clearly had an unfavourable effect on Europe’s poor population. The 
economic  situation  of  a country  -  through  wages  -  has  a  clear  impact  on  the  level  of  poverty.  This  study  focuses  on  a  special  group  of  socially 
excluded people - the deprived - and tries to investigate the symptom of being poor in Europe by using an absolute poverty measure. The so-called 
deprivation index is made up of different factors of the household related to living conditions and livelihoods. 
Previous research showed, that urban and rural household have to face different conditions in terms of the causes of becoming poor. Urban poverty is 
a multidimensional phenomenon. However, households living in urban areas have more possibilities on the labour market, still  large share of the 
urban households are at high risk of being poor. The urban poor live with many deprivations. Their challenges include limited access to employment 
opportunities  and  income,  inadequate  and  insecure  housing,  violent  and  unhealthy  environments,  little  or  no  social  protection  mechanisms,  and 
limited access to adequate health and education opportunities. Central European countries have different path of European integration and economic 
development. Nevertheless, the determinants of being poor are various within regions of different urbanisation level. The goal of this paper is to 
explore these dissimilar causes across Europe and to determine factors that affect household level deprivation. In our analysis, we use binary logistic 
regression model to investigate the main drivers of being poor in different European countries with special focus on the differences of urban and rural 
areas. The analysis bases on the 2013 wave of EU-SILC cross-sectional micro data provided by Eurostat. In our research, we put the emphasis on 
identifying the most important attributes that characterise the group of the deprived population. We declare, that without a throughout analysis within 
this social group and without a deeper understanding and mapping of the problem, finding a solution is impossible.  
 KEY WORDS: deprivation; poverty; income; Europe. 

Introduction  

Nowadays, many theoretical and empirical studies 
have had challenging times to measure poverty. Poverty 
analyses have been based on a single indicator, generally 
income or expenses, used as a tool to measure 
deprivation. Although monetary measures have their 
value in terms of easiness of computation and 
comparability across countries, they have been 
considered as partial and indirect indicators of poverty. 

During  the  transition  process  took  place  in  former 
Soviet Union's old centralized economies, when economy 
collapsed,  privatization  and  transformation  processes  in 
industry  and  services  have  been  taken  place.  Later  the 
effects  of  EU  membership  came  out;  this  all  received 
considerable attention by economists (Svejnar 2002, 
Roland 2000, Blanchard 1997).  

Interestingly, however, in small rural areas, changes in 
welfare state processed more significantly. While 
development,  scientists  and  policy  makers  have  had  a 
strong  interest  in  the  poverty  differences  between  the 
rural  and  urban  areas,  but  the  information  in  European 
countries are often limited, and often restricted to a few 
country-specific analyses (Seeth, 1998, Cord et al. 2003). 
There is no comparative analysis of information − 
extending the understanding of the effects of the 
transition on rural poverty. The negative impacts on some 
variables such as health and social indicators are known 

little. However, differences between rural and urban areas 
have been compared based on their income poverty. 
(Jensen−Richter  2004,  Brainerd−Cutler  2005).  What  we 
are  focusing  is  on  to  compare  rural  and  urban  areas 
selecting  most  significant  variables  which  have  shown 
being the determinants of becoming poor. 

The first objective of this article is to address this gap 
by exploiting a new set of data that compares urban and 
rural  poverty  in  European  countries  (Austria,  Hungary, 
Lithuania Poland, Czech Republic and Slovakia) and 
compare how rural-urban poverty differ in 2013 based on 
EU-SILC database. 

In  many  countries,  poverty  has  been  found  to  be  a 
predominantly rural phenomenon, although urban poverty 
remains  a  reality  even  in  high-income  level  countries. 
Although individuals with a profound and stable job 
market  opportunity  for  a  relatively  wide  range  of  urban 
populations,  relative  density  and  urban  economies  make 
it  possible  to  provide  many  services  at  lower  costs  and 
with  greater  quality  in  the  rural  areas.  Poverty  in  cities 
can  be  a  consequence  of  in-migration  of  the poor  from 
somewhere else; but it can also be caused by periodic or 
structural mismatching of workers with available jobs. 

Research in poverty recently has experienced a 
significant shift towards more complexity 
conceptualization. Unlike, the concept of economic 
poverty,  which  is  embedded  in  traditional  income-based 
approaches,  poverty  is  considered  more  related  to  bad 
financial conditions and social and environmental 
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conditions. The need to complement the direct and 
indirect indicators of poverty to achieve a full picture of 
living standard  has  been  emphasized  by  providing  in 
many empirical studies (Ravallion 1995, 
Deininger−Squire 1996, Schults 1998). 

Traditional  poverty  analysis  uses  a  single  indicator 
for  poverty  as  a  proxy.  Although  there  are  monetary 
measures based on simplicity and comparability in terms 
of calculation, they are partial and indirect demonstration 
of poverty among the nations. In the last decades, 
traditional one-dimensional approaches have been 
questioned and alternative approaches have been put 
forward.  According  to  recent  literature  (Duclos−Tiberti 
2016), poverty is multifaceted and pervasive. Poor 
individuals  are often faced with various deprivations, 
both economically and socially. As a result, poverty 
should be addressed as a  multidimensional phenomenon 
and non-monetary indicators should be studied to provide 
a  better  understanding  (Townsend  1979,  Ringen  1988, 
Nolan−Whelan 1996, Perry 2002, Whelan et al. 2006). 

One of the main findings is that the outcomes of the 
analysis can be very different if it is based on indicators 
of income or other living standards. In other words, while 
some people with low living standards earn income above 
the poverty line, some people under poverty may 
experience satisfying living conditions. Deprivation is the 
most obvious candidate for an extreme poverty measure. 
The EU indicator of lacking 3 or more listed items is not 
perhaps extreme, but it is an EU wide threshold. The EU 
deprivation  index  was  based  on  work  by  Guio  (2009) 
using 2006 SILC data. In this work, he suggested a nine-
indicator  scale  to  measure  deprivation.    The  nine  items 
are the followings: capacity to face unexpected expenses, 
cannot afford one-week annual holiday away from home, 
arrears  on  mortgage  or  rent,  cannot  afford  meal  with 
meat, chicken or vegetarian equivalent, cannot afford to 
keep home adequality warm, having a washing machine, 
a colour TV, a telephone, or car. However, this 
deprivation  index  has  been  criticized  by  Bruder  (2014) 
amending  this  deprivation  index  by  adding  additional 
items and deleting those items which are not a real 
deprivation indicator anymore in the EU such as; cannot 
afford  owning  a  phone.  The  selected  items  should  be 
aggregated into multidimensional indices by adopting 
adequate weighting. Different weights have been 
proposed, but no theoretical justification for the privilege 
of  any  of  them  has  been  provided.  Some  studies  apply 
equal weights while avoiding assigning different 
importance to each item (Hallerod 1995). 

Multidimensional approaches to poverty and 
deprivation have a long and distinguished history in 
conceptual and philosophical work (Sen, 1992). In more 
recent  studies,  significant  attention  has  been  paid  to  the 
relationship between deprivations, ways of 
communicating  with  them,  and  methodologies  for  the 
validity of indicators used in composite or 
multidimensional  indices  (Alkire  et  al.  2015).  Showing 
on 2013 EU-SILC data, Guio and Maquet (2006) 
suggested a multi-dimensional indicator of material 
deprivation such as poor housing, lack of durable assets, 
and the inability to reach basic needs. The indicator 
provided  significant  unfavourable  trends  across  the  EU 
and  in  most  of  the  Member  States,  showing  increasing 

material  deprivation  over  time.  Whelan  (2007)  used  the 
2004 EU-SILC data set for the development of a 
consistent poverty index with 11 items, however, Whelan 
and  Maitre  (2008)  used  several  statistical  methods  such 
as  correlation  and  factor  analysis,  as  well  as  reliability 
tests of material deprivation to describe three dimensions 
of material deprivation (consumption, household 
facilities,  and  neighbourhood  environment)  and  studied 
their  relationships  with  income  poverty.  Inherently,  this 
deep analysis of the structure of deprivation resulted in a 
set  of  empirical  and  policy  studies  on  the  relationship 
between income and other deprivations and gave  rise to 
applied multidimensional measures. 

This paper contributes to this already significant 
recent literature by comparing the rural and urban regions 
in EU using 2013 EU-SILC data and one particular 
methodology to analyse urban and rural poverty. 
Data and methods 

As mentioned earlier, deprivation can be measured in 
many ways. In our article, we use the method introduced 
by (Bruder, 2014), which is a modification of the official 
methodology  applied  by  Eurostat  (Eurostat,  2012).  We 
define a household being deprived if three or more 
conditions apply to it among the listed ones in Table 1. 

Table 1. Deprivation items 

Deprivation 
(deprived if 3 or more items apply) 

1 Arrears on mortgage, rent payments, utility bills, hire 
purchase instalments or other loan payments 

2 Cannot afford washing machine, TV, telephone or computer 

3 Cannot afford car 

4 Cannot afford one-week holiday or unexpected expenses 

5 
Cannot afford to meat, chicken, fish (or vegetarian 
equivalent) every second day 

6 Inability to keep home adequately warm 

7 No bath, shower or indoor flushing toilet in dwelling 

8 
Leaking roof, damp walls/floors/foundation, or rot in window 
frame or floor 

9 Inability to make ends meet 

Source: own construction based on (Bruder 2014) 
 
 

EU-SILC database contains all necessary variables for 
identifying  deprived  households.  Further  analysing  the 
deprived  and  finding  main  causes  of  urban  and  rural 
deprivation  in  selected  countries  of  Central  Europe,  we 
also  used  an  individual  level  definition  of  deprivation. 
For individual level analysis, we characterised a person to 
be  deprived,  if  he/she  is  living  in  a  household  affected 
with deprivation. 
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Urbanisation level of households (urban/rural) is 
defined based on the general definition used by Eurostat 
(2011). Based on the  share of local population living in 
urban  clusters  and  in  urban  centres,  Eurostat  classifies 
local administrative units level 2 (LAU2) into three types 
of  area.  Densely  populated  (urban)  areas  are  those,  in 
which the population density is at least 1500 inhabitants 
per km2 and the minimum population is 50000. A thinly-
populated (rural) area is characterised by population 
density lower than 300 inhabitants per km2 and the 
population is under 5000. 

The  territorial  coverage  of  this  research  is  Europe, 
but due to data limitation, data of Switzerland and 
Slovenia  is  not  being  analysed.  The  selected  European 
countries are: Austria, Czech Republic, Germany, 
Hungary, Lithuania, Poland and Slovak Republic. For the 
logistic regression analysis, we had to apply further 
limitations, due to space limitations. The chosen 
countries for comparison are three neighbouring countries 
in  the  heart  of  Central  Europe:  Austria,  Hungary  and 
Slovak Republic plus one Baltic state country Lithuania. 

We are investigating the chances of being deprived in 
terms  of  few  selected  key  variables.  The  independent 
variables  of the logistic regression model are chosen 
based on two main criteria. First, data availability in  the 
EU-SILC database was a key issue. Secondly, 
investigating the literature, and based on our own 
experience, we wanted to build a simple, but meaningful 
model. During the model specification process, we faced 
many  pitfalls,  like  missing  data,  low  goodness-of-fit  in 
sub-groups and low explained variance. The final model, 
what we presented in this paper is meets all the 
requirements and assumptions of logistic regression. 

The logistic regression analysis is conducted on the 
individual  level  dataset.  The  dependent  variable  of  the 
model  is  deprivation,  i.e. weather  the  individual  is  a 
member of a deprived household. The factors included to 
analyse the individual effect of each are mainly 
household and individual characteristics connected to 
general demographic indicators. Literature suggested that 
gender is not a significant determinant of being poor, but 
we decided to include sex of the individual to the 
analysis, to be able to control for the gender differences 
of employment and educational level. Work intensity of 
the  individual  is  defined  as  people  living  in  households 
with very low work intensity i.e. people of all ages (0–59) 
living in households where the members of working age 
worked less than 20 % of their total potential during 12 
months prior to the survey. All analysis presented in this 
paper  is  based  on  the  2013  wave  of  EU-SILC  database 
provided by Eurostat. The analysis is made applying the 
household and individual cross-sectional weights. 

Results 

In figure 1, we demonstrate the deprivation rates of all 
households in each country as well as the mean 
equivalized disposable income per year. It can be seen on 
the  graph  that  mean  equivalised  disposable  income  is  a 
good predictor of deprivation rate in the selected 
countries. 

 
Fig. 1. Percentages of deprived households and the mean 

equivalised disposable income/year by county, 2013 
Source: Own calculations 

 
Based on this demonstration, for instance; mean 

equivalised  disposable  income  of  Austria  is  at  24,444  € 
and  deprivation  is  at  9.7%.  On  the  other  hand,  mean 
equivalised  disposable  of  Lithuania  is  at  5,366  €  and 
deprivation rate is at 35.9%. Table 1. shows percentages 
of deprived households and the mean equivalised 
disposable income/year by county, 2013. 

Looking at the urbanisation level of deprived 
households across Central Europe, there are major 
differences  across  countries.  Table  3  demonstrates  the 
urbanisation level of the deprived households, where the 
significant cells are highlighted. Czech Republic and 
Hungary, urban and rural areas share close to equal 
number of deprived households. In more developed 
countries, like Germany and  Austria, urban areas  gather 
most  of  the deprived  households;  while  rural  areas  face 
less  than  20%  of  the  deprived  households.  However, 
households living in urban areas have more possibilities 
on the labour market, still large share of the urban 
households are at considerable risk of being poor.  Rural 
areas of Slovak Republic, Hungary, Poland are similar in 
a  sense,  that  over  35%  of  the  deprived  households  are 
living in these areas. From the results above it can also be 
seen, that rurality is a key issue in material deprivation. It 
seems  that  higher  economic  development  may  result  in 
high rates of poverty in urban areas, as well as high living 
standards  in  thinly  populated,  rural  areas.  Although,  in 
less developed countries, the deprived are mostly 
gathered  in  the  unfrequented,  sometimes  emptied  rural 
areas. As a matter of fact, in rural areas of less developed 
countries,  the  real  estate  prices  are  much  affordable  for 
the  poor,  and  they  are  pushed  to  choose  living  in  these 
areas even if the employment opportunities are less 
diverse compared to cities. 
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Table 2. Urbanisation level of the deprived households in 
selected countries, 2013 

 
Urban 

Inter- 
mediate 

Rural Total 

AT 53.1%* 28.3% 18.6%* 100.0% 

CZ 31.7% 33.4%* 34.9% 100.0% 

DE 47.4%* 33.3%* 19.3%* 100.0% 

HU 31.9%* 31.8%* 36.3%* 100.0% 

PL 34.6%* 22.9%* 42.5%* 100.0% 

SK 23.4%* 27.4% 49.2%* 100.0% 

LT 38,1%* 8,5%* 53,4%* 100.0% 

Total 40.0% 29.7% 30.3% 100.0% 

Note: p<0.05; Chi=767.5; *st. residual > 2 
Source: Own calculations 

 
As  mentioned  earlier,  the  causes  of  deprivation  are 

multidimensional, and rurality of the settlement can be a 

key  issue  when  we  want  to  determine  the  chances  of 
becoming  poor.  We  also  saw,  that  different  economic 
development  can  result  quite  different  understanding  of 
living in a rural area in terms of becoming poor. 

Investigating some of the drivers of becoming 
materially  deprived  in  urban  and  rural  areas  in  Central 
European countries is of deficiency. However, our 
analysis  show,  that  there  are  major  differences  between 
urban and rural areas in terms of the causes of 
deprivation. To have deeper understanding of these 
causes, and since we believe individual characteristics are 
major  origins  of  deprivation,  we  turned  our  analysis  to 
individual  level  data.  In  Table  3  we  summarise  the  log 
odds of becoming deprived in urban and rural areas. Due 
to space limitations, we show the results for three 
selected countries, Austria, Hungary, Lithuania and 
Slovak Republic. The election of the countries is 
subjective and based on the researcher’s interest. 
 

Table 3. Odds ratio of deprivation for individuals aged 16-59 years living in urban and rural areas in selected countries, 
2013 

 Austria Hungary Slovak Republic Lithuania 

 urban rural urban rural urban rural urban rural 

Gender (Female) 

   Male 0.98 0.80 n.s. 1.06 0.97 1.08 0.93 0.96 

Work intensity (Not low) 

   Low 6.98 5.51 2.89 3.35 6.97 7.72 5.41 3.46 

Age (50-59 years) 

   16-29 years 2.01 1.42 0.87 1.43 1.34 1.08 0.67 1.00 

   30-49 years 1.93 2.06 1.07 1.50 1.44 1.18 0.86 1.28 

Education (ISCED 5) 

   ISCED 0-1 8.06 5.39 10.20 20.83 14.53 13.54 3.66 4.60 

   ISCED 2 3.23 2.95 8.37 8.66 5.10 8.97 5.16 6.54 

   ISCED 3 2.17 1.99 3.44 3.61 2.69 4.04 4.25 3.64 

   ISCED 4 1.09 0.92 2.57 2.01 0.77 2.92 2.41 2.43 

Household type (2 or more adults, no dependent children) 

   One-person household 1.21 2.15 1.54 2.16 1.26 1.76 1.22 1.28 

   Single parent household, one or  
   more dependent children 

1.74 3.11 2.39 2.64 2.69 4.25 2.03 1.58 

   2 adults, one dependent child 0.58 0.47 1.02 0.98 0.76 0.93 0.50 0.67 

   2 adults, two dependent children 0.48 0.56 1.03 0.74 0.25 0.45 0.48 0.67 

   2 adults, three or more dependent  
   children 

0.79 0.67 0.88 1.72 0.90 1.47 2.76 1.18 

   Other households with  
   dependent children 

1.42 0.52 1.08 1.14 1.31 1.27 1.08 0.90 

Country of birth (Same country as place of interview) 

   Other country 3.32 1.27 1.26 1.68 2.93 1.49 1.48 1.60 

Constant 0.02 0.02 0.11 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.15 0.13 

Notes: Austria  Hungary  Slovak Republic  Lithuania 
densely populated area (urban) R2=0.261 N=2811  R2=0.151 N=3977  R2=0.170 N=3045  R2=0.224 N=3419 
thinly populated area (rural) R2=0.147 N=3260  R2=0.208 N=7673  R2=0.253 N=4502  R2=0.183 N=4299 

 
Source: Own calculations
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Our results show that at a micro level, being in a low 
work-intense  household  has  a  substantial  impact  on  the 
likelihood of being in deprivation, but the scale of these 
impacts is shown to be very much greater in some 
countries than in others. Nevertheless, living in an urban 
or rural area is effecting  deprivation in diverse ways. In 
Slovak Republic, Hungary and Lithuania, living in a low 
work-intense household in a rural area yields higher 
chance to be deprived, although low work-intensity have 
less importance  for the  Hungarian citizens, compared to 
the  Slovakians  in  general.  In  fact,  more  investigation 
should be done to find the potential causes of this 
phenomena. In Austria, the economically most developed 
country  among  the  studied  ones,  citizens  living  in  rural 
areas  show  less  probability  to  be  deprived,  which  again 
certifies, that living in a rural area – even with low-work 
intensity  –  not  necessarily  result  in  dispossession.  Low 
work-intensity afflicts more the individuals who are 
living in urban areas. 

Concerning the relationship between age and the 
likelihood of deprivation, it is clear, that age has a unique 
effect on being materially poor. The general statement is 
that older people are less likely to be in necessity, 
however,  we  found  that  in  Hungarian  cities,  the  16-29 
years generation is less likely to be deprived compared to 
the older (50-59 years) generation. Austrian young 
generations living in cities are more disadvantaged, they 
have double chance (e=2.01) to be deprived compared to 
the old. Also in Lithuania, the 16-29 years generation is 
less  likely  to  be  deprived  compared  to  the  older  (50-59 
years) generation. 

Our results also show, that educational level has 
indeed  a  significant  effect  on  deprivation.  Those,  who 
have  no  education  should  face  multiple  odds  of  being 
deprived in each selected country. The worse condition is 
in rural parts of Hungary, where uneducated have twenty 
times more chance (e=20.83) to face financial difficulties 
compared to the higher educated. Low educational level, 
in  general,  have  less  significance  in  Lithuania,  which 
means that uneducated people here have a better chance 
to  reach  higher  living  standard  compared  to  in  Hungary 
and Slovak Republic or Austria. In Slovak Republic and 
Lithuania,  it seems  that  rurality  does  not make  huge 
difference for uneducated people in the chances of having 
to face deprivation. 

Household type – being a unique determinant of 
deprivation  –  shows,  that  if  a  person  is  living  in  a  one-
person  household,  he/she has  higher  chance  to  be  in 
deprivation in rural areas compared to urban areas. 
Single-parent households with dependent children are 
classified as being the most severely materially-deprived, 
the chances for deprivation is even higher, if the person is 
living in a rural surrounding. 

Our  last  examined  variable  is  the  country  of  birth, 
focusing  on  differences  between  urban  and  rural  areas. 
We believe country of birth will tell weather first 
generation migration would affect living standards while 
controlling for other factors in the model. We found, that 
migrants have higher chances of being deprived in urban 
areas in Austria and Slovak Republic, however, migrants 
in Hungary are more at-risk in rural areas. 

Conclusions 

Based  on  empirical  evidences,  our  analysis  showed, 
that there are major differences in the likelihoods of being 
deprived  in  rural  and  urban  areas  within  the  selected 
European countries. We believe rural to urban migration 
is partly generated by material deprivation. Although 
deeper understanding of rural poverty is desirable to 
make suitable policy responses. As we expected, 
deprivation rates are in relation with the mean equivalised 
income of the country. This suggest, that deprivation is a 
meaningful indicator not only about possession of goods 
and  household  equipment,  but  about  income-level  and 
poverty  too.  In  less  economically  developed  countries, 
the deprived are mostly congregated in the remote, rural 
areas,  however,  most  of  the  deprived  households  of  the 
developed Austria are living  in cities. This suggest,  that 
labour migration to cities might not result in higher living 
standards in Austria. 

The main advantage of applying a multivariate 
regression  analysis  in  poverty  studies,  is  that,  we  can 
control  for  indirect  effects  of  the  factors  being  studied. 
For instance, gender was indeed, used as a control 
variable for detecting the odds ratio of work intensity and 
educational level. The limitation of this analysis is that it 
might neglect factors that are also important in producing 
poverty. However, the focus has been put to the 
differences  between  rural  and  urban  deprivation,  not  a 
fully comprehensive likelihood analysis. 

The  possible  application  of  this  study  is  of  a  deeper 
understanding about rural and urban deprivation in 
Central  Europe.  Further  studies  should  be  conducted  in 
Central  European  countries,  and  other  countries  of  the 
European Union. Understanding rural deprivation is a key 
issue in finding solutions for rural to urban migration in 
the European Union and beyond. 
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SOME ASPECTS OF DIGITALIZATION AND SUSTAINABILITY IN  
THE EUROPEAN UNION 
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Annotation 
Nowadays knowledge has become a strategic resource, and plays a crucial role in education, innovation, different development processes, thus, in 
economic growth. Considering the rapidly and continuously changing business environment, the impacts of globalisation and digitalization, staying 
competitive is a great challenge for companies both in public and private sectors in the 21 st century. Through the information society or knowledge-
based society came to the fore, the use of diverse information technology tools and methods has become a significant influence factor in the daily life 
of  both individuals and  organisations.  In  this new  economy  the  appearance  of  Information  and  Communications  Technology  (ICT),  the  different 
online applications – especially social media – represent a completely different and new structure in communication and education. Although the 
relationship  between  education  and  sustainable  development  is  complex,  there  is  no  doubt  that  education  is  an  essential  tool for  achieving 
sustainability. Also United Nations highlighted the importance of sustainability and the role of education and digitalization in it – in 2015 UN General 
Assembly emphasized the cross-cutting contribution of ICT to the newly defined Sustainable Development Goals as ICT can accelerate the progress 
of sustainability. 
The current paper is intended to summarize the most important related literature and provide a better understanding of knowledge-based economy, 
digitalization and education for sustainability. Furthermore, the study offers a brief introspection into the current situation of Europe – compared with 
Hungary  –  in  terms  of  digital  competence  and  use  of  ICT.  The  research  methods  are  the  analysis  of  different  related  articles  and  reports,  a 
comparative  analysis  of  digital  skills  and  competences  between  Hungary  and  European  Union  based  on  the  reports  published  by  the  European 
Commission: Measuring Digital Skills across the EU: EU wide indicators of Digital Competence (2014); Survey of Schools: ICT in Education (2013) 
and Europe‘s Digital Progress Report 2017. Moreover, Authors mapped the current situation of ICT usage habits in secondary education in Hungary 
based on their own empirical research. 
The main findings of the study show that Hungary has a better position in terms of digital skills in comparison with the average of the European 
Union. Although it is obvious that usage of different ICT tools is essential in education in order to make knowledge transfer easier, the inconvenience 
of the older generation can reduce the efficiency of the new technology in education. Summarizing the results it can be clearly seen that confidence of 
digital skills are higher in Generation Y and Generation Z, as they have the basic need to use different ICT tools, mobile and online technologies in 
their everyday life. 
KEY WORDS: digitalization, sustainability, ICT, education, knowledge management, new economy 

Introduction  

According to the well-known Solow model economic 
growth and therefore growth  of GDP are determined by 
the  following  three  factors  of  production:  labour  (L), 
capital (K) and knowledge / innovation / entrepreneurial 
attitudes  / technological  developments  (A) which  can 
influence  the  efficiency  of  previous  two  also  (Pongrácz 
and Nick 2017). Although Solow has already recognized 
and emphasised the importance of knowledge and 
innovation, researchers started to deal with information as 
a new factor of production only in the last few decades. 
The appearance of new information technologies, digital 
devices  and  the  Internet  has  brought  new  challenges  to 
the  researchers  as well  as  the  different  actors  of the 
economy  –  on  one  hand  the  development  of  these  new 
technological solutions leads to a complete restructuring 
of the economy, and on the other hand, the Internet and 
diverse online applications (especially social media) 
represent a completely different communication structure 
which  also  changes  the  behaviours  of  economic  actors 
and the mode of operation of the economy itself.   

Considering the rapidly changing business 
environment, staying competitive is a key issue and 
challenge for companies in the 21st century. The criteria 

of a company’s or a country’s success and 
competitiveness is the changing behaviour of the different 
economic actors and its influence. Through the 
information  society  came  to  the  fore,  the  use  of  diverse 
information technology tools and methods has become a 
significant influence factor in terms of the entrepreneurs 
or company management. “Society is entering into an era 
where the future essentially will be determined by 
people’s ability to wisely use knowledge, a precious 
global resource that is the embodiment of human 
intellectual capital and technology” (Mupa, Chabaya and 
Chiome  2011).  In  this  new  knowledge-based  economy 
education has a continuously increasing role in 
knowledge  transfer  –  with  use  of  the  different  types  of 
Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) 
knowledge can be more easily identified, captured, 
organised, created, learnt and disseminated. Digital 
solutions play an important role also in sustainable 
development.  As  the  UN  General  Assembly  highlighted 
in  2015,  Information  and  Communications  Technology 
have a cross-cutting contribution to the reformulated 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) an can accelerate 
progress across SDGs (Figure 1) (Global e-Sustainability 
Initiative 2017). 
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Fig. 1. Overview of digital solutioons across all areas of life contributing to SDGs 
Source: adapted from Global e-Sustainability Initiative (2017)  

 
 It is also obvious that in this environment the demand 

for the education and training using new digital solutions 
and  technologies  will  increase  day  by  day,  as  ICT  can 
increase the efficiency of knowledge transfer in education 
as well as the education level of the population. 
“Education is an essential tool also for achieving 
sustainability. People around the world have already 
recognized that current economic development trends are 
not sustainable and that public awareness, education, and 
training are key to moving society toward sustainability” 
(UNESCO 2006). Although importance of the sustainable 
development was recognized, a lot of time will be 
essential in order to change the behaviours and habits of 
people. 

The current paper is intended to summarize the most 
important literature in terms of knowledge-based 
economy,  digitalization  and  education  for  sustainability. 
The main objective is to find the role of digitalization or 
development  of  digital  competences  in  the  sustainable 
development – how education and knowledge society can 
contribute to the sustainability. Moreover, the study also 
offers a brief introspection into the situation of Hungary 
and Europe in terms of ICT usage habits in education. 
 

Theoretical background 

Role of digitalization – ICT, digital competence 
 
The  new  technology  revolution  in  70’s  –  mentioned 

as industry 4.0 –, the appearance of various Information 
and Communications Technologies, automation and 
digitalization enabled us to talk about “new economy”, a 
knowledge-based economy today (Kovács 2017).  The 
importance of digital competence was recognised also by 
the  European  Parliament  and  the  European  Council  in 
2006.  Digital  competence  was  identified  and  defined  as 
one of eight key competences which are equally 
important and also essential for all individuals in a 
knowledge-based  society.  "Digital  competence  involves 

the confident and critical use of information society 
technology (IST) for work, leisure, learning and 
communication. It is underpinned by basic skills in ICT: 
the  use  of  computers  to  retrieve,  access,  store,  produce, 
present  and  exchange  information,  and  to  communicate 
and participate in collaborative networks via the Internet" 
(European Parliament and European Council 2006). Total 
list of the competences is the following: 

1. communication in the mother tongue; 
2. communication in foreign languages; 
3. mathematical competence and basic competences 

in science and technology; 
4. digital competence; 
5. learning to learn; 
6. social and civic competences; 
7. sense of initiative and entrepreneurship; and 
8. cultural awareness and expression. 
In 2011 the European Commission elaborated a 

Digital  Competence  Framework  in  DIGCOMP  project 
called.  Aim  of  the  project  was  to  describe  competences 
needed  by  individuals  to  be  digitally  competent.  The 
framework defines the following 5 main competence 
areas, and 21 competences within them: 

1. Information 
 browsing, searching and filtering 

information; 
 evaluating information; 
 storing and retrieving information. 

2. Communication 
 interacting through technologies; 
 sharing information and content; 
 engaging in online citizenship; 
 collaborating through digital channels; 
 netiquette; 
 managing digital identity. 
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3. Content creation 
 developing content; 
 integrating and re-elaborating; 
 copyright and licences; 
 programming. 

4. Safety 
 protecting devices; 
 protecting personal data; 
 protecting health; 
 protecting the environment. 

5. Problem solving 
 solving technical problems; 
 identifying needs and technological 

responses; 
 innovating and creatively using technology; 
 identifying digital competence gaps. 

(European Commission 2013a) 
According to the European  Commission (2015) 90% 

of jobs will require some level of digital skills and 
competences in the future. In order to support and 
accelerate the progress of digitalization, there are 
different  types  of  funding  sources  are  available  both  at 
European and national level – such as European 
Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF 2014-2020) 
recommended by the European Council in 2013 
(European Commission 2015). 

 
Education for sustainable development (ESD) 
 
Directly after the new technology revolution the issue 

and  concept  of  sustainability  has  also  been  given  more 
attention. Based on the related literature, there is no 
generally accepted definition for sustainable 
development, and it is also continuously evolving which 
makes  it  more  difficult  to  define.  One  of  the  original 
definitions  derives  from  the  Brundtland  Report  of  1987 
which stated that “Sustainable development is 
development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising  the  ability  of  future  generations  to  meet 
their own needs” (WCED 1987). However, recently more 
practical and detailed approaches have come to fore. Daly 
(1996) defined sustainable development as “development 
without growth beyond environmental limits.” Others 
said that sustainability is simply the ability to continue a 
well-defined behaviour indefinitely. According to Magda 
(2013) sustainable development “involves maximising 
the  net  benefits  of  economic  development,  subject  to 
maintaining the services and the quality of natural 
resources over time.” It “ensures the well-being of 
humans by integrating social development, economic 
development, and environmental conservation and 
protection” (Magda 2013). Despite of many different 
definitions  it  is  clear  that  sustainability  is  universally 
thought to have the following three components as 
pillars: environment, society and economy. In the last few 
decades, attention to sustainability or sustainable 
development  is  increasing  –  more  and  more  researchers 
started  to  deal  with  this  area.  Recently  researchers  have 
not  been  talking  about  only  three  main  categories,  but 
also the following sub-dimensions can be evaluated: 
socio-economic  (as  the  common  section  of  social  and 
economic dimensions), socio-environmental (as the 

common section of social and environmental 
dimensions), and eco-efficiency (as the common section 
of economic and environmental dimensions). 
Furthermore, national governments and international 
institutions try to influence the behaviours and habits of 
people towards sustainability through the education also. 
Due to the unsustainable behaviour, Sustainable 
Development  Goals  (SDGs)  were  reformulated  by  the 
United Nations in 2015 (Global e-Sustainability Initiative 
2017). 

The  relationship  between  education  and  sustainable 
development  is  complex.  Generally,  researchers  stated 
that  basic  education  is  the  key  to  a  nation's  ability  to 
develop and achieve sustainability targets (UNESCO 
2005). The concept of Education for Sustainable 
Development (ESD) was mentioned and firstly discussed 
at the World Summit on Sustainable Development held in 
2002. According to UNESCO (2005) ESD consists of the 
following five elements: 

1. education that allows learners to acquire the 
skills, capacities, values and knowledge required 
to ensure sustainable development;  

2. education dispensed at all levels and in all social 
contexts (family, school, workplace, community); 

3. education that fosters responsible citizens and 
promotes democracy by allowing individuals and 
communities to enjoy their rights and fulfil their 
responsibilities; 

4. education based on the principle of lifelong 
learning; and 

5. education  that  fosters  the  individual’s  balanced 
development. 

 
Importance of knowledge management 
 
Nowadays  knowledge  management  has  become  one 

of the key success factors in the business sector as well as 
in  the  field  of  education.  Moreover,  knowledge  became 
the  most  strategic  resource.  The  ability  of  a  knowledge 
manager to recognize links between disparate information 
from various sources and make them available in a single 
location  is  essential  for  individuals  and  organisations  to 
make  key  decisions.  As  rightly  described  by  Stewart  T. 
(2002) the essence of knowledge management is 
connection,  not  collection.  According  to  Quintas  et  al. 
(1997), knowledge management is described as the 
process of critically managing knowledge to meet 
existing needs, to identify and exploit existing and 
acquired knowledge assets and to develop new 
opportunities.  

Other authors also determined knowledge 
management  as  a  process  –  Liebowitz  (2000)  presented 
the following 9 step-approach: 

1. transform information into knowledge; 
2. identify and verify knowledge; 
3. capture and secure knowledge; 
4. organise knowledge; 
5. retrieve and apply knowledge; 
6. combine knowledge; 
7. create knowledge; 
8. learn knowledge. 
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According to the Knowledge Management Cycle  
Model built by Evans, Dalkir and Bidian (2014) 
knowledge  management  consists  of  7  phases:  identify, 
store, share, use, learn, improve and create as presented in 
Figure 2. 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 2. Knowledge Management Cycle KMC) Model 
Source: adapted from Evans, Dalkir and Bidian (2014) 

 
Similarly, Rodriguez and Al-Ashaab (2007) described 

it  as  a  process  and  created  a  Knowledge Life  Cycle 
(KLC) including the following steps: 

1. identify and gather knowledge from different 
sources; 

2. capture and standardize the knowledge and 
constraints in the form of rules (because of 
different formats); 

3. represent the knowledge formally using 
knowledge management tools; 

4. implement the knowledge into a knowledge 
based system; 

5. use of the knowledge to support decision making 
process; 

6. create – new knowledge creating through 
experiments, capturing lesson learnt from 
previous projects, etc.; 

7. maintain and upgrade. 
It  can  be  clearly  seen  that  definitions  and  process 

steps  determined  by  different  authors  and  sources  are 
very  similar,  therefore,  we  can  declare  that  knowledge 
management is not about “what”, but about “how”. 
Knowledge management  is  about  acting  to  build  and 
leverage knowledge through  an  understanding of how  it 
is created, acquired, processed, distributed, used, 
harnessed, controlled, etc. (Wiig 1993). 

Due to the globalisation and developments of 
information  technology  the  importance  of  knowledge  is 
growing, knowledge has become a critical source of 
competitive advantage and value creation what 
encouraged all sectors – such as business or education – 
to  pay  attention  to  the  knowledge-based  solutions  and 
different knowledge management tools. A knowledge 
society has been defined by Afgan and Carvalho (2010) 
as  “a  human  structured  organization  that  is  based  on 
contemporary developed knowledge and representing 
new quality of life support system”. Knowledge is 
obviously  the  central  pillar  of  a  knowledge  society  that 
has access to wide range of information and the ability to 
process that information and transform it into useful 
knowledge. The rapid growth of ICT, including the 
increasing number of mobile and online applications, has 
further changed the characteristics of the knowledge 
society, which is composed of different dimensions 
(social, cultural, economic, political and institutional) that 
are  specific  to  its  own  culture  and  environment  (Liaqut 
and Advic 2015). Today, a knowledge society is a source 
of human and sustainable development (UN 2010); thus, 
it  is  beginning  to  play  a  fundamental  role  in  building 
sustainable societies.  

If we talk about knowledge or knowledge society it is 
essential  to  understand  the  following  terms:  absorption 
and diffusion. Absorption means the ability of an 
individual or company to absorb and apply specific 
knowledge in  unchanged form. Skills development have 
an  essential  role  in  this  progress,  as  quality  of  human 
resources can be improved through education which can 
enable  organisations  to  adapt.  By  comparison,  diffusion 
means the spread of knowledge that is adapted / improved 
/  upgraded  to  the  local  circumstances  (therefore  not  the 
same form). One of the most important issues in relation 
to  knowledge  diffusion  is  the  analysis  of  Internet  usage 
habits and impacts of ICTs (Kovács 2017). 

 
Aim and objectives 

The main objective of the paper is to provide a better 
understanding of the relationships among digitalization as 
a tool of knowledge management, education and 
sustainable  development.  The  other  objectives  are  the 
followings: 

 to  determine  the  role  of  digital  competences  in 
education; 

 to  provide  an  overview  about  the  importance  of 
education for sustainability; 

 to offer a brief introspection into the situation of 
Hungary  also  in  comparison  with  the  European 
Union in usage of ICT. 
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Research methodology 

The research methods consists of the analysis of 
different related research articles and reports, a 
comparative  analysis  of  digital  skills  and  competency 
between Hungary and European Union.  

In  order  to  exploit  the  different  available  funds  and 
projects  effectively,  it  is  essential  to  know  the  current 
situation. The purpose of this research work is to map the 
European situation based on the reports published by the 
European  Commission:  Measuring  Digital  Skills  across 
the EU: EU wide indicators of Digital Competence 
(2014); Survey of Schools: ICT in Education (2013) and 
Europe‘s  Digital  Progress  Report  2017.  Therefore,  our 
study can contribute to the identification of digital gap in 
member  countries.  Essentially,  school  education  should 
be analyzed, after the overview of total European 
population the results of students will be summarized. 

In the second part of results Hungarian situation  will 
be  analyzed  in  terms  of  digital  skills.  Since  the  greatest 
evolution can be observed in the newly grown 
generations,  our  own  research  employed  in  Hungarian 
secondary schools in 2016. The study was empirical, the 
quantitative research is based on the Authors’ own 
questionnaire survey. The study was conducted by a 
random selection of 127 participants overall – 91 teachers 
worked in Hungarian secondary schools and 36 
secondary school students. The sample collecting method 
was the referral (snowball) sampling. This is a non-
probability sampling technique where existing study 
subjects recruit future subjects from among their 
acquaintances.  Thus,  the  sample  group  is  said  to  grow 

like a rolling snowball. As the sample builds up, enough 
data  are  gathered  to  be  useful  for  research.  One  and 
multivariable processes were used as analyzing methods. 
This survey is supported by an online survey later,  with 
82 further participants. 
 

Results 

European situation 

According  to  the  reports  published  by  the  European 
Commission (2017), in 2016, 44% of the European 
population had an insufficient level of digital skills. 19% 
had none at all, as they did not use the internet – there is a 
little  improvement  in  comparison  with  2012,  when  this 
rate was 23%.  

There  are  large  disparities  across  countries,  with  the 
share of people without digital skills ranging from 3% in 
Luxembourg to 41% in Bulgaria and Romania. In 2012, 
the lowest rate (6%) belonged to Sweden and the highest 
(50%) was in Romania. In 10 countries (Portugal, Poland, 
Slovenia, Croatia, Lithuania, Italy, Greece, Cyprus, 
Bulgaria and Romania), at least one-quarter of the 
population  had  no  digital  skills  in  2016.  Moreover,  in 
Bulgaria and Romania, nearly three-quarters of the adult 
population  can  be  considered  as  lacking  basic  digital 
skills.  It  is  very  interesting  fact  that  Italy,  with  its  large 
population,  is  also  in  this  category  which  means  that 
almost 18 million people live there with insufficient 
digital skills. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Digital skills of the EU population, 2016 
Source: adapted from European Commission (2017) 
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After reviewing the situation of total European 

population  it  is  essential  to map  the digital skills  of 
younger generations. Since latest report of the European 
Commission (Europe‘s Digital Progress Report 2017) 
does  not  include  the  results  of  students,  the  Survey  of 
Schools:  ICT  in  Education  (data  was  collected  in  2011) 
published by the European Commission in 2013 was used 
to  analyze  their  digital  competences.    In  this  particular 
case, results were identified the following 4 skills which 
are corresponding the competence areas of the 
DIGCOMP project: operational skills, social media skills, 
responsible  internet  use  and  safe  internet  use.  The  most 
relevant information for this paper can be exploited from 

the results of operational skills and social media skills of 
the students (Likert scale ranging from 1 to 4 was used). 
As  Figure  4  represents  the  most  confident  students  in 
their operational use of ICT live in Poland (3.01) 
followed by Portugal (2.81), France (2.80), Norway 
(2.77) and Lithuania (2.74). Examined students were least 
confident  in  Luxemburg  (2.26),  Turkey  (2.40),  Belgium 
(2.42),  Ireland  (2.45)  and  Greece  (2.45).  In  comparison 
with the average of European Union (2.63) Hungary 
(2.70)  is  in  a  better  position  than  average,  directly  after 
the above-mentioned Lithuania. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Students‘ confidence in their operational use of ICT 
Source: adapted from European Commission (2013b) 

 
Nowadays use of social media applications has 

become one of the most important factors in the daily life 
of  both  individuals  and  organizations.  For  newly  grown 
generations this type of communication channels is 
essential  in  order  to  share  information  with  each  other 
also in case of education. In the international comparison 
it can be clearly seen in Figure 5 that the highest level of 

confidence was again in Poland (2.82) followed by 
Estonia (2.72), Sweden (2.66), Portugal (2.65) and 
Finland  (2.64). The  least  confident  students  surprisingly 
live  in  Luxemburg  (2.08).  Hungary  has  also  the  sixth 
position  (2.63)  in  this  case  with  higher  confidence  than 
EU average (2.41). 

 

 

Fig. 5.  Students‘ confidence in using social media 
Source: adapted from European Commission (2013b) 
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Summarizing all areas, Figure 6 shows the overall 
confidence  of  students  in  their  ICT  skills  by  countries. 
Poland is on the top of the list which is very interesting if 
we compare the results of the total population (not only 
students) which shows that almost 60% of total 
population  had  “No  skills”  or  “Low  skills”  in  Poland. 

Compared with the average of the European Union, 
Hungary can preserve its better position. If we take a look 
to the positions of  Visegrad  countries, it is obvious that 
Hungary has the second position after Poland and 
followed by Slovakia and Czech Republic.  

 
 

 

Fig. 6. Students’ confidence in their ICT skills  
(average score based on 4 competence areas; based on 4-point Likert scale) 

Source: adapted from European Commission (2013b) 

 
 
Hungarian situation 
 
Nowadays social media plays a crucial role in online 

communication,  especially  in  life  of  the  Generation  Y’s 
or Digital Natives (born after 1981) (Bolton et al., 2013). 
Results  of the  online  questionnaire  performed  by  the 
Authors also support the previously mentioned statement. 
As Figure 6 represents, almost everybody (79 
respondents  from  82:  96.3%)  from  the  respondents  use 

social  media  applications  and  different  community  sites 
regularly. Different news sites are also very popular 
(68.3%) in order to capture all necessary information in 
the  daily  life  of  participants.    The  least  popular  answer 
was  the  torrent  sites  with  17.1%.  Figure  8  demonstrates 
the  purpose  of  the  usage  of  ICT  tools.  It  can  be  clearly 
seen,  that  most  of  the  participants  used  these  ICT  tools 
for communication (97.6%) and for achieving and 
capturing information (92.7%).   
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Fig. 7. Types of regularly used websites (number of valid responses, n=82) 

Source: Authors’ own edition based on survey data 
 
 

 

Fig. 8. Purpose of the usage of ICT tools (in % of valid responses) 
Source: Authors’ own edition based on survey data

 
 
Two-thirds of the surveyed teachers use computer and 

different ICT tools every day, both at school and at home. 
These ICT tools helps them in their everyday work – such 
as in preparing for lessons, exploring and learning 
different literature, operating the network of other 
colleagues or students. Using different web-based 
interfaces, they can share their experiences, receive or  

 
 

provide  feedbacks  in  relation  to  their  teaching  activity, 
get  or  give  information  about  the  successes  and  failures 
of applying some teaching methods from or to their 
colleagues, which will also provide them the opportunity 
for  self-improvement  and  knowledge  transfer.  Figure  9 
shows the accurate results: 
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Fig. 9. ICT usage opportunities in education (number of valid responses, n=91) 
Source: Authors’ own edition based on survey data 

 
Conclusions  

Based on the literature the relationships can be easily 
determined among the knowledge-based economy or 
knowledge  society,  the  role  of  digital  competences  in 
education and sustainable development. Recently two 
development processes were observed related to the 
topic: on one hand the new technology revolution in the 
70’s  that  enabled  us  to  talk  about  “new  economy”  and 
knowledge  society;  on  the  other  hand  the  concept  of 
sustainability has also been given more attention.  Use of 
different  ICT  tools  can  develop  and  increase  the  digital 
competence of the population, therefore, knowledge 
transfer can become quicker and population can become 
more  conscious  –  people  can  easily  reach  information 
regardless  time  and  location,  they  can  identify,  acquire 
and share their knowledge which is the base of a 
knowledge society. In the “new economy”, in a 
knowledge  society  these  tools  also  could  be  effectively 
used  in  education  since  basic  education  is  the  key  to  a 
nation's  ability  to  develop  and  achieve  the  reformulated 
Sustainable Development Goals. 

In  the  present  research  work  results  also  supported 
the importance of digital competence as the confident and 
critical  use  of  different  information  and  communication 
technology tools. The main findings of the study 
demonstrated that Hungary has a better position in terms 
of digital skills (in all competence areas: operational use 
of ICT, use of social media, responsible use of ICT, safe 
use of ICT) in comparison with the average of the 
European Union. Although the Hungarian education 
system were improved in this area, further developments 
will  be  necessary  in  order  to  improve  the  population’s 
digital competence.  Although it is obvious that usage of 
different  ICT  tools  is  essential  in  education  in  order  to 
make knowledge transfer easier, the inconvenience of the 
older  generation  can  reduce  the  efficiency  of  the  new 
technology  in  education.  Summarizing  the  results  it  can 
be clearly seen that confidence of digital skills are higher 
in Generation Y and Generation Z, as they have the basic 
need to use different ICT tools, mobile and online 
technologies in their everyday life. Teachers are 

responsible  for  development  of  digital  literacy,  digital 
competence, responsible and safe Internet usage and also 
for  acquisition  of  the  virtual  space  capabilities  at  the 
highest level in education. For further research it is 
planned  to  do  a  comparative  analysis  of  digital  skills 
published by European Commission in 2014 and 2017 – 
how the results were changed by the new regulations and 
funding sources. 
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Annotation 
This  paper  tries  to  analyze  the  motivations  of  Hungarian  labor-migration  in  2017  and  provides  insights  into  this  labor-migration-flow  as  well. 
Nowadays  the  labor-migration  is  determinative  part  of  the  whole  labor  market  of  modern  economies  and  it  is  closely  related  to  the  process  of 
globalization. Employees working abroad are parts of globalization processes. The development of employment and these kinds of labor-flows have 
been effected by the enlargement of the European Union (EU). In the EU member countries the willingness to work has been increased by this labor-
flow. Migration and mobility are parts of the incentives of labor market on European level in the EU policy. Formerly if we heard that word: labor-
migration,  we  hardly  focused  on  the  flow  of  emigration;  we  associated  mainly  with  the  process  of  immigration.  But  now  the  discourses  about 
migration focus rather on emigration, than on immigration. It is important to mention that this publication, do not focus those migration flows, which 
can be seen  nowadays towards  Europe from Eastern and African countries.  The authors do not analyze the reasons and motivations of this „new 
Exodus” either. The authors of this article do focus mainly on the relevance and importance of Hungarian labor-migration, and its motivations. The 
authors do not analyze any kind of political aspect of the topic. Being the labor-migration a timely topic, it is worth discussing, because year by year 
the  number  of  Hungarian  foreign  employment  is  increasing.  While  in  Hungary  the  Hungarian  employed  population  is  gradually  decreasing.  In 
Hungary, the relevance and importance of migration is highly perceived. That is why these things gradually should have been incorporated in national 
labor market, educational and other policy plans. Moreover, the tendency of labor-migration is often talked about in media. According to statistical 
data, there is continuously increasing emigration in this field. Most of the job seekers prefer work to abroad, than in their own country. In globalized 
labor-market, the labor-migration is considered to be so natural, not only because of that fact that moving is a part of our life, but for some other 
reasons too. 
 
KEY WORDS: labor-related emigration; mobility; motivations; working abroad; cluster analysis.  

Introduction 

There is increasing number of migrant workers, who 
want to implement their plans abroad or to achieve their 
goals  there.  A  new  country  may  be  an  opportunity  for 
them to become what they want to be, do what they want 
to  work  and  then  their  dreams  come  true.  If  they  can 
integrate, they might even feel home in a foreign country. 

Hungarians having good or perfect training and 
qualifications, they can start working in their motherland. 
It is important to mention, that formerly a certain job is 
said to fulfill the employees for a long time, at least until 
the retirement. Nowadays, we can not say this is true. On 
one  hand,  it  is  not  only  because  of  the  workers  having 
increased  demand  and  desire  for  new  experiences,  and 
hope  in  their  jobs.  Although  on  the  other  hand,  they  do 
not always find the right job. What does it mean the right 
job?    Those  jobs,  which  confirm  with  their  employees’ 
qualifications, experiences and last but not least, the 
employees get sufficient remuneration. 

There  are  people  who  are  not  able  to  pay  bills  and 
increased  costs  by  their  domestic  wages  and  revenues. 
The working poor phenomena is an emerging issue in the 
EU (Bruder-Obádovics 2012). It is not an easy situation 
and  they  have  to  rethink  their  life,  opportunities,  and 
possibilities. 

Working  abroad,  do  not  only  mean  new  start,  but 
living  and  working  quite  far  from  the  motherland,  and 
leaving home families, in hope of a better paying job. 

This research is a part of a larger investigation about 
international career, Hungarians working abroad. 

Purposes 

The  reasons  of  labor-migration  and  motivations  of 
Hungarians  working  abroad  have  been  changed  for  the 
past 10 years. Formerly, the focus was on desire for new 
adventures  of  unknown  field  or  learning  languages  in 
foreign country. These motivations were considered to be 
the main driving forces, but nowadays this trend has been 
taken a new direction. 

We  can  even  think  that  Hungarians  migrate  abroad 
hoping for better wages and better living circumstances. 

What are the main causes of Hungarian labor-
migration: economic crisis, uncertain situations, 
difficulties in living conditions, economic constraints, and 
discomfort due to foreign currency loans, hopeless 
situation, or debt burden? 

Researches and surveys on increasing labor-migration 
revealed some new evidences, which modulated 
significantly the knowledge on labor-migration. 

There are many differences amongst destination 
countries. The labor-migrant population heading to these 
countries is fragmented. Labor-migration is increasing to 
new  destination  countries  that  is  why,  the  structure  of 
migration will likely transformed to new pattern. 
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Review of literature  

The  number  of  Hungarian  migrants  abroad  and  job 
seekers  abroad  has  been  increased  since  2007  (Fig.  1.). 
According  to  Gödri  (2015)  the  influencing  factors  may 
be: 

 deteriorating economic and labor market 
processes, 

 growing  demand  for  the  East  Central  European 
labor force in main migration destinations, 

 the lack of economic growth, decline in real 
wages, 

 increasing difficulties of young people in entering 
into domestic labor market, high youth 
unemployment, 

 reforms implemented in higher education system, 
 serious financial deprivation, which especially 

characterize young people. 
The enlargement of the EU has had a great influence 

on  the  development  of  employment,  on  the  labor  flows, 
and therefore the willingness to work increases in the EU 
member countries as well. (Poór 2013) 

For  some  decades  Europe  has  grown  into  a  huge, 
common market, in which freedom of movement is quite 
large.  The  free  moving  of  persons  was  realized  when 
there  were  no  mass  migration  movements  in  the  EU. 
(Scheffer 2016) 

Formerly  if  we  heard  that  expression:  migration,  we 
associated mainly the process of the immigration and did 
not focus the emigration. That process could hardly come 
to our mind. (Hárs 2008) 

The starting point must be in any case that the 
problem of immigration and integration is not a separate 
thing. (Scheffer 2016) But nowadays these themes are so 

up to date and we have to discuss about it. 
Working abroad is part of the labor market in modern 

economies, and is closely related to the process of 
globalization. In globalized labor markets, the labor 
migration is considered to be so natural. The expansion of 
the capacity of the European countries appreciated in the 
European Union. (Hárs 2010) 

As  migration  is  growing,  more  and  more  European 
countries are forced to negotiate their immigration policy. 
Those countries like Spain, Italy and Greece have become 
immigrant  countries  for  the  last  10-15  years.  (Scheffer 
2016) 

We can see different work intensities amongst 
working in the EU member states, but overall, a growing 
proportion appears. In this process, due to the economic 
crisis  a  little  slowing  down was seen,  but  it  is  only 
temporary.  There  are  countries  where  the  direction  of 
migration  flows  has  been  increased.  Because  of  their 
proximity to Hungary, Austria and Germany are the two 
most common countries of destination, where the practice 
of emigration, has essentially unchanged. Employees also 
direct  towards  new  countries  where  they  can  find  large 
variations of jobs. Based on various statistical data 
sources the share of the Hungarian nationals involved in 
foreign employment for a shorter or longer period in the 
EU. According to statistics we can say that the structure 
of employment is different in some countries. In Austria 
and  in  Germany,  typically  skilled  workers  are  working, 
while the U.K. labor market attracts more educated labor 
(European Parliament 2015). It is clear that in these 
countries,  especially  in  the  United  Kingdom,  there  is  a 
major presence of the over-qualified foreign workers. 

 

Fig. 1. Number of emigrants from Hungary having Hungarian citizenship, 2000-2016 
Source: Eurostat (online data code: migr_emi1ctz) 

Hungarians traditionally preferred Germany and 
Austria as main destination countries for labor emigration 
and  skilled  laborer  are most  likely  involved  in  labor 
emigration.  The  more  recent  magnet  countries  for  labor 
emigration, mainly the United Kingdom and some other 
EU countries attract more qualified labor with secondary 
or  higher  education.  The  jobs  offered  are  less  qualified; 
however, over qualification of the migrant labor is 

common  in  these  countries.  The  labor  emigrants  who 
employed  in  Germany  are  more  likely  employed  for  a 
longer period and become resident in the destination 
country  while  those  who  are  employed  in  Austria  or  in 
the  United  Kingdom  and  other  EU  countries  are  more 
connected to the home country. They regularly go home 
to see their family and more frequently return to the home 
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labor  market  or  commute  between  the  home  and  the 
foreign labor markets as well. (Rédei 2007) 

That is why, it is important to mention that some flow 
start to the direction of the parent countries. 

Following a shorter or longer period of foreign 
employment  labor  migrants  return  to  the  national  labor 
market  and  remarkably  share  of  them  is  returning  as 
unemployed. Hungarian labor emigration is increasing in 
a period when mainly return migration is on increase, due 
to the effects of the crisis. Signs of return migration are 
evident; return migration is stronger from the new 
destination countries. Return migration was considerable 
during  the  crisis;  nevertheless  the  share  of  returnees  is 
high on general. The reason is connected to the fact that 
returnees  can  hardly  find  a  convenient  job  and  they  are 
unemployed  during  the  transition  period  while  they  are 
looking for a good job at home or return abroad. 

This  feeling  is  dual,  because  you  have  to  cope  with 
the  idea  that  their  lives  would  never  be  the  same  again, 
and  with  a  hopeful  look  forward  to  the  future,  to  turn 
their knowledge into money. If it is not possible to 
achieve at home, then go abroad. (Hárs 2008) 

In the future, the labor migration will play a 
significant role in the political, social and economic 
decisions  as  well.  It  does  not  matter  at  all  whether  this 
trend shows how the employees go to work abroad. 

We  can  see  the  structural  unemployment  problem  in 
developed societies. There are so many unemployed 
people,  having  no  adequate  qualification  for  that  job  or 
there are less opportunities and specific job offers, which 
they are not willing to undertake. (Szabó 2006) 

The  economic  reasons  (income,  unemployment)  as 
relevant  factors  for  migration,  are  the  topics  of  studies 
e.g. of Ciarniene and Kumpikaite (2011), Rabe and 
Taylor (2010), Cattaneo (2008). 

However,  a  great  deal  of  migration  is  not  primarily 
economically  motivated:  international  movement  is  also 
motivated  by  an  expression  of  more  varied  tastes  and 
lifestyle choices, the kind of multiple complex 
motivations and migration trajectories (Chong and Clark 
2015,  Luthra  et  al.  2014,  Favell  2008,  González-Ferrer 
2010). 

Moving is a part of our life. When we have to make a 
decision, not only knowing and understanding new 
things, searching challenges, but our natural curiosity are 
become driving forces as well. (Hárs 2010) 

We know that receiving extra income is quite inviting 
thing,  that  is  why  people  can  change  their  location  and 
they  are  willing  to  change.  However,  the  international 
labor migration is not only for searching better wages and 
jobs, but also can offer new opportunities, economic 
advance for employees’ families too. (Poór-Karoliny 
2013) 

If  the  production  does  not  encourage  employees  to 
achieve higher level of activity, then they will invest less 
to  their  own  development  of  intellectual  skills.  The  real 
positive test of migration is that people can acquire 
experiences, skills and transform them to intellectual 
capital forge in wealthier countries and then they return to 
an  underdeveloped  economic  environment  to  use  that 
knowledge.  In  a  well-organized  economy  the  costs  and 
interferences due to the migration, which may be 

problem,  can  be  solved  more  easily  than  if  such  policy 
does not exist. (Rédei 2009) 

The generalizations related to international migration 
cannot  be  applied  universally  to  everyone.  (Sik  et  al. 
2001) 

The question is what will be the consequences in the 
future?  What  interventions    are  needed  in  order  to  keep 
the  knowledge  in  Hungary  and  invite  employees  back 
home? It is not always so easy to find a job after working 
abroad  and  coming  home  to  Hungary.  The  accumulated 
financial resources allow the individuals to find a new job 
in their home country, waiting for the best job offer. They 
may  try  to  get  a  job  as  a  registered  unemployed  in  the 
hope of finding the right job or they go abroad again. 

Analyzed problems and goals 

The Eurostat data collections - including the Labor Force 
Survey (LFS)  - do not examine labor-related emigration 
structures. Therefore, we had to collect data for 
motivational factors of Hungarian labor-related 
migration. This study focuses on five hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 1: Based on the survey data, the importance 
of  factors  influencing  labor-related  migration  decisions 
can be demonstrated. What are the main reasons for job 
seekers to decide working abroad? What are their 
motivations? The summary of useful information 
obtained via survey analysis. (The H-1 hypothesis is 
checked by the results of Frequency analysis, 
Concordance analysis). 

Hypothesis 2: Based on factors influencing labor-related 
emigration  decisions,  respondents  can  be  classified  into 
relatively homogeneous clusters, thus major motivational 
profiles can be identified. (The H-2 hypothesis is checked 
by the results of Cluster analysis). 
Hypothesis 3: There are significant differences in 
migration  profiles  of  different  age  groups:  In  group  of 
younger emigrants, there is not only economic motivation 
but  also  self-realization  as  well.  (The  H-3  hypothesis  is 
checked by the result of the Chi-square test). 
Hypothesis 4: There are significant differences in 
migration  profiles  of  permanent  migrants  (stayers)  and 
returnees:  In  the  group  of  stayers,  there  is  prevails  an 
economic motivation but self-realization as well. (The H-
4  hypothesis  is  checked  by  the  result  of  the  Chi-square 
test). 
Hypothesis 5: There are significant differences in 
willingness to return of different age groups: In group of 
younger emigrants, there is not only economic motivation 
but self-realization as well. (The H-5 hypothesis is 
checked by the result of the Chi-square test). 

The sample and methods 

The questionnaires have been made via Internet. The 
group  of  respondents:  Hungarians  living  and  working 
abroad. The  surveying  period  was  between13  July  2017 
and 10 August 2017). The sampling method was 
snowball sampling strategy. 
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The  sample  was  110  respondents.  Respondents  can 
give their e-mail address, in case they want to receive the 
results  of  the  research,  but  normally  the  questionnaires 
have been made anonymously. The sample is large 
enough in a statistical point of view.  

The questionnaires: There are 52 questions: 
The  respondents  answered  some  questions  by  6-grade 
Likert  scale  (from  1-absolutely  disagree  to  6-absolutely 
agree). There were multiple choice options in some 
questions.  As  an  introduction,  there  were  3  questions: 
gender, age (in categories), and qualification. 

The  database:  An  Excel  database  has  been  created. 
However,  these  data  had  to  be  „cleaned”,  because  the 
responses were not evaluable all times.. There were 
different  forms  of  the  answers  given  by  some  of  the 
respondents  to  that  question:  In  which  country  do  you 
work?  For  example  there  were  different  forms:  U.K., 
United  Kingdom,  Britannia,  Great  Britain  and  Northern 
Ireland.  These  versions  can  be  standardized,  as  United 
Kingdom. There were 110 evaluable questionnaires, 
which could be used for analysis. 

The methods: The importance of labor-related 
emigration  factors  are  based on  the  average  of  6  grades 
Likert scale. The measure of respondents’ agreement (the 
consensus  study)  has  been  used  by  Kendall's  coefficient 
of concordance (W). 
The  main  motivational  profiles  have  been  identified  by 
the K-means clustering method. 
In  dispersion  of  migration  profiles  we  have  examined 
possible differences among different age groups, as 
among  permanent  migrants  (stayers)  and  returnees  by 
Chi-square test and adjusted residuals.  

Chi-square test was used to examine possible 
differences in willingness to return of different age 
groups. 

Results 

Output and analysis:  Now lets look at the details of 
the  output.  Analyze  the  results  obtained,  and  check  the 
correctness of hypotheses. 

 
Result (H1): 
Based on the results of 6-grade Likert scale, the most 

influential factors of decision of working abroad are 
better  earning  opportunities  and  vision  of  future.  The 
labor  migration  had  the  least  impact  by  experiences  in 
foreign countries and experiences gained during the study 
period. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The importance of labor-related emigration factors 

based on ratings on 6-grade Likert scale 
Source: Authors’ calculations based on survey data 

(2017) 
 
Based on value of Kendall's coefficient of 

concordance (W = 0.242, p <0.01), there is a statistically 
demonstrated agreement among respondents regarding 
the importance of the labor-related emigration factors. 

 
Result (H2): 
Based on K-means clustering results, three migration 

profiles have been identified (Table 1). 
It is interesting that better wages and better livelihood 

abroad are important factors in all the three clusters, but 
in Primarily-economically-motivated-emigrants, every-
one  considered  this  factor  important.    In  the  other  two 
clusters, better wages and better livelihood are considered 
by 70-70% of respondents as important factors. 

 
Result (H3): 
Based  on  the  results  of  the  chi-square  test  (p  <0.01) 

significant difference has been justified among age 
groups according to migration profiles (Fig. 3). 

 

 
Fig. 3. Percentage of respondents by three migration 

profiles for four age groups 
Source: Authors’ calculations based on survey data 

(2017) 
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Based on the adjusted residuals, it can be seen that the 
proportion of moderately economically-motivated 
emigrants  is  significantly  lower  among  the  18-33  year 
age  group.  There  is  significantly  lower  proportion  of 
challengers in the group older than 50 years. 

It is interesting that there is considerably higher 
proportion  of  challenge  seekers  in  the  34-40  age  group 

and  there  is  significantly  lower  proportion  of  primarily-
economically-motivated-emigrants. 

The  third  Hypothesis  has  been  only  partially  proven 
because the  „Challenge Seekers” profile, which is based 
on  the  results  of  the  investigations  and  is  related  to  the 
need for self-realization. It is true in different ratio, and 
they appeared in four age groups. 
 

 
Table 1. The cluster averages (centroids) for grouping respondents by their opinions about of motivation factors on 

decision to labor-migration, using K-means clustering method 

Factors 

Cluster 
Challenge 
Seekers 
(n=29) 

Moderately 
economically-

motivated 
emigrants (n=49) 

Primarily 
economically-

motivated emigrants 
(n=32) 

Learning in foreign university 0.1 0.1 0.2 
Learning languages 0.6 0.2 0.4 

Family reunification 0.0 0.2 0.1 

Marriage 0.0 0.1 0.1 

Better earnings, better living abroad 0.7 0.7 1.0 

Providing job opportunities abroad 0.5 0.4 0.8 

Planning career opportunities and career advancement 0.5 0.1 0.5 

Adventurousness 0.8 0.0 0.5 

Inevitability in home country 0.1 0.4 1.0 

Uncertainty 0.1 0.2 1.0 

Hopelessness 0.0 0.1 0.9 

Lack of vision in home country 0.2 0.6 1.0 

Fear of unemployment 0.1 0.1 0.6 

Indebtedness due to loans 0.0 0.1 0.2 

Note: The values in the table indicate by clusters how many respondents considered the factor relevant  
(0 = no one, 1 = everyone) 

Source: Authors’ calculations based on survey data (2017)
 

Result (H4): 
Based on the results of the Chi-square test (p =0.027) 

significant  difference  has  been  found  among  permanent 
migrants  (stayers)  and  returnees  (Fig.  4.).  Stayers  are 
significantly more economically motivated. 

 
Fig. 4. Percentage of respondents by three migration 

profiles for stayers and returnees 
Source: Authors’ calculations based on survey data 

(2017) 

Result (H5): 
 

Although the result of the Chi-square test (p = 0.928) 
does  not  suggest  significant  difference  between  the  age 
groups according to willingness to return, it can be seen 
that the proportion of stayers is increasing with age. (Fig. 
5.) 

 
Fig. 5. Percentage of respondents by willingness to 

return for four age groups 
Source: Authors’ calculations based on survey data 

(2017) 
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Conclusions 

Decisions on moving abroad are preceded by planning 
and thinking. But in some cases there are individuals who 
make  a  sudden  decision  and  start  to  visit  an  unknown 
area.  They  had  already  real  hope  that  they  can  expect 
more  abroad.  New  atmosphere,  the  challenges,  and  the 
novelty can also act as a motivation for them. 

The decision of working abroad is not so easy to take 
with  respect  at  all. Leaving  the  own  country  after  a 
recognition is a step by step process. After that their lives 
would never be the same again any longer. 

After all, the hope of a better quality of life has been 
the  motivation  to  go  away  from  the  environment  where 
they were born. They evaluate their current situation and 
future  prospects,  and  eventually  came  to  the  conclusion 
that elsewhere they may implement their plans, earn 
enough money to live a more livable life.  If we live in a 
challenging environment, we also do more to ensure such 
compliances. 
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Annotation  
The article discusses the system of the service quality assurance in a  transport company and analyses the system of the service quality assurance, 
which is based on interaction of the service provider and a consumer.  Under  conditions of strong competition, transport companies must set high 
requirements not only for the quality and quantity of the service, but first of all to focus on immediate participants of the work process – the service 
providers and consumers – and their interaction. The service quality assurance depends on frequency of interaction between the service provider and a 
consumer, since an interaction on a regular basis between two participants in the market strengthens their mutual relationships. Service companies and 
consumers interact by collaborating with each other; this process strengthens their relationships and ensures that proper decisions are made in terms of 
the service quality assurance. In doing so, attraction of new consumers as well as building good relationships between consumers and the company 
may  be  enhanced  while  striving  to achieve  the  goals  of  both  the  consumers  and the  service  company.  The  obtained  findings  of  the  research  are 
intended to show how to assure high quality of the services provided by a transport company, their effective management and safety of the service 
consumers.  The  conducted  qualitative  research  (51  respondents)  in  the  analysed  transport  company  showed  that  according  to  the  respondents’ 
opinion, there is a 23,1% share of persistently repeated mistakes during provision of the services in the company. The major reasons for repeated 
mistakes are lack of training (33%), insufficient motivation of the staff (33%) and lack of information (22%) on the quality of the provided service. 
While  a  guarantee  of  the  service  quality  (43%)  is  one  of  the  key  dimensions  ensuring  the  quality  of  the  services.  It  is  recommended  that  every 
transport  company  should  implement  its  own  individual  system  of  the  service  quality  assurance,  which  would  reflect  the  specific  aspects  of  the 
provided services. When developing the above mentioned system, particular focus should be made on training and motivation of the staff as well as 
publicising information on the quality of the provided service.  
KEY WORDS: service quality; transport company. 

Introduction  

Public transport is of critical social importance since it  is 
essential  service  to  the  citizens  of  the  country  providing  a 
possibility  to  travel  to  a  workplace,  to  educational,  medical 
and  cultural  institutions  as  well  as  to  other  destinations  for 
daily needs. The aim of every company that provides 
transport services is competitiveness that allows ensuring 
quality service for a  consumer through  various  methods and 
means. To this effect, the key characteristics and indicators of 
the  service  quality  have  to  be  identified  that  would  allow 
comparing the quality  with the quality level of other similar 
services available in the  market. Therefore,  the  main aim  of 
service providers in the transport company is to continuously 
ensure the quality of service. 

However,  service  providers  not  always  adequately  assess 
consumers’ preferences. Often they simply lack knowledge of 
what consumers really prefer and what they need or will need. 
Service providers often are not aware (or are little aware) of 
weaknesses and strengths of the quality of the organization’s 
services. As Roland T. Rust & Huang Ming-Hui (2012) 
argue,  many  CEO  of  companies    mistakenly  suppose  that 
increase in productivity and efficiency of services is achieved 
by reducing labour costs, but higher level of  automation not 
always results in higher quality of services. According to L. 
Bagdonienė and R. Hopenienė (2009), the main concern is the 
service quality assurance. The problems of the service quality 
assurance stem from different combinations of services, 
forms of service delivery, deadlines, benefits  to the provider 
and consumer and differences in prices. However, the 
dominant cause of heterogeneity of services lies in 
interpersonal relationships. Any failure or deviation from the 

set requirements (standards) may be unnoticed by the 
provider at once but is instantly seen by a consumer. 

Despite  relevance  of  the  issue  of  the  quality  of 
transport services, very little attention has been paid 
to this problem by researchers. Various authors 
(Torfing, 2014; Osborne, 2006) agree that in view of 
growing complexity of problems in the service 
companies, deeper analysis of the interaction 
between the service provider and a consumer is 
needed. Certain issues related with furthering of 
involvement  of  more  subjects  into  the  process  of 
interaction between the service provider and 
consumers  require  further  research.  Therefore,  it  is 
evident that the topic of the transport service quality 
assurance requires more in-depth research and 
scientific justification.  

The  research  and  practical  problem  addressed 
by the article is formulated by the question: how to 
ensure  the  quality  of  the  provided  services  in  the 
transport companies?  

The  subject  of  the  article  –  the  system  of  the 
service quality assurance in a transport company.  

Methodology  of  the  research.  To  achieve  the 
objective  of  the  article,  analysis  and  synthesis  of 
scholarly literature were made with the aim to 
identify  the  theoretical  interrelations  of  the  service 
quality assurance between service providers and 
customers.  
A quantitative research was conducted in the 
company that provides transport services. 51 
respondents who work in the transport company 
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participated in the research. On the basis of analysed 
scholarly literature, a questionnaire  was developed and  used 
in  the  research,  the  statements  of  which  help  to  identify 
shortcomings in the  system of the  service quality assurance. 
Data  of  the  research  was  processed  using  the  methods  of 
quantitative research. 
 
The theoretical framework 
 

According to B. Vengrienė (2006), there is a wide array of 
concepts of services; they purport different meanings, which 
encompass the constituent components of service not only as 
a product but as activity as well. Ch. Grönroos (2001) 
approach represents the most relevant one to the topic of this 
article.  A  service  –  an  action  or  a  series  of  actions,  which 
being  intangible  in  nature,  is  manifested  as  an  interaction 
between a consumer and an employee of the service 
company, where the latter offers the physical resources, 
goods or  systems to solve consumer’s  problems  (Grönroos, 
2001). Referring to the above, the main object of   assurance 
of quality service is relationship between the provider and a 
consumer  and  their  mutual  interaction.  E.  Vitkienė  (2004) 
defines quality of service as an integral concept that 
encompasses the dimensions of service delivery and 
marketing as well as the technical, technological, functional, 
process quality and consumer satisfaction dimensions. J. 
Mikulis  (2007)  defines  quality  of  service  as a  difference 
between  the  quality  expected  by  a  customer  and  actually 
experienced  one.  Most  importantly,  the  service  quality  is 
determined by its benefits to consumer (Rosen, 2007). 
Therefore, it may be maintained that complexity of the 
concept of service quality stems from the complicated nature 
of services – their intangibility, concurrency of delivery and 
consumption moments and an interaction between the 
provider and a consumer.  

It has to be admitted that assurance of provision of quality 
service is quite a complex phenomenon based on the 

synthesis  of  acknowledged,  accepted  and  individual 
expectations  of  a  person.  Johannsen  &  Pors  (2005) 
maintain  that  the  quality  of  service  comprises  of  
what services an organization should provide in view 
of consumers’ expectations and how, in the 
organization’s opinion, such consumers’ 
expectations can be met. According to V. 
Vengrauskas et al. (2010), every company strives for 
productivity, while buyers – for high quality of 
service.  IT  may  be  maintained  that  the  quality  of 
services for their providers is the key factor for 
meeting  consumer  needs  that  determine  satisfaction 
of consumers with the provided service. The service 
quality assurance is the entirety of systematic 
actions,  whereby  trust  in  compliance  of  the  service 
with  the  quality  requirements  is  to  be  imparted  to 
consumer.  It  is  important  to  emphasise  that  when  a 
consumer  uses  the  same  service  for  a  long  time,  a 
true  perception  of  the  service  quality  is  developed. 
Acknowledgement of the service quality is not 
momentous, as objective  quality of services  may be 
acknowledged  when  the  same  service  is  used  many 
times.  

When paying for the received services, consumers 
want to receive a service of desired quality; however 
these  expectations  are  not  always  justified.  Striving 
for meeting consumers’ desires and needs, such 
companies extend the packages of services, 
implement  modern technologies. When expectations 
are not met, consumers perceive unsatisfactory 
quality,  when  met  –  satisfactory  or  average  quality, 
when expectations are over-met – ideal quality 
(Bitinas  et  al.  2010).  Therefore,  the  service  quality 
assurance needs a complex approach which is 
presented  in Table 1. 

 
Table1.  Constituent elements of the system of the service quality assurance  

FRAME OF THE PROVIDER’S 
SERVICE QUALITY 

ASSURANCE 
REQUIREMENTS  

COMMON (OVERLAPPING) FRAME 
OF THE  SERVICE QUALITY 

ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 
(INTERACTION)  

FRAME OF THE CONSUMER’S  
SERVICE QUALITY ASSURANCE 

REQUIREMENTS (EXPECTATIONS) 

 To hire only suitable staff and 
to give them proper training.  

 To standardize the process of 
provision of services. 

 To monitor customers‘ 
satisfaction, to conduct 
customers’ opinion surveys 
and a comparative buying. 

 To employ human capital (of 
the service staff) and high 
technologies. 

 

The dimensions of the service quality 
assurance: 
 reliability;  
 guarantee;  
 aesthetics of the service environment; 
 attentiveness;  
 response to customer‘s preferences.  

 

 Basic  quality  –  these  are  the  implied  requirements 
that are not stated and considered by a customer as 
obligatory. Failure  to  satisfy  them  will  result  in 
customer’s dissatisfaction. 

 Expected  quality  –  the  requirements  stated  by  a 
customer on the basis of which he makes choice of 
one  or  another  product.  This  is  the  area  where  the 
main competition takes place. The more the product 
meets  the  customer‘s  requirements,  the  higher  the 
level of satisfaction. 

 Unexpected quality – the requirements that a 
customer does not state, but these additional 
qualities  of  the  product  determine  customer’s  trust 
in the service.  

Source: Vanagas (2009, 2008); P. Kolter & K. L. Keller (2007), J. Mikulis (2007) 
 

   The  system  of  the  service  quality  assurance  (Table  1) 
comprises of three components: a frame of the provider’s 
quality requirements  assurance; an overlapping frame of 
the requirements for the service quality assurance 
(interaction); a frame of the consumer’s quality 
requirements  assurance  (expectations).  In  principle,  the 
service quality assurance, in any company is equalled to 

enhancement  (strengthening)  of  interaction  between  the 
provider and a consumer, i.e. it is a common result of  the 
interaction  between  the  provider  and  a  consumer.  It  is 
difficult  for  the  service  providers  to  ensure  the  service 
quality  and  to  satisfy  the  increased  demand  at  the  same 
time. The target quality of services is ensured by applying 
effective management methods and technologies in 
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accordance with consumer’s needs. Having failed to 
ensure the service quality, a consumer of the service can 
at any time choose other  transport company and such a 
decision  may  be  to  a  large  extent  determined  by  the 
established mutual relationships and interaction.  

By providing their services, transport companies aim 
at meeting consumer needs and  ensuring high quality of 
service. The main component of the transport services is 
equipment  (busses).  A  consumer  of  the  services  is  an 
individual,  a  household  or  other  entity.  Services  satisfy 
the needs of individual consumers and their groups.   
Transportation  services  are  provided  in  the  consumer’s 
location or in the place agreed between the service 
provider  and  the  consumer.  Provision  of  the  services  is 
impossible without continuous participation of the 
consumer.  The  service  is  standardized  (a  travel  by  bus) 
because it is the same for all consumers. Only individual 
actions  of  reproduced  service  and  the  conditions  of  the 
service  provision  and  use  may  be  measured.  A  service 
consumer evaluates both the service  itself and the entire 
process of its delivery, i.e. how it was provided. 
Assessment  of  the  service  quality  is  comparison  of  its 
characteristics with the expressed preferences and 
expectations of the consumer. When expectations of 
consumers are not met, they show dissatisfaction with the 
quality. Consumer expresses his opinion and this 
information  is  useful  for  the  provider  as  thereby  he  can 
learn  what  should  be  changed  or  improved  in  future. 
Measurement results are integrated into indicators of the 
system of organizational performance. The service 
provider  should  communicate with  a  consumer  in  an 
appropriate manner, should be able „to come to an 
understanding“.  These  factors  are  of  crucial  importance 
for the transportation service quality assurance. 

According to the authors (Grönroos, Voima, 2013), an 
interaction between the provider and a consumer is self-
evident  in  the  process  of  service  provision.    However, 
perishable one since most often a service is provided and 
consumed at the same time. Such a concept of the 
interaction between the provider and a consumer requires 
developing a model for the service quality assurance (Fig. 
1), where the interaction is maintained and enhanced. The 
provider’s  service  has  to  be  delivered  according  to  the 
consumer’s requirements, in line with the service 
provider’s standards and considering the existing 
situation in the market. 

 

 
Fig.1. Model of the system of the service quality 

assurance (interaction)  
 

The model (Fig.1.) shows that functional assurance of 
the service quality is within the common frame and 
represents  an  outcome  of  the  interaction  between  the 
service provider and a consumer considering the existing 
situation  in  the  market.  Service  is  being  delivered  by 
means of  mutual interaction  between the provider and a 
consumer. The service quality assurance is manifested in 
a  company  through  the  staff  knowledge  and  courtesy, 
ability to impart trust to consumer. The model 
encompasses the key  principles: the doctrine of meeting 
consumer  needs;  continuous improvement  of  the  service 
provider in the market. The quality of services 
encompasses both individual and organizational level and 
they are directly related with the service quality 
assurance. Assurance of the service quality requires 
synchronisation of the quality requirements of all 
elements (business subjects). This model ensures 
continuous  improvement  of  organization’s  performance 
in  terms  of  quality management.  The  concept  of  the 
company’s service assurance should emphasise 
implementation of the means for quality improvement, as 
well as improvement and promotion of quality 
management  methods,  building  and  development  of  the 
service quality infrastructure for transportation services. 

 
Methods of the research 
 

To  process  the  data  of  statistical  research,  the  data 
processing  programme  Microsoft  Office  365  Excel  was 
used;  analysis  of  the  questionnaire  results  and  graphic 
representation and interpretation of the data were 
performed. 

The  obtained  research  data  was  processed  by  SPSS 
12.0 (Statistical Package for Social Sciences). Reliability 
of the questionnaire is validated by calculating 
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient. When comparing the 
groups of variables, the scale is sufficiently reliable when 
Cronbach’s alpha > 0,7; very reliable – when Cronbach’s 
alpha > 0,8.  (Vaitkevičius, Saudargienė, 2006). 

Cronbach’s alpha: all questions – 0,918; in the second 
group  –  0,799;  in  the  third  group  -  0,834;  in  the  fourth 
group - 0,885; in the fifth group - 0,870. Therefore it may 
be maintained that the questionnaire is reliable. 

 
Table 2. Demographics of the respondents 

Demographical 
characteristics of the  

respondents 

Number of 
respondent
s (N=51) 

Number of 
respondents (%) 

Position 
MANAGERS 5 9,80 

SUBORDINATE
S 

46 90,20 

Age 

< 30 1 1,98 
30-40 11 21,56 
40-50 34 66,66 
>50 5 9,80 

Work 
experience  
in years 
 

<5 1 1,97 
5 - 10 9 17,65 

10-15 21 41,17 
>15 20 39,21 

 
Having analysed demographics of the respondents, it 

may be maintained that the research participants included  
managers who account for almost 10% of the total 
respondents  and  most  of  the  respondents  fall  into  the 

FRAME OF THE SERVICE 
PROVIDER‘S REQUIREMENTS  

FRAME OF THE 
SERVICE CONSUMER‘S 

REQUIREMENTS  

COMMON 
(OVERLAPPING ) 
FRAME OF THE 

SERVICE QUALITY 
ASSURANCE 

(INTERACTION) 

MARKET FRAME 
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middle  age  group    (40-50  years  old),  the  major  part  of 
which ( 80,38%)  has a very big work experience (10 and 
> years). 

 

Findings of the research in the service quality 
assurance in a transport company 
 

The second group of statements is designated to 
assess  the  dimensions  of  the  service  quality  assurance 
(Fig.2). 

Reliability 
of the 

service 
20%

A guarantee 
of the 

service 
quality  

43%

Workplace 
aesthetics 

7%

Courtesy of 
the staff 

17%

Response to 
a customer's 
preferences

13%

Fig. 2. Dimensions of the service quality assurance 
(N=51) 

 
Guarantee  of  the  service  quality  (43%)  evaluated  by 

the respondents is one of the most important dimensions 
of the service quality assurance. In this case a consumer 
has a reason to believe that such a guarantee is based on 
the  policy,  procedures,  certification  and  rules  developed 
within the framework of clearly regulated system. It 
means  that  the  provided services  are given  a  quality 
guarantee.  Value  of  the  service  is  created  through  the 
process  of  interaction  between  the  service  provider  and 
consumers.  In  order  to  be  productive,  the  interaction  of 
participants must be based on mutual trust.  

Reliability of the service (20%) evaluated by the 
respondents  shows  the  provider’s  ability  to  provide  the 
service,  which  was  promised  to  consumer,  in  a  proper 
manner. It means that the service provider will deliver the 
service to the consumer without mistakes, at agreed time 
and of required quality. 

Workplace aesthetics (7%) does not represent a 
determinant  of  the  service  quality  assurance  because  of 
the specific nature of activities of the employees. 

In the third group of statements, an attempt has been 
made to gather information about frequency of 
occurrence of the service quality mistakes (Fig.3). 

 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. Frequency of occurrence of the service quality 

mistakes (N=51) 
 

Rather large number of the respondents (23,1%) state 
that there is persistent recurrence of mistakes during 
delivery  of  the  services,  although  the  major  part  of  the 
respondents (46,2%) maintain that there are no  mistakes 
at  all.  Referring  to  these  evaluated  criteria,  it  may  be 
argued  that  the  company  is  not  strongly  committed  to 
continuous improvement of the service quality.  

In  order  to  reduce  frequency  of occurrence  of  the 
service  quality  mistakes,  the  company‘s  employees  are 
recommended  to  give  a  feedback  form  to  consumers.  
This would help to get a feedback with the aim to ensure 
the quality of services. 

The fourth group of statements is designated to 
identify  the  causes  of  substandard  quality  of  services 
(Fig.4). 

 

Incompetent 
managers

0%

Unclear quality 
requirements

7%

Staff turnover
19%

Lack of training
34% Tasks are 

unclearly 
formulated

11%

Overwhelming 
workload

4%

Unsuitable 
managers

7%

Employees are 
inattentive 

7%

Staff does not 
quite understand 

their work 
11%

Fig.4. Causes of substandard quality of services  (N=51) 
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Lack of training (33%) was indicated by the 
respondents  as  one,  the  main  problem  of  substandard 
quality of service. Training process is based on 
understanding desires, intentions and expectations. In the 
course of the training process, the way of thinking, 
behaviour, actions, attitudes, beliefs of the company 
members are changing, their and the company’s 
knowledge  is  extended.  It  is  important  that  the  training 
process  should  include  not  only  development  of  skills, 
but  qualitative  changes  in  the  individual’s  mindset  as 
well. Shifts in consumers’ needs and changes in the 
market are considered to be the main stimulus for 
necessity of training in the company. Training of the staff 
can help to respond in a fast, creative and effective 
manner to consumers’ needs and to changes in the 
environment. 

As  regards  the  staff  turnover  (19%),  it  is  an  issue  in 
every  company  and  the  main  focus  has  to  be  made  on 
adaptation of employees.  

The respondents also state that work load (4%), 
unclear quality requirements (7%) and managers (7%) do 
not make much impact on the service quality assurance. 

The fifth group of statements aimed at obtaining 
information on the means of the service quality assurance 
(Fig. 5.). 

 

Service quality 
requirements 
need to be 
checked with 
consumers 
27%

Procedures of 
performance 
processes need 
to be prepared
3%

Quality 
assurance 
standards need 
to be prepared.
2%

Staff need to be 
familiarised 
with the rules of 
service delivery
13%

Staff need to be 
stronger 
motivated 
33%

Information on 
the quality of 
provided service 
need to be 
publicised
22%

 
Fig. 5. Means of the service quality assurance (N=51) 

 
More than one third of the respondents (Fig. 5) 

indicated insufficient motivation of the staff (33%) as the 
main reason why the service quality assurance is needed.  
Motivation  of  the  staff  is  the  underlying  factor  in  order 
employees can work as efficiently as possible and ensure 
the quality of the service. Having properly motivated an 
employee,  he/she  develops  personal  interest  in  effective 
results of work. It is extremely important to identify real 
objectives for motivation of the staff, to be able to 
evaluate the employees’ needs and to develop (and 
maintain) appropriate motivation system. 

The respondents also note that while using the services 
provided  by  the  companies,  consumers  lack  information 
(22%)  on  performance  of  the  company  and  the  aims  of 
the service quality assurance (and improvement). 
Consumer expectations are also to a large extent 
determined by available (positive or negative) 
information about the company. Proper information 
ensures  prevention  of  mistakes  and  facilitates  ensuring 

safer transportation of customers. By providing 
information on negative events, analysing them and 
actively  learning  from  mistakes,  the  risk  for  customers 
may be reduced. 

The transport company is to the least extent focused 
on  preparation,  implementation  and  improvement  of  the 
procedures (3%) and standards (2%) of performance 
processes. These documents are thought to be too 
complicated for the employees, understood only by a few 
ones and ineffective. 

Summarising the research findings, it may be 
maintained that 23,1% of the respondents state that there 
are persistently repeated mistakes during provision of the 
services. The main reasons for repeated mistakes are lack 
of  training  (33%),  insufficient  motivation  of  the  staff 
(33%) and lack of information (22%) on the quality of the 
provided service. A guarantee of the service quality 
(43%) is one of the key dimensions ensuring the quality 
of  the  services.  Other  dimensions,  such  as  workplace 
aesthetics  (7%), workload (4%), quality requirements in 
a written form (7%), managers (7%), prepared  
procedures (3%) and standards (2%) of the performance  
processes  do  not  significantly  affect  the  service  quality 
assurance. Therefore, it may be thought that the transport 
company functions as a closed system – there is a lack of 
internal  collaboration  in  the  company,  external  relations 
are  maintained  just  at  minimum  level  and  there  is  little 
interaction with consumers. To ensure the quality of 
transportation service, it is necessary to train and to 
motivate the staff to work effectively, to have the 
methods  for  prompt  dissemination  of  the  required  basic 
and expert information, to constantly emphasise the 
importance of coordination of the  transport management 
structure, to improve the system of service quality 
control,  to  develop  the  common  system  of  monitoring 
and measuring tools for safety and its assurance actions. 
 
Conclusions 
 

Under conditions of strong competition, transport 
companies  must  set  high  requirements  not  only  for  the 
quality and quantity of the service, but first of all to focus 
on  immediate  participants  of  the work  process –  the 
service  providers and consumers  – and their interaction. 
The  service  quality  assurance  depends  on  frequency  of 
interaction between the service provider and a consumer, 
since an interaction on a regular basis between two 
participants in the market strengthens their mutual 
relationships.  Service  companies  and  consumers  interact 
by collaborating with each other; this process strengthens 
their  relationships  and  ensures  that  proper  decisions  are 
made in terms of the service quality assurance.  In doing 
so, attraction of new consumers as well as building good 
relationships  between  consumers  and  the  company  may 
be  enhanced  while  striving  to  achieve  the  goals  of  both 
the consumers and the service company.  

The conducted qualitative research (51 respondents) in 
the analysed transport company showed that according to 
the respondents’ opinion, there is a 23,1% share of 
persistently  repeated  mistakes  during  provision  of  the 
services in the company. The major reasons for repeated 
mistakes are lack of training (33%), insufficient 
motivation  of  the  staff  (33%)  and  lack  of  information 
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(22%)  on  the  quality  of  the  provided  service.  While  a 
guarantee of the service quality (43%) is one of the key 
dimensions ensuring the quality of the services.   

The  findings  of  this  research  should  show  how  to 
ensure  high  quality  of  services  provided  by  a  transport 
company, effective management of the services and 
safety of the  service consumers. It is recommended  that 
every transport company should implement its own 
individual system of the service quality assurance, which 
would reflect the specific aspects of the provided 
services. When developing the above mentioned system, 
particular focus should be made on training and 
motivation of the staff as well as publicising information 
on the quality of the provided service.  
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Annotation 
The  Leadership  style  is  the  most  prevalent  factors  that  influence  employees’  attitudes  and  behaviors  including  organizational  commitment. 
Organizations need employees who are committed in their work so that they can contribute to the survival of the organization  in the marketplace 
competition. The emphasis is on how managers in organizations can get effective leadership style to achieve set goals. The study has examined the 
leadership style and their effect on employee performance. 
The purpose of this study is to understand the effect of different leadership styles on employee performance in an organization. This paper is intended 
to identify which leadership style achieves positive influence on employee’s performance. The population of the study were the private enterprise 
manager (Medium and Large sized enterprise) in Kosovo. Data collection was made through questionnaires, and the constructs used were adapted 
from prior research and already tested for reliability. For the study we used a structured questionaries’ and the data analyses where made through 
statistical  package  for  social  sciences.      Finally  analysis  will  be  made  to  identify  which  leadership  style  achieves  best  in  terms  of  employee’s 
performance.  
Key words: manager; leadership style; employee performance; organization. 
JEL classification: M12; M19; P47  

Introduction 

The  concept  and  definition  of  leadership  style  may 
differ  from  one  person,  or  situation,  to  the  other.  The 
word  “leadership”  has  been  used  in  various  aspects  of 
human endeavour such as politics, businesses, academics, 
social works, etc. Previous views about leadership show 
it as personal ability. Messick and Kramer (2004) argued 
that the degree to which the individual exhibits leadership 
traits depends not only on his characteristics and personal 
abilities,  but  also  on  the  characteristics  of  the  situation 
and environment in which he finds himself. 

In business, there appear to be as many ways to lead 
organizations  as  there  are  leaders.  The  most  successful 
leaders have integrity, they inspire people with a shared 
vision  of  the  future,  they  set  clear  goals  and  motivate 
people  towards  them,  they  manage  delivery,  and  they 
communicate well with their teams. However, leadership 
is not "one size fits all" thing, and styles vary 
significantly  among  the  successful  leaders.  Leadership 
has  a  direct  impact  on  effective  employee  engagement. 
This matters because engaged employees give a business 
its competitive edge. Levels of employee engagement can 
correlate  with  performance  and  even  more  significantly, 
there  is  evidence  that  improving  engagement  correlates 
with improving performance. Leadership style in an 
organization is one of the factors that play significant role 
in enhancing or retarding the interest and commitment of 
the  individuals  in  the  organization.  Thus,  Glantz  (2002) 
emphasizes the need for a manager to find his leadership 
style.  The  concept  of  leadership  encompasses  a  wide 
range of different interpretations regarding the 
characteristics of the leader, his behaviour, and his impact 

on employees and their activities. Leaders are categorized 
by  different  criteria  and  one  of  them  is  the  style  of 
leadership.  Leadership  is  the  ability  to  increase  a  group 
toward the get the vision or set of goals. It is one of the 
managerial Qualities of the company or the organization 
which  interaction  with  the  workers  of  the  organization 
and has a large impact on the turnover rate of the 
organization. Leadership is the very big toll or the 
weapon of the organization to accomplish its goals and its 
necessary objectives and without it, it is impracticable for 
the  organization  to  attain  its  main  target.    Without  the 
leadership the implementation of tasks and their 
achievements  are  impossible  (Quinn  Mills,  2005).    The 
concept of leadership has generated lively interest, debate 
and  occasional  confusion  as  management  thought  has 
evolved.  The  concept  and  definition  of  leadership  and 
style  may  differ  from  one  person,  or  situation,  to  the 
other. Leadership is a key component of all organizations 
(Punnett, 2004). Organizations are set up to achieve some 
set goals. In order achieve these goals and objectives; the 
human factor is of utmost importance. Top on the human 
factor list is the leader. A leader influences organizational 
members to contribute efforts willingly towards the 
accomplishment  of  pre-determined  goals  and  objectives. 
Thus, leadership is first and foremost the ability to 
influence people to perform tasks. 

According  to  Lee  and  Chuang  (2009),  the  excellent 
manager not only inspires subordinates potential to 
enhance  efficiency  but  also  meets  their  requirements  in 
the  process  of  achieving  organizational  goals.  Thus,  in 
the “New Leadership” approach, leaders are seen as 
managers of  meaning, rather than  in terms of simply an 
influence  process.  However,  over  the  last  few  years  – 
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arguably fuelled by increased fanaticism, the rapid 
changes  in  the  global  world  such  as  rapidly-evolving 
technologies,  and  political  and  social  factors  have  also 
called  for  the  development  of  effective  leadership  skills 
(Cacioppe,  1998).  Leadership  is  considered  crucial  for 
success, and some researchers  have argued that it is the 
most critical ingredient (Lussier and Achua, 2009). 
According to Hicks and Gullet (1975), a leader is anyone 
who directs and controls a group of people to achieve a 
set purpose. 

Leadership styles have significant effects not only in 
small businesses but also in the world's largest 
corporations.  These  styles  affect  everyone  from  senior 
management to the newest intern. They create the 
corporate culture that influences the organization and its 
performance. An effective leader influences followers in 
a  desired  manner  to  achieve  desired  goals.    Different 
leadership  styles  may  affect  organizational  effectiveness 
or performance. Literatures have stated that the key 
elements for a successful organization are leadership style 
and competency (J. Rodney Turner and Ralf Muller, 
2005). Leadership style is the most prevalent factors that 
influence  employees’  attitudes  and  behaviours  including 
organizational commitment. Leaders have adopted 
various  styles  when  they  lead  others  in  the  organization 
(Brown,  2003;  Cheong,  2008;  Chiang  &  Wang,  2012; 
Clark,  Hartline,  &  Jones,  2009;  Cox,  2001).  Some  are 
using democratic, people or relationship centred approach 
and  others  prefer  autocratic,  production  centred  method 
in order to achieve a similar goal, which is organizational 
effectiveness.  Leadership  is  very  important  in  order  to 
manage  and  control  employees  and  organizations.  The 
suitability of leadership styles to be used in an 
organization is based on the sector of business in which 
they  are  operating.  An  effective  leader  is  someone  who 
knows  how  to  inspire  and  relate  to  subordinates,  knows 
how  to  increase  the  employees’  motivation  and  make 
employees loyal to the organization. 

In today’s dynamic global working environment there 
is growing evidence to suggest that organizations are now 
recognizing the impact leadership styles has on both 
employee wellbeing and organizational outcomes 
(Avolio, Walumbwa & Weber, 2009; McCarthy, Almeida 
&  Ahrens,  2011;  Muchiri,  2011,  Muchiri,  Cooksey,  Di 
Milia & Walumbwa, 2011). 

This  paper  focuses  on Leadership  styles  and  how 
styles of leadership can influence on the employee 
performance. The nature of the interdependent 
relationship between leadership styles and employee 
performance cannot be ignored or underestimated. 

 
Research Purpose  
 

This study investigated the main effects of leadership 
styles on employee performance at Business 
Organizations in Kosovo.  It specifically sought to 
determine the impact of autocratic; bureaucratic; 
charismatic; democratic; laissez-faire; transformational 
and transactional leadership styles on employee 
performance at Business Organizations in Kosovo. 

 

Research Questions  
The following research questions were used to guide 

the study: 
What is the effect of the: a) autocratic; b) 

bureaucratic;  c)  charismatic;  d)  democratic;  e)  laissez-
faire;  f)  transformational  and  g)  transactional  leadership 
styles on employee performance at Business 
Organizations in Kosovo? 

 
Scope of the Study  
 

The  scope of  this  study  extended  to  top,  middle  and 
low  managers  in  50  private  enterprises  (Medium  and 
Large) in Kosovo. 

 
 

Literature Review 
Leadership 
 

The topic of leadership has been of interest for many 
hundreds of  years for scholars and  many scientists  have 
tried to  make a definition of  leadership.  Leadership  is a 
social phenomenon that is found everywhere. For human 
being myths and legends always became attractive about 
what  differentiate  great  leaders’  from  followers  (Hartog 
and Koopman, 2011). Leadership is an interpersonal 
process through which one person is able to influence the 
activities  of  individuals  or  groups  (i.e.,  the  followers) 
towards the attainment of given objectives within a 
particular situation by means of communication (Covey, 
2007; Mullins, 1999). The concept of leadership has 
generated lively interest, debate and occasional confusion 
as management thought has evolved. Even today, it is not 
easy to define leadership, and given the complexity of the 
subject, there is no general consensus about delimitation 
of the field of analysis. According to Bass (1999), 
definition of leadership is related to the purpose 
associated with the attempt to define it, and so presents a 
wide range of possibilities.  Leadership can be seen as a 
group process, an attribute of personality, the art of 
inducing complaisance, an exercise of influence, a 
particular type of action or behaviour, a form of 
persuasion, a power relationship, an instrument to achieve 
goals, the result of an interaction, a differentiated role or 
initiation  of  a  structure  (Bass,  2000).  Leadership  is  one 
with the most dynamic effects during individual and 
organizational interaction. In other words, ability of 
management to execute “collaborated effort” depends on 
leadership  capability.  Lee  and  Chuang  (2009),  explain 
that  the  excellent  leader  not  only  inspires  subordinate’s 
potential to enhance efficiency but also meets their 
requirements  in  the  process  of  achieving  organizational 
goals. Stogdill (1957), defined leadership as the 
individual  behaviour  to  guide  a  group  to  achieve  the 
common  target.    Leadership  is  an  influence  relationship 
among leaders and followers who intend real changes that 
reflect their mutual purposes (Rost, 1993). Influencing is 
the process of leader communicating ideas, gaining 
acceptance  of  the  motivating  followers  to  support  and 
implement the ideas through change (Lussier and Achua, 
2009). Griffin (2012) defines leadership as a process that 
focuses on shaping or influencing people to obtain 
organizational  goals. Hitt, Black  & Porter (2009) define 
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organizational leadership as an interpersonal process that 
involves attempting to influence other people to attain a 
goal. As so many different definitions of leadership 
forming from different perspectives, Yukl (2010) 
summarizes that leadership is commonly understood as a 
process  of  using  influence  and  motivation  to  encourage 
participation in achieving group. Leaders now don’t rely 
upon their legitimate power to persuade individuals to do 
as they are told but they take an interest in an interaction 
with their subordinates or they raise and widen the 
interest of their subordinates (Northouse, 2007). 

 
Leadership Styles 
 

The role of leaders in today’s organizations has 
changed and the success of any organization relies on the 
leadership  styles  practiced  by  the  leaders.  According  to 
Mintzberg  (2010)  true  leaders  engage  others  with  their 
consideration and modesty because they involve 
themselves in what they are actually doing not for 
individual gains. Mullins (2000) defined leadership style 
as  “the  way  in  which  the  functions  of  leadership  are 
carried  out  and  the  manner  that  a  manager  chooses  to 
behave towards employee”. Leadership style is a form of 
cross situational behavioural consistency. It refers to the 
manner in which a leader interacts with his or her 
subordinates.  Leadership styles are the approaches used 
to motivate followers. Leadership styles should be 
selected and adapted to fit organizations, situations, 
groups,  and  individuals.  It  is  thus  useful  to  possess  a 
thorough  understanding  of  the  different  styles  as  such 
knowledge increases the tools available to lead 
effectively. While many leadership styles, attributes, 
traits and philosophies account for the extensive literature 
surrounding  leadership  (House  et  al.,  2004;  Howell  and 
Costley,  2006;  Javidan  et  al.,  2006;  Jogulu  and  Wood, 
2006; Jogulu and Wood, 2007; Jogulu and Wood, 2008b; 
Judge and Piccolo, 2004; Kennedy, 2002; Mandell, 2003; 
Eagly et al., 2003; Carless, 1998; Hofstede, 1980). 

The  terminology  style  is  roughly  equivalent  to  the 
leader’s  behaviour.  It  is  the  way  in  which  the  leader 
influences the followers (Luthans, 1977). Leadership 
styles have evolved to become more democratic (Biddle, 
2005; Johnson, 1995).  Leadership style is viewed as the 
combination of traits, characteristics, skills and 
behaviours  that  leaders  use  when  interacting  with  their 
subordinates (Marturano & Gosling, 2008, Jeremy et al., 
2011).   Tannenbanum and Schmidt (1958) also identify 
four  different  types  of  leaders  which  have  been  most 
widely accepted and used. These leadership styles, which 
centre around Mc Gregor’s Theory ‘X and Y’ 
assumptions,  are  democratic,  autocratic,  dictatorial,  and 
laissez  faire  leadership  styles.  The  styles  of  leadership 
include bureaucratic, laissez-faire, charismatic, 
democratic, transactional and transformational 
(Mohammed  and  Hossein,  2006).  The  transactional  and 
transformational leadership styles are the current 
leadership  organisational  styles.  According  to  Rees  and 
French  (2013),  the  two  leadership  styles  are  associated 
with a society that no longer accepts the use of authority 
as a form of command.  

An understanding of various leadership styles will let 
the researcher make the very best recommendation for the 

case  company.  Like  leadership  theories,  there  are  also 
several leadership styles that are been practiced.  Below 
are the listed styles of leadership: 

Autocratic - Adebakin and Gbadamosi (1996) 
described an autocratic leader as one who is very 
conscious of his position and has little trust or faith in the 
subordinates, he feels that pay is a just reward for work 
and it is only the reward that can motivate. Authors such 
as  Muczyk  and  Reimann  1987;  Yukl  1989;  Bass  1981 
agreed that autocratic leadership style is task oriented, is 
more convincing and manipulator being efficient to 
communicate a clear vision and conceive strategic 
objectives (Clark R., Hartline M., Jones K. 2009). Most 
followers of autocratic leaders can be described as biding 
their time, waiting for the inevitable failure this 
leadership  produces  and  the  removal  of  the  leader  that 
follows (Michael, 2010). 

Bureaucratic  -  is  also  useful  in  organizations  where 
employees do routine tasks (Shaefer, 2005). The 
drawback of this type of leadership is that it is ineffective 
in teams and organizations that rely on flexibility, 
creativity,  or  innovation  (Santrock,  2007).  This  style  of 
leadership follows a close set of standards. Everything is 
done  in  an  exact,  specific  way  to  ensure  safety  and/or 
accuracy. 

Charismatic - is a leadership style that is identifiable 
but  may  be  perceived  with  less  tangibility  than  other 
leadership styles (Bell, 2013). A charismatic leader is one 
who provides an environment full of energy and positive 
reinforcement. Charismatic leaders inspire others and 
encourage  them  to  be  their  best.  Employees  and  group 
members  want  to  impress  a  charismatic  leader,  so  they 
work hard and strive to succeed. 

Democratic - is used when group participation is 
involved (Parker, 2003). Managers involve their 
subordinates  in  the  decision  process  taking  into  account 
their positive or negatives opinions. Due to this, 
employees  become  more  loyal  and  dedicated  (Clark  R., 
Hartline  M.,  Jones  K.  2009).  Mullins  (2005)  described 
participative  leadership  as  consulting  with  subordinates 
and the evaluation of their opinions and suggestions 
before the manager makes the decision. 

Laissez-Faire  -  is  that  style  of  leadership  where  the 
authority and power is  given to employees to determine 
the  goals;  the  manager  provides  little  or  no  direction  to 
employees (Richard and Robert, 2009). Sometimes 
considered  as  no  leadership  (Aydin  et  al.,  2013;  Bass, 
1990; Lam & O'Higgins, 2011) or destructive leadership 
(Skogstad, Einarsen, Torsheim, Aasland, & Hetland 
2007).  Simply stated, with laissez-faire leadership there 
is  no  interface  between  the  leaders  and  followers.  Such 
leaders  avoid  responsibilities,  do  not  take  care  of  the 
needs  of  the  followers,  do  not  provide  feedback,  and 
delay  decision-making  (Bass  &  Riggio,  2006).  Laissez-
faire leadership may be the best or the worst of leadership 
styles  (Goodnight,  2011).    Laissez-faire  leaders  usually 
allow their subordinate the power to make decisions 
about their work (Chaudhry & Javed, 2012). This type of 
leadership  can  also  occur  when  managers  do  not  have 
sufficient control over their staff (Ololube, 2013). 

Transformational - is a leadership approach defined as 
“leader behaviours that transform and inspire followers to 
perform beyond expectations while transcending self-
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interest  for the good of the organization” (Avolio et al., 
2009). Transformational leaders are suggested to promote 
intellectual development, confidence, team spirit and 
enthusiasm  among  the followers, thereby  encouraging 
followers to be more focused on collective wellbeing and 
achieving  organizational  goals  (Aydin,  Sarier,  &  Uysal, 
2013; Cho & Dansereau, 2010). Transformational 
leadership has been chosen due to its innovative as well 
as productive and supportive nature (Bushra et al. 2011). 
Employees can easily share their knowledge among them 
when organization used transformational leadership style 
(Behery, 2008). Chu and Lai (2011) revealed that 
transformational  leaders  are  those  who  brought  change 
and innovation and cultivate staff in the organization. 

Transactional  -  is  based  on  the  exchange  of  rewards 
contingent on performance (Avolio et al., 2009). 
Transactional leadership in its extreme form may be 
considered as an autocratic leadership style when a leader 
has  a  lot  of  power  over  their  followers  with  regards  to 
making  staff  inputting  to  management  decisions  (Lyons 
&  Schneider  2009).  This  style  of  leadership  focuses  on 
close  monitoring,  in  detecting  mistakes  and  errors  and 
putting in place corrective actions to solve those 
(Timothy et al, 2011). The transactional leadership 
strictly follows the bee line, prefer to remains in a 
stipulated framework for the maximum employees 
performance (Shah & Kamal, 2015). 

 
Employee performance 
 

Previous  studies  have  indicated  that  organizational 
leadership exerts effects on employees’ attitudes and 
behaviour through empowering employees (e.g., Behling 
&  McFillen,  1996;  Bass,  1999,  Epitropaki  &  Martin, 
2005). Performance is a relative concept defined in terms 
of some referent employing a complex set of time-based 
measurements of generating future results (Corvellec, 
1995).  Performance  is  important  to  us  as  people  and  as 
organisations.  Often performance is identified or equated 
with  effectiveness  and  efficiency  (Neely,  Gregory  and 
Platts,  1995).  As  the  performance  of  an  organisation  is 
dependent on the quality of the workforce at all levels of 
the organisation (Temple, 2002), it is essential to discuss 
the concept of individual performance. According to 
Hakala (2008), Performance measurement is an on-going 
activity for all managers and their subordinates, the 
measurement  and  its  indicators  are:  Quantity;  Quality; 
Timeliness; Cost-Effectiveness. 

 
Leadership styles and employee performance 
 

A good leader understands the importance of 
employees in achieving the goals of the organisation, and 
that motivating the employees is of paramount 
importance in achieving these goals.  Different leadership 
styles  bring  about  different  consequences,  which  have 
direct or indirect impact on the attitude and behaviours of 
the employees.  

Leadership is associated  with employee performance 
(Ogbonna & Harris 2000). The relationship between 
Leadership  and  performance  is  established  considerable 
attention  (Gadot,  2006).  The  effectiveness  of  any  set  of 
people is largely dependent on the quality of its 

leadership – effective leader behaviour facilitates the 
attainment of the follower’s desires, which then results in 
effective performance (Fiedler and House, 1988; Maritz, 
1995; Ristow, et al., 1999). Leadership is the most 
investigated  organisational  variable  that  has  a  potential 
impact on employee performance (Cummings and 
Schwab, 1973). Kirkpatrick and Locke (1996) identified 
over  35  studies  reporting  positive  relationships  between 
leadership  and  performance.  Leadership  has  a  positive 
influence  towards  employee  performance  (Shahab  and 
Nisa, 2014) and therefore play important roles to ensure 
the  increase  of  organisation  and  individual  performance 
(Gul et al, 2012). Performance, explained as the 
accomplishment, execution, carrying out, working out of 
anything  ordered  or  undertaken  (Armstrong,  2010),  is 
greatly influenced by leadership style (Walumbwa et al. 
2011). Recent leadership studies have continued to affirm 
the positive relationship between transformational 
leadership and performance at various levels (e.g., 
Dumdum  et  al.  2002;  Dvir  et  al.  2002;  Howell  et  al. 
2005).    On  the  other  hand,  transactional  leadership  is 
found to enhance the job satisfaction and organizational 
identification as compared to transformational leadership 
(Epitropaki & Martin, 2005; LePine, Zhang, Crawford, & 
Rich, 2015). Preliminary research undertaken by Booysen 
and  Van  Wyk  (1994,  in  Swanepoel,  et  al.,  2000)  in  a 
South African context found that outstanding leaders, in 
terms of effectiveness, are perceived to show a strong and 
direct,  but  democratic  and  participative  leadership  style, 
and  are  seen  as  agents  of  change  and  visionaries  who 
increase  organisational  performance.  Phillips  and  Gully 
(2012) suggested that at its best, leadership inspires and 
motivates employees to work hard towards organisational 
objectives and help the organisation succeed. 

 
Conceptual Framework 
 

The following Conceptual framework was developed 
after review of existing literature to investigate the 
research questions at hand. The framework shows 
Leadership  styles  (autocratic;  bureaucratic;  charismatic; 
democratic; laissez-faire; transformational and 
transactional) as the independent variables used to 
explain employee performance as the dependent variable. 

The research model is illustrated below: 
INDEPENDENT  DEPENDENT 
Leadership styles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  1. Research Model showing the influence of 

Leadership Styles on employee performance 

Bureaucratic  
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Model Specification 
 
EP = β0+β1ALS+ β2BLS+ β3CHLS+ β4DLS+ 

β5LFLS+ β6TFLS+ β7TALS+ε.     (1)  
 
β0: -  is the constant term and 
 
β1 - β7: - is the coefficient of the Leadership 

 Styles; this  means that if β0 
 coefficient is  negative, the  predictor 
or independent  variable affects dependent variable      
 negatively, 

ε: -  is the error term. EP measures 
 employee performance, ALS measure 
 autocratic leadership style, BLS 
 measure bureaucratic leadership style, 
 CHLS measure charismatic 
 leadership style, DLS measure 
 democratic leadership style, LFLS 
 measure laissez-faire leadership style, 
 TFLS measure transformational 
 leadership style and TALS measure 
 transactional leadership style 
 
Methodology 
 

The  major  objective  of  this  study  was  to  identify 
relationship (influence) between leadership style and 
employee's performance. To conduct the study it is 
essential to plan and formulate appropriate study area and 
period,  research  design,  research  methodology  includes 
sampling  design,  target  population,  source  of  data,  data 
collection instrument, data analysis, ethical consideration 
and reliability and validity test were incorporated. 

The research strategy is based on quantitative 
research. According to Babbie (2010), quantitative 
research  can  be  described  as  involving  a  collection  of 
numerical data and as presenting a view of the 
relationship  between  theory  and  research  as  a  deductive 
and objectivist conception of social reality, with a 
preference for a mutual science approach.  

An  advantage  of  using  quantitative  methods  is  the 
examination  of  variables,  and  the  ability  to  generalize 
sample results to a larger sample or population 
(Chintaman, 2014). 

 
Research Instrument and Measures 

 
Research instrument is a kind of measuring 

instrument use for our research.  
This study combined the Leadership Styles 

Questionnaire  of  Northouse  (2011),  Wang  et  al.  (2010), 
Laohavichien et al. (2009), Spreitzer et al. (2005), Avolio 
& Bass (2004), and Viator (2001).  Leadership behaviour 
was  divided  by  its  frequency  performance  into  5  levels, 
including  “never”,  “little”,  “occasionally”,  “often”  and 
“always” as scored by Liker’s five-point scoring. 
Leadership  style  had  been  tested  with  the  Leadership 
Styles Questionnaire (Northouse, 2011),  (Wang et al. 
2010) and (Avolio & Bass 2004).  While the performance 
of  the  employee  who  serves  as  a  dependent  variable, 
measured by indicators: quality, quantity, timeliness and 

cost effectiveness, Iqbal et al. (2015),  Bodla and Nawaz 
(2010), Dvir et al.(2002), Bernardin and Russel (1995). 

The questionnaire contains 58 items, with a five point 
Likers  scale,  which  determined  the  score  of  participants 
related to the styles of leadership - autocratic, 
bureaucratic, charismatic, democratic, laissez-faire, 
transformational and transactional. 

The questionnaire was designed to get relevant 
information from the respondents. 

The primary instrument used for the collection of data 
for this study is the questionnaire. The questionnaire were 
designed in closed ended patterns and administered via e-
mail on the managers of business organizations. The on-
line questionnaire was adopted as the technique for data 
collection  due  to  its  advantages  of  low  cost  and  high 
speed in sending and returning information (Stacks, 
2010). 

 
Target Population and Sample 
 

According to Sekaran (2003), population refers to the 
group  of  people  that  a  researcher  wants  to  investigate. 
Wellman  and  Kruger  (2003),  the  target  population  is  a 
number of possible respondents that could be included in 
the  research  study.  Therefore,  results  drawn  from  the 
sample of the population can be used for generalization of 
results.  The target population for this study included all 
managers’ ranging from low to top level. The study was 
conducted among 150 Managers of 50 private enterprises 
(Medium  and  Large)  in  Kosovo,  distinguishing  between 
medium companies that employ from 50 to 250 staff and 
large-sized  companies  that  number  of  employ  is  great 
than  to  250  employees.  The  sample  was  drawn  on  150 
managers from 50 private enterprises Company’s. While 
150 questionnaires only 110 of them  met the conditions 
for analysis. A convenient sampling technique was used 
to select the managers. This was based on the manager’s 
readiness to participate in the study. 

 
Data Analysis 
 
After the data collection, data was analysed by using 

statistical  package  of  social  sciences  (SPSS).  The  raw 
data was  edited  to  ensure  that  it was free  of  errors. 
Editing  was  also  necessary  to  allow  for  easy  capturing 
into the SPSS package. Each questionnaire was evaluated 
and counted to ensure that all required fields were 
properly  answered  by  the  respondents. Questionnaires 
were  also  recounted  to  verify  that  the  minimum  sample 
size was achieved for the given population. Various 
analyses were performed from the captured data. 

By design, the findings from this quantitative has used 
to  correlation  and  multiple  regression  techniques  study 
answered  the  research  questions  using  the  questionnaire 
to elicit responses from the participants and provide data 
for  analysis  of  the  results.  I  analysed  the  data  from  the 
two instruments and the demographic questions. The data 
represented the values for the independent variables and 
dependent variables. The correlation test is used to check 
the relationship. The standard regression  ANOVA/F-test 
was used to test the significance of the linear models. The 
significance  of  the  independent  variables  partial  slope 
parameters were ascertained using the standard/relevant t-
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tests. The reliability of the data was assessed using 
Cronbach alpha reliability coefficient. 

 
Reliability and Validity 

 
To  ensure  the  reliability  and  the  consistency  of  the 

data for the study, reliability  test  was carried out on the 
data  received  from  the  110  responses.    Measuring  the 
reliability of the scale, the reliability coefficients 
(Cronbach’s) of the autocratic, bureaucratic, charismatic, 
democratic, laissez-faire, transformational and the 
transactional  leadership  styles  were  0.711,  0.708, 0.793, 
0.790, 0.804, 0.826 and 0.731 respectively. The 
Cronbach's alphas for the scales of employee 
performance are at an acceptable level of reliability, 
averaging 0.841. The scales used are therefore considered 
reliable and valid for this research study. The scales used 
in this research have been tested and used in other 
research studies. 

 
Ethical Considerations 

 
Ethical research involves protecting participants from 

harm that might result from activities and findings 
associated with the research project (Warrell & Jacobsen, 
2014). Respondents were given the choice to either 
participate in the study or not, and they reserved the right 
to withdraw from the study at any time they wished to do 
so.  Respondents were also assured that responses would 
be  treated  with  confidentiality  and  participants would 
remain anonymous throughout the research process. The 
questionnaires administered did not carry names to 
adhere to confidentiality. 

 
Research Findings and Discussion 

 
Findings shows that from all the managers 

participated  in  this  survey,  76%  were  males,  55%  were 
between  (36  –  45)  years  old,  63%  were  master  degree 
educated, 46% were between (7 – 10) years’ experience, 
65% were in the lower level category that is the first line 
managers  and  89%  were  medium  enterprises  (see  Table 
1). 

Table 1. Demographic profile of participants (n=110) 
Variable  Frequency Percentage 

Gender Female 26 24 
Male 84 76 

 
     Age 

less  than  25 
years 

6 5 

26 - 35 22 20 
36 - 45 61 55 

46 years 
and above 

21 19 
 
 

 
Education 

Bachelor 37 34 
Master 69 63 
PhD 4 4 

 
 
Experience 

less than 
3 years 

4 4 

3 - 6 32 29 
7 - 10 51 46 
11 years 
or more 

23 21 

Management 
Level  

First  71 65 
Middle 30 27 
Top 9 8 

Size- 
enterprises 

Medium 98 89 

 Large 12 11 
 
The results of independent sample t-test for dependent 

variable are summarized in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Independent sample t-test 

 t-test for Equality of Means 
T Df Sig

. 
(2-
tail
ed) 

Mean 
Differ
ence 

Std. 
Error 
Differ
ence 

95% 
Confidenc
e Interval 
of the 
Differenc
e 
Lo
wer 

Up
per 

Emplo
yee 
Perfor
mance 

-
21.
07 

59.
04 

.00
0 

-70.62 3.24 -
77.
34 

-
64.
45 

 
According to the table 2, there is a significant 

difference (p>0.05) between the employees performance 
and leadership styles. 
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Table 3. Regression result Leadership Styles and Employee performance 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the 
Estimate 

Durbin-Watson 

1. 0.569a 0.325 0.278 0.28116 1.769 

Source: own processing 
aPredictors: (Constant), autocratic,  bureaucratic, charismatic,  democratic,  laissez-faire, transformational and  
transactional leadership. 
bDependent Variable: employee performance. 
 

Table 4. ANOVA Leadership Styles and Employee performance 
Model  Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 
1. Regression 2.165  7 0.548 6.756 0.000a 
 Residual 4.349 52 0.081   
 Total 6.514 59    

Source: own processing 
aPredictors: (Constant), autocratic,  bureaucratic, charismatic,  democratic,  laissez-faire, transformational and  
transactional leadership. 
bDependent Variable: employee performance. 
 

The  regression  and  ANOVA  results  of  the  model  are  presented  in  Tables  3  and  4  the  R2  =  0.325  show  that 
Leadership Styles account for 32.5% variation in employee performance. The full model containing all predictors was 
statistically significant at 5% because the p value of 0.000 a is less than the significance level of 0.05. According to Field 
(2009), Durbin-Watson values less than 1 or more than 3 is a course for concern. Thus, Durbin-Watson value of 1.769 
suggests that there is no autocorrelation in our model. 
 

Table 5. Coefficientsa Leadership Styles and Employee performance 
  
            Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients   t  Sig. 
B Std. Error Beta   

(Constant) 22.027 3.015  7.644 .003 
democratic .236 0.077 0.262 .013 .002 
charismatic -.428 .158 -.347  -2.644 .467 
bureaucratic -.384 .251 -.342 -2.309 .041 
laissez-faire -.042 .272 -.031 -.185 .015 
transactional -.074 .205 -.069 -.286 .638 
autocratic 0.75 .139 0.513 .461 .004 
transformational .225 .069 0.359 .319 .002 

Source: own processing 
aDependent Variable: Employee performance 
 
Coefficient results presented in table 5, indicate that transformational leadership style with a beta of (0.359), democratic 
leadership style with a beta of (0.262) and autocratic leadership style with a beta of (0.513) are statistically significant 
and strong predictors of employee performance in Business Organizations in Kosovo. 
 

Table 6. Correlations result Leadership Styles and Employee performance. 
Variables Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Employee performance 21.055 1.6829 1.000        
democratic 4.9611 0.4376 0.213** 1.000       
charismatic 3.0655 1.3840 -0.228** 0.335 1.000      
bureaucratic 2.3481 0.8478 -0.267* -0.133 0.333* 1.000     
laissez-faire 2.4574 0.8921 -0.336** -0.244 0.192* -0.051 1.000      
transactional 3.7855 1.0745 -0.185** 0.228 -0.133 -0.337 -0.177 1.000   
autocratic 1.9200 1.3174 0.018** -0.051 -0.412 -0.177 -0.326 0.203 1.000  
transformational 4.6779 6.5521 0.108** -0.201 0.101 0.063 0.077 -0.056 -0.056  - 

Note: **P<.001 * P<.05 
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The  result  in  table  6  shows  that  leadership  dimensions 
have  both  positive  and  negative  influence  on  employee 
performance, specifically, charismatic, bureaucratic, 
laissez-faire  and    transactional  style  of  leadership  have 
negative effect on employee performance with (r= -0.228, 
-0.267, -0.336, -0.185: df = 54; P<.001).   
However, democratic, autocratic and transformational 
style of leadership have positive effect on employee 
performance  with  (r=0.213;  0.018  and  0.108:  df  =  54; 
P<.001). 

Conclusions 

Different  styles  were  needed  for  different  situations 
and each leader needed to know when to exhibit a 
particular approach. Leaders must adjust their leadership 
style to the situation as well as to the people being led.  
The present study was an attempt to explore the suitable 
leadership styles with respect to the performance of 
employees. The findings of this study indicated that 
democratic, autocratic and transformational leadership 
styles positively impacted the level of employee 
performance.  
The results of the correlation analyses revealed that 
charismatic,  bureaucratic,  laissez-faire  and  transactional 
leadership  style  has  a  negative  impact  on  the  level  of 
employee performance but statistically it is not 
significant. 
Leadership  is  a  process  of  interaction  between  leaders 
and followers where the leader attempts to influence 
followers to achieve a common goal.  To implement good 
leadership  style  in  an  organization,  the  leaders  should 
understand position of supremacy, task structure and 
expertise  and  leader  member  relation  generally;  having 
appropriate  leadership  is  importance  to  be  success  in 
employee management and organization because the 
success or failure of organizations is often attributed to it. 
It is a widely held belief that leaders do make a difference 
and  a  significant  impact  on  the  work  performance  of 
individuals, group and the overall accomplishment of set 
goals and objectives.  
Managers  must  know  that  leadership  requires  a  number 
of judgments each day that requires sensitivity and 
understanding of various leadership strategies.  
The results revealed that democratic, autocratic and 
transformational leadership positively influence 
employees’ performance. Each leadership style is a 
combination of different types of behaviour and 
characteristics  of  leaders.  If  there  is  the  need  to  make  a 
decision quickly and take  urgent action, a leader should 
rely on the autocratic style. If the group is undisciplined 
and poorly organized, the autocratic style is more 
efficient. The democratic leadership style matches with a 
well-organized and  stable group. In the  longer term, the 
democratic style  of  leadership, which  includes giving 
employees a certain freedom and involving them in 
decision-making, is more productive.  
The transformational leadership style matches with 
attempts  to  induce  followers  to  reorder  their  needs  by 
transcending self-interests and strive for higher order 

needs.  The  result  clearly  indicates  that  transformational 
leadership is correlated with employee performance. 
These results also informed that employee performance is 
heavily relying on leadership and it can play a vital role 
in determining the performance of employees, so 
managers must carefully analyse, what kind of leadership 
they  should  adopt  if  they  to  want  to  increase  employee 
performance. 
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Annotation  
Worldwide, the cruise industry has had a steady annual growth of passengers since 1990.  Expansion strategies to date have been driven by larger 

capacity ships and their diversification, there are more local ports and a wider variety of destinations on offer, in addition, new on-board/on-shore 
activities are provided that are able to match customers‘ demands.   

The article focuses on the cruise tourism situation in the Baltic Sea. Its aim is to reveal peculiarities of Lithuanian cruise tourism in the context of 
the Baltic Sea region. Statistical data of foreign associations and organisations is analysed and direction of development as well as trends of world 
cruising is discussed. Moreover, statistical data on cruise passengers in the region is examined. The research was performed using statistical reports 
and publications as well as other scientific evidence, including Lithuanian tourism law, Klaipėda city marketing and communication strategy and city 
development  plan.  The  impact  of  cruise  tourism  on  Lithuania  is  also  discussed.    To  get  a  broader  picture  of  cruise  tourism  in  Lithuania, 
representatives  of  the  agencies  organising  cruising  services  were  interviewed.  This  enabled  the  researchers  to  learn  about  the  supply  of  services 
available for the tourists and pointed out the main issues that cruising businesses might face developing cruising products in Lithuania.  

The notion of cruise tourism is comparatively well developed in European tourism documents, however Lithuanian documents lack a targeted 
strategy that would aid the country‘s cruise tourism development. At present, products that are offered for cruising tourists on shore are saleable and 
receive good reviews, nevertheless there is still a gap in the market for more interesting excursions as well as specialised tourism products such as 
culinary and family packages or entertainment, spa or ecotourism products.  

The interview revealed that there is not enough cooperation between the organisers of cruise tourism and the local authorities, this is a major 
hindrance for the successful development of cruise tourism in Lithuania. Sometimes, however, Lithuanian cruise tourism stands out in the European 
context where a decrease in the number of tourists is noticeable. In Lithuania, this number is steady and this proves the popularity of the region and it 
can be assumed that the region is in a stable position and will keep attracting a flow of cruise tourists. Nonetheless, world trends should be considered 
and it is essential to promote cooperation between businesses and public sector, new ways of satisfying growing needs of tourists have to be taken into 
account in order to maintain a stable position in the market.  
KEY WORDS: cruise tourism, cruise tourist, Baltic Sea region, tourism product development, on board/on shore activities. 

Introduction  

Cruise tourism has an exceptional role in the maritime 
tourism sector as it is one of the fastest growing 
businesses that has a huge impact on the region’s and the 
country’s economy. According to  Cruise Line 
International Association (hereinafter - CLIA) in 2015 the 
above  mentioned  sector  created  360 000  work  places  in 
Europe  (CLIA,  2015);    it  was  accountable for  16.89 
billion of direct revenues (40.95 billion of comprehensive 
income).  6.6  million  Europeans  chose  cruise  tourism  as 
the most attractive form of holidays and leisure time. The 
website of the international organisation  “Cruise Baltic” 
(hereinafter  -  CB)  claims  that  the  tourism  sector  of  the 
Baltics  includes  10  countries,  29  ports  and  37  different 
marine companies that are involved in organising cruises 
in  the  Baltic  sea  (Cruise  Baltic  Market  review,  2017).  
Passengers, who choose a  Baltic cruise, are able to visit 
35  objects  that  are  included  in  the UNESCO  culture 
heritage list and they can discover the local culture, 
traditions, customs and nature. Baltic cruising is suitable 
for elderly travellers as the area has cooler summers and 
it  offers  peaceful  walks  as  well  as  attractive  prices  of 
tourism services. 

Klaipėda is the only port in Lithuania and it received 
the first  cruise  ships  in  1999.  The statistical  data  of 
Klaipėda port (2017) indicates that the number of 
passengers  has  been  fluctuating  since  2000,  but  it  has 

been increasing since 2011. In 2014 Klaipėda received a 
record  number  of  ships  –  63,  whereas  in  2016  the  port 
received 64 605 cruise tourists.  

Despite major investment and high expectations 
regarding  the  construction  of  the  Cruise  Ship  Terminal 
and  the  Central  Klaipėda  Terminal,  Klaipėda  has  not 
become the leading port in the field of Baltic cruising and 
is  overtaken  by  neighbouring  Riga  and  Tallinn  ports.  
Natural  and  cultural  resources  of  the  Lithuanian  seaside 
as  well as a UNESCO site  – the Curonian Spit,  and  the 
proximity of Palanga and Neringa resorts placed the 
development of Lithuanian cruise tourism in an 
advantageous position. According to A. Serry (2014), the 
concept  of  cruising  in  the  Baltic  Sea  is  well  developed 
but still leaving good opportunities for improvement, 
therefore it is important to research the situation of 
Lithuanian cruise tourism in the European context.  

The aim of this article is to reveal the peculiarities of 
Lithuanian cruising in the context of the Baltic Sea 
region. 

The following goals will aid to reach the goal: 
1. To review cruising in the Baltic Sea region. 
2. To discuss the situation of cruise tourism in 

Lithuania.  
Methods of the research: 
1. Scrutiny  of  documents  that  enabled  to  analyse 

cruise tourism in Lithuania in the European 
context.  
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2. Interview with representatives of cruising 
agencies enabled us to learn the supply available 
for  the  visiting  tourists  and  determine  the  main 
issues  of  the  cruising  business  that  hinder  the 
successful  development  of  cruising  products  in 
Lithuania. 6 interviewees were interviewed in 
May 2017. The interviewees represent 6 different 
companies  and  have  a  substantial  experience  in 
the cruising business.  

The concept, tendencies and development of 
cruise tourism 

The account of the European Commission (2009) 
describes cruise tourism as an entertaining voyage in the 
sea  that  is  only  meant  for  passengers  and  lasts  not  less 
than  60  hours,  visiting  at  least  two  ports  (excluding  the 
port  of  embarkation  and  disembarkation).  In  the  study 
“Cruise  Baltic  market  review”  (2017)  a  cruise  tourist  is 
defined as a person buying a cruise trip.  A cruise 
includes visits to several cities/ports; each time the tourist 
is  counted  as  a  passenger  in  that  city/port  (a  passenger 
visit). If the cruise tourist  stays on the ship for 7 nights 
and visits 5 cities/ports, he or she is counted as 1 tourist, 
but as a passenger 5 times with 7 bed-days (on board the 
ship).  The  notion  of  cruise  tourism  adopted  in  official 
Lithuanian documents (Lithuanian tourism law, 
Lithuanian tourism marketing strategy for 2016-2020, 
Klaipėda city marketing and communication strategy and 
city  development  plan)  is  more  or  less  the  same  as  of 
marine tourism. There is no detailed analysis of the 
notion of Lithuanian cruise tourism in the current 
scientific work, however the existing research of 
Lithuanian  researchers  Valioniene  E.,  Pletkauskaite  G. 
and  Starodubcevaite  V.  (2013)  suggests  that  there  is  a 
growing interest in this area.  

Despite the variety of the concepts of cruise tourism, 
it always includes services of marine transport 
(accommodation, catering and entertainment on the ship) 
and the services of tourism on shore (excursions, 
sightseeing, purchase of souvenirs, etc.) In the centre of 
both services is the client/traveller, that has his own needs 
and expectations,  one Baltic  cruise offers the possibility 
of visiting 10 different countries and getting to know 10 
different cultures. This provides an opportunity to 
experience  several  must-see  European  capitals  on  one 
trip. The  Baltic  region  is  not  only  home  to  some  of  the 
most vibrant European capitals, but also has many small 
hidden  gems  that  offer  a  relaxing  environment  close  to 
nature.  

According to statistical data (CLIA 2017) , 9 out of 10 
guests  are  very  satisfied  or  satisfied  with  their  cruise  in 
the Baltic Sea. 88% of all guests are very likely or likely 
to recommend a cruise in the Baltic Sea. More than a half 
of the guests are very likely or likely to return on another 
cruise. 

The  statistical  data  of  CLIA  (2017)  shows  that  the 
sector  of  cruising  has  been  growing  steadily  reaching 
24.7 million passengers in 2016 (see figure 1). 

 

 
Fig.  1.  The  dynamics  of  the  growth  of  the  cruising 

passengers in the world in 2009-2017 (in millions) 
 
The annual increase of the number of passengers was 

approximately  6.55%.  CLIA  (2017)  claims  that  it  was 
due to a few main reasons: construction of bigger ships, 
introduction of new routes that include a higher number 
of sightseeing objects, the rise of new ports and a wider 
range  of  services  available  (both  on  the  ship  and  on 
shore). 

According to A. Serry (2014) the leader of the 
European cruising is the Mediterranean region, however 
the Baltic Sea region takes the leading role in the 
Northern Europe. 

 
Cruise tourism in the Baltic Sea region 

 
The  Baltic  cruise  industry  has  grown  very  fast  since 

2000. The  lowest  cruise  industry  rates  were  recorded  in 
2000 after the end of the cruise shipping season 
(Valioniene  E,  Pletkauskaite  G.  &  Starodubcevaite  V., 
2013; Wełnicki M., 2013).   In 2011- 2012, the Baltic sea 
region  was  still  experiencing  substantial  growth,  with 
13%  more  cruise  visitors  in  2011.  Despite  the  global 
economic slowdown in 2013 the Baltic Sea region 
remained a popular destination among tourists, with more 
than 70 ships operated by 42 companies making over 400 
round trips (Serry 2014). 

The  data  of  “Cruise  Baltic  review”  (2017)  suggests 
that the total number of cruising passengers had the most 
rapid increase in 2011 (15,1%). In 2013 the biggest 
number of cruising tourists was recorded – 4 million. In 
2014  a  decrease  by  2,1%  was  noted.  The  number  of 
passengers  in  2016  increased  by  1.2%  compared  to  the 
number of passengers in 2015. From 2000-2016 the 
number of passengers visiting the Cruise Baltic 
destinations increased by an average annual rate of 9.9% 
per year (from 1.1 mill. in 2000 to 4.3 mill. in 2016). In 
2017  an  increase  of  13%  of  passengers  (561,972  pax) 
compared to 2016 is expected (see figure 2 for details).  
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Fig. 2. The dynamics of the number of cruising 
tourists in the Baltic Sea region in 2010-2017 
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Considering the number of visiting cruise ships, ports 
of the Baltic Sea region are divided into four categories: 
small,  medium,  large  and  extra-large  (see  table  1  for 
details). 

 
Table 1. Categories of ports of the Baltic Sea region, 

2016. 
  

Small 
0 – 24 calls 

Aalborg (21), Rønne (20), Lübeck-Travemünde 
(14), Skagen (13), Mariehamn (9), Helsingborg (8), 
Turku  (8),  Arendal  (4),  Kalmar  (4),  Fredericia  (4), 
Saaremaa  (2),  Karlskrona  (2),  Malmö  (2),  Elsinore 
(2), Kalundborg (1), Kemi (1), Kalundborg (1), 
Kotka (0) 

Medium 
25 – 49 
calls 

Visby (43), Gothenburg (34), Gdansk (32), 
Aarhus (29) 

Large 
50 – 199 
calls 

Rostock (181), Kiel (147), Oslo (82), 
Kristiansand (66), Riga (63), Klaipeda (52) 

X – Large 
200 + calls 

Copenhagen (306), St. Petersburg (272), Tallinn 
(271), Helsinki (240), Stockholm (230) 

 
Dynamics of individual categories of port visit 

numbers is an important factor in determining the port‘s 
place  in  the  market  and  planning  the  prospects  of  its 
future  development.  The  above  indicated  data  suggests 
that Copenhagen, Tallinn, St. Petersburg, Stockholm and 
Helsinki have the leading position. This fact is not 
surprising  considering  that  some  of  these  ports  are  the 
places of embarkation/ disembarkation. It should be 
mentioned that according to CB data the number of cruise 
ship visits in these ports has declined in 2016. With the 
change  of  the  number  of  visiting  ships  the  status  of  the 
port also changes. 2016 had a positive change on 
Lithuanian port, as instead of being a medium visited port 
(2015)  it  received  the  status  of  a  largely  visited  port 
(Cruise Baltic Market Review 2017). 

 
Situation of cruise tourism in Lithuania 

 
The  only  multimodal,  universal  and  deep-water  port 

in Lithuania – Klaipėda port – is able to receive ships that 
are up to 337 m. in length, up to 48 m. in width and have 
a  draught  up  to  13.4  m.  The  main  shipping  lines  to 
different European ports cross Klaipėda port. The 
construction  of  the  the  Cruise  Ship  Terminal  (built  in 
2003) and the opening of the universal Central Klaipėda 
Terminal (built in 2014) enabled Klaipėda port to become 
a  convenient  transit  stop  for  cruise  ships.  2016  was  the 
year of important positive change as instead of being an 
averagely  visited  port  it  received  the  status  of  an  often-
visited port (see table 2). During this year 52 cruise ships 
came to Klaipėda port.  

Over  20  years  the  port  received  the  investment  of  2 
billion euros, therefore at present Klaipėda port meets all 
technical requirements applicable to cruising ports 
(Cruise shipping in Klaipeda port 2017). 

The first cruise ships came to Klaipėda port in 1999, 
however, the real beginning of cruise tourism is 
considered  to  be  2003  when  the  Cruise  Ship  Terminal 
was opened and 28 ships  with 8786 passengers came to 
Klaipėda.  Since  then  the  number  of  cruise  ships  and 
tourists coming to Klaipėda port has been changing 
annually.  

 

 
Fig. 3. The dynamics of the number of cruise ships 

and their passengers in Klaipėda: statistical data of 
Klaipėda port 

 
According to the data of Klaipėda port (Cruise 

shipping in Klaipeda port 2017) 2007 was an exceptional 
year regarding the number of ships received to Klaipėda 
port – 65. In June 2014, the biggest cruise liner 
“Celebrity Eclipse”, that is 317 m. in length, 36.88 m. in 
width and has the draught of 8.3, came to Klaipėda port. 
The  record  number  of  cruise  passengers  (64  605)  was 
received  in  2016.  The world  economic  crisis  and  its 
consequences  as  well  as  the  increase  in  cruising  pricing 
and  the  stricter  environmental  requirements  imposed  by 
the  European  Commission  Directorate  (since  the  1st  of 
January 2015 all ships navigating in the Baltic Sea region 
have  to  use  marine  fuel  that  has  no  more  than  0.1%  of 
sulphur dioxide (http://ec.europa.eu) conditioned the 
decline of cruising in Klaipėda port. The start of 
operation of the Central Klaipėda Terminal in 2014 didn‘t 
have a major effect on the increase of cruise ships coming 
to  Klaipėda  port,  however  it  provided  better  conditions 
for reception of cruise ships. It is forecasted that 63 ships 
will  enter  Klaipėda  port  in  2017.  So  far  31  ships  have 
applied to come to Klaipeda in 2018 (Cruise shipping in 
Klaipeda port, 2017).  

To  satisfy  the  growing  needs  of  a  current  consumer 
every region is trying to use all the natural, economic and 
human  resources  available.  Cooperation  of  the  business 
and public authorities is essential to run smooth provision 
of cruising services. Scrutiny of Lithuanian tourism 
documents  indicated  that  there  is  no  clear  concept  of 
cruise tourism as it is not discussed in Lithuanian tourism 
law  (2015),  only  the  notion  of  marine  tourism  is  used. 
Cruise tourism is not marked as a priority in Lithuanian 
tourism  development  programme  of  2014-2020,  there  is 
no indication of the foresight of its development 
possibilities.  

Klaipėda council strategic development plan of 2013-
2020 envisages attraction of cruising tourists by 
implementing targeted marine tourism marketing 
measures  (2012).  Klaipėda  city  tourism  marketing  and 
communication strategy of 2016-2020 states that the 
objects of cultural heritage as well as natural, cultural and 
historic objects are not sufficiently exploited and 
prepared; the potential of suing cruise ship infrastructure 
to  welcome  the  flow  of  passengers  is  not  fully  grasped; 
businesses are not involved enough in the development of 
tourism products. The creation of special cruising 
products  that  would  attract  a  bigger  number  of  cruise 
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ships and stronger international bond with tour operators 
and travel agencies are indicated as possible solutions.   

According to the data of Klaipėda city tourism 
marketing and communication strategy of 2016-2020, in 
2015  Klaipėda  State  Seaport  Authority  contributed  57.8 
thousand euros to the marketing of cruising. 671 
thousand euros were collected during the cruising season 
of 2015, that constitutes 1,5% of all the tolls of the port. 
In 2014 Klaipėda city council contributed 32 000 euros to 
the marketing of cruising and in 2015 the funds of 37 000 
euros were allocated. The port plays an important role in 
attracting maritime tourism flows to Lithuania. 
Investment in the future development of tourism 
infrastructure  is  essential  in  order  to  fully  exploit  the 
potential of the Baltic Sea and Klaipėda port that would 
aid the growth of cruise tourism. Nevertheless, even 
though  cruise  ships  that  enter  ports  are  economically 
advantageous  for  the  port  city  and  the  itself  country  in 
many aspects, they are not beneficial for the port when it 
comes  to  direct  revenues  –  i.e.  the  income  that  the  port 
receives from the cruise ships and the passengers of these 
ships is small if compared to the investment in the 
development  of  cruise  ship  terminals.  For  instance,  one 
cruise  ship  passenger  spends  approximately  50-75€  in 
Klaipėda  (statistical  data  of  Klaipeda  port,  2017).  The 
spending figure also depends on the nationalities of 
tourist. If there are no American passengers at the cruise 
ship, the average spending in Kalmar will be only about 
€15 against €75 in case of presence of American 
passengers (Andersson T. & Rehnberg L. 2013). 

In  Europe  a  tourist  normally  spends  about  75-100 
euros and a crew member spends about 25 euros during a 
visit  in  a  port  (Serry  2014).  The  income  received  from 
cruising constitutes only 1 – 2 % of all port‘s 
comprehensive income received by Klaipėda State 
Seaport Authority, however the investment in 
infrastructure and marketing reaches millions. The sector 
of cruising creates 51-114 work places, this expands the 
limits of tourism sector and has a positive impact on the 
life of the local community. 

 
Results of the interviews 

  
In order to discover the situation of cruise tourism in 

Lithuania, employees of cruising agencies were 
interviewed. The research pointed out that Lithuania has a 
sufficient  number  of  natural  and  cultural  resources  and 
facilitates  them  well  creating  main  tourism  products  on 
shore: excursions to the Curonian Spit, Palanga, Plateliai, 
the old town of Klaipėda and Ventės ragas (this has been 
stated by 6 interviewees). 2 interviewees, however, claim 
that tourists of cruise ships have more varied interests, for 
example, „special transport (limousines, antique cars, 
horses), excursions to the Hill of Crosses, Trakai, Vilnius 
and  excursions  in  hot-air  balloons“  or  „tourists  want  to 
travel from Klaipėda to Tallinn on shore“. All 
respondents were in unanimous agreement that additional 
specialised excursions or other packages of tourism 
services  on  shore  could  attract  and  interest  tourists  of 
cruise  ships.  Among  these  products  the  following  were 
mentioned:  culinary,  spa  or  ecotourism  packages,  water 
entertainment and products that focus on family time. The 
interviewees said: „Klaipėda could offer culinary, 

ecotourism  and  family  orientated  packages“,  „The  city 
could  offer  water,  culinary,  ecotourism,  spa  and  family 
orientated packages“. In order to find out that cruise ship 
tourists are satisfied with the quality of the service 
provided,  the  interviewees  were  asked  what  complaints 
tourists of cruise ships usually have. It was revealed that 
„cruise ship tourists do not find tourism objects attractive 
and  feel  that  there  is  a  shortage  of  them“,  „we  received 
complaints  regarding  transport,  lack  of  attractiveness  of 
tourism objects and public infrastructure in the city 
(mainly  the  shortage  of  WCs)“,  „Klaipėda  old  town  is 
poorly suited for disabled tourists, there is a shortage of 
WCs“. 

Respondents think that the main problems they 
encounter with  organising  cruising  is  the  shortage  of 
service providers (guides and buses) and their 
inflexibility (transport and catering sector) as well as lack 
of  cooperation  with  the  council:  „City  events  and  other 
events that take place in the Cruise Ship Terminal hinder 
smooth and orderly parking of buses, departure for 
excursions and  return after them. There is a  shortage of 
quality  buses  as  well  as  lack  of  German,  Italian  and 
French speaking guides”, “cooperation with the city 
authorities – regarding unplanned or unnotified 
roadworks and  different events (hinder smooth 
transportation of tourists, the quality of excursions 
suffers)”,  “Shortage  of  transport  and  guides  on  cruise 
days, bus owners’ common agreement regarding transport 
prices, prices of tours are increased, caterers outside the 
city  are  inflexible”,  “There  is  a  shortage  of  guides  and 
buses when big cruise ships come”. 

When asked about potentials, the respondents were in 
an unanimous agreement that limited cruise ship’s time in 
the  port  restricts  the  options  in  provision  more  varied 
services and does not allow to organise longer excursions. 
Moreover, another issue is pointed out: “shortage of 
quays,  there  is  no  possibility  to  receive  a  few  ships  at 
once”. One respondent points out the problem of limited 
information: “Substantial amount of information is 
essential for the guests of the city. When they come to a 
new  place,  people  want  to  know  the  main  information: 
the city centre, coffee bars, museums, shops, banks, etc. 
Sadly,  after  guests  disembark  the  ship,  they  do  not  see 
informational signs or references”.  

Respondents also shared the following insights:  “We 
may  talk  about  the  prospects  of  cruise  tourism  in  the 
region  only  if  we  promote  development  of  tourism  in 
Western Lithuania: we need to improve tourism 
infrastructure, increase the number of activities and 
promote their quality, Western Lithuania tourism 
companies should work more closely with local and 
foreign businesses, net principles should be implemented 
in  practice,  current  resources  should  reach  international 
level,  motivation  of  clusters  would  enable  us  to  expect 
more  tourists  and  this would  increase  the  number  of 
providers and competition among them, consequently, the 
quality  of  services  would  rise,  we  should  also  promote 
flexibility, internationality and competition of the 
companies that provide tourism service. Positive 
tendencies  will appear  after creation of  good  marketing, 
and  this  is  only  possible  if  cruise  tourism  becomes  a 
priority on the national level”. 
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The  research  also  revealed  that  so  far  Klaipėda  city 
has  limited  development  possibilities  due  to  the  lack  of 
some infrastructure, insufficient cooperation between 
businesses and public authorities. It is necessary to 
consider world tourism development trends; offer 
specialised, unusual and non-standard packages. 
Successful development of cruise tourism requires close 
cooperation  of  all  parties  involved:  port  authority,  city 
council, providers of tourism services and cruising 
agencies.   

 
Conclusions 
 

Worldwide, the cruise industry has demonstrated 
annual  passenger  growth  since  1990.    Growth  strategies 
to  date  have  been  driven  by  larger  capacity  ships  and 
their diversification, more local ports available, more 
destinations  that  are  offered  and  new  on-board/on-shore 
activities that match consumers’ needs.   

The  notion  of  cruise  tourism  is  comparatively  well 
developed in European tourism documents, however 
Lithuanian documents lack a targeted strategy that would 
aid the country‘s cruise tourism development. At present, 
products that are offered for cruising tourists on shore are 
saleable  and  receive  good  reviews,  nevertheless  there  is 
still a gap in the market for more interesting excursions as 
well as specialised tourism products such as culinary and 
family packages or entertainment, spa or ecotourism 
products.  

The interview revealed that there is a lack of 
cooperation  between  organisers  of  cruise  tourism  and 
local authorities which hinders successful development of 
cruise tourism in Lithuania. However, in some cases 
Lithuanian tourism stands out in European context, where 
the number of tourists is decreasing; in Lithuania it 
remains stable and this proves the popularity of the region 
and suggests that this region is in a rather stable position 
and will remain attractive for tourists.   
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Introduction 

What does quality mean in the context of education? 
Many definitions of quality in education exist, testifying 
to the complexity and multifaceted nature of the concept. 
The  terms  efficiency,  effectiveness,  equity  and  quality 
have often been used synonymously (Adams, 1993). 
Definitions of quality must be open to change and 
evolution  based  on  information,  changing  contexts,  and 
new understandings of the nature of education’s 
challenges.  New  research  -  ranging  from  multinational 
research to action research at the classroom level - 
contributes to this redefinition. 

The goal of the contribution is to show how a 
quality study program is capable of positively influencing 
the  overall  increase  of  education  of  the  population  on 
both a national and regional level. Education is one of the 
long-term economic indicators of each state and the states 
should therefore approach the increase of quality of study 
programs  in  a  precise  and  highly  specific  manner.  The 
key  role  in  the  system  remains  on  the  part  of  the  state. 
Given that this is a classic case of non-market goods, the 
features and benefits of which (known as positive 
externalities) are crucial for the society, financing of 
education  is  predetermined  to  be  primarily  from  public 
funding. The EU finances only specific selected programs 
through  subsidy  titles  for  schools,  as  well  as  scientific 
and research facilities. 

The world transformative processes influence 
seriously  education  systems  in  all  countries  and  at  all 
levels.  First  of  all,  it  appears  in  transformation  of  the 
main  educational  model  specifically  from  the  model  of 
knowledge  to  the  model  of  competency  which  we  can 

over  watch  in  the  most  of  countries  (Gerkushenko  et 
al.,2014). This transform for model of competency is very 
useful for young generation.  That is the reason why 
education  is  one  of  the  most  important  part  of  national 
economy  for  every  society,  every  region  and  country. 
Quality of education should be supported by every 
government  in  country.  If  the  persons  responsible  for 
education realized important of education, try to improve 
it by variety ways. One of the way, how can we improve 
or increase quality of education system in every 
elementary  or  secondary  school,  college  or  university  is 
to provide the opportunity to students comment the 
content of the educational curriculum (or study program), 
(Ölvecký  -  Gabriška,  2014;  Toman -  Michalík,  2013; 
Mišútová, 2009, Mišútová - Mišút, 2012; Mišút - 
Pribilová, 2013) 

Education invariably aims at developing 
competencies, technical as well as non-technical ones. As 
a consequence, there is also a need for methods that can 
be used to assess the quality of education faithfully. One 
possible  approach  is  an  assessment  of  whether  intended 
learning  outcomes  are  achieved,  i.e.  an  investigation  if 
the  target  audience  possesses  the  desired  competencies. 
Assessment  of  competencies,  however,  is  tricky  since 
competencies are often only vaguely defined. An 
approach  to  assess  competencies,  and  particularly  those 
needed for proper software engineering.  To that end, 
SECAT builds on Rauner's approach for competency 
assessment  in  vocational  education.  Rauner's  approach 
uses  nine  competency  criteria,  which  are  further  refined 
by suitable issues that indicate to which extent a 
competency is, or should be, present. The main 
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contribution of this paper lies in the adaptation and 
enhancement of this framework in order to make it 
useable  in  software  engineering  education.  Adaptation 
and  enhancements  encompass  issues  such  as  team  and 
individual assessments, integration of multiple 
perspectives  from  various  groups  of  stakeholders,  and 
product- and process-orientation. The paper also presents 
first  insights  from  using  SECAT  in  a  pilot  university 
course  in  software  engineering  (Sedelmaier - Landes, 
2015). 

Strategic goals for education 

What does quality mean in the context of education? 
Many definitions of quality in education exist, testifying 
to the complexity and multifaceted nature of the concept. 
The  terms  efficiency,  effectiveness,  equity  and  quality 
have often been used synonymously (Adams, 1993) 

Upon reaching the basic goals of the EU (becoming 
most  competitive  and  most  productive  knowledge-based 
economy  in  the  world),  four  new  strategic  goals  were 
established in the ET 2020 program for education: 

- To put into action a life-long education and 
mobility in learning program. Advanced changes in 
technology and increases in information transfer 
speeds  pose  ever  increasing  demands  on  life-long 
education. Important factors influencing 
employment  and  other  social  issues  are  both  the 
ability and the necessity of life-long education and 
thus  better  employability  in  the  job  market.  The 
European  population  is  aging  and  it  will  become 
necessary  to  maintain  qualified  workers  to  a  later 
age. The introduction of new methods of education 
are  necessary  within  the  globalized  market  and  an 
ever increasing overlap of the individual fields, 
including e-learning courses, webinars and other 
forms of education using information and 
communication  technologies.  The  internal  market, 
understood as a whole within the entire EU, requires 
workforce mobility. Workforce mobility is an 
essential element for employment in the job market. 
Preparation for travel to follow jobs should 
therefore become an integral part of education, both 
for students and for teachers and training educators. 
Support of exchange study programs also became a 
partial  priority  within  the  first  of  the  four  strategic 
educational goals. 

- To increase the quality and effectiveness of 
education and professional training. Quality 
systems  of  education  and  professional  training  are 
essential for Europe’s success. The education 
system is moving away from the classic 
understanding of mechanical learning - 
memorization. Through the use of repeated word-to-
word definitions, memorizing leads to learning 
without  understanding  the  content,  without  logical 
systemization. The new direction is toward a 
systematic ability of cross-profession overlap of 
processing of information and knowledge. The most 
important goal will be to ensure that everyone gains 
key  competencies.  To  have  a  competency  means 
that we are capable of performing suitable activities 

and  get  appropriately  oriented  in  a  certain  natural 
situation in a manner bringing a beneficial approach. 

- To support justice, social cohesion and active 
citizenship.  This  goal  is  also  accentuated  by  the 
international character of the European Union. 
Emphasis  on  fair  education  for  all  EU  citizens  is 
necessary in order to sustain  economic  growth and 
social systems. The key interest groups in this case 
are pupils and students from disadvantaged 
environments, students with special needs, migrants, 
etc. The goal is to ensure that they do not end their 
schooling prematurely, regarding all students 
between 18-24 years of age in Europe. Their 
education should also promote multicultural 
competencies and democratic values without 
discrimination.  Also  important  are  communication 
skills among peers from different environments. 

- To improve creativity and innovation, including 
entrepreneurial skills, on all levels of education and 
professional  training.  This  part  of  the  strategy  is 
divided into two main goals. The first is the support 
of key competencies in the area of digital 
technologies. The second is to endure a fully 
functional knowledge triangle: education – research 
- innovation. It is necessary to ensure a 
collaboration  of  all  stakeholders  that  influence  the 
future success of graduates in the job market. 
Collaboration between schools, scientific and 
research  institutions  and  companies  is  a  key  factor 
for  aligning  professional  and  social  needs  with  the 
personal satisfaction of individuals. Through quality 
education  individuals  gain  a  chance  to  succeed  in 
the job market and obtain sufficient financial means 
to satisfy their needs  without burdening the  social-
care  system  and  thus  improve  the  position  of  the 
European Union in the worldwide market. 
 
Universities  as  the  centres  of  knowledge  play  an 

important role in education and application of the concept 
of corporate social responsibility (CSR). They are not just 
institutions of higher education and research granting 
titles  but  they  together  educate  responsible  people  with 
excellent knowledge able to solve questions and problems 
globally and share their knowledge that the wider 
community can benefit from. The aim is to show  which 
teaching methods could be used to educate students of the 
study program Informatics (Tokarčíková  - Kucharčíková 
- Ďurišová, 2015). The assessment of academic advising 
practices is far from satisfactory. Major academic 
advising  approaches  and  key  characteristics  of  quality 
assessment  practices.  We  propose  the  consideration  of 
integrating both the logic model and mixed methods 
design in academic advising assessment framework. 
Adapting the Appreciative Education (AE) framework to 
guide the assessment process, we specify a 6-step model 
to assess the initiation, interaction, and impact of 
academic advising practices (He - Hutson, 2016). 

When  assessing  the  quality  of  education  should  be 
considered  an  area  involved  in  the  assessment,  which 
takes place. There is a difference, and we will assess the 
quality  of  the  education  system,  the  quality  of  schools 
and  the  quality  of  teaching,  although  all  three  levels  of 
the pyramid are interrelated and interdependent (Nucem). 
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The ability to predict what university course a 
student  may  select  has  important  quality  assurance  and 
economic  imperatives.  The  capacity  to  determine  future 
course  load  and  student  interests  provides  for  increased 
accuracy in the allocation of resources including 
curriculum  and  learning  support  and  career  counselling 
services. Prior research in data mining has identified 
several models that can be applied to predict course 
selection based on the data residing in institutional 
information systems. However, these models only aim to 
predict the total number of students that may potentially 
enrol in a course.. This association with student identity is 
not always feasible due to government regulations (e.g.; 
student  evaluations  of  teaching  and  courses. The  results 
demonstrate that the accuracy of the student course 
predictions  was  high  and  equivalent  to  that  of  previous 
data mining approaches using fully identifiable data. The 
findings suggest that a students' grade point average 
relative to the grades of the courses they are considering 
for enrolment was the most important factor in 
determining future course selections. This finding is 
consistent with theories of modern counselling 
psychology  that  acknowledges  self-efficacy  as  a  critical 
factor in career planning (Ognjanovic at al., 2016). 

Applied Informatics may have an important role in 
the strategies for attracting and retaining talent in 
Computer Science (CS)  studies and careers. Contrary to 
the continuing growth of the informatics industry in 
Europe  the  number  of  CS  experts  (students,  graduates, 
teachers,  etc.)  is declining.  This  decline  is  producing 
negative consequences in the technology field that affect 
other sectors like business and education. The purpose of 
this PhD study is to determine if the strategic 
implementation  is  an  effective  means  to  counteract  the 
declining  trend. The  research  will:  Identify  the  negative 
consequences  of  a  declining  interest  in  CS  studies  in 
Europe; determine the factors which motivate young 
Europeans  to  pursue  or  reject  CS  studies  and  careers; 
analyse  CS  curricula  and  how  technology  can  enhance 
teaching  and  learning  of  the  unique  skills  required  to 
become a computer scientist, thus increasing the interest 
in CS studies and careers amongst young Europeans 
(Porta,  2010).  Students  graduating  from  this  programme 
develop the ability to work on applied problems. 
Graduates after finish study at the university will use their 
knowledges in variety areas. They can offer high 
theoretical, practical and analytical skills.  

Accreditation  can  be  referred  to  as  the  procedure 
followed  for  official  recognition  or  quality  assurance.  It 
provides  the  opportunity  of  promoting  excellence  in  the 
field of education. It can be stated as the process in which 
the  quality  of  an  educational  institution  or  a  particular 
educational  programme  is  evaluated  so  as  to  formally 
recognize  it  if  it  meets  certain  standards.  As  per  the 
exponential growth in the number of engineering colleges 
in India, the process of accreditation is becoming a 
necessity in order to maintain the standard of education in 
the engineering institutes (Kohli, 2014). According to the 
continuous  changes  in  technology  there  is  a  need  for 
continuous changes in rising area of higher education like 
engineering for the development and evolution of nation 
in world. For this, there is a need of educational 
accreditation.  Educational  accreditation  is  classified  into 

different categories like primary educational 
accreditation, secondary educational accreditation and 
higher educational accreditation. Accreditation of an 
educational program is a continuous process which 
should meet specific standard of quality required for 
education. There are many points has to be consider for 
accreditation process (Gonge - Ghatol, 2014). 

Modularity  is  one  of  the  most  important  quality 
attributes  during  system  development.  Its  concepts  are 
commonly used in disciplines of information technology 
courses, mainly in subjects as software project, software 
architecture,  and  others.  However,  it  is  notable  among 
certain  groups  of  students  that  this  issue  is  not  fully 
absorbed  in  a  practical  way. Although  some  researchers 
and practitioners have approach themes like this, there is 
still  a  lack  of  research  about  how  modularity  can  be 
approached in IT courses. This paper presents a 
systematic  mapping  study  about  how  the  modularity  is 
addressed in education. The main objective is to 
understand what the main areas in this field are and find 
more interesting points of research to improve the 
practice of modularity during IT disciplines (Lima at al., 
2015).  

Educational policy 

The University of Ss. Cyril and Methodius has 
developed its own basic document Quality Policy titled: 
internal system of quality policy at UCM. Policy, strategy 
and quality assurance procedures are official and are 
publicly available. The principles of quality UCM: 

 The system has a complex character and is 
uniform for the whole university; 

 The system supports the achievement of 
strategic objectives of the University; 

 The system is elaborated in accordance to 
national and international Quality Assessment 
Framework universities; 

 The system is open, flexible and focused on 
continuous quality improvement; 

 The system is aimed at strengthening the 
ongoing feedback from stakeholders and 
visibility objectives and results of the faculty; 

 The system includes the participation of 
students, employers and other interested parties 
in the evaluation of quality. 

 
Internal directive regulates cyclic monitoring and 

assessment  of  study  programs  at  the  University  of  Ss. 
Cyril  and  Methodius  in  Trnava  (further  'UCM').  It  is 
focused on rules, organizational charts and structure 
evaluation of programs in accordance with internationally 
accepted evaluation scheme designed for higher 
education institutions. The cycle of evaluation of 
programs was processed according to standards and 
guidelines  for  quality  assurance  in  the  European  Higher 
Education Area, processed organization European 
Association  for  Quality  Assurance  in  Higher  Education 
(ENQA) and the monitoring of good practice in the 
implementation of evaluation systems of European 
universities. Internal guidelines governing the procedures 
and framework in which the UCM committed to develop 
and monitor the effectiveness of the quality system. The 
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Directive  contains  binding  rules  of  quality  assurance  in 
various fields and at various levels and to various 
stakeholders. Basic quality policy processed in the 
internal: 

 Linking education and research. 
 Quality assurance of teaching staff. 
 Monitoring and evaluation of programs. 
 Monitoring and evaluation items. 
 Control  and  monitoring  of  educational  process 

through classroom visits. 
 Surveys of relevant target groups in education. 
 Assessment of students. 
 Evaluation of teachers. 
 Monitoring and evaluation of quality in science 

and research. 
 Monitoring and evaluation in the field of 

international relations and cooperation. 
 Student  support  and  involvement  of  students  in 

internal quality system. 
 Public information and information systems. 
 Provision of material, technical and information 

resources to support student learning needs 
appropriate learning programs. 

Education as an economic indicator 

The definition of competition-ability of the European 
Union emphasizes the needs of citizens.  Competitiveness 
enables a country to offer its citizens a growing quality of 
life and employment for all who want to work. 

The  EU  continues  to  increase  its  emphasis  on  the 
quality  of  education  in  the  individual member  states, 
however it fully respects the sovereignty of states in the 
organization of their educational systems. The 
responsibility  for  content  and  systems  of  education  is 
fully within the competencies of the governments of the 
EU member states. Quality school is understood to be a 
basic prerequisite for the quality development of 
education of children and students. It is understood in all 
its aspects, from technical equipment to professional 
composition  of  the  educational  staff.  Preparedness  and 
motivation  of  teachers  is  seen  as  a  key  prerequisite  of 
education  of  pupils  and  students  in  the  strategy.  Tools 
and  implementation  methodologies  are  ready  for  school 
educational  systems  to  achieve  all  goals  of  the  Strategy 
2020 document. All three key aspects are covered: 
regulative  tools,  economic  tools  and  information  tools. 
Priority subjects were also established. 

Education  became  one  of  the  key  subjects  of  the 
Lisbon  strategy,  defining  educational  goals  intended  to 
help  achieve  the  overall  objectives  of  the  strategy.  A 
system  of  introducing  new  technologies  into  education 
was prepared due to the fast development of information 
technologies,  defining  the  needs  for  life-long  education. 
Given the globalized environment of Europe, there is an 
emphasis on teaching foreign languages and digital 
literacy. 

The aim of our research was to determine quality of 
study of bachelor programme. An anonymous 
questionnaire was used in the research that we carried out 
to  determine  how  students evaluate the  quality  of  this 

program.  The  questionnaire  was  divided  into  sections:
  

 In the first section a short introductory text about 
the  intent  of  the  questionnaire was  presented 
followed  by  demographic  data  about  a  student: 
age, sex, student’s current grade etc. 

 In the second section was implemented database 
of questions about the quality of study 
programme (curriculum).  We were examining 
differences in content, subjects composition, 
which  subjects  are  at  least  beneficial  and  the 
most useful for market needs or if students 
consider useful theoretical knowledges obtained 
from lectures during their seminars. The 
questionnaire was anonymous and used 
electronically. Electronic questionnaire was 
created using Google Docs and distributed via an 
electronic link sent to students. 

Participants  were  76  bachelor  students  (60  males 
and 16 females) with the mean age of 21.6 years (range: 
19 - 23 years). The research sample consisted of 
university  students  in  third  level  of  education.  Students 
participated in the research on a voluntary basis, i.e. they 
could decide for themselves whether they will take part or 
not. 

Research evaluation and practice 
recommendations 

After obtaining specific data we have them 
evaluated and graphically illustrated. Of the more than 25 
items in the test, we selected those that we think in terms 
of interpretation to the topic the most important. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Is evident consistency between the name of the 
study program and its content? 

 

 
Fig. 2. Does agree study programme composition with 

the graduate profile of a student? 
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We have asked students of bachelor's degree, 

program study of Applied Informatics: "Is evident 
consistency between the name of the study program and 
its content?" (Figure 1). We have investigated this issue, 
or indeed the content of study during three years of their 
study corresponds witch the name of the degree program. 
More than 48% of students strongly agreed, 39% agreed. 
Overall, therefore, it expressed, or course content 
corresponds  to  the  agreed  program,  nearly  87%  of  all 
students.  Only  13%  of  students  did  not  agree  with  the 
view that the name of the study program does not match 
the content. The reason could be that the students 
probably pointed to the absence of some subjects during 
the study.  

Based on the above, we wanted to confirm the 
question with the next question in the questionnaire, 
which was: "Does agree Study program composition with 
the profile of a graduate student? (Figure 2). "This 
question surveyed the views from students, or individual 
objects that have been designed in each semester during 
every year of study correspond to the profile of the 
graduate. Based on the results, we can confirm, more than 
41%  of  students  strongly  agreed  with  the  view  that  the 
composition of the study program equivalent to filling a 
graduate of Applied Informatics. More than 39% of 
respondents agreed with this view, with 80% of students 
agreed  with  this  view.  Only  11%  of  students  Applied 
Informatics disagreed with this opinion and requested for 
more innovative composition of study program of 
Applied Informatics. Only 9% of students did not answer 
for the question. 

 
Fig. 3. Which subjects of the study program are at least 

beneficial for the market need? 
 

 
Fig. 4. Which subjects of the study program are the most 

useful for market needs 

 
Other question that we have investigated form 

students about  the quality of  the study program  was the 
question:  „Which  subjects  of  the  study  program  are  at 
least beneficial for the  market needs? "(Figure  3). This 
question  is  one  the  most  important  for  us,  because  it 
identifies which subjects during the study were, for  
students  at  least  beneficial.  Based  on  the  above  we  can 
confirm  more  than  29%  of  students  answered  Biology, 
followed  the  subject:  Chemistry,  said  26%  of  students, 
and  Physics  14%  of  students.  Up  to  10%  of  students 
reported that the subject of Marketing for least important, 
followed by 5% subject Management, Accounting 2% of 
the  students  said.  Subjects  that  students  identified  as  at 
least will be remove from new study program at the next 
accreditation  process.  More  students  these  subjects  not 
offered and will be replaced by new - attractive and more 
important subjects from the perspective of practice. 

On the other hand we wanted to know which 
subjects students designated as important for extra 
practice and their future professional activity. More than 
35%  of  students  said  that  the  subject  is  most  beneficial 
for  them Component  programming  and  20%  students 
Object  Oriented  Programming  i.e.,  that  up  to  55%  of 
students deemed most beneficial to market needs 
programming,  ie  programming  skills.  It  followed  by  a 
further 23% of students who identified the subject 
Database Systems 14% and Operating System. The 
remaining 4% of students identified as being most 
beneficial articles Algorithms and Programming and 
Software Engineering. In terms of commercial offers that 
are placed on the site Job, we can confirm the dominance 
of IT sector offers the most bids is aimed at the 
programming,  database  systems  and  operating  systems. 
These skills are also important for positions as an analyst 
and consultant of software development. Mentioned 
objects which gained most evaluation by the students will 
be widely teaching time from the perspective of seminars.
        
 

 
Fig. 5. Are there useful theoretical knowledges obtained  

from lectures  during seminars? 
 

The last graph shows the question: "Are there useful 
theoretical knowledges Obtained from lectures during 
seminars?" (Figure 5). As we can see from the responses 
of students, more than 25% said they strongly agree with 
the question that the theoretical knowledge of the use of 
lectures during seminars. Followed by 59% of 
respondents  who  agreed  with  that  view.  Jointly  agreed 
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with the interconnection of more than 84% of 
respondents.  Only  9%  of  respondents  were  unable  to 
comment.  5%  of students  disagreed  and  2%  strongly 
disagreed  with  the  statement  that  the  knowledge  gained 
during the lectures are applied during seminars. 

Strategic  projects  and  goals  on  national  levels  are 
approved by  the  governments  of  the  individual  states  in 
accordance  with  these  essential  objectives  of  the  EU. 
With  the  ongoing  transformation  of  education  on  the 
national level of all member states of the Union, a 
disproportional number of plans, projects and other 
documents are set forth at such rates that the 
implementation  of  one  is  not  completed  before  another 
one is issued. Educational laws alone are amended 
several times per year. The goals of education are 
established by political priorities of the individual 
ministers of education, rather than on the basis of 
professional materials, and the ministers are often 
changed several times during one election period. 

Upon  evaluating  the  answers,  many  questions  and 
hypotheses arose, suitable for further research or 
verification. The key  subjects of further research  should 
focus on detailed identification of the methods of 
educating students in regard to their current  habits  from 
school.  

Another serious matter suitable for further research 
is a detailed study of the motivation of students for their 
further  application  in  work  life.  The  European  Union 
strategy  is  targeting  knowledge-based  economy.  Do  the 
students  realize  what  is  expected  from  them?  Do  they 
want to focus on science and research? Do they consider 
it prestigious? Or are they primarily motivated by 
financial  rewards?  Are  the  EU  representatives  and  the 
individual member states able to ensure sufficient 
financial rewards for scientific workers? 

Conclusions and discussions 

Based on these results we have obtained from 
students, we can confirm that in the upcoming 
respectively.  The  updated  program  of  study  for  future 
accreditation be omitted certain subjects and did not offer 
further students during their studies. In addition, students 
will  have  an  extension  of  time  should  be  earmarked  for 
teaching subjects have identified as being most beneficial 
for  practice.  It  also  plans  to  expand  study  program  for 
other new items that could increase the attractiveness of 
study  programs,  such  as.  Project  management  for  IT, 
game development and game programming etc. 

Education policy is regarded as a coordinated 
policy. Each member state of the European Union 
individually defines its system for upbringing and 
education. The EU merely helps the member states 
establish common goals. In 2000, the document known as 
the  Lisbon  Strategy  became  the  key  strategic  document 
that notably also touched the area of education in the EU. 
Given the globalized environment of Europe, the 
document emphasizes the teaching of foreign languages, 
creating a system of new educational methods using the 
internet and digital literacy. Further documents followed 
the Lisbon Strategy, with the current up-to-date program 
titled Education and Professional Development 2020. 
Quality education and professional  training are essential 

for resolving the social, demographic, environmental and 
technological challenges of the world.  

It is necessary to prepare high-quality programs 
focused  on  the  basic  subject  of  education  that  would 
solve the key areas of education regarding language 
training  and  motivation  of  students  for  self-education. 
The  program  should  have  clear  and  specific  established 
goals that may not change ‘annually’ according to 
political  decisions,  but  should  be  carefully  maintained 
and implemented according to a stipulated schedule. It is 
critical that the established rules cover the majority 
population of children and students and not solve only the 
extremes on both ends - meaning only exceptionally 
gifted children or, on the other hand, educationally 
subnormal children. 
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Annotation  
Technological innovations support increased efficiency in every industrial sector. Artificial intelligence (AI) is among the most important innovative 
solutions. Intelligence is measurable and clearly defined. The science of AI has already achieved many significant results and is used in several fields 
in  different  industries.  The  meaning  of  AI  is  not  clearly  defined;  however,  the  term  is  most  often  associated  with  practical  advantages  and 
development. Beyond many positive practical possibilities, AI has brought several new ideas into our everyday lives like ‘sharing economy’, ‘Internet 
of Things’ or ‘Internet of People’. Tourism industry is no exception of the many sectors affected by AI: different smart systems and chatbots are used 
in travel agencies and air transport companies. Predictions about the near future foresee the development of personalised solutions, which will lead to 
further re-arrangement in the technological revolution that has been going on for decades in the tourism industry. The process of continuous progress 
seems to be unstoppable, and that leads to the big question: how can we adapt to the new world brought to humanity by AI? 
KEY WORDS: artificial intelligence; internet of people; internet of things; sharing economy; tourism. 
 

Introduction  

Understanding intelligence has always been an 
important  question  for  humanity.  In  the  ancient  days, 
Aristotle was among the first ones to explore the realm 
of human intelligence by contemplating on our 
judgement  about  right  and  wrong.  Intelligence  can  be 
characterised  in  many  different  ways.  The  term  can 
refer  to  a  way  of  thinking  or  can  be  defined  as  a 
synonym of acumen. In common sense, the term 
intelligence refers to the level of exploiting one’s skills 
and knowledge (Horváth 1991). Intelligence is 
independent from culture, and has many different 
types.  When  talking  about  intelligence,  we  can  talk 
about emotional, logical, cognitive, musical any many 
other types of intelligence. The possibility of creating 
artificial cognition - the initial idea of AI - was 
conceived during the process of differentiating the 
many types of intelligence.  

The term ’artificial intelligence’ was first 
introduced by American computer scientist John 
McCarthy in 1965. The idea of extending the definition 
of intelligence as a theoretical concept emerged during 
the simplification of logical problem solving in 
computer  science.  (McCarthy  1968).  Initially,  AI  was 
meant to be an aid for theoretical thinking, mainly used 
for solving complex and difficult mathematical 
problems (Minsky 1961).  The Turing machine – 
designed  by  Alan  Turing  for  the  examination  of  the 
relationship between programmed predictability and 
human  intuition  –  also    had  a  great  impact  on  the 
evolution  and  development  of  computer  technology. 
By using a series of simple questions, the Turing 
machine  could  solve  problems  in  a  way  that  could 
easily be seen as if the machine was ’thinking’ (Turing 
1950). The system of the popular Turing tests - that are 
still frequently used even today - was developed on the 

basis of the Turing machine with the synthesis of 
mathematic problem solving thinking, actions and 
logical and physical processes.  

The  demonstrating  of  AI  was  quite  problematic  at 
the beginning. It was professor Douglas Carl Engelbart 
whose university experiences helped to clarify the 
concept widely among scientists. As an acknowledged 
inventor, Prof Engelbart contributed to the 
development of computer science with many 
milestones. His inventions like the mouse or the 
hypertext not only helped the work of theoretical 
researchers  but  also  gave  way  to  the  processes  that 
have eventually resulted in the everyday use of 
computers. The evolution of computer science was 
going on parallel with the development of intelligence 
research, which resulted in the defining the main 
characteristics of intelligence: intentionality, flexibility 
and productive laziness (Sloman 1978). Further 
research had proven that intelligence produces explicit 
knowledge from implicit information through 
deduction process. The term ’agent’  – which refers to 
the personal attributes of intelligence - has become the 
core expression of contemporary AI research. AI 
systems today consist of new problem solving systems 
like  multi-agent  systems  (MAS)  and  distributed  agent 
systems (DAI) (Futó 1999). AI research has become an 
independent  scientific  field  and  is  applied  in  several 
industries. AI is widely used in various industrial 
sectors  because  it  can  enhance  quality  and  efficiency, 
thus improving the speed of different processes1 . 
Regarding future predictions, the development is 
foreseen  to  continue  beyond  our  recent  knowledge; 
therefore  it  will  be  critical  how  we  can  adapt  to  the 
new world created by AI.  

 
                                                 
1 Accenture LLP – https://www.accenture.com 
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Research method 

My  research  focused  on  the  relationship  between 
artificial intelligence and the tourism industry. During 
the  examination  of  relevant  literature,  I  have  noticed 
that both the scientific field and application 
possibilities of AI are changing. While the early 
literature on AI dominantly focuses on the 
mathematical  aspects  of  AI,  the  definitions  and  terms 
of the field have been extended in the newer researches 
lately. The distance and reaction time between the 
industry and customers have significantly shortened. In 
order to gain an in-depth understanding of ICT used in 
tourism, I have conducted interviews with tourism 
experts and AI researchers. I have also used the 
economic  data  of  an  innovative  tourism  business  for 
my research. My results offer a new approach towards 
real-life  results,  which  can  induce  further  specialised 
research, targeted tourism development and ICT-
related investments in the field. 

 
Internet of Things 
 

The results of AI-based development can be seen 
in every industrial sector, especially in the 
manufacturing and ICT sectors. There are various 
options of further evolution, both in theoretical 
development and industrial application. 

Based  on  our  current  knowledge,  AI  is  closely 
connected to the following - and several more - fields 
(Russel et al 2010):  

 logical games 
 theorem proving 
 automated programming 
 symbolic algebraic computation 
 vision 
 robotics 
 voice recognition 
 natural multi-language processing 
 constraint satisfaction 
 plan, adoption, use, and value creation 
 expert systems 
 artificial neural nets 
 data mining and knowledge management 
 mobility 
 information-to-knowledge transformations 
 user decision modelling and usage analysis 
 location-based services and context-aware 

systems 
 travel information search and retrieval 
 social networking, social media and social 

inspiration 
 innovation and service design 

 

Computers  are  not  able  to  handle  information  on 
real life objects, their relations and connections in their 
original format; the data need to be coded into a 
processable  format.  The  programming  language  used 
for coding defines the speed and effectiveness of 
processing and the possible operations that can be 
performed with the data. Knowledge representation 
requires a suitable amount of operation time and 
storage in order to be able to perform searches, 
comparisons, chains and affiliations, etc. (Winston 
1992), and the use of AI can largely contribute to these 
fields. With the spreading of the internet and the 
expansion  of  virtual  networks,  large  spatial  relations 
can  be  included  in  a  single  system unit.  The  data 
available  online  and  the  systemised  followability  of 
objects deeply impact human life and thinking (Ashton 
2009). The acquired data can help to recognise system 
errors, lessen production loss, track products and 
generally improve the quality of life.  

According to the general strategy of product 
development,  almost  every  object  and  device  will  be 
accessible through the internet, which will result in the 
realisation  of  IoT.  Every  device  that  is  capable  of 
bidirectional  communication  belongs  to  the  system  of 
IoT. Unlike today, the devices of the future will 
communicate in a bidirectional way. These smart 
devices  and  state-of-the-art  products  will  be  able  to 
communicate  with  a  central  hub  or  with  each  other 
multidirectionally. These devices transfer the data and 
information created during their operation towards 
other technical devices, and are able to share them with 
various ICT solutions through networks, databases and 
cloud systems. As of today, safe robust data handling, 
personalised differentiation, personalisation and 
sufficient decision making are the key challenges 
related  to  AI.  As  a  result  of  constant  data  collection 
and systematic data handling, all information should be 
collected in one system eventually.  

The  most  sensitive  issues  of  data  collection  and 
handling  are  safety  and  anonymity.  From  the  user’s 
point of view, the most important questions are: where 
are my preferences collected, who can access them and 
for  what  purposes?  The  European  legislation  on  the 
topic was issued on 24 th May 2016, but will only enter 
into force on 25th May 2018 (EC 2016). In the 
meantime, EU member states are obliged to adapt the 
regulation frameworks to their national legislative 
background and find the safety measures that will 
guarantee  the  safety  of  users.  The  regulation  aims  to 
solve the problems of data handling. Moreover, it will 
result in a digital reform that enables European citizens 
to become full members of the digital world economy. 
According  to  the  plans,  the  service  providers  will  be 
obliged to have certificates that provide information on 
all their partners and affiliates with regards to all their 
activities.  This  of  course  will  not  stop  marketing  and 
market-research  companies  from  data  mining,  but  the 
transparency  will  enable  users  to  keep  track  of  how 
their data are handled.  
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The special characteristics of the tourism 
industry and the development of ICT 

 
Tourism is a primarily business-to-consumer (B2C) 

centred industry, with a target group of individual 
consumers. Tourism is based on mobility (Zsarnoczky 
2017a).  The  supply  and  demand  sides  of  the  industry 
usually meet through internet networks, which requires 
a  great  deal  of  co-operation  and  trust.  In  the  past, 
several providers competed for the consumers and the 
basic definition of travel also had a different meaning. 
Not  so  long  ago,  the  typical  decision  making  process 
included a visit to the nearest travel agency and 
choosing  from  the  options  offered  by  the  company. 
Another  typical  solution was  to  choose  from mail-
ordered  catalogues.  If  the  consumer  couldn’t  find  the 
right  option,  they  would  go  to  another  travel  agency 
and compare the different options. Today, this process 
is dramatically  shorter:  with the use of smart devices, 
the  whole  process  of  ordering,  paying  and  travelling 
can be completed within minutes.   

As a result of the development of ICT systems, the 
tourism industry has changed dramatically and its 
processes have accelerated (Zsarnoczky 2016). 
Formerly, successful tourism businesses were based on 
personal relations. The online booking systems of 
airlines not only resulted in better capacity utilisation, 
but also in the comparability of prices. The rise of low 
cost  airlines  has  further  forced  industrial  innovation 
and increased efficiency. New travel sites like Expedia, 
Orbitz or Kayak have made the decision making 
process  much  easier  for  the  consumer;  however,  the 
companies that couldn’t keep up with the rapid 
evolution of the industry were forced out of the market. 
Travel  packages  –  including  car  rental  and  airplane 
tickets  –  and  untraditional  travel  offers  (e.g.:  Lonely 
Planet) are the opposite of the former business idea of 
the tourism industry. As online travel offers have 
become popular very rapidly, the innovative approach - 
which integrates consumers into the development 
process  -  became  a  fundamental  value  in  the  tourism 
industry. With the appearance of Google, a fierce 
competition begun among different blogs, tourism 
offers  sites  and  price  comparing  online  systems.  The 
bidirectional communication, where the consumer is an 
integral  part  of  the  business  model  (which  provides 
long term information on the preferences of the user), 
has begun with the introduction of cookies. 

The  new  economic  models,  based  on  community 
service purchases like the Sharing Economy 
(Sundararajan 2016), are forcing tourism industry 
stakeholders towards further innovations. 
Accommodation reservation sites like Booking.com 
operate deeply embedded in social media; they are able 
to  map  their  consumers  and  provide  them  with  tailor 
made and up-to-date offers. Despite all objections, 
community-based  services  like  Uber  and  Airbnb  will 
continue  to  prosper,  simply  because  consumers  use 
them, thus supporting the reform of new and 
innovative economic systems. Tourism businesses also 
must take into account the newest results of 
robotisation,  the  success  of  experimental  self-driving 

cars and innovative transport solutions, VR-glasses and 
other ICT developments like tourism-related 
smartphone  applications  that  appear  by  the  thousand 
every day. The popularity of Facebook Messenger 
chatbots  (which  are  connected  with  other  deep  text 
analysing  systems  of  Facebook)  is growing  rapidly 
among the customer service  centres of state-of-the art 
airline  companies  (Alaska  Airlines,  Lufthansa  Group, 
KLM, Aero Mexico) and travel agencies (Neckermann, 
TSI). The development of technology cannot be 
stopped or slowed down; however, businesses can 
prepare for and adapt to them with organisational 
flexibility and openness. The new generation of 
consumers will have different demands. The members 
of  the  Internet  of  People  (IoP)  community  offer  their 
free time to achieve common goals, where community-
based new frameworks are set up for a non-specifiable 
target  group  (Miranda  et  al  2015).  Similar  incentives 
will  make  it  very  difficult  for  companies  that  are  not 
ready  to  serve  the  needs  of  consumers  in  a  flexible 
way, and insist on only selling their own products on 
the market in a traditional way.  

 
New ways of influencing Traveller’s decision  

  
       Today, AI plays a huge role in creating 
personalised offers for users (Russel et al 2010). These 
tailor-made solutions make travelling more cost 
effective;  ensure  that  the  reservations  are  made  with 
regards to personal preferences; offer the favourite 
foods  and  drinks  and  preferred  programmes  for  the 
user; in short, they enable the organisation of the 
perfect trip, based on the traveller’s demands.  
 

 
 

Fig. 1. VPN in the travel decision making 
       

         The new decision making system (including 
Virtual Personal Assistant – VPN) is also beneficial for 
the service providers, because they can align their 
operation to the existing capacities (Fig. 1). AI knows 
personal preferences and individual demands much 
better than travel agencies. Travel agents  might  know 
more about the market as a whole, but no matter how 
long they’d been  working together, they cannot know 
all the preferences and motivations of the traveller. In 
addition, AI takes into account positive ideologies like 
sustainability and climate change awareness 
(Zsarnoczky 2017b), which at the same time represents 
a challenge and a huge opportunity for increased 
efficiency  in  the  tourism  industry.  In  today’s  fierce 
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competition within the industry, AI offers a huge 
advantage; however, not every stakeholder in the 
tourism  industry  is  ready  for  its  exploitation.  While 
conglomerates  and  industrial  giants  are  idly  watching 
the evolution of the  future, it is the creativity mindset 
of small innovative businesses that make the economy 
move forward (Musk 2015). In the future, the uniform 
offers  of  today’s  supply  side  of  the  market  will  be 
undertaken by personalised services, provided with the 
help of AI. 
 

Instead  of  today’s  uniformed  services,  the  tourism 
industry should focus on individual preferences in the 
future  (Ricci  et  al  2002).  For  instance,  today,  most 
service  providers  cannot  imagine  that  during  ’happy 
hours’, they would serve something their guest prefers 
instead of what they have on offer. However, services 
like that are exactly what the tourists of the future are 
looking  for, and providing  them is a  huge advance in 
the competition. The use of AI is not likely to 
dramatically change the relationships between the 
actors  and  stakeholders  of  tourism.  The  fundamental 
activities in the industry are likely to remain the same: 
travellers  will  make  decisions  on  the  details  of  their 
trip and they will arrive to the chosen destination using 
their preferred means of travel (Fesenmaier et al 2000). 
It  is  clear  even  today  that  tourists  and  local  citizens 
have quite different expectations of the offer of travel 
portals  –  influenced  by  marketing  objectives  –  and 
what  these  sites  recommend  as  ’must  see’  attractions 
(Zsarnoczky  2017c).  In  the  future,  these  ’must  see’ 
offers can also be personalised and travel options will 
be brought to consumers in 3D (with devices like 
Google Glass), so that they can choose between offers 
especially made for them.  

Formerly,  besides  the  offline  influences  (Fig.  2.) 
the online solutions that tried to influence the 
consumers’  decisions  were  following  the  patterns  of 
user  habits  in  order  to  enhance  their  willingness  to 
purchase. The websites with precisely placed 
information represented a one-way communication, 
which  enabled  consumers  to  choose  from  the  given 
options. New generation commercial technologies 
follow and analyse the reactions of consumers via web 
cameras.  There  are  stores  that  use  real  time,  camera-
based solutions to follow the flow of customers within 
the  stores  and  analyse  their  decision  making  process 
instead of using the usual shelf placement techniques. 
This  way,  retail  businesses  are  able  to  use  not  only 
'external’  marketing  strategies,  but  they  can  adapt  to 
their  consumers’  habits  based  on  information  gained 
within  their  own  system.  The  softwares  used  in  these 
retail  units  recognise  the  gender  of  the  customer,  and 
collect data on what products they are interested in and 
how  they  react  to  the  information  they  read  on  the 
packages of products.   

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Influences of offline travel making decision 
 

Results 
 

In the technological revolution of the tourism 
industry, AI-controlled chatbots play an important role. 
The  first  chatbot  -  called  ELIZA  -  was  developed  in 
1964 (Weizenbaum 1976). Chatbots, developed for 
automatized communication, have evolved enormously 
since  the  introduction  of  the  first  model;  their  most 
popular versions are counselling and personal assistant 
applications. Their main fields of use are retail, 
customer  services,  decision  making  support,  stat-of-
the-art payment systems and online community 
building. 

This case study examines the use of chatbots within 
the  frameworks  of  an  innovative  tourism  enterprise. 
The Matra Resort tourism project in Hungary 2 operates 
guesthouses and uses a Facebook Messenger type 
chatbot  since  2017. They  also  tried  to  use  drag&drop 
chat software in the past but without any positive 
response from the customers.  
The following data were used for our research: 

- chatbot usage timeframe: 20/02/2017 – 
20/08/2017 

- website  visitors  during  the selected  period: 
841 downloads 

- number of chatbot questions: 301 
The operators of the Matra Resort have uploaded 

145 questions with their respective answer options into 
the chatbot system.  The questions and answers 
contained  information  on  the  guesthouses,  travel  and 
transportation options and available programmes in the 
following distribution: 

- 69 chatbot questions about the guest houses 
- 32 chatbot questions about travel and 

transportation 
- 44 chatbot questions about available 

programmes. 

                                                 
2 Matra Resort – http://matraresort.com 
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For  our  research,  we  have  chosen  the  10  most 
frequent chatbot questions: 

 
 
Table 1. The 10 most frequently asked questions at the 

Matra Resort’s chatbot 
 

1. where  is  the  guesthouse 
located 

53 times 

2. how can I get there 50 times 

3. what are the available 
programmes 

32 times 

4. what can I do there 30 times 
5. what  is  the  name  of  the 

street 
29 times 

6. what is name of the 
guesthouse 

25 times 

7. how many people can go 12 times 
8. are there any neighbours 11 times 
9. what time should we 

arrive 
10 times 

10. where can we eat 9times 
 

The list of 10 most frequently asked questions adds 
up to a total number of 261, representing 86.7% of all 
questions asked. Among the 10 above listed questions, 
the  first  two:  ’where  is  the  guest  house  located’  and 
’how  can  I  get  there’,  have  an  outstanding  ratio  of 
34.2%.  The  analysis  of  the  rest  of  the  questions  (not 
listed among the 10 most frequently asked ones) shows 
that 19 questions were not referring to the profile of the 
guest house. Another 16 questions were rude and 
offensive and revealed no relevant information on how 
the questioner was related to local tourism. The 
remaining 6 questions were asked by aromatised 
robots. 
The results reveal the following: 

- the  questioners  were  searching  for  practical 
information on Matra Resort via chatbots; out 
of the 145 questions presumed by Matra 
Resort – a.k.a. the service provider -, less than 
10%  accounted for more than  90%  of  the 
actual questions asked via the chatbots; 

- the questions asked via chatbots were 
inquiring  about  information  that  can  also  be 
found  on  the  website.  This  means  that  the 
number of website visits is not directly 
connected to the use of chatbots. 

The analysis of the results assumes that the  users 
mainly use their smartphones for communication with 
the Matra Resort chatbots. The answers to the question 
‘where is the guesthouse’ are the name of the 
settlement (Parádsasvár) and the street address (Béke u. 
1.).  When  typed  into  Google  or  other  search  engines, 
these location data will result in displaying visual 
information and further data about the place. The 
second  question  (‘how  can  I  get  there’)  is  answered 
with a multiple option description on accessibility, 
including information about different roads and 
motorways,  the  duration  of  travel  and  notable  sights 
along the way. This chatbot answer is useful for route 
planning  programmes.  Based  on  the  information,  the 

travel programme can be extended with further tourism 
programmes and other options.  

To  justify  our  hypothesis,  we  have  also  analysed 
the time logs of the first two questions. We have found 
that out of the 103 questions, 86 were asked between 8 
a.m.  and  12:30  p.m.,  and  11  between  7:30  p.m.  and 
10:30  p.m.  The  remaining  6  questions  were  asked  at 
different  times.  This  pattern  suggests  that  the  use  of 
chatbots  is  directly  linked  to  the  planning  process  of 
the travel preparation, and that chatbots are a 
convenient form of acquiring information.  

Conclusions 

Artificial  intelligence  is  a  new  form  of  intelligence, 
which is able to synthesise several different ideas 
simultaneously. Today’s technological revolution 
requires  effectiveness,  sustainability  and  productivity 
at  the  same  time.  The  use  of  artificial  intelligence  – 
which can be utilised in numerous different fields  - is 
expanding  in  every  industrial  sector.  For  the  users  of 
the online world, it is natural to share data or send back 
information  for  big  companies,  and  because  of  that, 
enterprisers  are  able  to  analyse  big  data  and  create  a 
profile for each of their customers.  
      The  efficiency  of  interactive  communication  is  of 
key  importance  for  innovative  companies  in  order  to 
increase  their  sales.  The  ICT  revolution  has  brought 
forth dramatic changes in the tourism industry as well. 
AI-operated chatbots and other smart solutions used by 
different  service  providers  enable  the  development  of 
personalised  offers.  Although  AI-related  solutions  are 
still not widespread within the tourism sector, they are 
predicted to be used more often in the future in order to 
increase  the  quality  of  the  products  and  services.  The 
big question about today’s technological boom is 
whether the process will continue in the long run. The 
further expansion of artificial intelligence has a 
positive  impact  on  the  future  of  the  tourism  industry 
sector. 
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Annotation 
One of  possibilities to develop and naturally manage the professional vocation of a future skilled seaport worker is the knowledge  of the natural 
vocation as an automatic expression of the human nature. The environment of the seaport as a seashore helps the personality perceive oneself in 
his/her own natural existence, discover the anthropological similarities and human symbols of the seashore related to the natural human ambivalence. 
The object of the research is an anthropological interpretation of the seashore in order to develop the natural professional vocation of a future skilled 
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descriptive. The anthropological level of the natural professional vocation of a future skilled seaport worker is discussed in the paper by revealing four 
dimensions - the limit, the creative decision-making, the professional identity and ecology. The results of the research can be applied by preparing 
skilled seaport workers at the anthropological, psychoanalytical and ecological levels. 
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Introduction 

Relevance and novelty of the problem. We live in 
a contradictory time from the point of view of the higher 
education mission. 

Higher  education  in  Eastern  Europe  is  more  and 
more promoted to achieve the level of a narrow industrial 
school  without  a  deep  scientific  base  in  the  context  of 
globalization. 

However, higher education is politically 
characterized by the high requirements related to 
creativity, competences, valuable attitudes, vocational 
self-concept, ecological and political awareness, long-life 
learning etc. 

So, the higher school is still preparing not ordinary 
seaport workers but skilled ones. 

In  order  to  achieve  the  mentioned  level  of  higher 
education,  we  need  to  take  into  account  the  didactically 
important things as follows: 

- Laws of the human nature, 
- Structure of the personality, 
- Motivation of ability to vocationally create oneself, 
- Developing professional vocation, 
- Free cognitive expression of the personality, 
- Expansion of his/her horizons in general, 
- Development of one’s own professional identity at 

conditions of democratic education. 
One of possibilities to develop and naturally manage 

the professional vocation of a future skilled seaport 
worker  is  the  knowledge  of  the  natural  vocation  as  an 
automatic expression of the human nature. 

The environment of the seaport as a seashore helps 
the  personality  perceive  oneself  in  his/her  own  natural 

existence,  discover  the  anthropological  similarities  and 
human  symbols  of  the  seashore  related  to  the  natural 
human  ambivalence  (a  tension  of  the  body  and  soul, 
biology and techno-culture, as a relationship between the 
natural sea and the cultivated land) and try to ecologically 
harmonize oneself with oneself and with the 
environment. 

Anthropological  investigations  are  approaching  to 
this  scientific  issue  (Corbin  1994;  Beresnevičius  2002; 
Schmid-Höhne 2006; Durkheim 2007; Tenzer 2007; 
Chiesa 2014; Lileikis 2011, 2015; Mega 2016; O’Connor 
2016 etc.). 

We  can  find  some  parallels  in  ancient  mythology, 
Greek philosophy, modern sociology, modern and current 
psychoanalysis (Freud 1930; Wirth 2004; Kaufmann 
2006 etc.). 

Anthropology as a science of the human nature and 
its expression in personal and especially  - socio-cultural 
and professional traditions, which are developed, can 
become the adequate methodological base to improve the 
personality of a skilled seaport worker and his/her 
professional vocation  from the deep psychological point 
of view in reality of life. 

The  professional  vocation  of  the  personality  in  this 
case is valid as a natural personal expression and 
tendency to productively implement oneself in a chosen 
area. 

Naturalness of the professional vocation of a skilled 
seaport  worker is anthropologically characterized by the 
seashore, which symbolizes the human being at the deep 
psychological level. In this way the professional vocation 
can be not only traditionally recognized but also naturally 
strengthened  by  the  natural  environment,  in  which  the 
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professional vocation of a skilled seaport worker  will be 
eventually implemented. 

The  development  and  management  of  the  natural 
professional vocation of a skilled seaport worker are not 
investigated  usually  from  this  important  anthropological 
point of view. 

The  object  of  the  research  is  an  anthropological 
interpretation  of  the  seashore  in  order  to  develop  the 
natural  professional  vocation  of  a  future  skilled  seaport 
worker. 

The  purpose  of  the  paper  is  to  conduct  theoretical 
investigation of the anthropological level of a future 
skilled seaport worker’s natural professional vocation. 

The objectives are as follows: 
1. Revelation of dimension of the limit. 
2. Consideration of dimension of the creative 

decision-making. 
3. Characterization of dimension of the professional 

identity. 
4. Development of ecological dimension. 
The  main  methods  such  as  heuristic  method  and 

philosophical interpretation were used in the research. 
The methodological principles are as follows: 
– Existentialism, which emphasizes that the seashore 

is not only the work place of skilled seaport workers but 
also  their  existential  state,  in  which  semi-unconscious 
experiences of the natural and techno-cultural 
environment relate among themselves from the 
anthropological point of view; 

– Humanism, which bases the commitment of a 
skilled  seaport  worker  to  act  authentically  according  to 
one’s own natural professional vocation by implementing 
the humanistic nature, where biological and spiritual 
origins relate between themselves; the seashore 
symbolizes  them  as  a  relationship  between  the  sea  and 
techno-culturally  developed  land,  and  all  their  dynamic 
and creative tensions; 

– Symbolic interactionism, which analyses the 
behavior that at the level of the seashore depends on the 
meaning  of  the  seashore;  perception  of  this  meaning  is 
the result of the social interaction (e.g. higher education) 
but  meanings  are  applied  and  changed,  depending  on 
situations, in the processes of the interpretation; 

– Psychoanalysis, which emphasizes the role of sub-
consciousness, internal conflicts and defense mechanisms 
that are important  factors regarding  the interpretation of 
semi-unconscious relationships between the seashore and 
the personality of a skilled seaport worker. 

Dimension of the limit 

In narrow sense, the seashore can be simply 
considered as a limit that divides the land and sea. 
However,  in  general,  reality  of  the  seashore  must  be 
reflected in a broader context. The society goes from the 
seashore to the inland to create the civilization and 
culture but it comes back to acquire the origin of 
naturalness. 

The seashore is like a station,  where the  wanderers 
stop because they are disabled to go further. The seashore 
is a place of meeting, of temporality and often of 
separation from seafarers, fishers or wanderers. 

A future skilled seaport worker, by developing such 
kind of noble concept in the context of higher education, 
is able to nobly see one’s own profession and its quality. 

The line of the seashore expresses a tension of two 
worlds or the relationship between two dimensions of the 
same  world  (Beresnevičius  2002).  This  is  a  tension  of 
being here and moving forward. This is a place, where it 
is already no more and at the same time - not yet. 

The seashore is an undefined conception, which 
expresses dualistic being, in which we are neither on the 
land nor at the sea. This is unclear existence between the 
land, that ensures supposed security, and the waters, that 
are characterized by the real dangers. 

It is important to know the possibility of combining 
of contradictions. The human being exists in 
contradictions  and  doubts.  However,  contradictions  can 
help achieve their harmony because it is solely possible to 
combine different things. There are great and deep 
psychological parameters of the human being, which are 
useful  to  get  self-concept  in  the  tension  of  the  difficult 
professional life. 

On  the  one  hand,  the  seashore  designates  dualism 
because  of  two  elements  -  the  land  and  the  sea.  On  the 
other hand, it expresses the integral and existential human 
identity. The seashore still is like the land but at the same 
time it is no more the land (Tenzer 2007). 

The personality of a skilled seaport worker is unique 
because he/she professionally implements himself/herself 
in the tension of special natural relationships, which also 
show  the  dynamics  of  the  body  and  soul  of  the  human 
being.  The  goal  of  the  human  nature  is  fully  undefined. 
However, the human being is pursuing the personal and 
professional  goals  by  defeating  psychological  tensions 
and trying to implement the expression of naturally 
perceived his/her own identity. 

We can state, that the seashore is neither a 
firmament of the land nor the huge sea. The seashore is 
also  real  and  reliable,  maybe  a  little  bit  mystical  but 
necessarily metaphysical symbol of the limit. 

It  is  a  sign  of  the  limit,  limitations  or  restrictions. 
The  land  is  limited.  The  sea  is  limited,  too.  They  limit 
each other but also they both are inevitably bordered. 

It should be explained as the most natural and 
universal school for them who: 

- Reflect  their  existential  modus  vivendi  in  difficult 
situations; 

- Become skilled seaport workers; 
- Are  able  to  make  professional  decisions  needed 

here and now, e.g. by cargo handling, planning or 
controlling. 

Moreover, the mentioned limit remains as some 
secrecy  regarding  the  structure  of  nature  and  the  work 
situations at the seaport, which require creative decisions. 

The creative decision-making 

The seashore is stable and temporarily reliable. 
However,  the  personality  is  freely  looking  to  the  sea 
horizon. The seashore is especially worth because it 
empowers to be (to coexist) the both forms of existence - 
the land and the sea. 

There  are  a  lot  of  similar  forms  of  coexistence  in 
nature, e.g.: 
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- A plant finds the vital path in rocks; 
- A wanderer finds the green oasis in desert. 
The human being, characterized by the metaphysical 

sense, is able to evaluate and use the indirectly expressed 
dualistically integral gifts from nature for his/her personal 
enrichment.  The  human  being  is  a  value,  and  he/she  is 
experiencing different professional challenges. It is 
important to find a solution. Difficult situations are 
interesting  because  in  them we can  creatively find  a 
solution. Nature itself is dynamic and universally 
symbolizing the existential and significant searches. 

A skilled seaport worker must find the meaning and 
the way out and solve the problems. It is natural because 
the human nature is constructed regarding his/her 
existence in nature. 

The  human  being,  as  a  part of  nature,  reflects  that, 
individually searches solutions, creates one’s own 
identity  and  develops  one’s  own  creative  professional 
vocation.  There  is  also  the  question  about  some  strange 
and beautiful ontological tension of relationships between 
the  sea  and  the  personality.  People  of  all  times  have 
rushed to experience of this tension (Beckenhagen 1995). 

This  psychological  tension  gives  reason  to  explain 
the social phenomenon when the people try to go 
hundreds of kilometers to be a little bit by the sea, to see, 
to calm down, to admire (e.g. the phenomenon of 
Palanga)  and  then  to  come  back  again  to  trivial  gray  of 
their daily life. 

The  land  without  the  sea,  and  the  sea  without  the 
land could not psychologically fully enrich the 
personality, which naturally wishes the experience of the 
mentioned existentially symbolical limit of the seashore. 

When  to  compare  a  seafarer  and  a  skilled  seaport 
worker, we can find an advantage, which enriches namely 
a  skilled  seaport  worker  as  the  human  being  regarding 
his/her nature that is binary whole (composed by the body 
and soul). Although a skilled seaport worker is limited by 
his/her work and cannot be delighted with the sea-
horizon, however he/she is working at the seaport on the 
seashore  and  is  able  to  perceive  its  limit  (between  the 

land and sea), which has based the creation of 
civilizations and their histories. 

The educated seaport worker: 
- Is not a primitive functionary; 
- Is creative especially because of higher education; 
- Becomes able to notice the spiritual products, 

which are created by the long-term culture of  the  world 
processes; 

- As the personality creates the meanings; 
- Is able to represent, e.g. his/her state, in any 

relationships because he/she is creative and characterized 
by a broad approach by experiencing the natural 
contradiction  between  the  land  and  sea  in  his/her  own 
nature.  The  mentioned  limit  between  the  land  and  sea 
marks  the  relationship  between  nature  and  culture.  The 
landscape of many countries is characterized by the fact, 
that  only  the  sea  is  a  clear  part  of  nature  but  from  the 
seashore  forms  of  expression  of  human  techno-creative 
decisions  already  begin.  It  means  the  seaport  buildings 
and  technologies,  urban  artificial  scenery  and  furnished 
districts.  The  land  is  overpowered  by  techno-culture  of 
utilitarian needs. All that makes semi-unconscious impact 
on the ability of decision-making by working at the 
seaport, anthropologically characterized by experience of 
the creative tension regarding natural and cultural 
environments of the seashore. 

Dimension of the professional identity 

The human nature, which is characterized by 
ambivalence,  naturally  fits  the  dynamic  duality  of  the 
seashore: the sea symbolizes the human biological nature; 
the land (with its seaport on the techno-cultural seashore, 
infra-  and  supra-structure,  cranes,  buildings,  warehouses 
etc.)  symbolizes  the  human  spiritual  nature,  especially 
regarding knowledge. Both these origins compose a 
conflict and natural and professional challenge for a 
skilled  seaport  worker,  which  is  characterized  by  semi-
unconscious existential experiences of the seashore from 
the point of view of his/her professional identity (Fig. 1). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. The anthropological relationship between sea-land and body-soul 
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The model  shows  the  relative  tendencies  in  two 

main sections (sea-land and body-soul). 
There is a natural conflict between the sea and land 

like  between  the  body  and  soul  by  influencing  of  the 
factor of sub-consciousness. 

So, a skilled worker, operating at the seaport (on the 
seashore), is experiencing the natural professional 
vocation when the natural dynamic limit of sea-land 
meets the natural dynamic limit of body-soul in the 
personality. 

We  can  suppose  that  it  naturally  helps  the  skilled 
seaport worker creatively operate and create his/her own 
professional identity on the seashore because of 
mentioned natural and techno-cultural similarities 
between nature and the personality. 

Nature is like the personality. The seaport 
symbolizes the human professional development from the 
anthropomorphic point of view. Technological 
development (from the seashore to the seaport) relates to 
the  personality,  which  develops  the  culture  of  his/her 
professional competences. 

The  psychoanalytical  approach  allows  to  consider 
the  relationship  between  the  human  consciousness  and 
sub-consciousness. 

Perception  of  unconscious  motives  and  raising  of 
them  to  the  level  of  consciousness  were  compared  with 
the drainage of the Zuiderzee of the Netherlands in order 
to protect the land from the North Sea flood 
(Goldschmidt 2003). 

The tradition of symbolization allows to develop the 
additional parallel between ships, which connect different 
seashores, and intercultural competence, which helps 
collaborate the educated seaport workers characterized by 
different mentality. 

Moreover,  the  human  being  at  the  transcendental 
level expresses as a mark of the limit between nature and 
culture. He/she naturally perceives that he/she is not only 
determined by nature, physiology or limits of his/her own 
materialistic nature. 

The relationship to the  sea opens  freer and broader 
thought-horizons from the point of view of the 
personality’s development. 

Feeling of transcendence characterizes the 
personality  who  abides  by  the  sea.  He/she  symbolically 
rises above the visible material nature. It shows the 
potential nobler state of the personality and his/her most 
relevant  need  -  freedom,  which  especially  relates  to  the 
ability of creativity. 

The personality, remaining natural one, at the same 
time  can  learn  to  separate  oneself  from  limits  of  the 
nature  and  open  for  transcendental  reality.  It  gives  the 
personality great existential satisfaction. 

The  sea  promotes  the  human  consciousness  to  rise 
above trivial being, problems, slavery of the work 
routine, by combining physiological needs with the 
spiritual ones. 

The mentioned self-separation as opposition to gray 
daily  routine  helps  improve  the  personality  and  his/her 
identity. 

The founder of psychoanalysis S. Freud (1930), 
according  to  ancient  sources,  reflections,  researches  and 
personal scientific insights, has considered the self-

separation (like a contrast) as a priority of opportunity of 
human happiness (Freud 1930). 

The seashore environment relates to the natural 
psychological tension of limits. However, the 
psychological harmony can be created at the same time, 
too. 

The scientists and artists, e.g. F. Nietzsche, S. Freud, 
V. Mykolaitis-Putinas, M. K. Čiurlionis etc., have 
productively  reflected  and  created  when  being  on  the 
seashore.  They  appreciated  the  sea  very  much  from  the 
existential point of view. 

During reflection the personality can use his/her 
natural and relevant allegorical thinking developed at the 
level of symbols. Experienced sea fear can be 
allegorically  related  to  the  worry  of  life  as  an  ancient 
source  of  wisdom,  and  experienced  joy  can  stimulate 
aspirations to solve problems or defeat professional 
difficulties. 

Although the seaport and natural seashore are 
different  things  but  the  tension  of  relationship  between 
both elements (the land and the sea) can be 
psychologically experienced. 

This  tension  also  means  the  productive  creativity 
(e.g.  the  marine  business  on  the  seashore,  where  both 
elements causes the useful psychological tension, 
especially at the unconscious level) and helps develop the 
professional identity of a skilled worker. 

So, we can suppose, that it is meaningful at the level 
of a skilled seaport worker, too. 

Ecological dimension 

The mentioned things also compose the 
anthropological base of the ecological development 
because of natural methodological commonality between 
the human nature and processes in nature. Nature itself is 
the  great  teacher  of  the  human  life  style  aesthetics  who 
can enrich the personality with ecologically worth 
information of nature (Jovaiša 2001). 

We cannot justify the pollution of the environment. 
However, we have to understand the psychological 
causes  of  the  pollution  in  order  to  achieve  educational 
changes in a field of the ecological consciousness. 
Insufficiently educated person, who unconsciously or 
semi-unconsciously feels dirty at the spiritual level, 
pollutes his/her own environment. 

So, the personality is dividing himself/herself 
because  of  his/her  narrow  education,  and  he/she  cannot 
love and appreciate oneself (his/her own life) and 
spiritually  rise  after  inevitable  frustrations  at  work  or  in 
life  at  all.  The  psychological  projection  can  explain  the 
self-pollution. 

Spiritually  miserable  human  being  pollutes  oneself 
by polluting his/her own natural environment. This is like 
a suicide. 

However,  when  the  person  is  aligning  with  nature 
and is searching for his/her own identity in his/her natural 
environment  regarding  his/her  personal  nature,  he/she  is 
able to resist the dividing and can create individual way 
of harmony by remaining in the existential and vocational 
harmony based on contrasts of nature. 
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All  that  is  unavoidably  experienced  at  the  level  of 
sub-consciousness  and  can  be  integrally  united  at  least 
semiconsciously.  Harmony  of  the  personality  naturally 
requires  the  comprehensive  approach.  Only  the  science 
and higher education can develop this approach and give 
meaning to it. 

The development of the natural professional 
vocation of a skilled seaport worker relates to the 
existentially ecological improvement of all his/her 
personality’s powers, also including less obvious powers 
of nature, which are forgotten, suppressed, 
underdeveloped or not recognized in the popular culture 
of fast and superficial professional activity. 

Conclusions 

The  environment  of  the  seaport  as  a  seashore  helps 
the  personality  perceive  oneself  in  his/her  own  natural 
existence,  discover  the  anthropological  similarities  and 
human  symbols  of  the  seashore  related  to  the  natural 
human ambivalence. 

The  seashore  marks  dualism  because  there  are  two 
elements - the land and water. At the same time it 
expresses the integral existential individuality of the 
human being. 

The personality of a skilled seaport worker is unique 
because he/she is professionally implementing 
himself/herself  in  the  psychological  tension  of  special 
own relationship with nature, which expresses the 
dynamics between the body and soul. 

Although a skilled seaport worker is limited by 
his/her work and cannot be delighted with the sea-
horizon, however he/she is working on the seashore and 
is able to perceive its limit, which has created 
civilizations and their histories. 

The educated seaport worker is not a primitive 
functionary. He/she is creative because of higher 
education, which can enrich the personality, so that 
he/she  becomes  able  to  notice  the  products,  which  are 
created by the long-term culture of the world processes. 

The seaport symbolizes the human professional 
development  from  the  anthropomorphic  point  of  view. 
Technological development of the seashore relates to the 
personality, which in oneself develops the culture of 
professional competences. 

When the person is aligning with nature and is 
searching for his/her own identity in his/her natural 
environment  regarding  his/her  personal  nature,  he/she  is 

able to resist the personal dividing and can create 
individual way of harmony by remaining in the 
existential and vocational harmony based on contrasts of 
nature. 

The results of the research can be applied by 
preparing skilled seaport workers at the anthropological, 
psychoanalytical and ecological levels. 
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Annotation 
Two important aspects of sales management  - supply  of goods to customers and storage has been studied in the article.  According to theoretical 
sources, warehouse management optimization solutions are needed not only for large companies, such as distribution centers or storage companies. 
The fact that a company is small or medium does not impact on lower requirements from customers or suppliers. The company must be able to remain 
competitive in its field of activity, which means that logistics is a very sensitive issue. It depends on the logistic how many potential customers will 
get the product and in which way. The object of the research - UAB Zeelandia belongs to an international group of companies. The company serves 
regions of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. Its main activities are: production of margarine, packaging of fats, production, sales and distribution of food 
enhancers,  stabilizers  and  other  ingredients,  various  fruit  fillings  and  technical  oils.  The  company  started  its activity  in  1995.  The  main  office  is 
located in Klaipeda. The main warehouses of the company are in Kaunas. Zeelandia has 19 employees. An empirical study of sales management of 
Zeelandia UAB revealed that, in essence, the supply of goods in the company was organized efficiently. However, during the study, aspects to be 
improved were noticed, especially in communication with customers and IT application. The company's warehouse lacks integration into the overall 
business of the company, because the computer program used in it is not related to other divisions of the company. This reduces the performance of 
the warehouse. 
Based on the conclusions of research it is suggested to integrate e-commerce into the goods ordering process, to install one business management 
computer program integrating all departments of the company. 
KEYWORDS: Sales management, supply, storage, processes, development. 

Introduction 

It is important for each company to ensure the 
exclusivity  of  the  products  supplied  to  the  market,  the 
competitive advantage and keep relationships with 
existing consumers. 

Sales  management  covers  a  wide  range  of  activities 
starting  from  assortment  formation,  goods  warehousing 
to  shipping  and  delivering  to  the  customer.  In  order  to 
increase  sales,  it  is  important  that  all  elements  of  this 
process  are  properly  coordinated  and  managed,  as  this 
ensures a continuous sales process, which in turn increase 
company's competitiveness and efficiency of activity. 
The relevance of the topic of sales management is 
confirmed  by  the  fact  that  this  field  of  activity  is  being 
analyzed  by  many  authors:  Darškuvienė  V.,  Cibulskytė 
A.  (2007),  Lodienė  D.  (2012),  Sarulienė  A.,  Vilkas  M. 
(2011),  Zavadskis  M.  (2014).  Storage  processes,  stocks 
and distribution are widely analyzed by Meidutė I. 
(2012), Paulauskas V. (2005) and Palšaitis R. (2010). 

UAB  Zeelandia  is  operating  in  a  tight  competition 
market.  Main  competitors  of  the  company  in  Lithuania 
are UAB "Vilniaus margarino gamykla" and UAB 
"Minordija".  In  order  to  survive  in  the  market,  UAB 
Zeelandia has to have a competitive advantage that would 
ensure better satisfaction of consumers' needs, and, 
consequently, the growth of sales revenue. Effective sales 
management  enhances  the  company's  competitiveness, 
therefore  the  purpose  of  analyzing  supply  and  storage 
management of UAB Zeelandia is solving the problem of 
tight competiveness. 

Research goal – to analyze assortment formation and 
management in production company. 
Research targets: 

1) To explore employees and customers’ opinion to 
estimate the assortment management of 
margarine and other nutrition ingredients for 
bakery industry.  

2) To explore company's assortment policy and 
management.  

Research methods: comparative analysis of information 
source, company’s data compilation and analysis, 
structured interview, written poll. 
 
Theoretical  aspects  of  goods  supply  and  storage 
management 
 

In order to optimize sales management, it is necessary 
to deliver goods or services in the right amount, in time 
and for a right price. Proper supply management is 
essential  for  this  purpose.  In  a  division  of  labour  based 
market economy the supply of goods is a necessary 
economic  activity  linking  the  production  of  goods  with 
their consumption. 

According to Dudėnas (2006), supply, in general, can 
be  described  as  the  distribution  of  goods  to  consumers. 
According to Kotler & Keller (2007), supply is the 
activity  that  makes  the  product  accessible  to  end  users. 
The product moves from manufacturer to end user 
usually  via  intermediaries.  The  main  goal  of  the  supply 
process is to deliver the item to the end user at the right 
time  and  in  the  right  place.  Pranulis  and  others  (2013) 
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suggests  the  perception  of  the  distribution  system  by 
taking  advantage  of  the  matrix  (Table  1),  in  which  the 
processes in the distribution sphere are linked to elements 

describing  the  gap  between  the  producer  of  the  product 
and its user. 

Table 1. System of distribution functions 

Distribution 
processes 

Elements of the gap between producer and user 
Place Time Quantity Quality 

Flow of real 
goods 

Goods‘ motion from producer to user 

Territorial 
relocation 

Storage Accumulation, 
distribution, delivery 
of items 

Sorting, preparation, marking, 
assortment formation 

Flow  of  nominal 
goods 

Payment instruments move from user to manufacturer 

Territorial 
relocation 

Crediting Accumulation and 
payment distribution 

Settlement method and guarantees 

Information flow Movement of data of real and nominal flow of goods between the manufacturer and the consumer 

Territorial data 
transmission 

Data collection Collection and 
distribution of 
information 

Data linking, interpreting, additions 

Source: Pranulis (2012), p. 278. 

 
According to Žvirblis (2005), the main task in 

shaping  the  distribution  channel  is  to  create  a  structure 
that satisfies all participants of the channel who has their 
settled  goals  and  a  diverse  market  interest.  It  can  be 
stated  that  supply  is  a  very  wide  category  covering  not 
only  suppliers  but  also  carriers,  warehousing  and  other 
intermediaries and the customer. 

According to Palšaitis (2010), supply management is 
a strategic planning tool used to increase customer 
satisfaction, which increases both the competitiveness of 
enterprises and profitability. Meanwhile, Beniušienė, 
Stankevičienė (2007) as the main idea of supply 
management identifies the point that whole process must 
be  perceived  as  a  unified  system.  The  activity  of  each 
element of the system affects the operation of the entire 
system. According to Lodienė (2012), time management 
is very important in organizing supply. This is one of the 
most important competitive advantages: goods and 
necessary  for  production  raw  materials  to  deliver  fast, 
reliably and on time. 

According  to  Pranulis  and  other  (2012)  specialists, 
when choosing goods delivery channel, the manufacturer 
must  decide  on  the  length  and  width  of  the  distribution 
channel,  the  character  of  cooperation  with  the  channel 
participants. 

All product delivery channels used by the 
manufacturer  to  provide  it  to  the  consumer  constitute  a 
product presentation system. The company, when 
developing its own distribution system, must provide 
specific intermediaries for each distribution channel with 
which they will cooperate. 

The optimal number of dealers is associated with the 
development of a company’s sales strategy. The choice of 
the strategy option depends on the characteristics of the 
product, sales objectives and scope, company’s 
marketing strategy, positioning of the product, 
characteristics of competitors' activities, desirable control 
level on the activity of intermediary and so on. 

It  is  important  to  ensure  that  product  is  delivered  to 
consumer  in  the  shortest  possible  time  to  ensure  better 
satisfaction  of  users'  needs.  From  customer's  point  of 
view, the delivery term is time from the moment order is 
placed  up  to  the  moment  product  is  delivered  at  place, 
which becomes increasingly  strategic in the competition 
battle. Customer’s order gives an impulse to the logistics 
system of the producer for starting operating. The speed 
and quality of information flow affects system costs and 
customers’ service efficiency. Due to poor 
communication,  customers  are  being  lost,  transportation 
costs, storage costs and costs of raw material 
management are increasing. One of the key steps in 
customer service before the contract is the effective 
acceptation  of  orders.  It  includes  the  simplicity  of  the 
acceptance  of  the  order  and  the  time  of  response  to 
requests (Fig. 1): 
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Fig. 1. Order cycle 

Source: Zinkevičiūtė, Vasiliauskas (2013), p.103.  

The  motion  of  material  flows  is  impossible  without 
concentrating the necessary stocks to the intended places; 
these  stocks  are  stored  in  specially  built  infrastructure 
facilities  -  warehouses  that  are  an  integral  part  of  the 
logistics system. Warehouses in logistics processes 
becomes more important quality wise, because here 
goods are not only stored, but often redistributed, 
repacked, and sometimes their partial preparation 
(processing) is performed (Paulauskas 2005). 

Warehouses are a specific place or unit in a logistics 
system where raw materials, semi manufactures or ready 
products are stored for a certain period of time. 

Warehouse logistics is distinguished by the fact that it is 
a connecting link between manufacturers and retailers. It 
is characterized by big and intensive flows of goods, their 
concentration, appropriate processing and distribution to 
retail outlets (Sližienė, Zaukas, 2013). 

The main advantage of company's own warehouse is 
the high turnover of goods, it means large flows of goods 
coming in and out of the warehouse. In your own 
warehouse, better goods protection and storage 
conditions can be created to avoid unforeseen losses. It is 
advisable to install load handling mechanisms, to develop 
automated storage systems, as this increases the 
productivity of employees and reduces storage costs per 
storage unit. All this strengthens company's 
competitiveness (Meidutė, 2012). According to 
Paulauskas  (2005),  having  a  relatively  small  range  of 
goods  it  is  possible  to  have  a  warehouse  -  distribution 
center. In this warehouse the goods are accepted, 
checked, stored, distributed, according to the necessity of 
supply, prepared and sent to the addressees. They usually 
belong to one company that produces one or several types 
of products, spare parts, etc. (e.g. electronics, computers, 
etc.). 

Palšaitis (2010) emphasizes the importance of 
interaction  between  warehouse,  the  whole  company  and 
the  supply  chain  on  the  result  of  effectiveness.  He  also 
provides six logistic principles that can increase the 
efficiency of warehouse economy (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2.  Principles for increasing the efficiency of storage processes. 

Source: created by authors (according to Palšaitis, 2010). 

Summarizing  the  theoretical  aspects  of  supply  and 
storage management, it must be emphasized that it is still 
a  popular  belief  that  warehouse  management  solutions 
are needed for large companies such as distribution 
centers or warehousing companies. However, the fact that 

a company is small or medium does not mean that it has 
lower  customer  requirements  or  has  beneficial  contracts 
with its suppliers. On the contrary, the company must be 
able to remain competitive in its field of activity, which 
means that logistic is a very sensitive part in this 
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company. It depends on the supply of  goods how  many 
potential customers  will  get the product and how it  will 
occur. Only with the right choice of suppliers’, safety of 
the company can be guaranteed and satisfaction of 
customers’  needs  can  be  ensured.  Each  company  has  a 
specific activity therefore they handle supply costs 
differently. Stocks should be minimal, but it must ensure 
an economical and continuous working process, therefore 
a well-performed storage system must be created, which 
is  conditioned  by  the  flexibility  of  production,  shorter 
time  to  fulfil  the  order,  and  quality  control.  The  main 
feature  of  a  logistics  warehouse  is  that  they  take  full 
responsibility for supplying inventory stocks at the right 
amount,  at  the  right  time  and  at  the  right  price.  The 
company's  management  processes  can  not  end  with  the 
management of assortment of goods, supply or storage of 
goods,  it  is  necessary  to  develop  an  appropriate  sales 
strategy and implement it. Implementation of newest 
technologies  and  sales  strategy  can  assure  an  effective 
management of goods’ supply and storage. 

 UAB "Zelandia" supply and warehousing 
management 

Research methodology. The following methods were 
used in the research: comparative analysis of information 
source, company’s data compilation and analysis, 
structured interview, written poll. 

The  analysis  of  information  sources  compares  the 
opinions of different scientists. 

It  is  important  to  have  a  general  opinion  regarding 
company’s’ sales and sales management before starting a 
research of supply and  warehouse  management of UAB 
Zeelandia. For this purpose,  methods of company's data 
collection and analysis were used. Based on the company 
financial  statements  and  other  internal  documents,  the 
structure of company's product range has been analyzed, 
also methods of supply and storage were estimated. 

Opinion of UAB Zeelandia employees was estimated 
when analyzing aspects of sales management, supply and 
storage. Structured interview method was chosen to 
analyze employees’ opinion and written poll for 
customers’ estimation research. In this way, research was 
made  quality  wise  and  quantity  wise.  The  aim  was  to 
estimate an opinion of employees, who are most involved 
in  sales  management  process,  regarding  management  of 
supply and storage in UAB Zeelandia. Structured 
interview  was  chosen  for  this  purpose.  Five  employees 
were interviewed applying research method quality wise: 
director, production and sales managers, also 
confectionery  and  bread  technologists.  A  questionnaire 
was prepared for structured interview and questions were 
formulated  in  a  way  to  allow  a  thorough  assessment  of 

the employees' opinion on the analytical issue. During the 
interview, conversation was recorded using a dictaphone, 
and later on collected data were analyzed and compared 
with  each  other.  The  opinion  poll  of  UAB  Zeelandia 
employees involved in sales management lead for a better 
understanding of sales management from within the 
company and to form an opinion on its effectiveness. 

In  order  to  assess  how  sales  management  of  UAB 
Zeelandia affects its activity results and sales, it is 
important  to  determine  how  company's  customers  value 
individual  items  of  sales  management.  Written  poll  was 
chosen  for  this  purpose  as  a  method  quantity  wise.  A 
questionnaire  was  prepared  for  the  research  and  sent  to 
company’s customers by e-mail. The survey was attended 
by all 24 permanent clients of the company not only from 
Lithuania  but  also  from  other  countries,  therefore  the 
questionnaire was translated into English. The 
questionnaire  consisted  of  15  questions,  most  of  them 
were closed. 

Analysis of the research results. A theoretical 
analysis of the topic has showed that well-running supply 
organization and storage of goods is an important factor 
in effective sales management. Therefore, it is important 
to  analyze  how  supply  of  goods  and  their  storage  is 
organized at UAB  Zeelandia. UAB Zeelandia actives in 
the industrial market and all its customers are production 
companies. For this reason, company must strictly control 
supply  of  goods  and  control  its  delivery  in  time  and 
properly in order to meet its customers' needs as good as 
possible.  Only  strict  abidance  of  terms  of  the  contract 
ensures customer loyalty to the company. UAB Zeelandia 
in an effort to provide its products as fast as possible and 
in a convenient way for its customers, continuously 
optimizes the supply process. Optimizing supply of 
goods, company is looking for alternatives that allow to 
supply goods at minimum cost and time for the 
consumer. Company's managers focus on personal 
communication  with customers, so they chose to supply 
directly. Zeelandia sells goods to Lithuanian and foreign 
customers - bread and confectionery production 
companies.  In  this  way,  it  can  be  stated  that  company's 
supply  channel  is  short,  which,  in  turn,  provides  easier 
communication with customers. 

Delivery of the product starts when order is received 
from customers. According to Zinkevičiūtė, Vasiliauskas 
(2013),  it  is  important  to  provide  a  customer with  a 
convenient and easy accessible ordering system. For this 
reason, it is important to estimate ways of getting orders 
in  UAB  Zeelandia.  Company  employees  note  that  most 
orders are placed by phone or online (Table 2). 

 

 

Table 2. Order acceptance according to valuation of UAB Zeelandia employees  

Category  Subcategory Quotes from the interview 

Way of placing 
an order 

By phone 
"Most often, customers contact the company by phone" # 2. "Placing orders by phone is the most 
convenient for customers" # 3. "I would say that we usually receive orders by phone" # 4 

By e-mail 
"Recently, many orders are sent by e-mail" # 1. "The best way to place an order 
is the internet" # 5 
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Opinion  of  the  company's  customers  on  this  issue 

coincides with the opinion of employees (Fig. 3). Placing 
orders  by  phone  and  online  are  almost  equally  popular 
ways.  57%  respondents  place  orders  to  Zeelandia  by 
phone  while  remaining  43%  choose  a  more  advanced 
ordering option - online. 

 
Fig. 3. Ways of placing orders used by UAB Zeelandia 

clients (in percentage). 

When analyzing order placing system in the company, 
it  is  worth  noticing  that  company's  customers  has  no 
possibility to place orders directly online. Company 
communicates with customers only by e-mail. 
Meanwhile, recent trends of importance of IT are 
becoming increasingly evident, and, as a result of 
focusing on innovative activities, it is appropriate to fill 
this gap. In addition, accepting orders by phone reduces 
work costs and the possibility for mistakes. 

The relevance for development of ordering process is 
also illustrated by the results of customer survey,  which 
revealed that more than half respondents think that 
placing orders in the company is only partially 
convenient (Fig. 4). 
 
 

 
Fig. 4. Estimation of convenience of way placing an 

order for UAB Zeelandia (in percentage). 

Taking into consideration that not all customers 
(Figure  5)  are  fully  satisfied  with  the  convenience  of 
placing  order  possibilities,  it  is  advisable  to  look  for 
opportunities to improve ordering possibilities. Using 
today's  well-developed  technologies,  the  creation  of  an 
online  ordering  system  should  best  meet  of  customer 
needs while optimizing the process of ordering and 
realization of the order in company. 

Company’s customers are large enterprises, for whom 
UAB  Zeelandia is a supplier of raw  materials, therefore 
they carefully schedule orders of raw material in advance. 
Due  to  the  specificity  of  UAB  Zeelandia,  the  company 
does  not  have  a  large  number  of  orders.  As  the  survey 
showed,  customers  usually  submit  orders  several  times 
during a half year (Fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 5. Frequence of submiting orders at UAB Zeelandia 
(in percentage). 

 Although  orders  are  not  very  frequent,  however,  each 
individual order is big enough. Since orders are big, it's 
important to combine all activities inside the company to 
ensure  that  the  realization  of  order  runs  fluently  and 
steady.  According  to  the  survey  data,  UAB  Zeelandia 
usually manages to deliver orders properly (Fig. 6). 

 
Fig. 6. Receiving orders from UAB Zeelandia in time  

(in percentage). 
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Such  survey  results  show  that  delivery  process  of 
UAB Zeelandia is mainly running smoothly, which 
allows  to  minimize  time  of  delivery  to  the  client  and 
strengthens customer’s confidence. However, the fact 
that  company  does  not  use  the  opportunity  provided  by 
nowadays IT solutions at the stage of getting an order is 
negatively assessed. 

In  order  to  ensure  proper  production  supply,  it  is 
necessary  to  take  care  of  production  storage  processes, 
because delivery time and mistakes occurrence realizing 
orders depends a lot on the effectiveness of storage 
organization in the company.  

UAB Zeelandia pays big attention to storage 
processes. The company owns its own warehouse next to 

the  production  facilities  and  ready  products  are  quickly 
moved to warehouse. Whole territory of the company is 
carefully planned, providing storage sites for all raw 
materials, product, chemical materials, waste and 
directions of movement. Thorough production traffic 
planning  and  consistent  storage  ensure  an  order  in  the 
company's warehouse and allows realize orders promptly 
upon request. 

Warehouse order is evaluated by company’s 
employees  as  main  advantage  of  storage  process  (Table 
3). Many interviewed employees identified the lack of an 
integrated  warehouse  management  program  as  one  of 
main problems in storage. Most respondents agreed that 
this would increase the efficiency of warehouse. 

Table 3. Storage process at UAB „Zeelandia“ according to employees evaluations 

Category  Subcategory Quotes from the interview 

Advantages of 
storage process 

An orderly and 
planned stock 
movement 

"The  company's  raw  materials,  production  and  waste  flows  are  not  chaotic  but  based  on  a  pre-
planned movement scheme. It is understood by the employees, therefore quickly orienting " # 1. "Our 
warehouse and all its processes has a special order. This is very beneficial as it reduces the work 
costs,  increases  the  efficiency"  #  2.  "In  the  enterprise  there  is  not  only  a  production  movement 
scheme in the territory of company, but also all employees consistently follow  it" #5. 

Optimal warehouse 
size 

"... in addition to the warehouse it is neither too small nor too big, very well meeting needs of the 
company" # 1 

Good work 
coordination 

"The actions of production workers are very well coordinated with each other, which increases their 
productivity" # 4 

Disadvantages of 
storage process 

Lack of integrated 
computer software 

"Company does not have a single computer program covering all processes inside it. For this reason, 
warehouse acts in isolation in terms of information. " # 2. "Warehouse connection with production 
unit and other departments with the help of a computer program should increase its efficiency" # 3 

No disadvantages 
"I  would  say  that the production  storage  process  in  the  company  is  very  well-finished,  everything 
takes place in optimal work and time costs. I do not notice any flaws. " #1 

 

To  summarize  the  analysis  of  the  management  of 
supply  and  storage  in  UAB  Zeelandia,  it  can  be  argued 
that,  in  general,  the  supply  of  goods  in  the  company  is 
organized quite well. Many respondents indicate that they 
receive orders from UAB Zeelandia quickly and in time. 
Study  found  out  that  buyers  can  place  orders  only  by 
phone or by e-mail, while there is no possibility to order 
products directly online, as an online store. 
Implementation of new IT solutions would not only 
facilitate  process  of  placing  an  order,  but  would  also 
reduce  Zeelandia's work  costs  and  the  possibility for 
mistakes. It was determined during the analysis of 
production storage processes, that UAB Zeelandia has a 
well-planned stock  movement scheme, staff consistently 
follows it, thus ensuring the order in the warehouse and 
its higher efficiency. However, company's warehouse 
lacks integration into the overall business of the 
company, because the computer program used in 
warehouse  is  not  related  to  any  other  divisions  of  the 
company. This reduces the performance of the 
warehouse. 

 
Conclusions  

 
Summarizing the research following conclusions can 

be made: 

After analyzing the theoretical aspects of sales, supply 
and  warehouse  management,  it  can  be  argued  that  the 
result of a company's operation and satisfaction of users' 
needs depends on a well-organized storage system. 
Individual solutions are used to increase the efficiency of 
storage,  and  various  management  models  are  used  to 
increase the efficiency of warehouse operations. 

After studying the management of supply and storage 
of UAB Zeelandia, it was found out that supply of goods 
in company is organized well. Many respondents indicate 
that they receive quickly and in time products ordered at 
UAB Zeelandia. However, the study found out that 
buyers  can  place  orders  only  by  phone  or  by  e-mail. 
There is no possibility to order products directly online, 
as an online store. It was determined during the analysis 
of production storage processes, that UAB Zeelandia has 
a well-planned stock movement scheme, staff 
consistently  follows  it,  thus  ensuring  the  order  in  the 
warehouse and its higher efficiency. However, company's 
warehouse  lacks  integration  into  the  overall  business  of 
the  company,  because  the  computer  program  used  in 
warehouse  is  not  related  to  any  other  divisions  of  the 
company. This reduces the performance of the 
warehouse. 

Based on these conclusions, the following suggestions 
are available to improve sales management of the 
company: 
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Integration of e-commerce into the process of 
ordering goods; 

Installing one business management computer 
program integrating all departments of the company. 
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Annotation  
In this article author presents created and used in practice formalised development modelling theory Virtualics, which was applied for recognition of 
historic  path  of  human  world  outlook  from  Physics,  Metaphysics  to  Dialectics  and  Virtualics.  It  named  on  rhetoric  question  “Where  did  the 
dialectics?”, which means the lack of existing methodological knowledge to give opportunities to forecast future of societal life. In the article are 
presenting Humanity’s mental innovation virtual model, main trichotomies of the form and the content of World outlook change. Author shows how 
dialectical  quality  leap  was  transited  to  logical  element  0-1, 1-0  of  computing  system,  cybernetics  used  dialectical  approach  for  virtualisation  of 
World’ relations in computers and internet. Developing from 1980th years Virtualics is successfully applied for recognition, modelling and innovation 
of large scale macro and micro transition processes. Author shows how it could be useful in recognition, positioning and sustaining of nowadays 
scientific, political, economic, and other challenges. 
Key words: world outlook; physics, metaphysics; cybernetics, virtualics; innovation. 

Introduction 

Challenges  of  globalization,  stagnation  of  economy, 
stopped development, blind virtualization, religious wars 
and human insecurity faces the problem of uncertainty of 
social  being  once  again  as  it  was  many  times  in  long 
Human  history.  In  such historic  breakthrough,  as  the 
lifebelt  usually  occurs  a  demand  for  new  philosophical 
doctrines, approaches and World views pretended to 
explain the situation and find “a corner in a round room”. 
In this article, we present one of them. 

The main problem of such research is the blindness 
of Humanity, disability to provide a future of homo 
sapiens sapiens race at least for few decades. 
Achievements of science and forecasting technologies in 
physical world are superb – human can extrapolate 
physical laws to the past and to the future for billions of 
years. But why nobody can’t to say  reliably  what is our 
nearest future of a social life? 

From  metaphysical  point  of  view  the  answer  is  that 
humanity  is  too  complex  system,  which  is  impacted  by 
unlimited number of factors, to recognize and asses 
which the science is disable nowadays. Politicians, 
spirituous  teachers  and  many  irrational  advisers  tries  to 
help, but unsuccessfully. At this regrettable situation, 
how  to  not  remember  the  clever  Dialectics,  occurred  in 
ancient time and purposive developed till end of Socialist 
system  in  1990  when  the  Soviet  Union  was  destroyed. 
Buddha, Heraclitus, Galileo Galilea, Georg Hegel, 
Friedrich  Engels,  Karl  Marx  and  large  constellation  of 
materialist dialectics worked out not only dialectical 
world outlook, logic and ethics, but such theoretical 
approach was applied and was the main mode of life not 
only in Soviet Union, but in one sixth part of the World 
during 73 years (from 1917 till 1990).  

But the try to apply dialectical approaches to societal 
life was unsuccessful. The Soviet Union and overall 
socialist community was destroyed. At the same time the 
dialectics  was  named  as  wrong  cognition  tool.  And  the 
World returned to the state of blindness with decision to 
not try to forecast a Future again. Dialectics left in 
universities as historical error and not appropriate 
philosophical doctrine. No body of scientists tried to still 
use such many thousands of years developed world 
outlook. Except the author of such article. 

In  published  in  1985-year  article  „Dialectical  world 
outlook “was invented, that according to Rene Descartes 
discovered mathematics as criteria of scientific trout, the 
verbal dialectics should be formalised. The profession of 
radio-electronics engineering was very helpful to 
formalise dialectical leap with use of logistical function. 
Dichotomic, trichotomic and virtual quality models were 
created  as  tools  for  modelling  of  natural  development 
processes. Dialectics as methodology of dichotomic 
relations was synthesised to the Virtualics as 
methodology able to model polytomic relations.      

The  main aim of the article  is to present the World 
outlook  virtual  model  in  scope  of  its  form,  content  and 
contradiction.  

Main  hypothesis  is  that  World  outlook  is  changing 
permanently  in  fixed  direction  and  logics  from  verbal 
towards formalised tools.  

Main subject of the article is the virtual modelling of 
World outlook, which discovers tendencies and logics of 
Humanity development. 

Main tasks are: 
1. To discover Human World’ outlook 

development general tendencies. 
2. To discover conversion of Dialectics to 

Cybernetics. 
3. To present some practical applications of 

Virtualics. 
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From the Physics to the Virtualics 

Human  ancestors  –  animals  have  mainly  five  senses 
with help of which they recognize and accepts the World: 
eyesight, hearing, taste, smell ant touch. The World 
outlook, accepted by senses is Physical World. So, basic 
World  outlook  is  physical  world,  given  to  us  by  our 
senses.  

Genetical  invention  of  the  Speech,  as  the  form  of 
homo  sapiens  sapiens  life  quality  leap,  gave  ground  for 
Metaphysical world outlook, in which abstract 
monotomic (one side relation) thing was started to use as 
universal model of particularity. Manipulating with 
words  as  names  of  such  things  humans  can  model  the 
World for own existence needs. Metaphysics is the 
methodology  of  unchanging  World,  because  in  ancient 
times human life and its surroundings changes were 
unexpectable slow. Metaphysical World model looks like 
a picture – it consists of things, which aren’t 
interconnected, exist separately. So, why for many years 
this world outlook was acceptable for everyday life. The 
time scale is absent and it isn’t need in this World model, 
because  here  no  changes,  no  interactions  and  no  any 
development. Having no time scale metaphysics is unable 
to  forecast  the  Future  and  the  Past  is  conserved  only  in 
their memories. 

However real World in opposite to metaphysical 
approach is the Change. It looks like permanent flow of 
changes – the video movie, which consist of metaphysical 
pictures  –  cadres.  General  forces  of  attraction  and  pull 
destines permanent interaction of particularities – of 
things,  during  which  the  mater,  the  movement  and  the 
information is transiting from one to other side. 
Quantitative changes accumulate in to qualitative 
changes.  This  model  of  changing  world  was  named  as 
Dialectical, consisting of dichotomic – two-side relation. 
Formalization of the relation gave opportunity to operate 
with  poly-side  relation  models,  which  resulted  name  of 
virtual World and the theory was named as Virtualics. 

 

 Fig. 1. Social relations’ transition trichotomy 
(S.Paulauskas, 1985) 

The virtual logics on help of trichotomic1 virtual 
model (Fig.1) enables to construct the  scope of essential 
changes of the form (Table 1.).  

                                                 
1 Virtual trichotomy means three side relation or 
formalised version of triade of Jonatan Fichte/ Georg 
Hegel - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thesis,_antithesis,_ 
synthesis 

Table 1. World outlook form transition 

Quality Thesis Antithesis Synthesi
s 

Earnings 

World view Things Things, 
them  
conditions 
 and 
relations 

Virtual  
relations 

Forecast’s  
opportuni
ties 

Coordinates x-y-z x-y-z+t K-t See 
tendencie
s 

Element Atom Particle Leap Universal
ity 

Methodolo-
gy 

Scholas-
tics 

Dialectics Virtualic
s 

Sustainab
le 
 
developm
ent 

Logics Formal Dialectical Virtual Virtual 
modelling 

Ethics Loyalty Criticism Love Love 

Models Verbal Formalised Digital Certainty 

 
Human history is the process of mental innovation of 

World outlook as dichotomy of the Form of human 
activity Kf(t) (Fig. 2), in which metaphysical approach is 
replacing by virtual.  

Virtualics  as  quantifiable  tool  forms  opportunities  to 
change the content of human programming activity from 
verbal  Politics  to  formalized  Strategic  Self-Management 
Kc(t). Such innovations process is going on trough virtual 
trichotomies (Table 2).  

Table 2. World outlook content transition 

Quality Thesis Antithesis Synthe-
sis 

Earnings 

Activity Natural 
 
econo
my 

Specialised 
 economy 

Virtual No property 

Social 
relations 

Autocr
atic 

Democrati
c 

Liberal No borders 

Interac-
tion 

Verbal Economica
l 

Virtual Internationa-
lisation 

Transfer Things Money Informat
ion 

Manual  
work 
reduction 

Law Lea-
der’s 
power 

Law Virtual 
self 
regula-
tion 

No crimes 

Organi-
sation 

Natio-
nal 

State World No wars 

 
Politics as verbal form of Self-Management of a 

society due to lack of formalised tools can’t play function 
of purposive programming, implementation and 
monitoring  of  common  actions  on  basis  of  physical  and 
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metaphysical  methodology.  Virtualics  due  to  formalised 
tools is able to formalise modelling of development 
processes and more efficient and purposive assure 

sustaining  and  harmonisation  of  common  activity  of  a 
society. 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Human’s mental innovation virtual leap (S.Paulauskas, 1985) 

 

The conversion of the Dialectics to  
the Cybernetics 

Discovered  verbal  dialectical  laws  (quantity  changes 
to quality, opposites interpenetrate, and 
 negation of negation), dialectical relation, triade, 
dialectical  logics,  universality  of  quality  leaps,  scope  of 
the form, the contents and contradiction of a system still 
as clever abstractions, which is very difficult to apply in 
practice  except  as  means for  political  demagogy.  So, 
verbal  dialectics  still without  practical  application  till 
1985.  

Formalised  quality  of  dialectical  quality  leap  seems 
occurred  independently  from  philosophical  thinking  in 
practical applications of electronic switches – logical 
Yes-No schemes in first electronic calculation machines. 

Norbert  Wiener  -  father  of  Cybernetics  –  created  the 
science on management, managing systems, e.g. 
connections and information processes in life organisms, 
machines, technical systems and society in 1948. 
Dialectics  was  transformed  to  Virtualics  –  methodology 
of virtual modelling at 1985 by author of this article. 

The work of each computer consists of 0-1, 1-0 
transitions of quality leap. So, this device is the tool for 
modelling  of  transition  processes  by  use  of  electronic 
switches. 0-1 is one bit of information. A virtual 
computer  language  Assembler  was  created,  which  uses 
symbols  as  combination  of  binary byte  of  information. 
Higher computer languages were created to manage 
modelling  of  changing  reality.  This  combined  by  many 
quality leaps artificial visions named as Virtual reality. 

 

Fig. 3. Dichotomic virtual model and logical “Yes-No” Switch. 
 
So,  Virtualics  discovered  that  dialectics  was  not 

disappeared, but it was formalised and materialised in 
rapidly growing computer networks and internet. 

Practical applications of the Virtualics 

However, the Virtualics could be used significantly 
larger, comparing to PC and internet applications. The 
Virtualics  is  modern  Ontology,  Methodology,  Logics 

and Ethics. It discovers unlimited opportunities for 
right positioning of World development trends. 
Virtualics  is  the  reliable  key  for  right  positioning  of 
science, politics, management, education, technologies, 
social  relations  and  each  other  spheres  of  changing 
reality.  

The Virtualics was born during the search of means 
for stop destruction of Soviet Union in 1980 th years. In 
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1985 was occurred evidence, that this big society lost 
attraction and eccentric forces activated. The reason of 
that  was  decelerating  growth  of  works  productivity, 
showed stopping of innovation processes. In 1985 year 
constructed  by  author  virtual  model  of  Soviet  Union 
showed destruction of the State  in 1991. The forecast 
proved correct – the Soviet Union no longer.  

The  more,  “the  dirty  water  was  drained  and  the 
child”  –  the  Dialectics  was  doomed.  Was  it  the  big 
gnostic  catastrophe?  I  don’t  think  so.  Because  soviet 
materialist  dialectic  and  historic  dialectic  left  verbal 
and not appropriate for rational practical use. Political 
order and public opinion was turned against everything 
related to former Soviet Union for many years. 

Formalisation of dialectics and creation of 
Virtualics was my sweet long target aim. I decided to 
establish private institute of scientific research and 
consultations in 1991, which was reregistered to 
Strategic  Self-Management  institute  at  2002. The  aim 
was to construct virtual global development spiral.  

With  proud  I  can  state,  that  this  work  is  going  on 
successfully. Quality leaps of our Universe, of the Life, 
of  the  Human  are  just  modelled.  My  students  learn 
virtual  models  of  transition  of  Technologies,  Energy, 
Transport, Communication, Education, Health, 
Culture, Politics, etc. 

Such trends we use for exceeding innovation 
activity  as  advance  culture  of  European  Union  and 
Humanity.  Knowing  future  progressive  qualities,  we 
can  forecast  –  to  invent  future  and  to  create  business 
prior  the  market  will  be  ready  for  its  products  and 
services. Following Bill Gates’ and Elon Musk’s 
exceeding  of  the  time  examples,  students  receiving 
tasks to become millionaires’ trough design and 
implementation of innovation projects. 

The profession of Genius was recognised and self-
assessment  tool  on  innovation  abilities  was  created, 
which could be accessed at iGenius link. 

Participating in European movement DiEM25 
virtualics was applied to nowadays European 
Community development problem, which is quite like 
situation in former Soviet Union in 1990. The scientific 
article on such matter was published and disseminated 
trough this movement network. Unfortunately, 
dominating metaphysical methodological culture 
doesn’t  give  any  opportunities  to  humans  to  see  real 
picture  of  changing  world  and  find  right  solutions  of 
actual challenges for now.  The Virtualics was created 
to help on that. 

Conclusions 

In opposition to physical World the societal life is 
weak forecasting due to lack of reliable methodological 
tools and outlooks, what result blindness of Humanity 
face to challenges of globalization, stagnation of 
economics, stopped development, blinded 
virtualization and religious wars. 

World outlook is developing from Physics, 
Metaphysics  to  Dialectics  and  Virtualics  according  to 
dichotomy of form of human mental innovation. 

Formalisation  is  not  only  as  indicator  of  scientific 
quality, but it is necessary synthetic stage development 

of  each  past  theoretic  system,  which  joins  different 
spheres of human activity. Formalisation of Dialectics 
occurred  naturally  trough  conversion  of  verbal  terms 
into  virtual  tools  like  dichotomy,  trichotomy,  virtual 
model of quality leap, joining the form, the content and 
contradiction of natural system. 

Dialectics  as  methodology  grounded  on  two-side 
relations is transforming into Cybernetics as universal 
model of quality leap implemented as electronic switch 
started virtualisation of human being in nearest future. 
Formalisation of Dialectics lead to creation of 
Virtualics,  as  formalised  World  outlook,  development 
modelling methodology, logics and ethics. 

Virtualics is universal methodology for positioning 
and  modelling  large  scale  macro  and  micro  quality 
leaps and construct overall World development spiral, 
what is aim and practical achievements of author of the 
article.  

In opposition to verbal political rite Strategic Self-
Management based on virtual modelling is progressive 
quality and tool for modelling and sustain development 
of human societies. 

The profession of Genius was recognised and self-
assessment  tool  on  innovation  abilities  was  created, 
which could be accessed at iGenius link. 
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SOME CURRENT ISSUES OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN  
THE EUROPEAN UNION 
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Annotation 
According to World Energy Council the definition of energy sustainability is based on three core dimensions: energy security, energy equity, and 
environmental sustainability. Energy efficiency also plays an important role in the index which is described by energy trilemma theory. The European 
Council sets its goal in October 2014. Based on this level of energy efficiency will have to improve by at least 27% till 2030. This value will be 
adjusted by 2020, which likely means the level should increase to 30% in the European Union. It is estimated that each 1% increase in energy savings 
allows 2.6% reduction in gas imports, thus reducing the EU's energy dependency. Based on data from 2015, the level of energy  consumption in the 
EU was broadly in line with the 1990 level, while only half of the EU Member States (14 states) reduced their gross domestic energy consumption 
between 2015 and 1990. In our paper, we would like underline the fact by statistical calculations too that households are responsible for 25.4% of 
final energy consumption, which is roughly the same as that of industry's final energy consumption. The latter can be traced back to the fact that 75% 
of the EU housing stock is unsatisfactory for its energy efficiency. To exploit the energy  efficiency potential of buildings, actions are needed by 
member states, primarily at regional and local level. This paper outlines the European Union and Hungarian legal requirements of energy efficiency. 
This is important because the 2012 Energy Efficiency Directive of the European Union requires a 3% renewal of public buildings annually. The 2010 
Directive on the Energy Efficiency of Buildings, for example, requires that all new buildings till 2021 need close to zero energy. Surveys show that 
the population of Hungarian small settlements is considered to be environmentally conscious, and in addition, the state has set up the National Energy 
Network to reduce the energy consumption of public institutions, businesses and the population. However, legal regulation is  not sufficient to meet 
the requirements. In the final part of our paper, we show that in order to make effective action, the state's financial incentive would be needed in this 
area. 
KEY WORDS: energy trilemma theory, energy union, energy consumption of residential sector, energy efficiency. 

Introduction 

According  to  a  well-known  phrase  the  best  waste  is 
what we do not produce the best source of energy we do 
not use. Each state has some energy efficiency potential; 
the  only  question  is  how  much  they  can  use  it.  Strong 
energy efficiency policies are therefore essential to 
achieve  the  key  energy-policy  goals  of  reducing  energy 
bills,  addressing  the  climate  change  and  air  pollution, 
improving energy security, and increasing energy access 
(IEA  2016).  Energy  efficiency  has  number  of  benefits 
(see Fig. 1) such as such as macroeconomic development, 
public  budget  increase,  enhanced  health  and  wellbeing, 
industrial productivity and energy delivery improvements 
(IEA 2016).  

 
Fig. 1. Multiple benefits of energy efficiency 

Source: IEA 2016 

The  ecological  economics  created  the  myth  of  the 
paperless  office  approach  (York  2008). This  means  that 
the more IT equipment we use in an office the more paper 
we shall also apply. To achieve economic growth most of 
the developed countries need more, but at least the same 
amount of energy. Despite the energy consumption 
structure changed significantly in some states because of 
the  crisis,  the  dependence  on  fossil  fuels  in  European 
countries is still considerable. Worldwide, energy 
consumption and economic development continue to 
grow in parallel, but their pace is different. Between 1990 
and  2014  the  total  energy  supply  grew  by  56%,  while 
gross  domestic  product  (GDP)  increased  by  more  than 
90%  (IEA  2016).  During  the  same  period  of  time  the 
amount  of  energy  used  to  generate  a  unit  of  GDP,  also 
called energy intensity, decreased by approximately 20%, 
with large regional variations. 

Energy  efficiency  must  be  an  important  part  of  our 
life,  but  it  is  only  a  part  of  a  higher  “idea”,  energy 
sustainability. According to World Energy Council's 
definition  energy  sustainability  is  based  on  three  core 
dimensions, like energy security, energy equity and 
environmental sustainability. These factors taken together 
constitute energy trilemma. The first part of energy 
trilemma is energy security, which means effective 
management of primary energy supply from domestic and 
external  sources,  reliability  of  energy  infrastructure  and 
ability of energy providers to meet demands. The second 
part of trilemma is energy equity which synonymous with 
accessibility and affordability of energy supply across the 
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population. Finally the third part of trilemma is 
environmental sustainability which involves achievement 
of supply- and demand side energy efficiencies and 
development of energy supply from renewable and other 
low-carbon sources (World Energy Council 2016). In the 
context of sustainability the energetic and climatic crisis 
are  currently  the  most  significant  problems  for  us.  In 
2008  three  crises  hit  most  of  the  world:  climate  crisis  - 
energetic  crisis  -  financial  crisis  (The  Green  New  Deal 
2008).  Only  the  financial  crisis  was  handled,  not  very 
successfully. In Hungary this is particularly true because 
the adverse effects of  the crisis prevail here  much  more 
seriously than in abroad. According to the European 
Union's  Prudence  regional  climate modelling  program 
results  (National  Climate  Change  Strategy  2008)  if  the 
global temperature raises 1 oC than the temperature in the 
Carpathian  Basin  will  raise  almost  1.5 oC.  In  present 
moment  the  worlds  average  temperature  0.76 oC  higher 
than  about  a  hundred  years  ago.  Our  consumer  culture 
and energy consumption habits are not climate friend and 
sustainable that is why Hungary is very vulnerable from 
this  aspect  of  view.  Our  consumption  habits  are  hardly 
considered to be energy efficient (Fig. 2). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Change of Final Energy Consumption 
(2000=100%) in the EU-28, 2000-2015 

Source: own calculations based on data from Eurostat 
(online data code: nrg_100a) 

If we compare data from 2000 to 2015 we would be 
able to state the final energy consumption increased both 
in  the  Czech  Republic  and  in  Poland.  The  final  energy 
consumption in Lithuania shows great expansions: it rose 
rapidly  between  2000  and  2004,  dropped  from  2004  to 
2006,  reached  peak  in  2006,  and  fallen  rapidly  between 
2008 and 2010. It is generally true that energy 
consumption declined more or less in 2008 but this was 
due to the economic crisis, not due to energy efficiency. 
Energy consumption in Hungary has fallen considerably 
between 2011 and 2014, but since 2015 it has risen again, 
reaching its peak in the summer of 2017. 

Both economic and legal arguments support the need 
to create energy efficiency. This is especially true for the 
energy consumption of various (official and non-official) 
buildings. 

Results and Discussion 

Energy efficiency as legal requirement 
In 2007 the European Council set the target of 

reducing  greenhouse  gas  emissions  by  20%  till  2020, 
increasing the share of renewable energy sources to 20% 
and  improving  energy  efficiency  by  20%  (Mellár  2015, 

Naár et al. 2013). The issue of improving energy 
efficiency  has  already  emerged  from  the  Fifth  Action 
Program  (1993-2002)  adopted  by  the  European  Council 
and the Member States as "Towards Sustainability". The 
program emphasizes energy  in  several other  sectors and 
proposes  action  programs  to  improve  energy  efficiency 
thus  preserving  and  sustaining  the  environment  (Bándi 
2011). 

The Seventh Action Program (2012-2020) set the 
target for the EU to move towards low carbon and 
resource efficiency through the use of policy actions and 
instruments, thereby pushing the economy to a 
sustainable growth path by 2020. The action program also 
draws attention to the resource efficiency by identifying 
indicators and targets, which serve as a guide for public 
and private decision-makers. The European Commission 
has already highlighted, in the Green Paper on European 
Strategy for Sustainable, Competitive and Secure Power 
Supply  in  March  2006,  strengthening  energy  efficiency 
policy,  taking into account Europe's  security and  future. 
The three main objectives of energy policy were 
sustainability, competitiveness and security of supply. 
The  Commission  proposes  two  measures  to  handle  the 
consequences  of  climate  change.  The  first  is  to  declare 
the issue of energy efficiency as a priority area, including 
increasing  the  energy  efficiency  of  buildings  by  laying 
down additional measures; the second is the planning of 
the use of renewable energy  sources for a longer period 
of time, which can reduce dependence on oil imports. It 
also  sets  out  a  common  energy  technology  plan  and  a 
common energy policy (Soltész-Szakács 2011). 

The Energy 2020 Strategy in 2010 ( COM (2010) 2020) 
has  strengthened  the  European  Union's  2007  targets  by 
outlining  the  need  for  a  new  energy  efficiency  strategy, 
thus  putting  energy  efficiency  at  the  heart  of  the  EU's 
2020 energy  strategy.  At Member State level, economic 
growth-independent use of energy became truth. Its 
objectives  include  building  an  integrated  energy  market 
in Europe, building an energy-efficient Europe and 
strengthening the European Union's energy market 
outside the EU. It focuses on defining energy policy steps 
that  will  serve  the  feasibility  of  an  integrated  energy-
climate strategy by 2020 (Soltész-Szakács 2011). 

Directive 2012/27/EU of the European Parliament and 
of  the  Council  on  energy  efficiency  has  set  itself  the 
fundamental objective of achieving a 20% energy saving 
by  2020  for  Member  States.  This  means  better  use  of 
energy resources and a reduce the dependence on 
imports, which would make the European Union's 
economy more competitive and lower emissions of 
carbon  dioxide  and  other  pollutants  as  a  result  of  lower 
energy consumption. The 2011 Energy Efficiency Plan of 
the  EU  has  also  stated  that  the  most  significant  energy 
savings can be achieved  for buildings, as nearly 40% of 
our  final  energy  consumption  comes  from  the  use  of 
energy from public buildings, office buildings, residential 
buildings and other building types. The Directive requires 
that 3% of buildings owned and used by public buildings 
in public buildings must be renewed annually to meet the 
requirements  of  the  national  energy  efficiency  directive. 
The  Energy  Efficiency  Directive  also  requires  Member 
States  to  submit  a  National  Energy  Efficiency  Action 
Plan.  As  a  further  requirement,  the  directive  stipulates 
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that  consumers  should  be  informed  about  their  energy 
consumption so that they can make decisions about 
energy use (Mellár 2015). All Member States have 
already  announced  their  national  energy  saving  target, 
which may lead to the conclusion that the Member States 
are targeting only 16.4% for primary energy savings and 
17.7% for final energy savings by 2020. This means that 
it is unlikely that the 20% savings required to achieve the 
full  EU  target  will  be  realized  by  the  2020  deadline 
(COM/2013/0762).  

The  main  purpose  of  Directive  2010/31/EU  on  the 
energy performance of buildings is to promote the 
improvement of buildings energy efficiency in the 
European Union, taking into account climatic conditions 
and local conditions. It sets out a number of tasks for the 
Member States (Energy performance of buildings 2015). 
The  Directive  lays  down  a  common  methodology  for 
Member  States  at  national  or  regional  level  to  calculate 
the energy efficiency of buildings. Member States should 
set minimum requirements for energy efficiency in order 
to achieve cost-optimized levels within the 
aforementioned calculation methodology. These 
minimum  requirements  must  be  reviewed  at  least  every 
five years. In the case of new buildings, compliance with 
the minimum requirements is a precondition, while 
renovating existing buildings should be pursued to 
improve energy efficiency even in such a way as to meet 
the requirements (Energy performance of buildings 
2015). Under the Directive, the minimum energy 
performance requirements for buildings should be set so 
as  to  achieve  an  equilibrium  between  investment  costs 
and energy savings for the entire lifetime of the building; 
and  it  also  stresses  the  need  to  increase  the  number  of 
buildings which are more energy-efficient than minimum 
requirements  (Energy  performance  of  buildings  2015). 
After  31  December  2020,  the  Directive  requires  that  all 
new buildings need to be close to zero energy. For new 
buildings used or owned by public authorities, this 
deadline  is  31  December  2018.  Additional  requirements 
of this Directive include the certification of buildings or 
separate  units  of  destination,  as  well  as  an  independent 
control system  for energy efficiency certificates and on-
site  inspection  reports.  The  certificate  should  use the 
information on energy consumption of buildings and 
recommendations  to  improve  cost-effectiveness.  (Mellár 
2015) These energy efficiency certificates must be passed 
on to the buyer or tenant when the buildings are sold or 
leased;  in  the  case  of  public  buildings,  they  must  be 
suspended in a visible place. 

According to the above mentioned legal documents it 
seems to be clear that creating energy efficient buildings 
would  be  a  significant  step  towards  achieving  overall 
energy efficiency. For example household energy 
consumption  in  Hungary,  the  second  highest  proportion 
of EU-28 member states (34.4%) out of the final energy 
consumption,  with  a  higher  share  (36.7%)  of  domestic 
energy consumption only observed in Croatia (Fig. 3). 

In  terms  of  electricity  consumption,  however,  it  is 
already clear (Fig. 4.) in the EU-28 area in 2014 that the 
residential  sector  is  the  largest  consumer  with  its  61% 
share,  industry  with  the  second  37%,  and  the  electricity 
consumption  of  transport  it  is  almost  dull  with  its  2% 
share. Based on these, it can be concluded that the largest 

possible  energy  savings  in  the  residential  sector  can  be 
achieved and thus increased energy efficiency 
(EUROSTAT 2017). 

 

 
Fig. 3. Structure of Final Energy Consumption in the 

EU-28, 2015 
Note: Data is ranked on the share of the household sector in 

final Energy consumption 
Source: own calculations based on data from Eurostat 

(online data code: nrg_100a) 

 

 
Fig. 4. EU-28 electricity consumption by sector in 2014 

Source: own construction based on Eurostat (2017) 

In addition to the mentioned legally binding 
documents a communication from the European 
Commission (released two years ago) also important for 
us. The communication of European Commission is 
about a framework strategy for (resilient) Energy Union, 
and as such it is a development of EUROPA 2020 plan. It 
is  a  quite  shocking  data  but  75%  of  European  Union 
housing stock is energy inefficient. Every additional 1% 
increase in every savings cuts gas imports by 2.6% 
(COM(2014)520). The European Union has to create 
energy  efficiency  contributing  to  moderation  of  demand 
in order to achieve greater energy security, sustainability 
and competitiveness. In order to make our energy system 
safer and more sustainable, for example, significant 
energy efficiency investments are needed, most of which 
are  expected  to  be  carried  out  by  the  private  sector. 
Therefore, financial support for the private sector is 
essential  in  this  area.  At  the  same  time,  the  financial 
support of households is necessary to work in an energy 
efficient  way. The lack of energy efficiency often has a 
strong correlation with energy poverty, not only but 
mainly the poorest European citizens are affected 
adversely by this phenomenon. Energy poverty 
negatively  affects  living  conditions  and  health.  It  has 
many causes, mostly resulting from a combination of low 
income and general poverty conditions, inefficient homes 
and a housing tenure system that fails to encourage 
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energy  efficiency  (COM(2015)  80).  One  of  the  ways  to 
combat energy poverty, but not the one and only and not 
the best one, is to reduce energy prices. Much better way 
is to create energy efficiency when European Citizens do 
not  need  as  much  energy  as  previously.  The  European 
Council set in October 2014 an indicative target at the EU 
level of at least 27% for improving energy efficiency in 
2030. This will be reviewed by 2020, having in mind an 
EU level of 30%. From 2015 – for the European Union – 
energy efficiency is an independent energy source. 
Heating and cooling is the largest single source of energy 
demand in Europe and the majority of Europe’s gas 
imports  are  used for  these purposes.  Huge  efficiency 
gains remain to be captured with regard to district heating 
and  cooling,  which  will  be  addressed  in  a  Commission 
strategy  (COM(2015)  80).  Member  states  have  to  take 
actions  both  at  local  and  regional  levels  to  exploit  the 
energy efficiency potential of buildings. Attracting 
investments at the scale needed remains a challenge, 
especially at the local level, mainly due to lack of 
awareness and expertise  in small-scale financing. Firstly 
the  large  number  of  funding  opportunities,  then  greater 
amount of money available and finally the simplification 
of  the  use  of  grants  would  be  important  steps  from  the 
European Union and Member States too. Financial 
support  needs  to  be  combined  with  technical  support  to 
help aggregate small scale projects into larger 
programmes which can drive down transaction costs and 
attract the private sector at scale. 

 
Energy efficiency from statistical point of view 
Despite the fact that our approach to climate change is 

based on  morality, energy efficiency should be a  matter 
of  economic  concern.  At  the  same  time,  the  impact  of 
climate  quality  on  the  energy  consumption  in  European 
states should not be forgotten. Our relatively short 
statistical  survey  is  based  on  the  per  capita  value  of 
households' energy consumption (Fig. 5). 

 

 
Fig. 5: Household energy consumption per capita in 

the EU-28, in 2014, 2015 
Note: Data is ranked on the data for 2015 

Source: own calculations based on data from Eurostat 
(online data code: nrg_100a) 

According  to  the  EU-28  map  (Fig.  6)  based  on  the 
Eurostat database (data from the year 2014), it can be said 
that the final energy consumption of households is 
significantly distributed among Member States. In 
thousands tonnes of oil, among the Member States, 
Montenegro,  Cyprus,  Macedonia  and  Luxembourg  have 
the least final household energy consumption; while 
France, Italy, Germany, Spain, Poland, the United 
Kingdom  and  the  Netherlands  have  the  highest  values. 

Hungary,  together  with  several  neighbouring  countries  - 
Austria, Romania and the Czech Republic - is also a high 
valued consumer of end-consumer energy, and in 
Hungary the exact value is 4433.5 thousand tons of oil. 

 

 
Fig.6: EU-28 final energy consumption in the household 

sector in 2014 (Million tonnes of oil equivalent, TOE) 
Source: Eurostat (2016) 

The Hungarian household energy consumption 
calculated on the basis of Eurostat data  which  was  23.2 
GJ/capita in 2014. Household energy consumption in 
Hungary is higher than the EU-28 average (21.7 
GJ/capita). In any case, it can be concluded that the per 
capita  consumption  of  energy  in  households  has  been 
increasing  in  most  EU  countries  by  2015.  The  second 
step of the analysis was to try to squeeze our sample from 
the effects of climate. There is no negligible linear 
correlation  between  the  number  of  heating  days  and  the 
per  capita  energy  consumption  of  households  (p  <0.01, 
R2 = 0.486): a longer heating period of one day means an 
average cost of 0.11 gigajoules per person per household. 
Figure 7 shows that in the case of Mediterranean 
countries, the lower number of heating days is associated 
with lower household power consumption. 

 
Fig. 7. Relationship between annual average number 

of heating degree-days and household energy 
consumption per capita (2015) in the case of the EU-28 

countries 
Source: own calculations based on data from Eurostat (2017) 

 
Despite  the  fact  that  household  energy  per  capita  is 

the highest in the more affluent European countries, 
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energy efficiency is still considered to be the most 
financial necessity. The main part of households’ 
expenditures consists of energy bills and home 
maintenance. It is important to increase the energy 
efficiency of heating and cooling and to adapt the 
settlement structure and constructions to changing 
weather conditions, as well as the efficient, conscientious 
use  of  electricity.  Based  on  the  results  of  the  EU-SILC 
survey, in average, about every tenth household in the EU 
cannot maintain the right temperature in its home (Fig. 8), 
increasing  household  energy  efficiency  can  become  an 
important element of social exclusion. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Inability to keep home adequately warm (% of 

total population) in the EU-28, in 2010, 2015 
Note: Data is ranked on the 2015 year 

Source: Eurostat, EU-SILC survey (online data code: 
ilc_mdes01) 

The map based on the Eurostat 2014 database clearly 
shows (Fig. 9) the extent to which EU-28 Member States 
depend  on  petroleum,  natural  gas  and  solid  fuels.  The 
values are expressed in percentage. Among the  Member 
States, Turkey, Belgium, Italy, Luxembourg, Ireland, 
Cyprus, Malta and Lithuania depend mainly on the 
import of these energy sources, least of all Iceland, 
Denmark, Estonia and Romania. Norway is the only 
Member State that does not depend to some extent on the 
import of crude oil, natural gas and solid fuels. Hungary's 
dependence  on  energy  carriers  is  very  high  at  61.1%. 
(EUROSTAT 2016) 

 

 
Fig. 9: Energy dependence in the EU-28 area in 2014 (%) 

Source: Eurostat (2016) 

By  comparing  the  final  energy  consumption  of  the 
EU-28  Member  States  in  the  residential  sector  and  the 
dependence on energy imports by the same Member 
States in 2014, it can be stated that, in most cases, those 
Member States are most dependent on imported 

petroleum,  natural gas  and solid  fuels,  such  as  Italy, 
Turkey, Belgium, Ireland or our country. 

“Instead of conclusion” – Situation in Hungary 

One  of  the  most  important  goals  for  the  European 
Union  to  reach  2020  is  to  achieve  an  energy-efficient 
Europe.  Today,  increasing  energy  efficiency  can  prove 
decisive in increasing security of energy supply, thereby 
contributing to reducing Europe's dependence on imports, 
thus making the European Union's economy more 
sustainable and competitive. Making investments in 
energy  efficiency  can  result  in  lower  energy  bills  in  the 
public and private sectors, as well as in the private sector 
and can also contribute to the reduction of pollutant 
emissions. Currently, according to Hungarian experience, 
many subsidies aimed at increasing energy efficiency go 
to the local governmental sector as well as to the 
residential sector, while the latter could achieve the 
greatest savings potential. The private sector is not able to 
finance  these  investments  by  itself,  so  it  is  important  to 
support the energy efficiency improvements in the 
households by the state more and more predictably. In the 
public  sector,  there  is  a  need  for  bidding  opportunities 
similar to local government support systems. At the same 
time,  it  can  be  said,  once  they  have  started  in  a  good 
direction,  municipal  energy  efficiency  investments  can 
serve as a good example for the residential sector 
investments, thereby further increasing the ability to meet 
our EU commitments by 2020. It should be an obligatory 
for local governments/municipalities to communicate 
very effectively their results in saving energy and energy 
costs due to their renovations to local citizens. In 
Hungary,  in  the  case  of  building  energy  modernization, 
the  most significant investments  with the highest saving 
potential  are  the  most  typical  ones,  which  cover  mainly 
thermal  insulation  of  buildings,  exchange  of  doors  and 
windows and modernization of their heating. 
Developments  mainly  involved  educational  institutions, 
public office buildings and municipal offices and 
buildings. It can be stated that the follow-up of 
investments in energy efficiency is inadequate, so in 
many cases it is not possible to know exactly what energy 
and cost savings have been achieved for each investment. 

It  can  be  stated  that  domestic  legislation  does  not 
always emphasize the same thing as in European Union 
directives, so it may be that current building energy 
requirements  are  not  too  stringent.  Nevertheless, new 
properties are already built up with fairly good 
parameters  and  in  most  cases  they  can  keep  up  to  the 
cost-optimum level of the EU and domestic regulations. 
Among our national energy efficiency programs, the 
Building  Energy  Strategy  has  proved  to  be  a  well-used, 
professionally-grounded material. With regard to building 
energy  improvements,  complex  investment  is  certainly 
advisable,  as  it  can  achieve  the  highest  energy  saving 
potential. This can result in a savings potential of around 
50%  to  60%  with  thermal  insulation,  door  opening  and 
heating  upgrading.  Renovations  in  buildings  are  largely 
dependent on the technical condition of the buildings, as 
they  can  reach  a  level  they  are  no  longer  touching,  but 
will be more economical in their complete rebuilding. 
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It is difficult to obtain savings from energy efficiency 
investments; this may be because their follow-up is very 
bad.  It  cannot  be  accurately  stated  that  the  amount  of 
energy  and  thus  energy  cost  saved  as  a  result  of  the 
refurbishments, although in most cases the cost of energy 
expenditure  itself  was  the  most  motivated  development. 
However, it can be said, in the case of complex building 
energy investments, their payback time can be measured 
decades,  which  depends  most  on  the  level  of  the  self-
financing. Therefore, the role of the state is important not 
only for public institutions but also for the public. 
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Annotation 
Materiality of financial statements is the most significant element of audit, which determines the scope of performed procedures and reliability level 
of data in financial statements. Having selected the level of materiality the auditor has to assess the significance of misstatements to the users of 
financial statements. If the materiality is selected not correctly then the risk increases, that adequate procedures will not be performed and financial 
statements will not meet the expectations of users of financial statements. 
The aim of the article is to investigate the possibilities of harmonizing materiality expectations of the users of financial statements and materiality 
value applied by the auditor. 
In the process of investigation it was determined that the value of materiality accepted by the users of financial statements differs from the one used 
by auditors. Therefore, the auditor’s opinion about financial statements might not meet the users’ expectations. On the basis of investigation results a 
test was suggested, which could help to harmonize auditor’s applied materiality with expectations of the users of financial statements. Suggested test 
could also be used as a new and innovative method to calculate materiality. Suggested alternative way for calculating materiality is very important for 
future researches and science, because it is new technique to address materiality in a way that suits both, users of financial statements and auditors. 
This new technique could be used in the future researches searching and examining other materiality determination methods and if they are in the line 
with users' expectations. 
Key words: materiality; clearly trivial; users of financial statements; expectations; misstatements; data reliability.  

Introduction 

The auditor, before planning and performing the 
audit, presumes that some misstatements and fraud can be 
detected in accounting and financial statements. 
Therefore, the presented data might not always be 
correct. The inaccuracies can be either material or 
immaterial.  Insignificant  misstatements  and  inaccuracies 
are not very important and they do not influence 
decisions made by the users of financial statements. 
Significant misstatements, including omissions, are 
considered  to  be  material  if  they,  individually  or  in  the 
aggregate, could reasonably be expected to influence the 
economic  decisions  of  users  taken  on  the  basis  of  the 
financial statements (ISA 320, 2009).  

The biggest problem faced by the auditor is the value 
of materiality, which may influence the reliability of 
financial statements and the decisions made by the users. 
The value of misstatement in some cases, might be 
material and in other cases – immaterial. The final 
decision  on  materiality  is  made  by  the  auditor,  thus  it 
presents possibility  for different auditors to interpret the 
same  facts  differently  which  is  not  acceptable  in  audit. 
Also, the materiality determined by the auditor does not 
always satisfy the users of financial statements. 

This  problem  has  a  long  history.  In  1974  O’Connor 
and Collins raised the question what range of materiality 
are appropriate and what materiality base should be used 
(O'Connor and Collins, 1974). However, even today the 
problem has not been solved yet. The investigation, 
which was made in 2009, indicated that 74 % of 
respondents think, that materiality concept, which is 
applied  today,  is  not  perfect  (Rooij,  2009),  but  so  far 

situation  has  not changed. The investigation,  which  was 
made in United Kingdom in 2013, indicated that different 
audit  companies  apply  different  materiality  to  the  same 
category  of  companies  under  audit  (Audit...,  2013). The 
other analysis in 2015 produced by other author 
confirmed the same fact, i.e. that the auditors’ decisions 
concerning materiality are different (Kristensen, 2015). 

Due to the fact, that there does not exist clear 
materiality selection instructions there might arise 
interests' conflicts between auditors and users of financial 
statements, as the investigation which was made in 2003 
indicated, that perceived materiality of users of financial 
statements is  smaller than the  materiality applied by the 
auditors (Cho et al., 2003).  

The aim of investigation is to examine the 
possibilities  of  harmonizing  materiality  expectations  of 
the  users  of  financial  statements  and  materiality  value 
applied by the auditor. 

Methodology: In the process of performing the 
investigation the archival and survey methodologies was 
used. First of all the investigation of previous researches, 
including the findings and proposals for future research, 
related  to  the  topic,  was  made.  During  the  investigation 
problems  related  to  the  materiality  expectations  of  the 
users of financial statements and materiality value applied 
by the different auditors was summarized. The practice of 
materiality  determination,  on  the  basis  of  international 
standards on auditing, was generalized as well.  

In addition, the survey of users of financial statements 
who are the experts in this  field  was  made. The experts 
were  asked  about  completely  immaterial  misstatement 
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level. Their results were compared to the previous 
researches made by other authors.  

Finally, the alternative approach for the current 
materiality determination practice was suggested.  

Historical background  

Determination  of  materiality  is  a  problem  for  a  long 
time. Different researches have been made related to the 
materiality and its' determination (Table 1). While 
materiality,  relatively,  was  new  concept  problems  was 
associated with materiality value, i.e. what is material and 
what  is  not  (Bernstein,  L.  A.,  1967).  However,  soon, 
other problem came to light. Whole materiality concept is 
related  to  financial  statement  users  and  their  economic 
decisions,  thus  materiality  determination  should  be  user 
oriented. However many researches confirmed, that 
materiality thresholds set by auditors are not in line with 
users' thresholds (Holstrum, G. L. and Messier, W. F. Jr., 
1982;  Jennings,  M.,  et  al.,  1987;  Iskandar,  T.  M.  and 
Iselin, E. R., 1999; Cho, S. Y., et al., 2003; Messier, W. 

F.  Jr.,  et  al.,  2005;  Rooij,  D.,  2009;  Kristensen,  R.  H., 
2015; Eilifsen, A. and Messier, W. F. Jr., 2015).  

Even  though  the  problem,  that  materiality  should  be 
user  oriented,  is  known  -  little  has  been  done  besides 
identifying the problem. Several suggestions, how to set 
user oriented materiality have been made. In 2003 Turner 
suggested  the  determination  of  materiality  based  on  the 
impact on earnings per share rather than based on 
methods  as done presently (Turner, J. L., 2003). Juma'h 
in 2009 recommended that accountants and auditors 
should be more innovative and try to apply non-
traditional methods (Juma'h, A. H ., 2009).  

But situation have still not changed and the problem 
remains.  Thus  it  is  very  important  to  further  investigate 
materiality  threshold  differences  between  auditors  and 
users and try to find new, innovative way haw to 
harmonize materiality expectations of the users of 
financial statements and materiality value applied by the 
auditor. 

 
Table 1. Researches related to the materiality concept and threshold differences between users, prepares, and auditors. 

Source: Prepared by the authors according to the other authors researches. 
Year Article Author (s) Method The objective of the research Findings related to the topic 

Future research suggestions related 
to the topic 

1967 The concept of 
materiality 

Bernstein, L. 
A.  

Archival The Concept of Materiality Essential is the setting of a border zone 
between what is material and what is not. 

-  

1974 
Toward establishing 

user-oriented 
materiality standards 

O'Connor, 
M. C. and 
Collins, D. 

W.  

Archival 
Materiality guidelines consistent 

with the "average prudent 
investor" approach 

Future development of materiality guidelines should be user-oriented 

1982 

A Review and 
Integration of 

Empirical Research 
on Materiality 

Holstrum, G. 
L.  and 

Messier, W. 
F. Jr. 

Archival 

To review and integrate the 
relevant empirical research 

concerning the issue of 
materiality and to explore the 
significant implications of this 
research for current auditing 
practice and future auditing 

research 

The research studies revealed differences 
between users, preparers, and auditors with 

respect to materiality thresholds 

More work needs to be undertaken to 
examine the structural form of the 
materiality decision model.  More 

rigorous work must be undertaken to 
examine the threshold levels of the 

various groups. 

1987 

A Reexamination of 
the Concept of 

Materiality: View of 
Auditors, Users, and 
Officers of the Court 

Jennings, 
M., et al. 

Experiment The Concept of Materiality 
Lack of materiality consensus between 

auditors and users 

Given this lack of materiality 
consensus between auditors and users, 

more specific materiality standards, 
universally applicable across all cases, 

gain in appeal. 

1989 

Auditor Reporting 
Decisions Involving 
Accounting Principle 

Changes: Some 
Evidence on 
Materiality 
Thresholds 

Chewning, 
E. G., et al. 

Archival The Concept of Materiality 
Non-Big Eight partners have lower 

materiality thresholds than their Big Eight 
counterparts. 

-  

1998 

Evidence on Auditor 
and Investor 
Materiality 

Thresholds Resulting 
From Equity-For-

Debt Swaps 

Chewning, 
E. G., et al. 

Archival 

How financial statement users' 
implied materiality judgments 

correspond with auditors implied 
materiality judgments  

Auditors' implied materiality judgments 
exhibit some degree of congruence, but do 

not correspond completely, with the market's 
reaction. 

Research on whether there is a 
fundamental difference between "audit 

report materiality" and "financial 
statement presentation materiality". 

1999 
A review of 

materiality research 

Iskandar, T. 
M. and 

Iselin, E. R. 
Archival 

The objectives of the paper are to 
evaluate the development of 

research on materiality, identify 
variables that may have potential 
effects on materiality judgments, 
and establish the future direction 

of research in this area. 

There is a lack of materiality consensus 
between auditors, preparers and users. In 

general, users use low materiality thresholds 
compared to auditors and preparers. 

Future research is required to resolve 
lack of materiality consensus between 

auditors, preparers and users.  

2001 

The association 
between European 

materiality estimates 
and client integrity, 
national culture, and 

litigation 

Arnold, D. 
F., et al. 

Experiment 
Differences in materiality 

estimates 
European materiality estimates are higher 

than US estimates 
-  

2002 
What does 

"Materiality" really 
mean 

Chewning, 
E. G. and 

Higgs, J. L. 
Archival Concept of materiality and how 

materiality decisions are made 

Research has found considerable variance in 
materiality judgments across decision makers 

(e.g.. financial analysts and bank loan 
officers).  

A general standard, even one with a 
threshold different from a user's 

preference, would promote cross-
sectional comparison and improved 

disclosure for investors. 

2003 

Factors Affecting 
Auditors' 

Assessments of 
Planning Materiality 

Blokdijk, H., 
et al. 

Experiment Planning materiality assessment 
Big 5 audit firms set materiality levels that 
are significantly lower than the planning 

materiality levels of non-Big 5 firms 
-  

2003 
Measuring 

Stockholder 
Materiality 

Cho, S. Y., 
et al. 

Experiment 

Investigation of empirically 
various quantitative factors that 
stockholders consider important 
in assessing whether earnings are 

materially misstated. 

Materiality thresholds of users are 
substantially lower than those discussed in 
the pedagogical literature on auditing and 

those used in practice. 

Different materiality thresholds should 
be consider for future research. 
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Year Article Author (s) Method The objective of the research Findings related to the topic 
Future research suggestions related 

to the topic 

2003 

Aligning Auditor 
Materiality Choice 
and the Need of a 

Reasonable Person 

Turner, J. L.  Archival 

Determination of materiality 
based on the impact on earnings 
per share rather than based on 
numerous heuristics as done 

presently. 

Determining materiality on a per share basis 
provides greater information for users of 
financial statements with a common-size 
metric consistent across industries, across 
entities of different sizes, and across time. 

-  

2005 

A review and 
integration of 

empirical research on 
materiality: two 

decades later 

Messier, W. 
F. Jr., et al. 

Archival 

The paper: (1) reviews and 
integrates the empirical research 

on materiality since 1982, and (2) 
suggests some implications of 
this research for audit practice 

and research. 

There were considerable differences between 
users, preparers, and auditors with respect to 

materiality thresholds. In general, users 
demonstrated lower materiality thresholds 

than preparers or auditors 

Future research could examine audit 
manuals in order to update the degree 
of variability between firms in their 

guidance on materiality. Future 
research could investigate the effects 

of this variability and its effect on 
users of the financial statements. 

Lastly, future research could 
investigate alternative methods for 

allocating planning materiality. Also 
research is needed to determine what 
is material and how is it determined 

2009 

Materiality of 
misstatements from 

the perspective of the 
users of the financial 

statements - 
Narrowing the 
expectation gap 

between users and 
auditors 

Rooij, D. Survey 

An empirical research if 
expectation gap regarding 

materiality of misstatements 
exists between users of the 

financial statements and auditors 

A relevant expectation gap between users of 
the financial statements and auditors 

concerning materiality of misstatements does 
exist. 

It is essential that every measure for 
improving the concept of materiality 

would be researched from the point of 
view of all the different stakeholders 

related to the measure (preparers, 
auditors, users). 

2009 

The Implications Of 
Materiality Concept 

On Accounting 
Practices And 

Decision Making 

Juma'h, A. H 
. 

Archival The materiality concept 

The absence of standards and guides to cover 
materiality in most situations implies that 

accountants were applied a variety of 
decisions and there is no consensus in many 

cases. 

It is recommended that accountants 
and auditors should be more 

innovative and try to apply non-
traditional methods. 

2011 
A Meta-Analysis of 

Empirical Materiality 
Studies 

Vance, D. E.  Experiment 
To summary of empirical 

materiality studies made before 

There is a high degree of variability in 
materiality judgments ranging from a low of 
0.44% net income to a high of 54.65% of net 

income. Materiality varies among interest 
groups. Managers, controllers and board 

members have the lowest mean materiality 
and bankers and creditors have the highest 

 - 

2015 
Judgment in an 

auditor’s materiality 
assessments 

Kristensen, 
R. H. 

Archival Materiality assessments 

The analysis has revealed that there is a lack 
of consensus between users and auditors, 
which indicates that auditors are unable to 
foresee the needs of users or simply do not 
consider them when making the assessment 

Future research could determine if 
heterogeneous materiality judgments 
are a problem for audit report users 

and, if they are, explore how to make 
auditors conduct more homogeneous 

materiality judgments 

2015 
Materiality Guidance 
of the Major Public 
Accounting Firms 

Eilifsen, A. 
and Messier, 

W. F. Jr. 
Archival 

Materiality guidance for eight of 
the largest U.S. public accounting 

firms. 

The results indicate a significant amount of 
agreement between the firms on the 

benchmarks (e.g., income before taxes, total 
assets or revenues, and total equity) and 
percentages applied to those benchmarks 

when establishing overall materiality 

One area of research concerns whether 
the benchmarks and percentages used 

by the firms map to user needs 

 

Materiality,  applied  in  the  process  of  financial 
statements audit, determination overview 

Materiality  is  very  important  in  performing  audit  of 
financial  statements  and  making  audit  conclusions.  The 
auditor’s  opinion  depends  on  the  value  of  materiality, 
whether  financial  statements  present  true  and  fair  view. 
International Standards on Auditing define three different 
levels of materiality used by auditors:  

Planning  materiality (materiality for the financial 
statements as a whole) – misstatements, including 
omissions, are considered to be material if they, 
individually  or  in  the  aggregate,  could  reasonably  be 
expected  to  influence  the  economic  decisions  of  users 
taken on the basis of the  financial  statements (ISA 320, 
2009).  The  auditor,  on  the  basis  of  his/her  professional 
decision,  sets  the  sum,  which,  in  his/her  opinion,  may 
influence economic decisions made by the users. 

Performance  materiality  –  the  amount  or  amounts 
set  by  the  auditor  at  less  than  planning  materiality  to 
reduce to an appropriately low level the probability that 
the aggregate of uncorrected and undetected 
misstatements exceeds planning materiality (ISA 320, 
2009). 

Clearly trivial misstatement – matters that are 
clearly trivial will be of a wholly different (smaller) order 
of  magnitude  than  materiality  determined  in  accordance 
with ISA 320, and will be matters that are clearly 

inconsequential, whether taken individually or in 
aggregate  and  whether  judged  by  any  criteria  of  size, 
nature or circumstances (ISA 450, 2009). In other words, 
these are  misstatements,  which do not  make any  impact 
on  company’s  performance  and  are  not  important  for 
company’s management, shareholders, investors and 
other users of financial statements. 

All three materialities should be determined in every 
audit.  The  main  and  the  most  important  materiality  is 
planning materiality because this materiality should 
indicate whether the identified misstatements could 
influence  the  economic  decisions  made  by  the  users  of 
financial statements. 

In  making  decision  about  materiality  the  auditor  has 
to evaluate the degree of distortion and existing 
circumstances.  Therefore  both,  quantitative  aspects,  like 
mathematical error size and qualitative aspects like false 
disclosure of information or non-disclosure of it, 
misleading interpretation of facts, etc. are important. The 
audit standards do not define in detail what values should 
be used and how exactly materiality should be calculated, 
therefore, while determining materiality the auditor relies 
on  his/her  professional  decision  (Joldos  et.  al.,  2010), 
however in all cases international audit standards obligate 
the  auditor  to  identify  whether,  individually  or  in  the 
aggregate, misstatements are material (ISA 450, 2009).  

The most popular models of defining materiality, 
which can be applied by the auditor in making a 
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professional decision, presented in literature are (McKee 
and Eilifsen, 2000): 

Single rule (a rule of thumb) – it is a model where 
materiality is calculated from a selected concrete 
financial indicator, considering different quantitative 
parameters,  and  applying  a  fixed  percentage  rate  to  it. 
E.g. 5 % of profit before taxes, 0,5 % of assets etc.  

Size rule – this model is based on single rule model, 
but  in  this  case  a  concrete  percentage  of  the  financial 
indicator is not applied. Every financial indicator, which 
can  be  applied,  has  a  possible  percentage  interval,  e.g. 
from 5 to 10 % of profit before taxes, 0,5-1 % of revenue, 
etc.  The  auditor,  relying  on  his/her  experience,  on  the 
basis of information about a company and on the basis of 
expectations  of  users  of  financial  statements,  selects  a 
percentage and applies it while determining audit 
materiality. 

Average  rule  –  applying  this model four  or  five 
financial  indicators  are  usually  used  (on  the  basis  of 
single  rule)  and  every  indicator  has  a  weighted  average 
which  is  determined  by  the  auditor.  For  example,  profit 
before taxes 20 % of weighted average is attributed, for 
gross  revenue  40  %,  assets  20  %,  and  equity  20  %.  On 
the basis of weighted average formula the final 
materiality is calculated.  

Formula  method  –  a  mathematical  formula  can  be 
used, which is based on statistical analysis.  

All these methods can be applied determining 
materiality, while performing audit of financial 
statements.  The  auditor  makes  a  professional  decision 
which method should be used. In practice, the most 
popular and most often applied method is size rule 
method. However, even the same method is applied 
differently. In 2013, in United Kingdom an investigation 
was made, where 6 biggest audit companies were 
surveyed. The survey participants indicated what 
percentage intervals they use in determining the 
materiality of audit of financial statements. In some 
cases,  maximum  materiality  in  different  companies  can 

vary  even  10  times  (Table  2).  It  indicates,  that  for  the 
same  company,  which  is  audited  by  different  auditors, 
different  standards  and  different  workload  can  be  used. 
Most  important,  the  value  of  misstatement  determining 
whether distortion is material or not, can vary 10 times. 

According to the effective standards, while evaluating 
error’s  materiality,  the  auditor  presumes  the  following: 
users of financial statements have an appropriate 
knowledge of business and economic activities and 
accounting and a willingness to study the information in 
the  financial  statements  with  an  appropriate  diligence, 
understand that financial statements are prepared and 
audited to levels of materiality, recognize the 
uncertainties  inherent  in  the  measurement  of  amounts 
based on the use of estimates, judgment, and the 
consideration of future events, and, make  appropriate 
economic decisions on the basis of the information in the 
financial  statements  (SAS  107,  2006).  320  International 
Standard on Auditing indicates, that judgments about 
matters that are material to users of the financial 
statements  are  based  on  a  consideration  of  the  common 
financial information needs of users as a group, however 
the possible effect of misstatements on specific individual 
users,  whose  needs  may  vary  widely,  is  not  considered 
(ISA 320, 2009). Therefore, the auditor, very often has to 
make assumptions when making a decision about 1) 
knowledge  of  users  of  financial  statements  2)  tolerance 
level to the size of the misstatement 3) expectations from 
audit of financial statements and etc. Therefore, if 
different  assumptions  are  made,  the  materiality  can  be 
different as well. 

Hence, the main criterion the auditor should use, 
while  defining  materiality,  is  misstatement’s  impact  on 
the  decisions  made  by  the  users  of  financial  statements. 
However, a question arises, whether different 
methodologies used by different auditors in defining 
materiality, in all cases, comply with the expectations of 
users of financial statements? 

 
Table 2. Audit planning materiality percentages used in six biggest audit companies in United Kingdom.  

Source: (Audit..., 2013). 
Benchmark Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Company 4 Company 5 Company 6 

Profit before tax - Listed/PIE Up to 5% 5% 3 % to 10% 3 % to 10% 5 % to 8%** 5 % to 10% 

Profit before tax - non-Listed/PIE 5 % to 10% 5 % to 10% 3 % to 10% 3 % to 10% 5 % to 10% 5 % to 10% 

Gross profit - Listed/PIE Up to 2.5% - - 3 % to 10% 1 % to 2% partner judgment 

Gross profit - non-Listed/non-PIE Up to 3.5% - - 3 % to 10% 1 % to 4% partner judgment 

Net assets - Listed/PIE 0.5 % to 1%* 0.5 % to 1%* 2 % to 5% 3 % to 10% 1 % to 2% Up to 3% 

Net assets - non-Listed/non-PIE 1.75 % to 2%* 0.5 % to 1%* 2 % to 5% 3 % to 10% 1 % to 5%* Up to 3% 

Revenue - Listed/PIE Up to 1% 0.5 % to 2% 0.5 % to 2%* 0.5 % to 3% 0.5 % to 1% 0.8 % to 5% 

Revenue - non-Listed/non-PIE Up to 2% 0.5 % to 2% 0.5 % to 2%* 0.5 % to 3% 0.5 % to 2% 0.8 % to 5% 

Total assets - Listed/PIE Up to 0.5% 0.5 % to 2% 1 % to 2% 0.5 % to 3% 0.5 % to 1% - 

Total assets - non-Listed/non-PIE Up to 2% 0.5 % to 2% 1 % to 2% 0.5 % to 3% 0.5 % to 2% - 

*Maximum percentage depending on whether entity was a Mutual or Pension Fund.. 
   **Consultation required above 5% 

      
 

The expectations of financial statements' users 
concerning the value of materiality 

 
In performing audit, the auditor has to collect 

sufficient appropriate audit evidence. Sufficiency implies 
the amount of audit evidences, and appropriate evidence 

implies the quality measure of audit evidence (ISA 500, 
2009).  However,  reasonable  assurance  does  not  imply 
absolute level of assurance because audit has certain 
inherent limitations (ISA 200, 2009).  

The results of investigation, made in 2003, indicated 
that the immaterial misstatement understood by the users 
of  financial  statements  is  smaller  than  the  values  which 
are applied in practice by the auditors (Cho et al., 2003). 
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Accordingly only 0.1 - 0.2 % limit on profit before taxes 
was  considered  to  be  immaterial,  whereas  the  auditors 
consider the limit to be 10 %, i.e. difference is 50 times. 
Limit of total assets which was considered to be 
immaterial by the users of financial statements made 0.01 
- 0.025 % of total assets, when the auditors, accordingly, 
assess the limit of 3 % (difference is 120 times), 
depending  on  the  circumstances.  The  investigation  also 
indicated revenue misstatement which was considered to 
be immaterial - 0.01 - 0.02 %, while the auditors usually 
apply 5 % limit (250 times). Therefore, it could be stated, 
that the materiality applied by auditors might often differ 
from the expectations of users of financial statements.  

Respectively,  the  misstatement,  which  the  auditors 
consider  to  be  possibly  immaterial,  can  be  evaluated  as 
material for users of financial statements and their 
decisions.  

In  Lithuania,  the  survey  of  chief  financiers,  as  the 
experts,  of  ten  different  companies’  was  made  by  the 
authors, concerning the most important financial 
indicators in making business management decisions, and 
what value of misstatement is considered to be 
immaterial.  The  experts  were  asked  to  identify:  (1)  the 
most important financial indicators in company’s 
performance, (2) clearly trivial misstatement and (3) 
misstatement  which  might  influence  economic  decision. 
The results are presented in Table 3. 

 
 

Table 3. The materiality of financial indicators for the users of financial statements. Source: Prepared by the authors 
according to the expert survey results. 

 

Company Size of company 
The most important financial indicators 

in company’s performance 
Clearly trivial 

misstatement, EUR 

Misstatement which 
might influence 

economic decisions, 
% 

Company 1 Small Gross profit 100 1,0% 

Company 2 Very small Profit before tax 1.000 1% - 2,0% 

Company 3 Very small Assets 100 2% - 5,0% 

Company 4 Medium-sized Revenue 500 1,0% 

Company 5 Medium-sized Revenue 100 1% - 2,0% 

Company 6 Medium-sized Revenue 200 1,0% 

Company 7 Medium-sized Gross profit 500 1,0% 

Company 8 Medium-sized Gross profit 2.000 1% - 2,0% 

Company 9 Medium-sized Gross profit 1.000 2,0% 

Company 10 Large Gross profit 6.000 1% - 2,5 % 

Average 1.150 2,0% 

 
 
The experts identified the financial indicators and the 

value of misstatement, which is considered to be 
immaterial in making management decisions. The results 
of  survey  of  experts  are  considerably  different  from  the 
survey  made  in  2003.  It  indicates,  that  the  materiality 
level perceived by the users of financial statements 
depend  on  concrete  circumstances,  therefore,  it  must  be 
periodically revised. 

The auditors agree, that the materiality concept should 
be clarified (Jacoby and Levy, 2016; Hitzig, 2016), 
therefore, it is logical, that the users of financial 
statements lack knowledge about materiality used in 
audit. It is rational, that existence of different materiality 
levels  in  the  financial  statements  audit  process  reduces 
the understanding of misstatements and materiality by the 
users of financial statements. In 2003 in survey the users 
of financial statements indicated immaterial 
misstatements  for  them.  However,  a  question  arises,  to 
which audit materiality indicated sizes are attributed to a) 
planning materiality; b) performance materiality; c) 
clearly  trivial  misstatement  materiality?  0.01  -  0.02  % 
misstatement  of  revenue  probably  will  not  change  the 
decision of the users of financial statements to invest or 
not  into  the  company,  therefore,  a  assumption  can  be 
made,  that  the  misstatements  indicated  by  the  users  of 

financial statements very often depict clearly trivial 
misstatements (bearing in mind the materiality 
perspective used by the auditors), however, indicated 
values not always influence the final decisions. 

The expert survey showed, that some differences exist 
between the materiality value applied by the auditor and 
the expectations of financial statements users. One of the 
reasons,  why  the  difference  exists  between  materiality 
applied  by  the  auditor  and  expected  materiality  of  users 
of financial statements lies in the fact, that very often the 
users make great requirements for audit. The auditor 
cannot achieve the users’ aims because of limited control 
means and inherent audit limitations.  Also the auditor is 
not obliged to perform certain procedures and tasks, 
because  professional  standards  do  not  require  it  even 
though the users of financial statements expect it (Porter, 
1993). What is more, many investigations confirmed the 
fact, that users lack knowledge about materiality (Rooij, 
2009;  Houghton  et  al.,  2011;  Considerations...,  2012), 
therefore,  the  expectations  can  be  in  no  proportional  to 
auditor’s possibilities.  

Today a new statement about application of 
materiality in financial statements is under consideration. 
On  the  basis  of  preliminary  project,  the  statement  will 
cover characteristics of materiality, the concept of 
materiality, and defining the misstatement as material or 
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immaterial (Application..., 2015). This standard is 
devoted to people who prepare financial statements; 
therefore, the understanding of materiality between 
people  who  prepare  financial  statements  and  who  use  it 
should increase. However, today, because of the lack of 
knowledge, the understanding of materiality by the users 
of  financial  statements  and  materiality  applied  by  the 
auditors is a nowadays problem.  

Because of the different understanding of materiality 
among  auditors  and  users  of  financial  statements,  the 
solutions are searched. In 2005 Brennan and Gray 
investigated the applied materiality problems during audit 
and they presented a suggestion that more detailed 
materiality  disclosures  are  needed  (Brennan  and  Gray, 
2005),  which  could  bridge  the  gap  between  auditor’s 
understating and the users understanding. The other 
suggestion  which  might  minimize  the  risk  of  different 
perception  of  materiality  is  the  disclosure  of  materiality 
applied  by  the  auditor.  Having  disclosed  it,  the  size  of 
misstatement,  which  possibly  was  not  corrected,  would 
be clear for financial statements users. The survey which 
was made in 2009 stated that about 98% of respondents 
agree,  that  the  materiality  applied  by  the  auditor  should 
be disclosed (Rooij, 2009). The other survey, which was 
made few years later, also revealed the fact, that it should 
be  disclosed  that  materiality  is  used  and  that  audit  does 
not  perform  100%  check-up  (Houghton  et  al.,  2011). 
Hence,  the  difference  between  perceived  understanding 
of materiality by auditors and users of financial 
statements would be reduced. 

There is no doubt, that very often the users of 
financial statements understand materiality differently 
than the materiality used  by  the  auditors  in  practice. 
There are some proposals how to minimize the 
difference, but due to great number of different opinions, 
no concrete solutions were made and this problem is still 
of great importance to-day. 

The method for harmonizing materiality expectations 
of the users of financial statements and materiality 
value applied by the auditor 

To improve audit process and minimize the risk, that 
the materiality which was applied by the auditor, will not 
comply  with  the  expectations  of  the  users  of  financial 
statements, is possible when an additional test is 
performed. To assess what misstatement in financial 
statements  might  change  the  users  economic  decision  is 
very complicated (it usually depends on many 
circumstances), however, to identify the size of 
misstatement  which  would  be  completely  immaterial  is 
much simpler. Very often this misstatement corresponds 
the clearly trivial  misstatement out of three  materialities 
used by the auditor. In 2015 the biggest 8 audit 
companies in United States of America underwent survey 
and  the  clearly  trivial  materiality  values  in  percentage 
they  use  are  presented  in  Table  4.  All  companies  apply 
very similar percentages: 3 - 8% of planning materiality. 
Most often 5 % of planning materiality is applied. 
 
 
 
 

Table 4. The size of clearly trivial misstatements with 
reference to 8 biggest audit companies in United States of 
America. Source: Created by the authors on the basis of 

(Eilifsen and Messier, 2015). 
 

 

Clearly trivial misstatement 

Company 1 Most often 3 % of planning materiality. 

Company 2 Most often 5 % of planning materiality. 

Company 3 Most often 3-5 % of planning materiality. 

Company 4 3-5 % of planning materiality. 

Company 5 5 % of planning materiality. 

Company 6 Most often 3-8 % of planning materiality. 

Company 7 5 % f planning materiality. 

Company 8 5 % f planning materiality. 

AVERAGE ≈ 5% 

 
Three-step test is suggested which could help to 

define  planning  materiality  during  audit,  which  would 
correspond to the expectations of users of financial 
statements.  

1. The inquiry of the main users of financial 
statements about clearly trivial misstatement in value 
terms (EUR); 

2.  Application  of  formula  (2)  to  evaluate  planning 
materiality; 

3. The comparison of results to materiality determined 
in traditional manner and selection of final materiality.  

Step No. 1.  Firstly, the auditor should get 
information  from  the  main  users  of  financial  statements 
about clearly trivial misstatements (the value expressed in 
EUR, which  do not make any  impact  on  company’s 
performance and are not important to company’s 
managers, shareholders, investors and other users of 
financial  statements).  Main  groups  of  users  of  financial 
statements are: investors, creditors, suppliers, employees, 
customers, state institutions, public in general 
(Conceptual...,  2005).  In  every  case,  the  users,  who  are 
interested in financial statements and its' information, are 
different. If the company has some loans  – the creditors 
will be interested in financial position of the company, if 
the company wants to expand and searches for investors – 
the investors will be interested in company’s activities. If 
the company satisfies public needs or company’s activity 
is important for public  – corresponding state institutions 
will  be  interested  in  company’s  performance.  However 
the  employees’  interests  in  financial  statements  can  be 
separated  from  other  groups.  This  group  of  people  are 
interested in financial statements and financial state of the 
company  because  their  welfare  directly  depends  on  it. 
While  performing  the  audit,  the  auditor  not  always  has 
possibility to evaluate the opinion of certain users groups 
and get the information. But the auditor can get 
information from company’s shareholders, employees 
and management (CEO, CFA etc.). Therefore, it is 
recommended to enquire this group, what is the value of 
misstatements or inaccuracies in financial statements, 
expressed  in  value  terms,  that  will  be  not  important  for 
them  and  make  no  impact.  Having  this  value  and  using 
Formula  No.  2  the  auditor  could  evaluate,  whether  the 
materiality which he/she applies complies with 
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expectations of the users of financial statements (concrete 
groups).  The  main  goal  of  an  auditor  is  to  survey  those 
users  who  has  the  most  interest  in  financial  statements. 
The  survey  can  be  performed  verbally  or  in  a  written 
form, but according to the evaluation of audit evidence – 
the information presented in a written form is more 
reliable than verbal, therefore, it is recommended to make 
a  survey  in  a  written  form.  When  the  auditor  gets  the 
results  of  the  test,  could  add  this information  to  the 
documents related with the calculation of materiality. The 
company’s performance, financial situation and the 
importance  of  financial  statements  to  the  users  usually 
changes, therefore, the survey must be done before every 
audit. 

Step  No.  2.  The  auditors,  while  calculating  clearly 
trivial  misstatements,  usually  apply  3-8%  of  planning 
materiality.  The  average  value  which  is  usually  applied 
makes 5% (Table 4), thus: 

05,0
,

x
ymaterialit

Planning

EURntmisstateme

trivialClearly
  (1) 

Accordingly, if the value of clearly trivial 
misstatement is known, a reverse formula can be applied 
and  it  is  possible  to  calculate  what  planning  materiality 
should be. The auditors, in defining clearly trivial 
misstatement  usually  apply  5%  (Table  4)  of  planning 
materiality, therefore, this value is suggested in formula 

0,05

, EURntmisstatemetrivialClearly

ymaterialit

Planning
   (2) 

The  calculation  of  planning  materiality  according  to 
the formula is presented in Table 5. 

Step No. 3. In the last step the auditor should 
compare the obtained results with suggested formula with 
the results got in a traditional way. The final 
determination of materiality in all cases depends on 
auditor’s professional decision, therefore, the auditor has 
to make a final decision, however the suggested test can 
give  a  lot  of  useful  information  to  the  auditor.  If  the 
determined  materiality  using  suggested  formula  is  not 
bigger  that  materiality  got  in  a  traditional  way  –  the 
auditor gets an additional assurance that the applied 
materiality complies with the expectations of the users of 
financial  statements.  And  vice  versa,  if  the  calculated 
materiality is smaller – the auditor will have some 

indications,  that,  maybe,  applied  materiality  and  audit 
procedures  are  not  suitable  and  the  main  goals  of  audit 
might  not be achieved. Consequently, the auditor could: 
a)  select  a  smaller  materiality;  b)  ascertain  the  needs  of 
the users of financial statements and materiality tolerance 
in  more  details;  c)  consult  with  another  auditor.  These 
measures will minimize the risk of making wrong 
professional decision.  

The situation can be illustrated by the example. Let’s 
say, that the initial, traditional materiality is 10 000 EUR. 
Consequently, from the calculations made in Step 2 it is 
seen  that  for  the  companies  No.  2,  8,  9  and  10  the 
expected  materiality  by  the  users,  which  was  obtained 
applying Formula No. 2 is bigger, than the one applied by 
the auditor, therefore, there does not arise risk for wrong 
materiality.  The  materiality  in  companies  No.  4  and  7 
comply with the calculations made by the auditor, 
therefore,  there  is  no  risk  there  as  well.  However,  in 
companies No. 1, 3, 5 and 6 the obtained materiality are 
smaller  compared  to  the  results  gained  by  the  auditor 
when  the  calculations  were  made  in  a  traditional  way. 
Hence, the risk exists, that the auditor, probably, applies 
too high materiality and he/she needs to perform one out 
of three named measures to minimize risk.  

Most  of  the  researches  before  was  oriented  towards 
identifying the problem related to the different materiality 
thresholds between users and auditors, however very few 
suggestions how to eliminate the problem was suggested. 
Furthermore,  suggestion  of this  article for  calculating 
materiality  is  the  probably  the  first  attempt  to  calculate 
materiality directly involving the users of financial 
statements, thus it is very important for science as well as 
future  researches  further  developing  suggested  method 
and cannot be compared to other authors suggestions. 

The suggested test is very important for both, science 
and practice, because it could also be used as a new and 
innovative  method  to  calculate  materiality  (only  steps  1 
and 2). Also, alternative way for calculating materiality is  
new technique to address  materiality in a  way  that  suits 
both, users of financial statements and auditors, thus this  
technique could be used in the future researches 
searching and examining other materiality determination 
methods and if they are in the line with users 
expectations. 

 
Table 5. Suggested calculation of materiality. Source: Produced by the authors 

Company 
Size of the 
company 

The most important indicators 
in company’s activity 

Clearly trivial 
misstatement, 

EUR 
Calculation of planning materiality according to the suggested formula 

Company 1 Small Gross profit 100 Planning materiality = Clearly trivial misstatements, EUR / 0,05 = 100 / 0,05 = 2000 EUR 
Company 2 Very small Profit before taxes 1.000 Planning materiality = Clearly trivial misstatements, EUR / 0,05 = 1000 / 0,05 = 20000 EUR 
Company 3 Very small Total assets 100 Planning materiality = Clearly trivial misstatements, EUR / 0,05 = 100 / 0,05 = 2000 EUR 
Company 4 Medium-sized Revenue from main activities 500 Planning materiality = Clearly trivial misstatements, EUR / 0,05 = 500 / 0,05 = 10000 EUR 

Company 5 Medium-sized Revenue from main activities 100 Planning materiality = Clearly trivial misstatements, EUR / 0,05 = 100 / 0,05 = 2000 EUR 

Company 6 Medium-sized Revenue from main activities 200 Planning materiality = Clearly trivial misstatements, EUR / 0,05 = 200 / 0,05 = 4000 EUR 
Company 7 Medium-sized Gross profit 500 Planning materiality = Clearly trivial misstatements, EUR / 0,05 = 500 / 0,05 = 10000 EUR 
Company 8 Medium-sized Gross profit 2.000 Planning materiality = Clearly trivial misstatements, EUR / 0,05 = 2000 / 0,05 = 40000 EUR 
Company 9 Medium-sized Gross profit 1.000 Planning materiality = Clearly trivial misstatements, EUR / 0,05 = 1000 / 0,05 = 20000 EUR 
Company 10 Large Gross profit 6.000 Planning materiality = Clearly trivial misstatements, EUR / 0,05 = 6000 / 0,05 = 120000 EUR 

 

Conclusions and future research possibilities 

The correct determination of materiality during 
financial  statements  audit  is  one  of  the  most  important 

tasks  for  auditor,  in  order  to  perform  it  correctly  –  to 
express  an  opinion  on  whether  the  financial  statements 
are prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with 
an applicable financial reporting framework. 
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Even  though,  the  understanding  of  materiality  and 
application  of  it  should  be  the  same  and  not  depend  on 
what auditors or audit companies perform audit of 
financial  statements,  however,  different  auditors  apply 
different  materiality  values,  therefore,  the  reliability  of 
financial statements can be different depending on auditor 
or audit company.  

The determination of materiality should be orientated 
towards the users of financial statements, but the surveys 
indicated  that  the  materiality  level  expected  by  users  of 
financial statements is lower compared to the one, applied 
by  an  auditor,  therefore,  a  big  risk  exists,  that  in  many 
cases the financial statements do not present such level of 
reliability  which  is  expected  by  the  users  of  financial 
statements. 

The suggested test could improve the audit process in 
different aspects. Firstly, today, there does not exist 
unanimous planning materiality determination method 
among  auditors.  The  auditors  apply  different  materiality 
determination  methodologies,  thus,  different  materiality 
might  be  applied  for  the  same  company  under  audit  by 
different  auditors.  While  applying  the  suggested  test  it 
might be possible to determine the unanimous materiality 
of financial statements. Also, the defined planning 
materiality value should reflect the situation whether the 
economic decisions made by the users of financial 
statements will change, therefore, while calculating 
materiality the users’ opinion has to be considered. 
However, there does not exist clear practical or 
methodological guidelines how the auditors should 
consider it. With the help of suggested test, the auditors 
will  get  information  directly  from  users,  hence  the  risk, 
that  the  planning  materiality  will  not  comply  with  the 
users’ expectations, will decrease.  

Most  of  the  researches  before  was  oriented  towards 
identifying the problem related to the different materiality 
thresholds between users and auditors, however very few 
suggestions  how  to  eliminate  the  problem  was  made. 
Thus, the suggested test is very important for both, 
science  and  practice,  because  it  could  also  be  used  as  a 
new and innovative method to calculate materiality (only 
steps 1 and 2) and replace currently used methods, which, 
from the conclusions of the previously made researches, 
does  not  ensure,  that  materiality  thresholds  used  by  the 
auditors are the same thresholds, as users expect. 

Suggested  alternative  way  for  calculating  materiality 
is very important for future researches because it is new 
technique to address materiality in a way that suits both, 
users of financial statements and auditors. Also, this new 
technique could be used in the future researches 
searching and examining other materiality determination 
methods and if they are in the line with users' 
expectations. Suggested method for calculating 
materiality is probably the first attempt to calculate 
materiality directly involving the users of financial 
statements, thus it is very important for future researches 
to  further  evaluate  the  suitability  of  the  method.  And  if 
possible findings are made, it could be used as the basics 
for other materiality determination techniques. 
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Annotation  

The upcoming fourth industrial revolutions causes instability in the society and economy. From one side, the development of robots and artificial 
intelligence  allows  automation  of  business  processes,  which  in  result  stimulates  the  growth  of  the  economy.  In  2016  an  insurance  company 
implemented artificial intelligence for insurance pay-out calculations, which increased the productivity of the company by 30%. From another side, 
automation increases structural unemployment rate, which causes negative consequences to society. A global market research company McKensey 
stated  that  today's  technology  could  feasibly  replace  45%  of  jobs  right  now.  Technological  development  is  inevitable  due  to  rapidly  growing 
population  and  changing  business  environment.  Without technological  development, the  productivity  could not  increase  and  economic prosperity 
would be impossible. Moreover, due to required high capital investments multi-national companies can monopolize the industry, leaving small and 
medium enterprises (SMEs) behind. This problem could be an even bigger concern for the European Union, because today SMEs are the backbone of 
Europe's economy, which represent 99% of all businesses in the EU. Increased productivity can be achieved by large investments, therefore SMEs 
losses competitiveness advantage, which causes natural monopolistics to rise. For example, a robotics company “Symbotic” has developed a system 
to automate warehouse jobs formerly done by humans. The system cut labour costs by 80% and reduced warehouse size by 25%, however the initial 
investment required more than 74 EUR million. These kind of systems are still expensive, however in future the costs will decrease. These findings 
indicate the necessity for the government to interfere and to present a tax-subsidy scheme, which would stimulate economic growth and would limit 
the negative consequences of business process automation. The extra funding should be oriented to the reformation of the current education system 
and to aid employees during the requalification period. 
KEY WORDS: technological change; artificial intelligence; unemployment; tax-payment system; entrepreneurship. 

 

Introduction  

The  first  industrial  revolution  began  in  the  late  18th 
century  when  hand-work  shifted  to  machine  work.  The 
innovations, which stimulated the first industrial 
revolution,  included  energy  sources  used  for  machines 
such as water and coal. One of the key industries at that 
age was textile, which due to mechanised cotton spinning 
greatly increased productivity. The second industrial 
revolution  began  from  1840  when  steam  engines  were 
invented.  Steam  engines  increased  efficiency  of  energy 
consumption by 10 times, which in result greatly 
decreased  production  costs  and  maximized  productivity. 
The industrial revolution also lead to the development of 
machine tools, which provided the ability to process 
metal. More advanced processes to use natural resources 
caused  even  more  growth  of  the  economy.  The  most 
common  production  processes  were  job-shop  and  batch 
production before the second revolution. Due to 
technological innovations, mass production was 
introduced to the market, which again revolutionized the 
industry  by  lowering  costs.  Even  greater  efficiency  was 
achieved, when plastic was invented, which decreased the 
production costs even furtherly. The third industrial 
revolution began in the 21st century (Allen 2014).  

The third industrial revolution began, when 
information technologies were invented. The information 
technologies (IT) allowed transaction costs to be reduced. 
Ronald  Coase  published  a paper  in  1937  titled  “The 
nature of the firm”. He predicted the rise of multi-
national companies by amplifying the scale of economy 
concept  as  a  competitiveness  advantage  to  reduce  costs 
(Coase 1934). However, at that time it was necessary to 
have  one  accountant  for  three  employees,  which  raised 
the transaction costs drastically. Due to the invention of 
IT,  transaction  costs  were  reduced  dramatically,  which 
even today is causing a rise of small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs). For example, SMEs are the backbone 
of Europe's economy, which represent 99% of all 
businesses in the EU (Commission 2014). These 
technology  development  trends  is  leading  to  the  fourth 
industrial  revolution,  which  is  characterized  by  a  fusion 
of  technologies  that  is  blurring  the  lines  between  the 
physical, digital, and biological spheres. Artificial 
intelligence  (AI)  and  robots  are  the  main  technological 
innovations, which stimulate the appearance of the fourth 
industrial  revolution.  The  ability  to  gather  information 
from  physical world,  to  process  it  and  based  on  the 
outcome allow a computer-based system to make 
decisions instead of people, is revolutionizing the world’s 
economy.  However,  these  tendencies  are  causing  many 
disputes in the world. On one hand, the fourth industrial 
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revolutions allows businesses to automate their processes. 
However, high capital investments is required to 
implement such technologies in businesses activities, 
which is causing SMEs to loose competitiveness 
advantage against large multi-national companies. On the 
other hand, higher productivity results in higher 
unemployment rate, which causes negative consequences. 

Therefore,  the government must  implement  a  tax-
subsidy scheme for business process automation to 
promote economic growth. Later, after the return of 
investments, oblige the participants to pay extra taxes to 
limit the negative affect of automation such as decline of 
job positions, mismatch of labour market skills and other 
social consequences. To amplify the proposed 
methodology several objectives must be accomplished: 

1. Identify the fourth industrial revolution impact to 
economic growth; 

2. Analyse the consequences of the fourth industrial 
revolution to social and business environment; 

3. Propose  a  tax-subsidy  scheme  to  minimize  the 
negative effect of the fourth industrial revolution. 

The impact of business process automation to 
world’s economy  

Technological  development  has  drastically  effected 
the  productivity  of  the  world’s  economy.  World  Bank 
statistics  indicated  that  in  1960  –  2015  period  the  gross 
domestic  product  (GDP)  per  capita  increased  60  times 
(The World Bank 2017). Further technological 
development will accelerate the economic potential even 
more. Greg Becker, the president of Silicon Valley bank, 
stated that when the population size will reach 11 billion, 
the  value-added  for  the  whole  world  to  exist  will  be 
generated by less than 1 billion work force, while others 
will live from government aid. Rapid growing 
technologies will impact various sectors, part of them has 
been already effected due to the 3rd industrial revolution 
(see figure 1).  
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Fig. 1 The Fourth Industrial Revolution Influence to Economic Sectors 
 

Financial  sector due to the  speed of information and 
money has drastically changed. Credit cards, international 
transfers rapidly stimulated the economic growth. 
Moreover,  the  insurance  sector  also  adapted  to  the  new 
technologies, which increased the productivity of sales. In 
the  future,  the  FinTech  industry  will  be  impacted  even 
more due to the fourth industrial revolution. 
Communication sector, which before mainly involved 
letters  and  phone  calls  also  drastically  changed.  Today 
the transaction costs were reduced practically to zero due 
to  computers  and  worldwide  access  to  internet.  Today 
there  is  still  a  problem  with  language  barrier,  which  is 
being research due to more advanced computational  
possibilities  such  as  natural  language  processing.  The 
development of new technologies has drastically 
influenced  the  industry  also.  Production  processes  has 
changed from mass production to flexibility and the 

defect rate has been reduced drastically. Today the main 
problem lies in increasing the resilience of the system to 
implement  fully  100%  no  defect  rate  policy,  which  still 
has been difficult to succeed. Supply chain management 
changed to high visibility of the whole processes, which 
improved decision-making. However, the delay of 
making decisions is still low because of human 
involvement. Due to the  fourth industrial revolution, the 
information utilization possibilities will increase even 
more.  Lastly,  the  least  effected  sector  today  is  service 
industry. However, soon robotics will be implemented to 
even furtherly increase productivity of the economy.   
The transport sector will be also drastically effected due 
to  development  of  self-driven  cars,  which  will  decrease 
parking places and improve the utilization of cars, which 
today  often  are  not  utilized  effectively.  The  internet  of 
tings  concept  has  influenced  the  appearance  of  smart 
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cities, which will improve the routing of transport in the 
cities and decrease traffic jams and other problems, which 
especially mega cities are facing today. The book 
industry  today  has  also  drastically  changed  due  to  the 
appearance of internet and digitalization of media, in the 
past  book  industry  had  huge  fixed  cost  and  today  it  is 
possible to publish quite cheap and fast via the internet, 
which causes drastic change in traditional brick type 
stores. A similar situation can be seen in the news 
industry, where information is spread across social media 
and other channels much faster than traditional ones. The 
internet has also drastically influenced the education 
sector,  because  of  the  appearance  and  rapid  growth  of 
online lectures, which are interactive and does not require 
students to travel long distances. Moreover, real-estate is 
also not needed any more, which reduces the fixed costs 
of education drastically. The digitalization of the industry 
changed the entertainment and sport sector as well. A few 
decades ago the online game industry was not so popular 
and now it is being treated the same as traditional sports. 
Lastly,  all  the  consumers  buying  habits  changes  due  to 
the trend for e-commerce. In the past consumers bought 
in  the  shops  just  what  they  could,  today  they  can  order 
through the internet from any place of the world, 
choosing from huge variety, which causes drastically 
changes  in  competitiveness  environment.  These  trends 
are  mainly  due  to  the  third  industrial  revolution.  New 
technologies will even more effect the mentioned 
industries and sectors. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is contributing the most to 
these trends, which causes many disputes in the market. 
AI  has  enabled  businesses  to  increase  productivity  and 
profitability dramatically. For instance, in 2016 an 
insurance  company  implemented  AI  for  insurance  pay-
out calculations, which increased the productivity of the 
company by 30%. The initial capital investments required 

170  EUR  million  and  will  save  1.1  EUR  million  early 
(BBC  2017).  Another  unique  usage  of  AI  in  financial 
sector  is  related  to  high  frequency  trade  (HFT).  HFT 
involves complex algorithms, which estimates stock 
prices and executes high quantity of transactions through 
multiple markets. HFT might seem futuristic, however in 
2008 a start-up company “Virtu financial” was 
established,  which  currently  operates  on  more  than  235 
markets in 36 countries. It was reported that by March of 
2014, the company made profit 1,277 out of 1,278 days, 
while  losing  money  just  one  day  (Bloomberg  2014).  AI 
has effected not only the financial sector, but the 
industrial as well. A new concept of cyber-physical 
systems (CPS) emerged, which is an integration of 
computation,  networking,  and  physical  processes  (Ray 
2017).  The  growth  of  productivity  will  be stimulated 
even more by the appearance of CPS, however the 
possible potential of this concept is still unclear. In 2013, 
the  European  commission  indicated  that  CPS  economic 
and social potential is much larger than anticipated 
(Commission  2013).  For  instance,  a  robotics  company 
“Symbotic” has developed a system to automate 
warehouse  jobs  formerly  done  by  humans.  The  system 
cut labour costs by 80% and reduced the warehouse size 
by  25%,  however  the  initial  investment  required  more 
than  74  EUR  million  (The  Wall  Street  Journal  2016). 
Another key aspect of the industrial sector is 
transportation. The development of self-driven trucks will 
impact the productivity of the economy also. One of the 
largest  distribution  company’s  DHL  indicated  that  self-
driven vehicles will be able to travel 24/7 without 
requiring  driver  rest  time  and,  compared  with  today’s 
driving, could achieve overall cost reductions in the 
region  of  40  %  per  kilometre  (DHL  Trend  Research 
2014).  

 
 
 

Table. 1. Share of Total Global R&D Spending (Bernstein 2016) 
 

  2014 2015 2016 
North America 29.10% 28.50% 28.40% 
U.S. 26.90% 26.40% 26.40% 
Caribbean 0.10% 0.10% 0.10% 
All North America 29.20% 28.50% 28.50% 
Asia 40.20% 41.20% 41.80% 
China 19.10% 19.80% 20.40% 
Europe 21.50% 21.30% 21.00% 
Russia 3.10% 2.90% 2.80% 
South America 2.80% 2.60% 2.60% 
Middle east 2.20% 2.30% 2.30% 
Africa 1.00% 1.10% 1.10% 
Total 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

 
Table  1  indicates  total  global  spending  to  R&D  by 

region  and  main  countries.  In  2014  the  Global  R&D 
spending was 105,8 billion USD, the 2015 estimation is 
107.8  billion  USD  and  the  forecast  in  2016,  112  billion 
USD. The trend indicates increasing expenditures to 
innovation development stimulating the economic 
growth. These facts indicate that artificial intelligence is 

stimulating  the  growth  of  the  economy,  however,  at  the 
same time, is causing negative consequences. 
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The necessity to adapt to the fourth industrial 
revolution  

AI not only influences the growth of the economy, but 
also causes unemployment to increase. The world 
economic forum estimated that by 2020 five million jobs 
will  disappear  due  to  technology  development  (World 
Economic Forum 2016). Another, research indicated that 
10  million  job  positions  will  be  destroyed  in  USA  by 
2025 due to self-driven vehicles (Business Insider 2015). 
A  global  market  research  company,  McKensey,  stated 
that  today's  technology  could  feasibly  replace  45%  of 
jobs  right  now  (McKinsey  2015).    In  2016,  President 
Barack  Obama  of  the  US,  warned  Congress  about  the 
threat of job loss, based on several reports that found that 
as much as 50% of jobs could be replaced by robots by 
2030 (Insider Business 2016). These issues can be limited 
by  government  interference,  however  there  is  a  lack  of 
policy  and  understatement  of  how  to  deal  with  these 
issues effectively.  

The  development  of  AI  can  crush  millions  of  job 
positions,  however  it  will  also  influence  the  appearance 
of new job positions, which were not possible in the past. 
The  economy  tendencies  are  best  summarized  by  “the 
parable of the fish” by a world-class economist, Paul Zan 
Pilzer.  The  story  explains  that  in  a  small  island  people 
used  to fish with  a  rod,  however  an  innovation was 
introduced  –  a  net.  The  appearance  of  the  net  increased 
the  productivity  by  80%,  which  in  result  increased  the 
unemployment  rate  by  80%,  since  there  were  only  10 
anglers  in  the  island  (Pilzer  2007).  High  unemployment 
rate does not contribute to the bankruptcy of  the island. 
The unemployment growth simply identifies the necessity 
for the labour market to shift their skills to new 
occupations  such  as  farming,  sewing  and  so  on.  This 
concept  is  called  structural  unemployment,  which  is  a 
mismatch of the labour market skills and the demand of 
the market. The current educational system is too slow to 
teach  the  labour  market  new  skills  and  it  cannot  cope 
with the growth of technology (The Chronicle of Higher 
Education  2016).  The  household  and  student  loan  debt 
statistics  of  US  can  identify  the  ineffectiveness  of  the 
education system. The report of Bank of New York 
indicated  that in 2016 the household debt doubled since 
2004  to  a  value  of  11.58  EUR  trillion,  with  1.21  EUR 
trillion  consisting  of  student  loan  debt  (Federal  Reserve 
Bank  of  New  York  2017).  These  statistics  indicate  that 
new  graduates  are  unable  to  earn  money  and  returns 
debts.  Therefore,  the  government  must  introduce  a  tax-

subsidy scheme to stimulate economic growth, since 
implementation of AI requires large capital investments. 
Later, after the ROI, the companies should be taxed more 
to soften the lag between labour market skills and market 
demand. 

Elon  musk,  founder  of  Tesla,  is  promoting  a  similar 
approach,  which  is  called  universal  basic  income  (UBI) 
(Business Insider 2017). UBI is government aid, which is 
a fixed payment to people, since technology will generate 
all the value-added instead of people. However, the 
implementation  of  UBI  can  cause  the  labour  market  to 
stop evolving, therefore the government aid should not be 
simply distributed between the labour market. The extra 
taxes should be oriented to the education system 
reformation. Part of the extra funding should be oriented 
to programming skills and engineering. The UBI should 
be payed during the requalification period, while the 
employees gain enough knowledge and could offer 
themselves  to  the  market  again.  However,  Mark  Cuban 
stated that the automation of automation is arising due to 
AI development. Computers will learn how to write 
software better than humans can. Mark Cuban also 
identified  that  the  most  on  demand  labour  skill  will  be 
“creative thinking” (The Times 2017). The skills on 
demand will also involve leadership, relationship 
management, and public speaking, entrepreneurship – 
specifically the necessity to create communities or 
networks. In the past entrepreneurship was considered as 
something unique, today it is necessary in order to 
survive  in  the  technology-effected  economy.  One  of  the 
best  network  creation  example  is  network  marketing  or 
multi-level marketing (MLM), which due to rapidly 
developing  technologies  gained  even  more  recognition. 
Robert  Kiyosaki,  a  best-selling  author  and  entrepreneur, 
indicated  that  MLM  is  a  way  for  the  average  person  to 
generate wealth, which involves mentorship, financial 
gain and the opportunity to learn specific skills (Fleming 
& Kiyosaki 2010). Paul Zan Pilzer in his book “The Next 
Millionaires” stated that the economy shifted from 
production and logistics to information distribution, 
where MLM stands to gain the most out of this 
opportunity  (Pilzer  2007).  Frank  Feather  (Feather  2002) 
and  Bill  Quain  (Quain  2008)  also  amplifies  the  future 
consumer trend. They amplify the internet impact to 
business  operations  and  identifies  that  consumers  will 
start shopping where there are additional value added and 
is a possibility to earn profit trough spending and 
expanding networks. 
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Fig 2. Tax-subsidy scheme 

 
Figure 2 represents the proposed tax-subsidy scheme 

to limit the negative consequences of the fourth industrial 
revolution. Companies should apply to a fund to receive 
capital for business process automation. During the 
period while the system does not return profit, a reduced 
profit  tax  should  be  applied  to  the  company.  After  the 
period  of  return  of  investment  ends  a  higher  profit  tax 
should  be  applied,  which  would  be  distinguished  in  to 
main five areas. Firstly, the same fund should be 
refinanced to increase the subsidy coverage. Other area of 
investment should be oriented to recreation of the 
educational system, which is lagging to provide necessary 
employee  skills  to  the  current  market  demand.  So  these 
funds  should  be  used  for  infrastructure  expenditure  and 
welfare  for  the  unemployed,  however  this  payment  is 
only  for those  who decide to adapt their skills to a new 
profession. A similar  budget  part  is  entrepreneurship, 
however  it  focuses  on  mentorship  and  teaching  people 
how to operate personal businesses. Lastly, the universal 
basic income would be paid to those who cannot adapt to 
a  new  position  or  does  not  have  the  ambition  to  build 
their  own  business.  These  people  would  receive  their 
payment only by contributing to society in other 
possibilities ways like environment, culture, 
entertainment and so on. 

Conclusions 

Rapid technology innovations has drastically 
influenced the economy, which in result caused 
instability in the labour market. On one hand, businesses 
need  extra  funding  since  technology  implementation  in 
their  processes  require  high  initial  investments.  On  the 
other hand, the analysis indicated that innovative 
technologies will cause many jobs to disappear from the 
market  and  will  generate  new  occupations,  which  were 
not possible in the past. Therefore, the government must 
introduce  a  tax-subsidy  scheme  to  stimulate  economic 
growth and limit the negative effects of rapid growth of 
productivity. The payment of universal basic income 
(UBI)  is  necessary  to soften  the  lag  between market 
demand and labour market’s requalification period. 

The education system must be reformed to teach not only 
programming  and  engineering  skills,  but  also  provide 
leadership,  public  speaking,  creative  thinking  and  other 
necessary traits, which are essential to survive during the 
upcoming fourth industrial revolution. 
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Annotation  
In the ever-changing economic environment, micro, small and medium enterprises had to and continue to have to find the possibilities to survive and 
develop. In the meantime small and medium-sized enterprises have brought about hundreds of thousands of jobs to replace and instead of the old 
ones; therefore they have become a determining factor of the economy. Nowadays, it is an important question in what ways and using what kind of 
means their development can be promoted. In developed countries, there are no definitive answers either and the answers are not known to all the 
problems. One of the most important areas in the Hungarian economy on its way to turning into an advanced market economy is the development and 
strengthening  of  SMBs.  In  spite  of  their  outstanding  role,  these  enterprises  suffer  significant  disadvantages  as  compared  to their  corporate 
counterparts,  due  to  their  size  and  their  operational  risks,  in  obtaining  the  financial  resources  they  would  need  for  enterprise  development  and 
maintenance. For this reason, more and more attention is being paid to the access of SMBs to funding sources and the removal of their obstacles in 
this regard. In exploring the financing possibilities of SMBs, internal and external financing tools are exposed as available for enterprise operation and 
development. We are going to take stock of the impact of CSOK on the building industry. In addition, we are looking at the impact of each factor and 
the extent of their contribution to the performance of SMBs. How does the insufficient labour force affect the capacity utilization of enterprises?  

KEY WORDS: economic incentives, small and medium-sized enterprises, subsidies. 

Historical development of SMBs in Hungary  

In  the  beginning  of  the  1990s,  Hungarian  small  and 
medium-sized enterprises had considerable potential 
benefits compared to their other counterparts in transition 
economies in two aspects: 
 they  were  in  a  position  to  gain  entrepreneurial 
experience for nearly a decade at the impact of the 1980s, 
 on the other hand they became confronted earlier 
by the legal and regulatory environment of market 
economies. 
In  the  period  of  the  early  transition  economy  of  1990-
1996, the development of Hungarian SMBs can be 
divided into two phases from 1990 onwards: 
 1990  was  the  beginning  of  the  early  phase:  the 
Hungarian economy started to turn into a market 
economy economically and politically.  
 The  period  from  1990  to  1997  was  that  of  the 
early transition economy, in which the small and medium 
sized  enterprises  sector  and  its  economic  environment 
displayed the following typical traits: 

At the beginning of the period, the economy based on 
shortage  turns  into  a  competitive  economy.  A  rapidly 
growing number of businesses emerge, the vast majority 
of  them  micro-enterprises.  The  ratio  of  foreign  trade  to 
GDP  rises  rapidly,  as  a  result  of  which  the  openness  of 
the economy is increasing. 

The creation of frequently amended new laws exposes 
small  businesses  to  a  serious  adaptation  problem,  in  the 
result  of which  the  regulatory  environment  becoming 
rapidly liberalized turns increasingly unstable. 

There  is  a  high-rate  and  initially  robust  growth  in 
revenue concentration as the inherited welfare and other 

public  spending  of  the  past  needs  to  be  funded  through 
redeployment from receding revenues. 

The small business sector becomes "diluted" by many 
new entrepreneurs and its quality indicators are 
deteriorating.  There  are  a  high  proportion  of  enterprises 
unable to survive or grow. 

From 1997 the advanced transition economy:  
 The  economy  based  on  shortage  comes  to  an 
end. 
 The institutional framework of market economy 
is established (tax laws, legal framework for the 
establishment,  operation  and  termination  of  businesses, 
bankruptcy law, etc.) and the foreign trade of the country 
is liberalized. 
 The regulation of import is becoming 
increasingly more liberal, some of the foreign-owned 
enterprises  domiciled  here  sell  in  the  local  market,  and 
the performance of locally owned businesses, as well as 
their competition with each other is intensifying. 

The  regulatory  environment  is  beginning  to  stabilize 
in  the  advanced  phase  of  the  transition  economy.  The 
indicators of small and medium-sized enterprises 
describing the quality of management are improving, and 
the proportion of businesses capable of involving external 
funding sources is on the increase. Financial 
intermediaries determine the creditworthiness of their 
clients based on well-defined indicators. They are 
scarcely present on the foreign markets, and sell primarily 
to the public, to a lesser extent to domestic businesses. In 
the period from 1997 until today it is worth separating the 
one that lasted until the beginning of the 2008 crisis from 
the one that followed after that. The period favouring the 
development  of  SMBs  lasted  from  the  middle  of  2001, 
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when  the  foreign  currency  liberalization  became  valid, 
until the outbreak of the crisis in 2008. 

Businesses  more  tightly  related  to  the  global  market 
felt  the  impact  of  the  crises  as  early  as  in  2008  (large 
companies, export-oriented companies). By 2009, 
however, most of the companies in the economy 
experienced a fall in credit supply and a fall in demand. 
The impact of the economic crisis on domestic small and 
medium-sized enterprises:  
 fall in demand,  
 a growing number of delayed payments, 
 fall in credit offered by banks, 
 emergence of solvency problems, 
 increase in the importance of informal financing 
(family, friends), 
 resulting  drop  in  investments  and  consumption 
and an increase in the financing costs of companies, 
 companies suffer a disadvantage in international 
competition due to high tax burdens,  
 resulting shift to gray-black economy.  

The decrease in the number of SMBs stopped in 2010, 
while revenue growth started to increase, however 
employment  continued  to  drop  with  the  average  size  of 
companies decreasing.  

The transformation in terms of employment and 
competitiveness of the SMB sector also took an 
unfavourable turn in the period following the crisis. 

Characteristics of the SMB sector 

It is of special importance that the operation of 
businesses should be examined on the basis of the 
following three areas:  
 ownership structure, management and structure, 
 weak bargaining position and 
 capital saving scope of activity.  

Their closed ownership structure typically represents 
a lack of professional skill and ability, since few owners 
are  often  an  indication  of  a  lack  of  sufficient  expertise. 
Thus,  business  operations  cannot  be  the  most  effective 
and optimized, as professional capital is one of the most 
important resources for business. Furthermore the rigidity 
of owners to changing the closed business structure limits 
their opportunity to involve funding. The smaller a 
company,  the  less  governance  gets  separated  from  the 
owner,  that  is,  there  is  a  lack  of  delimited  scopes  of 
activity and positions get merged with each other.  

The  weak  bargaining  position  of  SMBs  applies  to 
both buyers and suppliers. Competitors enter the market 
relatively  easily,  as  their  activity  is  typically  not  capital 
intensive. The existence of a weak bargaining power also 
applies  to  their  ability  to  assert  their  interests  vis  a  vis 
financial institutions. The majority of companies are 
established with minimum capital on the basis of 
statutory  requirements  for  SMB.  There  is  a  financing 
problem  already  at  the  founding  stage,  which  usually 
accompanies the lives of many businesses. By choosing a 
business scope with low capital intensity, the 
disadvantage of under-capitalization can be reduced. 

The successful operation of businesses requires 
several  existing  financing  elements.  The  most  important 
financing features are as follows: 

 Low  capital  availability  is  typical  for  micro  as 
well  as  small  and  medium-sized  businesses,  for  which 
reason  they  are  at  a  serious  disadvantage  compared  to 
large  companies,  which  can  be  a  problem  in  using  any 
external financing element. The initial state of being 
undercapitalized intensifies and an even greater debt 
plagues  funding.  One  of  the  reasons  for  this  is  that  the 
basis  of  the  financial  resources  of  businesses  is  ensured 
by  the  owners'  assets,  and  on  the  other  hand,  the  small 
company has a limited ability for self-accumulation. 
 Due to their weak capital strength, these 
companies  are  unable  to  take  higher  risks  because  they 
cannot  bridge  the  steady  fluctuations  in  revenues  and 
their  default.  Traditionally,  low  risk  taking  can  also  be 
ascribed  to  cultural  and  personal  reasons.  SMBs,  with 
few  exceptions,  do  not  engage  in  activities  that  only 
generate losses for years or where initial investment pays 
off only in the long run. This is not the reason why they 
are unable to finance the initial losses without the help of 
capital. 
 Businesses are constantly struggling with 
liquidity problems in case of chronic underfunding so that 
they can maintain their solvency. In most cases, 
companies  are  also  involved  here  the  business  of  which 
runs smoothly. The main reasons for solvency problems 
is underfunding resulting from lack of capital and, 
respectively,  the  emergence  of  a  net  lending  position 
resulting  from  their  weak  bargaining  position  in  their 
customer and vendor relations. 
 SMBs  can  be  placed  at  a  disadvantage  versus 
large companies by the transaction costs of using external 
financial  resources.  Due  to  economies  of  scale  they  can 
have  only  a  part  of  the  high  transaction  costs  of  the 
smaller  amount  of  loan  paid  by  their  customers.  The 
transaction cost is inversely proportionate to the external 
capital they intend to involve.  
 The lack of transparency in this sector could be a 
major  problem.  Small  businesses  do  not  operate  in  a 
transparent  way.  By  doing  so,  fundraisers  handle  their 
annual reports carefully, as quite presumably they fail to 
represent real data. 
 The  primary  consideration  for  those  extending 
external  resources  is  to  have  their  risk  minimized  by 
hedging.  Hedging  requirements  of  financers  is  that  it 
should  retain  its  value,  be  liquid  and  easy  to  trade.  An 
under financed business with low capital intensity is 
hardly able to provide sufficient guarantee (hedge). 
Small businesses are at a serious disadvantage compared 
to large companies in terms of the involvement of 
financial resources. One of the reasons is that the 
financial resources of businesses are based on the owners' 
assets. Another reason is that a small business - due to its 
size – has limited self-accumulation ability. 

Life-cycle models  

Different  life-cycle  periods  can  be  distinguished  for 
most of the companies the knowledge of which is crucial 
in terms of their capital requirements and, eventually, the 
possibilities  of  their  funding.  Life  cycle  models  try  to 
outline the company's career path. Life stages are divided 
into staggered stages, which can be identified on the basis 
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of relatively uniform characteristics.  Companies' life 
paths  may  differ  according  to  their  individual  external 
and internal capabilities. There are several models in the 
literature,  the  most  important  difference  being  the  basis 
on  which  the  individual  life  stages  are  identified.  Most 
life-path models address only the development stages of 
companies,  but  there  are  some  that  analyse  them  right 
from the period before the foundation of the company to 
the  end  of  their  operation.  Extremely  detailed  analyzes 
have  been  conducted  into  each  stage  of  the  life-cycle. 
Several of them divided a company's life-cycle into 4 or 5 
phases, among them the models that focus on SMBs. The 
majority of life-cycle researchers used the characteristics 
of company management and organizational structure as 
a basis for separating from each other the respective life-
cycle phases, which are based on hard-to-measure 
properties. 

Timmons  (1990)  seeks  to  eliminate  this,  assigning 
specific time periods to the individual stages of the life-
cycle, as well as dividing three life-cycle phases 
according to income and headcount.   

Adizes' (1992) is one of the most widely used models 
that compares the phases of  development  with the  more 
complex, size-and-revenue-independent lives of living 
organisms. It tracks the development of a company until 
it is set on a stable growth path; therefore it is suitable for 
examining the development of SMBs. 

Larry  Greiner  (1972)  divides  the  life-cycle  into  five 
phases, separating them into evolutionary and 
revolutionary  periods.  Evolutionary  parts  show  a  calm 
and balanced development, while crises characterize 
revolutionary  phases.  The  managerial  decisions  taken  in 
the revolutionary period play a key role in the company's 
future.  These  decisions  determine  whether  the  company 
is able to move on to the next growth phase or if it starts 
to decline. 

Research  on  small  and  medium-sized  enterprises  in 
the country is widely processed by Mrs. Salamon's 
model, who also tested them on a high-numbered sample. 
The four models are summarized in Table 1 below.  

 
Table 1. Phases of life-cycle models 

PHASE

S 
TIMMONS ADIZES GREI-

NER 
MRS SALAMON, 
ANNA HUSZTHY  

1. Phase of 
research  and 
development  

Courting 
phase  

– – 

2. Initial phase  Infancy  Creati-
vity 

Kick-off phase  
Let  us  go, 
come on!  
phase 

3. Early years 
of growth 
phase  

 

Adoles-
cent years  

Creativity phase  

4. Maturity 
phase 

Adulthood 
(manhood) 

Gover-
nance 
phase  

Governance 
phase  
Delegation phase  

5. Stabilizing 
phase  

Establis-
hed 
organisa-
tion  

Coor-
dina-
tion 
phase  

Phase of 
steadiness  

Coope-
ration 
phase  

Source:  Timmons  [1990];  Farkas  [2005];  Mrs.  Salamon 
2006 

All  of  them  divide  the  life-path  model  to  five  larger 
phases, with a different distribution.   

Timmons does not address the decline of a business in 
his  model;  he  focuses  more  on  the  growth  phase  of  the 
life-path,  with  the  primary  aim  of  making  it  sustainable 
once  it  is  reached.  His  typifying  resembles  to  a  great 
extent the traditional product life-cycle curve phases.  

Adizes' model stands out with its detailed 
segmentation. Several alternatives are outlined for 
businesses at the end of each stage, yet each stage holds 
the option of decline in its respective end considering the 
models. Several indicators offer themselves to be suitable 
to measure growth.  

The  company's  past  was  first  taken  into  account  by 
Greiner, which includes the company's internal 
capabilities and the external industry environment. They 
modelled  their  career  paths  according  to  two factors, 
taking  into  account  their  age  and  size.  It  distinguishes 
between evolutionary and revolutionary phases. 
Developmental periods are evolutionary stages, while the 
problems of how to proceed that emerge at the boundaries 
of  business  life  cycles  are  reflected  in  the  revolutionary 
stages. 

Mrs. Salamon has already taken into account the 
peculiarities  of  SMBs.  She  has  created  her  own  model 
from  the  previously-created  ones  (Adizes  and  Greiner 
models).  She  also  synthesizes  into  five  phases  the  most 
advantageous  properties  of  the  two  foreign  models.  She 
states that life cycle phases are not sharply delimited and 
that organisations do not necessarily follow every 
development phase. Certain problems are easier to handle 
because the features of the cycles can be recognised and 
thus predicted. 

There  are  several  common  and  more  controversial 
aspects among the models. The two most prominent 
issues are the mode of transition between life stages and 
that of the continuity in time of the life course. 
Nevertheless, it can be said in general that each model is 
capable  of  testing  companies  individually,  and  can  help 
solve  problems  such  as  capital  requirements.  Their  use 
may help companies in designing their short-term 
alternative future. 

Peculiarities of micro, small and medium 
businesses 

One of the milestones of our economy's development 
is  the  accession  to  the  European  Union  in  2004.  At  the 
same time, Act XCV, 1999 on small and medium 
enterprises  was  replaced  by  Act  XXXIV,  2004,  which, 
among others, addresses the development of SMB. As a 
consequence of the new law, the classification of SMBs 
changed in two steps. It is important to note that, as of 1 
May 2004 a temporary provision was introduced to 
bridge the gap until the enforcement of the new law on 1 
January  2005.  As  a  result,  both  sales  and  balance  sheet 
values  of  SMBs  changed  at  both  times.  Nevertheless, 
according to the recommendation of the European Union 
in  1996,  the  number  of  employees  remained  unchanged 
from the beginning.  

As  of  1  January  2005  the  legal  regulation  of  SMBs 
has been as follows under Act XXXIV, 2004: 
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(1) SMB is an enterprise with less than a total of 250 
employees and annual net revenue not higher than a HUF 
amount  corresponding  to  EUR  50  million  or  its  balance 
sheet not  exceeding  a  HUF  amount  corresponding  to 
EUR 43 million. 

(2)  Within  the  SMB  category,  a  small  enterprise  is 
defined as an undertaking whose total number of 
employees is less than 50 and its annual net sales or total 
assets  do  not  exceed  a  HUF  amount  corresponding  to 
EUR 10 million.  

(3)  Within  the  SMB  category,  a  micro  enterprise  is 
defined  as  an  undertaking  with  an  overall  number  of 
employees  less  than  10  and  the  annual  net  revenue  or 
balance sheet total not exceeding a HUF amount 
corresponding to EUR 2 million.  

(4)  An  enterprise  is  not  an  SMB  if  the  direct  or 
indirect ownership of the state or local government 
exceeds  25%  individually  or  collectively,  by  virtue  of 
capital or voting rights. 

As  a  result  of  the  change  in  the  categorization  of 
businesses  almost  1,000  companies  were  transferred  to 
another category, which resulted in changes in the 
proportions of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises 
by sector, for which reason more companies are enabled 
to access subsidies. 

Based  on  their  economic  significance,  performance, 
their  role  in  achievements  and  prospects,  companies  are 
classified  into  the  following  three  main  groups  by  the 
Strategy for Development of Small and Medium 
Enterprises (2007): 
 Fast growing businesses,  
 Businesses sustaining their level, 
 Businesses lagging behind.  

Fast-growing  businesses:  they  constitute  15%  of  all 
businesses,  and  they  are  in  their  expanding  or  mature 
state  of  their  lifecycle.  They  are  capable  of  increasing 
their  business  income  and  expanding  abroad  in  addition 
to domestic expansion, often being innovative small 
businesses.  Their  annual  growth  can  even  exceed  20%. 
The  stability  of  their  financial  situation  allows  for  bank 
financing.  These  enterprises  contribute  most  to  growth 
and development. They are characterized equally by 
economic  growth,  accelerating  market  mechanisms  and 
increasing competition. 

65-70%  of  businesses  belong  to  the  ones  sustaining 
their level, and they can be classified on the basis of their 
lifecycle anywhere from their initial phase to having 
reached  the  phase  of  maturity.  Stagnation  is  moderate, 
neither improvement nor deterioration can be expected in 
their case. More than two-thirds of the companies in this 
group  operate  as  a  private  business,  and  are  a  micro 
business  with  single-entry  book-keeping,  i.e.  private  or 
general partnership. The personal business income of the 
business  grows  moderately.  Considering  their  financing 
methods they can be family or friendly loans. They rarely 
use  or  are  able  to  use  the  tool  of  bank  financing.  In 
addition to legal and financial consulting, they also need 
business and management skills consulting in their 
operation. Micro lending and loan guarantees are typical 
of their financing. 

Typically, 16-20% of businesses constitute the group 
of  those  lagging  behind,  which  companies  are  in  either 

their  initial  or  declining  stage  of  life.  The  situation  of 
these  companies  is  bad  or  even  in  a  critical  state.  Their 
turnover,  their  capacity  utilization  decreases,  their  sales 
opportunities and their performance deteriorate. They are 
mainly  selling  their  products  and  services  to  the  public. 
Bank  financing  cannot  be  used  because  of  their  poor 
financial situation and their past. If their internal 
resources do not provide coverage, they can only rely on 
family or friendly loans. They need continuous advice on 
their operation. 

The functions of micro, small and medium-sized 
enterprises, and the role they play in the 
economy 

Large companies have outsourced a significant part of 
their activities for the sake of reducing their costs, so the 
economic  role  of  SMBs  has  become  more  important.  A 
considerable  part  of  suppliers  come  from  the  pool  of 
smaller and  more resilient businesses. In Hungary small 
and  medium  businesses  constitute  the  most  widespread 
form of enterprising and business management. They also 
played a major role before the change of regimes. At that 
time, one third of jobs, while since 1994, two thirds of the 
jobs  have  been  provided  by  them,  mainly  due  to  the 
massive disappearance of jobs in large enterprises. 
Nowadays, in Hungary, 99.8% of all registered 
businesses  (according  to  the  distribution  of  headcount) 
are  SMBs.  As  a  consequence,  the  SMB  sector  plays  an 
important economic role in the country's income 
generation, foreign capital management and investment. 

The  performance  of  the  small  and  medium  business 
sector  declined  following  the  crisis  that  broke  out  in 
2008, and could not recover until 2013. The crisis 
impacted far more heavily SMBs, than larger companies. 
The most important indicators like the number of SMBs, 
employment and value added fluctuate around 90% of the 
2008  values.  The  number  of  SMBs  decreased  by  4% 
between 2009 and 2013, more than 22,000 SMBs 
disappeared, resulting in a drop by 2% (net 32,500) in the 
number of jobs. Gross value added dropped by 6% over 
the same period. According to forecasts value added 
generated  by  SMBs  is  expected  to  increase  by  0.3%  by 
2016. The number of employees is expected by forecasts 
to drop by 0.9% per year. This translates to about 30,000 
employees if considering the years of 2015 and 2016. 

However, the employment rate of Hungarian SMBs is 
3% higher than the EU rate: while in Hungary this figure 
is  70%,  the  EU  average  is  67%.  Nevertheless,  value 
added in Hungary is 4% lower than in the EU as a whole. 
In Hungary, the efficiency of SMBs is low, as compared 
to that, large companies represent lower employment 
rates  and  higher  added  value,  hence  the  proportion  of 
employees  within  the  sector  is  much  higher  than  their 
production indices would justify. It should be noted that 
in  spite  of  the  generally  weak  performance  of  SMBs 
between 2009 and 2015, they achieved a remarkably high 
growth  of  31%  in  the  information  and  communication 
sector, adding 3% more employees in the sector. 

The  innovative  potential  inherent  in  businesses  is  an 
additional  advantage  of  the  SMB  sector,  which  comes 
through predominantly in the field of inventions. Thanks 
to  their  innovative  and  competitive  power,  small  and 
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medium-sized enterprises can become the cornerstone of 
economic  development  and  market  economy,  but  it  is 
important  to  point  out  that  there  are  currently  few  truly 
innovative businesses. Due to this and the high number of 
enterprises, the SMB sector ensures the existence of 
market  competition  in  a  number  of  sectors.  Differences 
can be observed between different regions of the country 
based on the economic sectors and the size of the 
headcount employed. There are several factors 
influencing  the  number  and  structure  of  businesses.  In 
terms of  location they are  situated in the central region, 
i.e. in Budapest and Pest County, and their number 
almost reaches half a million. In terms of their 
distribution  by  sectors  and trade,  it  can  be generally 
stated that three quarters of SMBs are represented in the 
real  estate  businesses  and  business  services,  trade  and 
repair  as  well  as  the  building  industry  and  agriculture 
sectors.  

The  typical  scope  of  activity  of  the  SMB  sector  in 
labour intensive sectors:  
 Micro businesses: retail trade, tourism, financial 
intermediary activity  
 Small businesses: publishing, wholesale, 
clothing industry, wine and wood product manufacturing  
 Medium businesses: food processing, 
transportation, plastics industry. 

26%  of  SMBs  operate  in  the  retail  and  wholesale 
sector. This sector employs 26% of all SMBs employees 
and generates 22% of the total value added of all SMBs. 
In the manufacturing sector, large companies have a 
decisive role in Hungary, as micro and small enterprises 
produce less than a third of added value.  

According  to  the  KSH  data  of  2015,  the  number  of 
SMBs was 674,416. Considering the number of 
employees the number of those who can be classified into 
this sector is less by 142,149 persons. In the year under 
review, the net sales of SMBs amounted to HUF 37,909 
billion.  The  gross  value  added  of  companies  is  HUF 
7,880 billion, which means that HUF 2 billion less can be 
attributed  to  the  sector  than  in  the  case  of  classification 
by headcount categories (KSH, 2016) 

Status report of the building industry from a few 
years’ distance 

 
As  building  industry  is  the  country's  major  driving 

force, I would like to continue with its industry analysis. 
The  prevailing  state  of  the  performance  of  building 

industry can be generally stated to depend on the demand 
for construction emerging and varying in the function of 
macro-economic processes. The performance of the 
building industry in any given year is determined, among 
other  things,  by  the  amount  of  the  central  budget  and 
local government funds earmarked for investment in 
construction projects, renovation, and maintenance work, 
demand  of  the  private  sphere  for  investment  and  the 
demand  of  the  population  (KSH  2003).  In  recent  years, 
the latter has risen sharply, thanks to the CSOK program 
of the current government.  

Before  looking  at  the  economic  weight  of  building 
industry, let's look at what kind of macroeconomic 
processes affect it: 

Hungary’s economic performance in figures  

 
The table below illustrates well how Hungary's GDP 

indicator  evolved  over  the  past  15  years.  In  2009,  the 
volume of gross domestic product was only 93.4%, which 
is  a  significant  proof  of  the  2008  economic  crisis.  Our 
next  negative  record  is  the  2012  figure,  with  its  98.4%, 
which clearly indicates the recession due to the collapse 
of the domestic currency  market. The period from 2013 
to 2016 was largely sufficient to allow Hungary to 
recover more or less from the foreign exchange crisis, - or 
at least to get consolidated to some extent in the result of 
which analysts expect a moderate yet firm GDP growth in 
2017. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Hungary’s GDP indices between 2000 and 2015  
Source: Self-edited on the basis of KSH data 

 
The  2008  crisis  did  not  spare  the  building  industry 

either, the weight of its contribution to GDP in the 
ensuing  years  shows  a  gradual  decline,  which  is  to  be 
illustrated in the table below. Calculating at current prices 
the  weight  of  building  industry  fluctuated  from  3.9%  to 
5.8%  from  1995  onwards,  at  the  same  time  it  steadily 
declined  between  2006  and  2013  (at  the  impact  of  the 
crisis) then again it rose to 4.3% in 2014. (Source, KSH, 
2015).  In  addition  to  the  building  industry,  I  also  show 
data  from  a  few  other  sectors,  so  as  to  allow  a  clear 
assessment of the position of the performance of building 
industry relative to other sectors. 
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Table 2. Contribution of the building industry to GDP 
between 2000 and 2015 

Year 

Gross domestic 
product (at 
current prices, 
HUF million) 
>100% 

Agri-
cultur
e (%) 

Buil-
ding 
indus-
try 
(%) 

Com-
merce 
(%) 

To-
urism 
(%) 

Finan-
cial 
activity 
(%) 

2000 11 367 299    5,73 5,12 9,86 1,94 3,86 

2001 13 299 498    5,62 5,45 10,31 1,90 3,68 

2002 15 126 813    4,83 5,78 10,60 1,96 3,98 

2003 16 388 592    4,49 5,41 10,11 2,03 4,19 

2004 17 978 221    5,04 5,35 10,08 2,06 4,31 

2005 19 346 002    4,28 5,74 10,06 1,96 4,79 

2006 20 959 964    4,05 5,35 10,54 1,90 4,86 

2007 21 961 795    3,98 4,95 10,69 2,04 4,55 

2008 23 172 330    3,95 4,92 11,20 1,91 4,39 

2009 22 331 803    3,51 4,88 9,93 1,94 5,05 

2010 22 915 330    3,55 4,22 9,94 1,81 4,97 

2011 23 919 662    4,62 4,12 10,13 1,80 4,77 

2012 24 070 712    4,60 3,88 9,99 1,68 4,56 

2013 25 399 647    4,59 4,05 10,50 1,73 4,01 

2014 27 302 406    4,70 4,27 10,36 1,73 3,91 

2015 28 513 085    4,13 4,15 10,38 3,91 3,73 

Source: Self-edited on the basis of KSH data 
 

As  a  general  trend  it  can  be  stated  that  in  the  years 
following the crisis of 2008 the demand fell back, orders 
declined and, due to the high rate of increase in the prices 
of loans and changes in financing ratios public 
investments  completely  ceased  and  buyers  disappeared 
from  the  demand  end  of  the  housing  market,  who  were 
mostly young people around 30 who intended to purchase 
flats by paying 10% of it from their own funds, although 
the sufficient level of this ratio would be around 25-30%. 
At  that  time  circular  debt  was  assessed  to  be  around  a 
value  of  HUF  400  million  in  the  Hungarian  building 
industry, close to half of which was impossible to collect 
according  to  analysts.  Under  such  circumstances  only 
capital intensive firms were able to survive.   

The currency crisis that broke out in 2012 only 
worsened  the  situation  of  the  building  industry,  because 
people  basically  did  not  feel  balanced  in  their  financial 
position.  A  large  part  of  the  population  showed  a  great 
degree  of  indebtedness,  which  resulted  in  what  can  be 
called a loss of confidence in banks. While there are only 
few  jobs  that  offer  a  secure  financial  background,  the 
placement  of  long-term  loans  does  not  seem  to  be  as 
dynamic as it used to be before and all this has a negative 
impact on building industry, among others.  

We  can  also  see  from  the  table  that,  after  the  year 
2012, there is a growth trend emerging, since the success 
of  the  Family  Home  Benefit  (CSOK)  mentioned  above 
and the current EU support cycle (2014-2020) 
fundamentally  increase  the  orders  and  performance  of 
companies. One can however assess it as a risk that due 
to the massive redundancies of the previous year, there is 

a  shortage  of  professionals  in  the  industry  at  this  time, 
and under such conditions the provision of mass housing 
can be problematic.   

The organisational framework of the building 
industry 

The building industry continues to be characterized by 
a large number of organizations, among them micro and 
small  enterprises.  88  734  building  industry  businesses 
were  registered  in  late  2015,  1.2%  less  than  one  year 
before (92 211). The highest number of businesses 
(59,066) operates in the special construction industry 
sector, more particularly nearly 30,000 of them - i.e. 30% 
of all building industry companies - in the building 
engineering-assembly sub-sector. 

The dominance of micro-enterprises is shown by the 
fact  that  89.9%  of  them  employ  fewer  than  5  people. 
Their  number  is  especially outstanding  in  the  special 
construction industry, in particular in the building 
engineering and finishing construction sub-sectors.   

Employment indicators 

At  the  impact  of  recession,  the  industry  parted  with 
about  83,000  to  85,000  employees  in  the  years  2007-
2013.  The  figure  below  glaringly  illustrates  this  drastic 
workforce reduction. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Change in employment volumes between 2006 and 
2016  

Source: Self-edited on the basis of KSH data 

In  early  2014,  the  total  number  of  employees  was 
258,000, including those employed with a contract 
amounting  to  108,300  people.  A  higher  degree  decline 
occurred in the contractual and service forms of 
engagement.  The  decline  stopped  in  the  latter  half  of 
2013, and a slight increase could be observed. According 
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to a survey of the population's employment data the 271.9 
thousand people employed in the building industry 
accounted  for  6.5%  of  total  employees  in  the  national 
economy in 2015. In the competitive sector, the number 
of employees is higher than in the building industry only 
in  the  manufacturing  industry,  trade  and  vehicle  repair 
sectors of the national economy.   

It  can  be  concluded  from  the  above  that  due  to  the 
unfavourable economic impacts of the previous years the 
industry is struggling with a shortage of staff and 
professionals.    According  to  GKI's  survey,  the  demand 
and labour shortage roughly equally embitter the 
producers' lives. According to ÉVOSZ, a  major limiting 
factor is still the high public burden on live labour and the 
growing administrative burden confronting SMBs. 

Investment 

In general, domestic investment costs have decreased 
to some extent in the recent period (2015-2016), but they 
are  still  high  (especially  in  the  light  of  the  declining 
producer  price  index),  mainly  due  to  EU  funding  and 
Growth Loan Program (s) most enterprises do not want to 
borrow at all.  Although SMB-s capable of developing a 
relatively  low-cost  source,  some  of  these  companies  are 
afraid  of  a  rapid  growth  in  order  not  to  become  a  new 
victim  of  nationalization.  Since  2016,  EU  funding  has 
also enabled a 0% interest rate credit facility for 
investment  purposes.  The  investment  rate  was  21.7%  in 
2014, 21.3% in 2015. It is expected to be below 19% in 
2017,  which  is  a  low  rate  for  a  moderately  developed 
country. In 2017, a reinvigorated EU investment cycle is 
expected  to  result  in  a  5%  increase  in  volume  and  a 
19.3% investment rate. 

The willingness of building industry to invest in 
the light of loans 

 
Basically, we know that the more its financial reserve 

the higher is a company's willingness to invest. However, 
unfortunately, nowadays it is hardly the case for building 
industry businesses; what is more, their liquidity is rather 
weak in most cases.  

To crown this commercial banks continue to consider 
the riskiest financing building industry firms since 2008. 
2014 was the year of several governmental measures and 
the Hungarian National Bank's economic stimulus 
program,  which  provided  the  basis  for  maintaining  the 
industry's momentum in 2015. "However, due to market 
uncertainties,  only  a  few  construction  companies  were 
able  to  join  the  stimulating  lending  program  in  2015". 
[ÉVOSZ, 2016, page 4]. 

In  2015,  building  investments  fell  by  2.3%,  while 
machinery investments increased by 4.1%. In 2016, 
construction investments drop by 20%, machinery 
investments by 1%, while in 2017 construction will once 
again become more dynamic (8%) due to the growing EU 
subsidies. This is illustrated by our next figure.  

 

Fig. 3 Building industry and machinery investments 
between 2008 and 2017 Source: KSH, GKI 

Gazdaságkutató Zrt. 

In 2016, domestic purchasing power expanded 
significantly, with an especially lively housing market. At 
the same time Hungary still seems unable to attract large 
investors  (the  volume  of  new,  announced  improvements 
is small, with the exception of Mercedes expansion, and 
they are accompanied by a substantial government 
support), while domestic-owned, typically small and 
medium-sized  companies  still  fail  to  be  able  to  break 
through. 

Productivity of the building industry 

The year of 2016 year was quite hard for the building 
industry: production was reduced by 24%, mainly due to 
the ebb of EU subsidies. The performance of civil 
engineering was practically half of what it used to be. At 
the same time, housing construction started climb: about 
11% more homes were sold than a year ago. Construction 
investments  in  the  national  economy  decreased  by  33% 
over the same period, while the sector's own investments 
fell by 10.5%. The above is well illustrated by the 
rhapsodic volume changes in the figure below. 

The profitability of the building industry showed 
deterioration as early as in 2015 (according to Opten, the 
profit  of  the  sector  fell  by  13%  on  an  annual  basis). 
However, in the first half of the year, 13% less building 
industry  companies  were  terminated  than  a  year  earlier. 
One  can  feel  a  kind  of  rearrangement  with  the  sector 
getting  more transparent, but the  number of liquidations 
continues to be excessively high within company 
termination, which  means  the  confidence  crisis  is  far 
from coming to an end. The number of newly established 
companies grew by 30%, a part of which may clearly be 
ascribed  to  the  expansion  of  "CSOK",  as  the  housing 
industry practically attracts project firms. 

As  previous  years  testified  to  it,  the  performance  of 
the sector depends to a great extent on the cyclical nature 
of EU subsidies, so that the resources available in a wider 
volume  this year will  have  a  positive  impact  on the 
industry, which is further supported by the governmental 
housing  policy  measures  and  running  projects  (World 
Aquatics Championship, Paks 2). Investments in building 
industry  are  also  fuelled  by  the  fact  that  in  the  sector, 
which in the previous years was on a constantly 
regressing path of movement, capacities have been 
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curtailed  due  to  which  a  great  part  of  building  industry 
firms reported a lack in capacities in late 2016.  

According to prevailing trends 2017 will be a 
noticeably  better  year  for  the  building  industry,  as  real 
estate development projects starting in 2016 are expected 
to gradually begin to  make their impact  felt, and on the 
other hand, large-scale infrastructure developments of the 
previous years will also be removed from the base. 

Summary 

The importance of SMBs is not only of an economic 
nature, but besides the role it plays in employment; it is 
also of paramount importance in economic growth, 
innovation activities and in improving the 
competitiveness of economy. 

At  the  same  time,  SMBs  with  Hungarian  interest  in 
many cases have little capital and are still struggling with 
regular liquidity problems. Due to their weak bargaining 
position,  high  labour  and  low  capital  intensive  activity, 
and less than a sufficient level of professional leadership 
they  are  more  sensitive  in  responding  to  changes  in  the 
external business environment. Whereas they take a 
greater share in providing employment than in revenues 
and  income  generation,  their  performance  is  inferior  to 
that of their counterparts in more developed countries. 

When exploring the options of SMB financing, 
several internal and external financing "tools" are 
available for the operation and development of 
businesses. In the case of SMBs the decisions taken in the 
course of planning financing the focus is on finding 
solutions with the help of which liquidity can be 
sustained, i.e. they strive to align the maturity structure of 
resources and assets. 

In  Hungary,  micro-enterprises  that  account  for  the 
majority  of  SMBs  develop  and  invest  from  their  profit, 
and the savings of their family, in the first place. It can be 
stated  that  the  vast  majority  of  enterprises  seek  to  meet 
their funding needs within the framework of non-
institutional forms of financing and only if this volume of 
funding  is  insufficient  they  will  turn  their  attention  to 
institutional forms of external financing, more 
particularly loans.  

In 2008, due to the impact of the economic crisis, the 
growth rate of lending to micro, small and medium-sized 
enterprises  slowed  down.  Banks  typically  became  more 
cautious in lending, while SMBs are typically more 
cautious in borrowing, and they continue to be that today 
also. Domestic SMBs, in addition to their prevailing 
business nature and economies of scale are at a 
disadvantage compared to the corporate sector in 
acquiring external funding. This can be explained by the 
fact that large companies are able to rely heavily on their 
operations and developments abroad, while SMBs in 
these cases rely mainly on their domestic borrowing 
opportunities,  and  thus  the success  of  their financing 
depends to a large extent on the willingness of banks to 
lend. 

According to international trends any country's 
financing  habits  and  possibilities  are  determined  in  the 
first place by the country's financial and legal 
infrastructure.  Thus,  the  financing  habits  of  enterprises 
are more determined by the quality of the financial 

intermediary  system  in  the  region  and  the  legal  and  tax 
environment. The  more advanced the country's financial 
intermediary system, the more the sources of institutional 
funding such as bank loans and credits, leasing and 
factoring are the  most significant financial resources for 
SMBs.  Other  non-institutional  foreign  capital  resources 
are generally costlier and rather haphazard in their 
availability. 

A multitude  of  court  cases  and  litigations  can  be 
expected in the building industry due to the unexpectedly 
high cost increase of building materials this year, and the 
fact  that  paying  for  the  labour  force  as  well  as  support 
services requires increasingly more money. Most 
entrepreneurs, namely, stipulated their contract prices by 
calculating  a  5-7  per  cent  price  increase,  while,  in  the 
meantime, the actual average price increase has been 25 
per cent. 

The  lack  of skilled workers  is there to  aggravate 
further the situation of the building; however the 
problems in labour supply will be probably reduced in the 
future through automating work processes and improving 
efficiency.  It is now worthwhile to develop SMBs 
because they can expect growth in the long run, which is 
also predicted by the continuous increase in orders.  

Another difficulty is that the limit for the obligation to 
return  VAT  has  been  reduced  from  HUF  1  million  to 
HUF 100 thousand, which places additional 
administrative burdens on businesses during the tax 
reporting period. 
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Annotation  
In this article analyses the theoretical and practical aspects of administrative and criminal liability application in the cases of the illegal employment in 
Lithuania justice. The purpose of the article is to investigate specific features and attributes of the application of administrative and criminal liability 
and the peculiarities of liability application in the cases of the illegal employment. By using qualitative document analysis method is investigated 
legal doctrine, scientific literature and the newest judicial practice of the themes within. Article is written by using the summation, systematic analysis 
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these legal regulation violations, as well as present possible proposals for their improvement.  
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Introduction 

Currently in Lithuania there is a rapid increase in the 
number of start-ups.  As compared to 2011 year, the 
number of established small and medium-sized 
enterprises reaches 16000 (reviewed 2017-03-29), so it is 
natural that in Lithuanian justice a growth of illegal work 
and  illegal  infringement  cases  becomes  more  and  more 
relevant. By selecting the administrative and criminal 
legal proceedings, it is aimed to analyze the problems of 
its demarcation point. The competing articles of the Code 
of Administrative Offences and the Criminal Code 
(hereinafter CAO and CC), in case of illegal work, which 
composition  and  characteristics  are  similar  and which 
impart the relevant circumstances, that may lead to 
administrative or criminal liability. By analyzing the 
Lithuanian  law  practice,  it  is  being  aimed  to  assess  the 
essence of the applied responsibility and identify 
advantages  and  disadvantages  of  these  legal  regulation 
violations.   

The subject of the article: Administrative and criminal 
liability in the case of illegal employment.  

The aim of the article: to investigate the application of 
criminal and administrative liability in illegal employment 
infringement cases.  

The  objectives  of  the  article:  to  investigate  specific 
features and attributes of the application of administrative 
and criminal liability and to analyze the key aspects of the 
criminal  and  administrative liability  application  in  the 
illegal work infringement case.  

During writing this article were used working 
methods:  analysis  of  legal  doctrine,  an  overviewing  of 
scientific literature, analysis of regulatory legal acts, 
investigation of judicial practice. 

The specific features and attributes of the 
application of administrative and criminal 
liability 

  The Supreme Court of Lithuania (hereinafter the 
SCL)  has  stated  that  "the  application  of  administrative 
penalties is in line with the requirement of proportionality 
of  the  committed  offense,  when  there  is  a  right  balance 
between  the  committed  offense,  prescribed  penalty,  the 
desired objective and means to achieve the goal. It is fair 
and reasonable to regard such a penalty, which application 
could lead to achievement of penalty goals and which, in 
assessing the nature, circumstances, the offender's 
personality, is  not too strict" (SCL, Nr. 2AT-73-2014). It 
should  be  noted  that  criminal  liability  is  applied  as  an 
extreme  measure (ultima ratio) (SCL,  Nr. 2K-262/2011). 
The  purpose  of  criminal  liability  is  to  defend  legitimate 
interests and protected values of the society in those 
cases, where less restrictive means are not effective. 
According  to  the  court  decisions,  it  can  be  said  that  the 
purpose of criminal law and general law principles 
established in Lithuanian legal democratic state 
jurisprudence, imply that formation of legal practice is not 
possible, when the norms of the criminal law are 
applicable to the offenses reglamented by other legal 
responsibility  norms  (administrative,  civil).  It  should  be 
noted  that    the  Constitutional  Court  of  the  Republic  of 
Lithuania (hereinafter CCRL), that investigated the 
compliance of some provisions of administrative offences 
code with the Constitution, stated, that the Constitutional 
principle  non  bis  in  idem,  means  that  if  a  person  for 
acounter-law action was brought to administrative, rather 
than criminal justice, and received a penalty for an 
administrative offense, one cannot be prosecuted in 
criminal terms (Baltusis, 2013). Based on this statement, 
it should be concluded, that delimitation of the 
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administrative and criminal liability issue is very 
important, because once the person is punished by 
applying administrative or criminal liability type, in case 
of a mistake, the re-prosecution for a particular liability or 
requalification  for  the  same  offense  is  not  possible.  In 
order to find out similarities and differences of the applied 
administrative  and  criminal liability in  case  of  illegal 
employment, it is necessary to review the legal doctrine, 
explore the norms, governing the aspects of liability 
application. And then distinguish the features defining the 
administrative or criminal liability segregation, as well as 
state the main criteria describing that, legal liability form 
must be applied for law offense. A review of legal 
doctrine, based on the insights of the scientists 
(Petkevičius, Drakšas, Abramavicius, Andriuškevičius 
Petkevičius, Fedosiuk) present the following key 
administrative  and  criminal  liability  features,  separating 
these proceedings:  

-an  administrative  liability  applies  for  guilty  persons 
who have  committed administrative offenses, in order to 
ensure the legitimacy as well as law and order, in its turn 
criminal - condemnation of a dangerous criminal offense 
and a perpetrator, even if not officially declared guilty, on 
behalf of the state;  

-the constituent elements of the infringement of 
administrative responsibility: object of infringement 
(stored values), objective side (the act, a causal 
connection  between  the  conduct  and  consequences  of  a 
crime, scene, method, tools, equipment), the subject 
(offender);  

-subjective  side  (guilt,  motive,  aim);  the  constituent 
elements  of  the  infringement  of  criminal  responsibility: 
object of infringement (stored values), objective side (the 
act, a causal connection between the conduct and 
consequences of a crime, scene, method, tools, 
equipment), the subject (offender);  

-subjective  side  (guilt,  motive,  aim).  The  analysis  of 
administrative and criminal responsibility definitions 
leads to the conclusion that, administrative responsibility 
arises due to person`s committed the administrative 
offense, guilt. Criminal responsibility is a criminal offense 
committed  by  a  person  whose  guilt  has  to  be  proven, 
whereas according to the Constitution of the Republic of 
Lithuanian, Article 31 (Legislative register 2014, Nr. 220-
0),  a  person  is  considered  innocent  until  proven  guilty. 
Based on these considerations, it can be said that, a 
crucial difference of administrative and criminal liability 
is  a  feature,  indicating  that  the  administrative  liability 
arises  when  the  guilt,  which  should  be  argued  by  the 
prosecuted entity, is proven. However, a guilt of the 
prosecuted  person  being  accused  of  criminal  offense  is 
argued during the trial, after a person is accused of 
committing  a  criminal  offense  and  his  guilt  has  to  be 
proven.  The  comparative  examination  of  the  constituent 
elements of administrative and criminal liability 
infringement  reveals  the  following  noticeable  signs  of 
similarity of responsibilities. In order to state the fact that 
administrative law standards were violated and  bring the 
offender to justice, it is necessary to objectively determine 
the existence of the infringement evidence and underlying 
features of the administrative offense, without their 
presence, in accordance with the provisions of law 
doctrine,   administrative liability cannot be applied. The 

determination of these signs as a whole, called the 
composition  of  criminal  offenses,  allows  to  determine 
whether  a  crime  has  been  committed.  Criminal  liability 
offense  features  describe  the  essence  of  the  crime,  its 
nature,  severity,  separate  one  crime  instance  from  the 
other. In the absence of these signs as a  whole, criminal 
liability does not apply. It should be noted that the 
composition of the offense is not identified with the rule 
of  law.  According  to  Paulius  Veršekis  (2012,  82  tome), 
composition to be regarded as a description  of criminal 
offense features, while the norm includes subject`s 
prohibited  behavior,  responsibility  and    reasons  for  the 
behavior. Also, it should be noted that in the legal 
doctrine the causal link between the occurrence of 
consequences and the committed act is not ignored, 
therefore  in order to bring the person to administrative or 
criminal prosecution it is necessary to determine the facts 
showing the cause-effect relationship. Obviously, there is 
clearly highlighted the necessity to ascertain the fact of a 
guilt.  Vitalij Papijanc (2008, 95-102) in his scientific 
work  has stated that there is  no need to prove a guilt, if 
dishonest  actions,  which  negate  the  presumption  of  bad 
faith, are proved. On the basis of this statement, it should 
be concluded that having proven an illegal, contrary to the 
law,  implementation  of  the  act,  it  is  presumed  that  the 
subject who performed the act is guilty and the proof of 
guilt is not necessary. 

After having analyzed articles on illegal work, 
provided in administrative and criminal legal 
proceedings, it can be noted that composition of the 
disposition norm and some of the features are similar. In 
the ANC Article 95 (LR,  Nr. 11216) (the old version of 
this article was marked as Article 41³ ( Nr. 1-1, 
consolidated  version  of  2015-05-01)),  for  illegal  work 
employers are fined from one thousand to five thousand 
euros, after a repeated offense, a fine imposed on 
employers  or  other  responsible  individuals  varies  from 
five  thousand  to  six  thousand  euros.  CC  2291  (LR.  Nr. 
89-2741)  foresees  liability  only  for  the  work  of  third-
country  nationals,  illegally  staying  in  the  Republic  of 
Lithuania: when the employer or his authorized 
individual  for business purposes employed third-country 
nationals,  illegally  staying  in  the  Republic  of  Lithuania; 
or employed five or more third-country nationals illegally 
staying in the Republic of Lithuania; or employed third-
country citizen  illegally staying in the Republic of 
Lithuania, particularly for exploitative working 
conditions;  or  illegally  employed  third-country  juvenile 
national illegally staying in the Republic of Lithuania. It 
should be noted that the analyzed articles indicate that the 
employer  or  his  authorized  individual  is  responsible  for 
the violation of legal norms, in regards to criminal 
liability, as opposed to administrative, there appears one 
more subject, a legal person. It is important for the 
interpretation of the ANC provisions on employer`s 
liability,  as  administrative  responsibility  for  violation  of 
an employer's obligation will be held not by the 
employer-legal entity, but by a head of the legal entity or 
one`s authorized individual responsible for the 
implementation of duties assigned by the employer. The 
very structure of blanket-type article, when the legislature 
describes only the generic features of the offense, and in 
order to examine it in detail it is necessary to look at the 
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other  regulatory  provisions,  is  quite  uninformative  and 
does not distinguish administrative and criminal liability 
segregation framework. The Constitution of the Republic 
of Lithuania (LR. 2015, Nr. 220-0, 48 Art. 1) proclaims 
that  every  person  has  the  right  to  adequate,  safe  and 
working conditions. Illegal work is contrary to the 
imperative  provisions  of  the  law  as  well  as  violates  the 
Constitutional human rights, since illegal work is 
contrary to the proper job description. Due to growth of  
illegal  employment  in  Lithuania,  distorted  labor  market, 
emergence of conditions for unfair competition, this 
offense is considered to be one of the most dangerous in 
the context of administrative justice. Criminal liability is 
foreseen for third-country national workers illegally 
staying Lithuania. The Criminal code of the  Republic of 
Lithuania does not foresee responsibility for illegally 
working  citizens.  Through  analyzing  the  features  at  the 
disposition of the above mentioned articles, arises a  
question  -  why  are  contrasted  exactly  these  articles  of 
possibly arisen administrative and criminal liabilities, and 
they both define a rise of responsibility for illegal work? 
It should be stated that criminal liability, specified for the 
employment of third-country nationals illegally staying in 
the  country,  falls  into  description  of  further  examined 
concept of illegal work, which is concretized by the 
Labor  Code  of  the  Republic  of  Lithuania  (hereinafter 
LC), Article 98 (V. Ž. 2002, Nr. 64-2569). According the 
set  of  features  at  the  disposition  of  the  Criminal  Code 
Article  Nr.  2921,  when  third-country  nationals  illegally 
staying in Lithuania, who perform job functions and are 
employed  without  taking  into  account  an  illegal  staying 
in  the  country`s  territory,  presuppose  the  existence  of 
illegal work circumstances, as the work is performed by 
violating Lithuanian laws, prohibiting such activities, 
particularly  because  of  these  features,  it  can  be  claimed 
that statement of circumstances mentioned in the 
Criminal Code Article Nr. 292 1 confirms the existence of 
illegal employment relationship, equivalent to the 
relationship defined in the  analyzed CAO Article Nr. 95. 
It should be noted that at the disposition of both 
administrative  and  criminal  liability  articles,  there  is  no 
definition of illegal employment, these articles are 
blanket-type, because illegal work, as the composition of 
the offense and the  interpretation of  this concept  should 
be  examined  in  the  LC  Art.98,  Art.  981,  Art.  99  (v.  ž. 
2002,  Nr.71-0).  In  order  to  find  the  features,  indicating 
the infringement of Articles, it is necessary to review the 
LC on the topic of description of the illegal work activity 
provided  in Article  Nr.98  and Article  Nr.981.  According 
to the aforementioned law  norms, illegal employment is 
considered to be an employment that meets at least one of 
the following: an employee performs work functions (i.e. 
for a reward) for the benefit of the employer or under his 
leadership; absence of a written contract of employment; 
the State Social Insurance Fund Board institution 
(hereinafter  -  SSIFB)  is  not  notified  about  individual`s 
start  of  work  ;  work  is  done  by  foreign  nationals  or 
stateless  individuals,  employed  avoiding  the  regulatory 
procedure that is set out for employment; work is done by 
third-country nationals employed prior to arrangement of 
the  contract  of  employment  without  asking  for  a  valid 
document  granting  the  right  to  residence  or  domicile  in 
the  Republic  of  Lithuania  (LC  Art.  Nr.  981).  Through 

analyzing the provided characteristics, in order to state an 
administrative offense, it is necessary to set the absence 
of  employment  contract;  employee`s  implementation  of 
work functions on behalf of the company or 
implementation of the leader`s commands; failure to 
notify the SSIFB about employment; in order to state the 
instance of criminal offense, it is necessary to determine 
the absence of residence permit or a permit to be in the 
country`s  territory.  In  studying  the  concept  "authorized 
individual", based on the LC Article Nr. 24, a head of the 
company, who committed an offense by inaction, loss of 
control in  legitimate labor relations and  non-compliance 
with the norms of the law, is held liable for illegal 
employment.  It  should  be  noted  that,  according  to  the 
CAO Article Nr.95 and CC Article Nr.292 1, the sanction 
applies only to the employer or his designee, there is no 
liability foreseen for an illegal worker. In analyzing each 
case, according to the law and the company's documents, 
it is necessary to identify each individual`s job remit, in 
written and spoken forms in a set out organization nature 
of  the  company.  In  analyzing  the  subjective  indication  - 
form  of  guilt-  of  administrative  and  criminal  liability 
applied to an individual in terms of illegal employment, it 
should be concluded that in both administrative and 
criminal law violation cases, the guilt must be considered 
as  done  intentionally  or  negligently.  Intentional  form  of 
guilt can be imposed on the head of the company in case 
it is proved that the subject intentionally, in order to avoid 
payment  of  taxes  to  the  state  budget  or  conceal  illegal 
employment of third-country nationals, did not inform the 
"Sodra", did not request the documents proving the 
worker's legal stay in Lithuania. Negligent form of guilt 
is  imposed,  when  the  head  of  the  company  failed  to 
control the subordinate, when subordinate employees 
hired workers by violating of legal attributes specified in 
the  labor  law.  This  provision  has  been  stated  by  the 
Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania, in the 
synthesis  of  cases  of  Administrative  Law  Violations  on 
illegal employment (LRVAT bulletin, reviewed 2015-05-
16). Which explains that in case of a complex corporate 
structure,  where  it  is  not  clear  which  person  has  to  be 
brought  to  administrative  responsibility,  without  having 
determined which employer's representative made an 
agreement with the employee, it is advisable to follow the 
general rule, which foresees that, -  when the laws, 
company's internal documents do not indicate the specific 
duties of the person responsible for an employment 
contract, the head of the company  should be considered 
as an employer's authorized person. After having 
analyzed the compared administrative and criminal 
articles,  which  infringement  for  illegal  employment  can 
lead  to  administrative  or  criminal  liability,  it  should  be 
noted  that  the  object  is  different.  Because  in  case  of 
administrative  misconduct,  it  is  being  encroached  upon 
the  employee's  constitutional  rights,  upon  fair  and  safe 
working  conditions,  when  the  employee  is  not  provided 
with job guaranties, they are not insured and free 
compulsory social charges,  which give him  the required 
social  guarantees,  are  not  paid.  In  case  of  violation  of 
criminal  law,  it  is  being  encroached  upon  public  order, 
when illegally staying third-country nationals occupy the 
labor  market,  without  having  the  right  to  be  legitimate 
participants of this market. In such a way they undermine 
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the established national procedure that protects the stored 
values and society's legitimate interests. According to the 
interpretation  of  Lithuanian  Constitutional  Court  (LCC), 
the  punishment  for  law  violations  should  be  established 
in advance (nulla poena sine lege), it is emphasized that 
the act not foreseen in the law is not considered as being 
a criminal (nullum crimen) (LCC Nr. CC 11-N4 / 2014). 
After  a  review  of  administrative  and  criminal  sanctions 
assigned  for  illegal  work,  it  should  be  pointed  out  that, 
the administrative order  foresees only a fine, which size 
is  defined  specifically,  while  criminal  liability  does  not 
foresee a specific amount of the fine, the question of the 
fine amount is left for the court, which imposes a penalty, 
according to the dangerousness of offense and the degree 
of its circumstances severity. For the illegal work  signs 
offense  a  head  of  the  company,  when  features  of  the 
Criminal Code are established, can be assigned to arrest 
or  imprisonment  for  up  to  two  years,  severity  of  the 
sanction presupposes the view that offenses against 
public order are sufficiently dangerous. State`s legal 
mechanism clearly points out that it is necessary to obey 
the  governmental  order  and  its  imperative  norms,  thus 
behavior  contrary  to  the  law  is  intolerable,  providing 
appropriate  legal  consequences  for  a  failure  to  comply 
with the community's law norms. It should be noted that 
throughout  the  analysis  of  the  sources  of  legal  doctrine, 
there is a positioned opinion that the purpose of 
punishment  for  the  subject`s  committed  guilty  offense, 
highlights the purpose and essence of state`s power 
realization (Vaišvila, 2000, 388; Svedas, 2003, 69).   

By  summarizing  the  articles,  which  infringement  in 
regards  to  illegal  work  may  lead  to  administrative  or 
criminal liability, analyzed using comparative-logical 
method, it becomes clear that the fundamental differences 
that eliminate  arise limits of these liabilities is the 
determination of different features. Having examined the 
composition  of  an  offense,  the  administrative  liability 
arises, having determined the existence of at least one of 
the illegal employment characteristics (absence  of 
employment contract, failure to inform „Sodra“, 
pecuniary),  while  criminal  responsibility  applies  to  the 
situation  of  discovery  of  illegally  staying  third-country 
nationals,  when  the  work  is  performed  by  third-country 
nationals, who do not have a legitimate permit to live or 
stay  in  Lithuania.  Based  on  the  analyzed  LC,  the  stated 
features  are  consistent  with  the  concept  of  illegal  work, 
the  composition  of  these  features  distinctly  defines  the 
difference  of  application  of  administrative  and  criminal 
liability for the illegal work to the company`s managers. 
The  legislator  quite  accurately  stated  the  distinguishing 
features  of  the  administrative  and  criminal  liability  in 
regards  to  illegal  labor.  Examination  of  the  composition 
of  the  analyzed  articles,  pointed  out  that  the  subjects  of 
administrative  and  criminal  liability  for  illegal  work  are 
identical, a head of the company can be punished by both 
administrative  and  criminal  prosecution  for  illegal  labor 
law violations. The mentioned liabilities possess different 
objects, in case of administrative offense it is being 
encroached upon the constitutional rights as well as 
appropriate  working  conditions,  in  case  of  a  criminal 
liability  it  is  being  encroached  upon  state  governance 
regime which protects the stored goods and public 
interests. Having assessed the importance of objects on a 

values level, respectively there is formed a different 
sanctioning  system,  when  the  strictness  of  the  applied 
penalties defines the severity level of possible 
consequences of the infringement and a degree of 
dangerousness.  

 
Application features of administrative and 
criminal liability of illegal employment in 
practice of Lithuania`s courts 
 

 In analyzing the peculiarities of application of 
administrative  and  criminal  liability  from  the  selected 
competing  articles,  on  the  basis  of  Lithuanian  statistical 
indicators, for illegal labor violations in 2015, were 
carried out over 3000 illegal employment inspections and 
established almost 1500 illegal workers (reviewed 2015- 
05-12). According to the data provided by the State Labor 
Inspectorate  of  the  Republic  of  Lithuania,  in  2016  the 
State  Labor  Inspectorate  (reviewed  2017-03-29)  carried 
out  7  012  illegal  labor  inspections,  which  resulted  in  a 
check up of  6,749 subjects (including checked 
companies  -  5  115,  farms-  188  and  1,446  -  individuals) 
and  identified  1129  illegally  working  individuals.  CAO 
778 protocols were drawn up to 991 individuals, 
according  to  CAO  41 3 (currently  AO  Art.  95)  article, 
foreseeing  offenses  in  the  field  of  illegal  work.  In  2016 
year  the  number  of  illegally  employed  individuals,  as 
compared to 2015, increased  in the  wholesale and retail 
trade from 5.18 per cent to 9.30 per cent, in 
accommodation  and  food  service  sphere  from  5.18  per 
cent  to  6.38  per  cent,  a  number  of  illegally  employed 
individuals in economics sector related to service 
activities increased by 2.54 per cent (reviewed 2017-03-
29).  According  to  statistical  data,  it  can  be  stated  that 
illegal work is an act, which negative consequences are a 
failure  to  pay  taxes  to  the  state  budget  and  obligations 
arising from a failure to implement legal contract 
relationships with employees and the state, as a 
consequence it violates legitimate interests of employees, 
the state and society as a whole (Klaipeda District Court 
Nr. A2.1.-14-736/2015). A motive of the committed 
offense  for  a  company`s  head  is  clearly  visible,  as  the 
person carrying out an offense, is seeking personal 
financial gain, because taxes payable to the state budget, 
contributions to social insurance funds account make up a 
large amount, if compared to the wage paid for an 
employee. From the composition of the committed 
offense, it can be stated that in case of such a violation, 
the head of a company is to be found guilty, only after the 
form of guilt is determined- intentionally or negligently, 
one may be held administratively liable. Lithuanian 
Supreme Administrative Court has repeatedly stated that 
a  guilt  must  be  based  on  evidence  that  contains  actual 
data, which determines the fact of commitment of 
administrative  offense  (Klaipeda  City  District  Court  Nr. 
A2.8.-36-358/ 2015). In court practice, in order to qualify 
an act as illegal employment, it is necessary to determine 
objective and subjective features of illegal employment as 
an administrative offense. 
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The most important objective feature is the actual start 
of paid work, when officially there is no signed contract 
and  it  is  unreported  to  SSIFB  department  in  accordance 
with the established procedure (KCDC No. 4-06-3-02945-
2014-0).  A  subjective  feature  required  for  illegal  labor, 
administrative law violation composition is determination 
of the special subject being brought to justice - employer 
or  an  authorized  individual  (Vilnius  City  District  Court 
No.  A2.1.-14624-716/2014).  In  law  practice  it  is  stated 
(VCDC No. A2.1-13712-960/2014) that in each case it is 
necessary to identify each individual`s job remit, in 
written and spoken forms in a set out organization nature 
of  the  company.  It  is  stated  that  one  of  the  objective 
features  of  undeclared  work  infringement  is  a  report  to 
SSIFB (VCDC No. A2.1.-9318-961/2014), there are cases 
when the court considers a failure to inform the institution 
as violation of CAO Article 41 Part 1 (currently ANT 96 
Art. 3 d.). The case examined by Vilnius Regional Court, 
considers a situation when the court of first instance, for 
the presence of all the employment contract features with 
the  absence  of  a  written  contract  of  employment  and 
failure  to  inform  the  territorial  SSIFB  department  about 
the employment agreement, in accordance with the 
established procedure, reclassified actions from the 
Republic of Lithuania CAO Art 413 part1 (illegal work) to 
the CAO Article 41 part 1 (a violation of labor laws) and 
imposed a fine (VAC Nr. 1122-487/2013). In this situation 
emerge disadvantages  of  ANC blanket-type  Articles, 
when arises a collision of application of  material norms, 
because of diverted, violation composition foreseeing, 
coincidence of features of legal norms. From the 
circumstances specified in the case, it was stated that due 
to the fact that the contract  was signed, though VSFDV 
department  was  not  properly  notified  about  it,  there  is  a 
basis for exemption from liability for illegal labor 
violation,  because  there  is  one  of  the  main  illegal  work 
features,  absence  of  written  contract  with  the  employee, 
when  employer  and worker  share  a  paid  employment 
relationship.  From  the  analyzed  circumstances  it  can  be 
concluded that two features of illegal employment (actual 
work  performance  and  failure  to  report  to  VSFDV)  are 
not enough for determination of illegal work and 
administrative  liability  does  not  arise  having  established 
existence of a signed contract of employment. It should be 
emphasized  that  in  the  theoretical  part  it  is  stated  that 
administrative responsibility should arise in a presence of 
at least one of the constituent elements of illegal 
employment, this provision is clearly reglamented in the 
disposition of the DK Article Nr. 98. The analysis of the 
aforementioned  administrative  case,  it  should  be  stated 
that the Lithuanian courts do not always rely on the rule 
of  law  in  classifying  the  offense  and  deviate  from  the 
norms of laws. It is likely that this happens due to 
blanket-type  law norms, when it is not properly got deep 
into the content of the legislation. The examined situation 
proves that the administrative responsibility for the illegal 
work  could  be  regulated  in  a  more  appropriate  way.  In 
considering  the  question  of  emergence  of  responsibility, 
the actual possession of an employment contract may not 
be a sufficient basis for exemption from liability, a deeper 

look should be given into the circumstances, determining 
the  features  that  evidence  the  fact  that  workers  actually 
work and it is reported about their employment in 
accordance with the established procedure. After an 
appeal  of  a  decision  of  the  analyzed  case,  the  Vilnius 
Regional Court, after considering all the circumstances of 
the  case,  once  again  reclassified  the Article  and  applied 
CAO  Art  41  part  1  (CAO  Art.  95  illegal work)  and 
imposed administrative penalty on the head of the 
company (VAC Nr. 1122-487/2013). In view of the 
reviewed  cases,  it  can  be  claimed  that  the  rule  of  law 
indicated in the ANC is not clearly regulated. A 
clarification of offense commitment features at the 
disposition of the article would help to avoid confusion in 
characterizing  the  acts,  thereby  saving  time  and  money 
costs of courts and public citizens. In examining 
remuneration  characteristic,  it  should  be  noted  that  in 
practice of Lithuanian courts, even the absence of the fact 
of  compensation  for  completed  work,  having  proved  the 
circumstances  determining  a  failure  to  comply  with  the 
rules established in the employment contract, a failure to  
inform „Sodra“ about employment, when a person is 
working  in  the  employer's  favor,  does  not  invalidate  the 
probability of administrative responsibility for illegal 
work  (VAC  Nr.  4-68-3-14234-2014-2).  The  company`s 
manager`s duty, before committing an offense, is to think 
about possible consequences and thus emerging 
inconvenience. However, through a review of Lithuanian 
court  practice,  it  can  be  concluded  that  the  amount  of 
penalties  (usually  fines  are  868.00  Euros  (Nr. A2.1.-34-
445  /  2015;  Nr. A2.2.1-49-308  /  2015;  Nr  . A2.1.-9318-
961 / 2014; Nr. 4-03-3-11945-2015-8)) is not sufficient to 
deter law subjects from offenses in the future, and this is 
confirmed by data provided by the State Labor 
Inspectorate of Lithuania, which states that in 2014 there 
were1429  individuals  illegally  employed  in  the  country 
(reviewed  2015-04-19).  From  the  provided  statistics,  it 
can be claimed that the imposition of administrative 
liability  on  the  company`s  managers  is  not  sufficiently 
effective measure to reduce the number of such violations 
in Lithuania. Considering the dangerousness of the act, it 
would  also  be  inappropriate,  unfair  and  disproportionate 
to increase fines. Also it would be contrary to the laws of 
the Republic of Lithuania, as the Constitutional Court of 
the Republic of Lithuania has stated that, the 
constitutional  principles  of  justice  and  the  rule  of  law 
imply  that,  the  offenses  established  by  the  state  must  be 
proportionate to the offense, be in conformity with 
legitimate and universally important objectives and 
should not restrict the individual more than it is necessary, 
to achieve these objectives (CCRL resolution of 2012, 25 
September). In a view of the interpretation of the 
Constitutional Court, it can be stated that in a presence of 
increased  degree  of  dangerousness,  when  it  is  aimed  to 
protect public interests and to achieve the legitimate 
objectives, sanctions can be proportionate to the size of an 
offense subject. In case of illegal employment, the degree 
of  danger  is  high,  when  a  large  number  of  people  is 
employed, which violates the legitimate state`s and 
workers'  interests  and  rights.  Criminal  liability  can  be 
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applied for offenses of increased dangerousness, because 
it is the most effective measure for encouraging offenders 
to abstain from committing an offense in the future. In the 
Republic of Lithuania criminal liability is not foreseen for 
illegal citizens` work. As it has already been analyzed in 
the  theoretical  part,  criminal  liability  is  foreseen  in  the 
Criminal  Code Article  Nr.  2921,  for  individuals  illegally 
staying  in  the  country,  or  five  and  more  third-country 
nationals,  or  one  illegally  staying  third-country  citizen 
used  in  particularly  exploitative  working  conditions,  or 
illegally staying third-country juvenile national, all 
employed for business purposes. From the article`s 
disposition it can be seen that criminal liability does not 
arise  because  of  illegally  employed  Lithuanian  citizen. 
After reviewing the practice of Lithuanian courts on 
criminal liability under the Criminal Code  Article 229 1, 
which  would  result  into  punishment  of  a  head  of  the 
company for illegal work, when are employed third-
country nationals without a permission to stay or to live in 
Lithuania,  there  is  a  noticed  tendency  that  the  features 
foreseen at the disposition of this article, when third 
country national illegally staying in the country is 
employed in the company, there is applied administrative 
liability according to CAO Art 41 3 part 1 (CAO Art. 95). 
There is no practice in Lithuania to punish a head of the 
company according to the Criminal Code Article 229 1, as 
the number of such employees is not big enough, so in the 
disposition  of  the  mentioned  Article  there  is  a  lack  of 
proof of the feature, which covers the degree of 
dangerousness. The analysis of cases, where the 
establishment of the act of illegally staying third-country 
nationals is regarded in accordance with the CAO Art 41 3 
part 1, by determining  the infringement of LC 98 Art 3, 
which  foresees  responsibility  for  employment  of  foreign 
nationals, without complying with the regulatory 
legislation procedures established for recruitment, just 
confirms  ineffectiveness  of  the Article  in  Criminal  Code 
regarding illegal employment. The examination of he 
decision  of  Lithuania  Vilnius  City  District  Court  on  the 
case of Chinese national employment, working without a 
permit  to  carry  out  work  functions  in  the  Republic  of 
Lithuania, again confirmed the application of the 
administrative liability under CAO Art  41 3 part 1 (VAC 
Nr.  A2.1.-11782-865/  2014).  Considering  the  qualifying 
factors of the act, specified at the disposition of the 
Article  2291  of  the  Criminal  and  the  fact  that  Chinese 
national is a third country citizen, who was not provided 
with a permit to work in Lithuania, with a larger number 
of such workers, business managers should face criminal 
liability. In some cases administrative liability is imposed 
for illegal third-country nationals without a permission to 
work in the enterprise. In the present case, when an 
employed Belarusian national who did not possess a 
permit  to  work  in  the  company,  there  was  imposed  an 
administrative responsibility, although the constituent 
feature  of  the  offense  (a  third-country  national  working 
without a work permit) could impose upon the company`s 
manager a criminal liability (Klaipeda City 
Administrative  Court  Nr.  A2.1.-2856-718/2014).  In  this 
case,  having  determined  additional  features,  such  as  the 

number  of  such  individuals  or  exploitative  Belarusian 
citizen`s working conditions, could lead to criminal 
liability. After the analysis of Vilnius and Klaipeda district 
court  proceedings,  it  should  be  concluded  that  in  court 
practice  there  are  cases  when  offenders  for  illegal  work, 
in  all  cases,  are  brought  to  administrative  justice.  As  a 
result  an  Article,  foreseeing  criminal  liability,  loses  its 
purpose and in a legal sense becomes irrelevant, because 
possibilities of its application are very limited and only in 
case  of  determination  of  the  features  (illegal  work  of 
third-country national- without a permit to live or work in 
Lithuania, without having determined the number of 
individuals, or exploitative working conditions or nonage) 
foreseen  for  emergence  of  such  a  liability,  Lithuanian 
courts  may impose criminal liability. After the examined 
circumstances,  it  can  be  stated  that  in  case  of  illegal 
employment, law norms foreseeing administrative or 
criminal responsibility are not sufficiently effective, 
because the number of these offenses is increasing, while 
practically it is difficult to impose criminal liability, as it 
is relatively difficult to prove the features, specified at the 
disposition of the Article. 

By summarizing the analyzed Lithuanian judicial 
practice cases on illegal employment, it can be stated that 
illegal labor violations damage workers' rights in terms of 
legal  and  social  guarantees,  distort  competition  between 
companies in the labor market, violate state`s and 
society`s  legal  interests.  Thus  mentioned  Articles,  that 
foresee  responsibility  for  illegal  work,  are  a  subject  to 
improvement. Penalties imposed by the court are 
ineffective because the benefit of infringement is greater 
than the sanctions indicated at the disposition of the ANC 
Art  95  part  1.  After  reviewing  the  court  practice  and 
essential aspects of the application of administrative 
responsibility  as  well  as  their  purpose,  there  should  be 
drawn  a  conclusion  that  one  of  the  possible  solutions, 
aiming at reduction of  illegal employment cases in 
Lithuania, would be a tougher stance on company 
managers`  liability  in  regards  to  illegal  employment.  In 
order to strengthen the prevention of undeclared work, to 
increase  the  transparency  of  labor  markets  and  return  a 
part of shadow economy revenues to the state budget, it 
can be proposed to adjust the CC Article 292 1 , by adding 
an  additional  part,  where  at  the  disposition  would  be 
indicated that - an employer or his authorized individual, 
at  a  time  for  business  purposes  illegally  employing  five 
or more individuals, may be punished by a fine, arrest or 
imprisonment  for  up  to  two  years.  A  responsibility  for 
this offense should also apply for a legal entity as well. It 
should  be  emphasized  that,  the  offense  must  be  clearly 
defined in the law. The European Court of Human Rights 
advocates that, penal legality principle states that offense 
must be clearly defined in the law. So that a person after 
looking at the regulated provision and through its 
interpretation in the court practice, could understand what 
offense does  criminal liability arise from, and based on 
this formed opportunity, accordingly  regulate one`s 
behavior  and  refrain  from  certain  actions  (ECHR  no. 
59552/08). Illegal employment of five or more 
individuals specified at the disposition, corresponds to an 
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activity  character  of  increased  danger,  because  illegal 
employment  of  more  people  creates  more  harm  to  the 
state`s and public  interests. An entrepreneurship  feature, 
based on the interpretation of the LAC, it is a concept that 
covers „not only activity`s stability and permanent nature, 
but  also  other  features,  separating  it  from  a  pursuit  of 
commercial or other activity concepts. Such features – is 
execution of preparatory activities for  illegal commercial 
or  other  activities,  management  of  these    activities  and 
other actions showing a higher activities` degree of 
dangerousness“ (LAC Nr. 2K-574/2011). From the 
provided    interpretation,  it  could  be  stated  that  in  the 
Criminal  Code Article  292 1,  which  can  be  a  subject  of 
supplement, foreseen violation features of the activity are 
clear enough to define the behavior, which may result in 
criminal liability. An entrepreneurship concept should be 
interpreted as a feature of infringement continuity, 
constant repetition, when the offense brings income. 
Having imposed criminal liability on the company`s 
executive, who for business purposes illegally employed 
five  or  more  individuals,  would  discourage  managers  to 
employ illegal workers. It is likely that the risk of 
criminal liability by obtaining a fact of conviction is one 
of the factors restraining law subjects from commitment 
of offenses. Given the fact that the dangerousness of the 
act reveals itself through the damage to national economy 
and business, the restriction of responsibility for extreme 
extent of illegal work and its repetition, aims at reducing 
the  spread  of  this  phenomenon  and  tends  to  discourage 
employers and business leaders to employ people 
illegally. It should be emphasized that despite of a 
possible  increase  in  the  general  criminogenic  situation, 
due to widespread range of activity, it is likely that 
improvement of the law would positively influence 
business development and fair competition. 

Conclusions 
 

The fundamental differences that eliminate arise 
limits of administrative and criminal liabilities is the 
determination  of  different  features.  Legal    defines  that, 
the administrative  liability arises, having determined the 
existence of at least one of the illegal employment 
characteristics,  while  criminal  responsibility  applies  to 
the situation of discovery of illegally staying third-
country nationals, when the work is performed by third-
country nationals. Examination of the composition of the 
analyzed articles pointed out that, the subjects of 
administrative  and  criminal  liability  for  illegal  work  are 
identical, a head of the company can be punished by both 
administrative  and  criminal  prosecution  for  illegal  labor 
law violations. The mentioned liabilities possess different 
objects, in case of administrative offense it is being 
encroached upon the constitutional rights as well as 
appropriate  working  conditions,  in  case  of  a  criminal 
liability,  it  is  being  encroached  upon  state  governance 
regime, which protects the stored goods and public 
interests. Having assessed the importance of objects on a 
values level, respectively there is formed a different 
sanctioning  system,  when  the  strictness  of  the  applied 
penalties defines the severity level of possible 

consequences of the infringement and a degree of 
dangerousness.  

Analysis  of  judicial  practice  showed  that  from  the 
circumstances  specified  in  the  case,  due  to  the  fact  that 
two  features  of  illegal  employment  are  not  enough  for 
determination of illegal work. However in the theoretical 
part,  it is stated that administrative responsibility  should 
arise  in  a  presence  of  at  least  one  of  the  constituent 
elements of illegal employment (this provision is 
reglamented in the disposition of the DK Article Nr. 98). 
So it should be stated, that the Lithuanian courts do not 
always rely on the rule of law in classifying the offense 
and deviate from the norms of laws. It is likely that this 
happens  due  to  blanket-type  law  norms,  when  it  is  not 
properly got deep into the content of the legislation. It is 
noted, that Courts, after considering all the circumstances 
of the case, once again reclassified the Article and applied 
CAO  Art.  95,  illegal  work  and  imposed  administrative 
penalty on the head of the company, instead of applying 
penalty on the violation of labor law or accounting 
irregularities. So the rule of law indicated in the ANC, is 
not clearly regulated. A clarification of offense 
commitment features at the disposition of the article 
would help to avoid confusion in characterizing the acts, 
thereby saving time and money costs of courts and public 
citizens. 

It should be concluded that in court practice there are 
cases  when  offenders  for  illegal  work,  in  all  cases,  are 
brought  to  administrative  justice. As  a  result,  an Article 
foreseeing  criminal  liability,  loses  its  purpose  and  in  a 
legal sense becomes irrelevant, because possibilities of its 
application are very limited and only in case of 
determination of the features (five or more illegal work of 
third-country nationals) foreseen for emergence of such a 
liability, Lithuanian courts may impose criminal liability. 

After  the  examined  circumstances,  it  can  be  stated 
that in case of illegal employment, law norms foreseeing 
administrative or criminal responsibility are not 
sufficiently effective, because the number of these 
offenses  is  increasing,  while  practically  it  is  difficult  to 
impose  criminal  liability,  as  it  is  relatively  difficult  to 
prove  the  features,  specified  at  the  disposition  of  the 
Article. The penalties imposed by the court are 
ineffective, because the benefit of infringement is greater 
than the sanctions indicated at the disposition. One of the 
possible solutions, aiming at reduction of illegal 
employment cases in Lithuania, would be a tougher 
stance on company managers` liability, in regards to 
illegal  employment.  It  is  likely  that  improvement  of  the 
law would  positively  influence  business  development, 
manage the increasing in the general criminogenic 
situation and will lead to a fair competition. 
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Annotation  
Republic of Latvia and Republic of Lithuania are important trade partners within European Union. The authors have tried to do some comparision of 
the legal environment of the business in the Republic of Latvia and the Republic of Lithuania. Issues of the registration of the companies, comparision 
of the taxation, insolvency issues as well court proceedings are covered in this article. As there are not some specific academic researches on this 
issue,  the  authors  overlook  normative  acts  of  the  two  countries.  If  we  compare  company  laws  of  two  countries,  it  looks  that  there  are  not  big 
differences  concerning  company  registration.    Both  Latvia  and  Lithuania  implements  newest  EU  directives  in  the  national  legislation.  From  the 
research we could come to the finding that taxation of labour force is more favourable in Lithuania; it means that companies in Lithuania performs 
business activities in better conditions. Standart corporate income tax is 15% in Latvia, but starting from January 1st 2018, Latvia will introduce o% 
rate  for  reinvested  profit;  in case  profit  will  be  distributed as dividends,  the  personal income  tax  will  be  20%.  Lithuania has  one  of  the  smallest 
corporate income tax in EU for small companies – only 5%, if turnover is not more than 300 000 Euros and it has less than 10 employees. This good 
practise  could  be  overtaken  by  Latvia.  Legal  protection  proceedings  were  introduced  in  the  latest  law  of  the  Republic  of  Latvia  on  insolvency. 
Probably the Republic of Lithuania has to introduce legal protection proceedings in the national law on insolvency. One or several methods shall be 
applied in legal protection proceedings: 
1) the postponement of the honouring of payment obligations; 
2) the alienation of movable property or immovable property or encumbrance with rights in rem in order to achieve the extension of the time period 
for meeting the creditors’ claims, or satisfying of the creditors’ claims; 
3) the increase of the basic capital of a debtor – capital company (including the investing of the right of the creditor to claim against the debtor in the 
equity capital); 
4) reorganisation of a debtor – commercial company; 
5) other methods which comply with the objective of legal protection proceedings. 
National court systems are very similar in both countries. National court practise show that most cases cannot be resolved in a single court hearing. 
Court hearings of a case in a court of first instance may take several months, starting from the date of the registration of the application by the court. 
Waiting for a final judgment on the average may last up to a few years. Therefor in order to reduce the lengthy proceedings of a legal dispute in the 
state courts, parties to a commercial agreement may agree to resolve disputes arising from such agreement in a so-called court of arbitration. 
KEY WORDS: registration of the companies, labour taxation, insolvency of the companies. 

Introduction  

Republic of Latvia and Republic of Lithuania are two 
neighboring Memberstates of the European Union (EU). 
Latvia's main export products are: wood and wood 
products, machinery and equipment, iron and steel, 
textiles and foodstuffs. Latvia's main export partners are 
Lithuania, Russia, Estonia, Germany and Sweden. Latvia 
imports  machinery  and  equipment,  chemicals,  fuels  and 
vehicles.  Main  import  partners  are  Lithuania,  Germany, 
Russia, Poland and Estonia. So, it means that Lithuania is 
the  main  trade  partner  for  Latvia  both  for  export  and 
import within EU. 

According to provisional data of the Central 
Statistical  Bureau  of  Latvia,  in  July  of  2017,  the  main 
export partners in trade with EU countries were Lithuania 
(17.7 % of total export), Estonia (11.6 %), Germany (8.7 
%) and Sweden (5.6 %), whereas the main import 
partners were Lithuania (18.4 % of total imports), 
Germany (11.9 %), Poland (11.4 %) and Estonia (8.0 %). 
Russia was the main partner in trade with third countries; 
its  share  in  total  Latvian  exports  in  September  of  2017 

accounted  for  7.8  %,  whereas  in  imports  –  for  6.6  %. 
(Balance of trade of Latvia 2017) 

The  goal  of  this  article  is  to  compare  in  general  the 
legal  environment  of  the  business  in  the  Republic  of 
Latvia and the Republic of Lithuania, concerning 
establishment of the companies, taxation aspects of 
directs  tax,  insolvency  issues  of  the  companies  etc.  The 
analyses of the legislative acts as prime sources are done 
in order to understand business environment in both 
countries.  Unfortunately  there  is  not  a  serious  academic 
research  on  this  topic;  of  course  we  could  find  some 
comparision by professionals in some Internet webpages, 
for example:  www.baltic-legal.com. Taking into account 
import and export amounts between Latvia and Lithuania, 
no doubts that this article is a very relevant from practical 
and academical point of view. Of course, it is not so easy 
to compare legal regulation in two countries, as laws are 
still different and don’t corresponds 1:1 in both countries. 
Before  we  start  to  investigate  business  conditions,  we 
will start with general comparision   
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Table 1. General statistics about two countries 
No Type of comparision Latvia Lithuania 
1. Number of population 

(2017) 
1 953 163 2 849 715 

2. Main aging groups 
(2015) 

0-14 -15% 
15-64 – 65,6% 
Older than 65 – 
19,4% 

0-14 -14,6% 
15-64-66,6% 
Older than 
65 – 18,7% 

3. Unemployed persons 
(2017) 

9,6 7,9 

4. Total area of country 64,559 km2 65 300 km2 
5. Density of population 

(persons per km2) 
30,3 43,6 

 Source: (Eurostat 2015, 2017) 
 
If  we  look  to  the  general  statistics  about  two  countries, 
commercial companies operate in a very similar 
conditions:  aging  structure  of  the  people  are  almost  the 
same; unemployment rate is a little bit less in Lithuania, 
but Lithuania has a little bit more density of population.    
 
Registration process of the companies 
 

The Commercial law of the Republic of Latvia 
regulaties establishment of the companies and 
commercial activities within Latvia (Commercial law 
2000).  

The  firm  name  of  a  limited  liability  company  shall 
contain  a  reference  “sabiedrība  ar  ierobežotu  atbildību” 
[limited liability company] or its abbreviation “SIA”. The 
firm  name of a stock company  shall contain a reference 
“akciju  sabiedrība”  [stock  company]  or  its  abbreviation 
“AS”.  The  references  to  the  type  of  merchant  shall  be 
placed at the beginning or end of the firm name. (Article 
27 of the Commercial law 2000). 

The Memorandum of Association and the Articles of 
Association are the main documents of incorporation of a 
company in Latvia. 

In the Memorandum of Association shall be indicated: 
1) information regarding the founders: 
a) for natural persons – given name, surname, 

personal  identity  number  (if  the  person  does  not  have  a 
personal identity number – the date of birth, the number 
and  date  of  issue  of  a  personal  identification  document, 
the  state and authority,  which issued the document) and 
residential address, 

b) for legal persons – name, registration number, legal 
address, the given name, surname, personal identity 
number  (if  the  person  does  not  have  a  personal  identity 
number – the date of birth, the number and date of issue 
of a personal identification document, the state and 
authority, which issued the document), office and 
residential  address  of  the  representative  who  signs  the 
memorandum  of  association  in  the  name  of  the  legal 
persons; 

2) the firm name of the company; 
3)  the  amount  of  the  equity  capital  of  the  company, 

the number of shares and nominal value; 
4) the amount of the equity capital each founder has 

subscribed to and the amount of equity capital to be paid-
up  before  registration,  the  procedures  and  time  periods 
for payment; 

5) the number of shares due to each founder according 
to the part of the equity capital such founder has 
subscribed to; 

6) the number of and the nominal value total of those 
shares  which,  when  founding  the  company,  are  to  be 
paid-up with material contributions, indicating each item 
of the material contribution, and the given name, 
surname, personal identity number (if the person does not 
have  a  personal  identity  number  –  the  date  of  birth,  the 
number  and  date  of  issue  of  a  personal  identification 
document, the state and authority, which issued the 
document) and residential address of those persons  who 
have assumed obligations to make property contributions; 

7)  the  allowed  amount  of  founding  costs  and  the 
procedures for covering these costs; 

8) any special duties, rights or advantages  which are 
granted during the period of the founding of the company 
to  a  person  who  has  taken  part  in  the  founding  of  the 
company; 

9) the given names, surnames, personal identity 
numbers (if the person does not have a personal identity 
number – the date of birth, the number and date of issue 
of a personal identification document, the state and 
authority,  which  issued  the  document)  and  residential 
addresses of the members of the board of directors of the 
company; 

10) the given names, surnames, personal identity 
numbers (if the person does not have a personal identity 
number – the date of birth, the number and date of issue 
of a personal identification document, the state and 
authority,  which  issued  the  document)  and  residential 
addresses  of  members  of  the  company  council  (if  the 
company has a council); 

11) the given name, surname, personal identity 
number  (if  the  person  does  not  have  a  personal  identity 
number – the date of birth, the number and date of issue 
of a personal identification document, the state and 
authority,  which  issued  the  document)  and  residential 
address  of  the  auditor,  if  an  auditor  is  intended  in  the 
company; 

12)  other  provisions  which  the  founders  consider  to 
be significant and which are not in contradiction to law. 
(Article 143 of the Commercial law 2000). 

In the Articles of Association of the company shall be 
indicated: 

1) the firm name of the company; 
2)  the  time  period  or  goals  of  the  activities  of  the 

company (if the company is founded for a specific period 
of time or to reach a specific goal); 

3)  the  amount  of  the  equity  capital,  the  number  of 
shares and nominal value; 

4) the number of members of the board of directors of 
the company, especially indicating the rights of members 
of the board of directors to represent the company 
separately or jointly; 

5) the number of council members of the company (if 
the company has provided for a council); 

6)  special  provisions  for  the  alienation  of  shares  (if 
such are provided for); 

7) other provisions which the founders consider to be 
significant and which are not in contradiction to law. 

In addition to  mentioned information, the  Articles of 
association of stock companies shall additionally 
indicate: 

1) if the company has different categories of stock  – 
the categories of stock (indicating the rights which arise 
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from  each  category  of  stock)  and  the  number  and  the 
nominal value of each category of stock; 

2) whether the stock is registered stock or bearer stock 
and if the Articles of Association provide that registered 
stock can be converted into bearer stock or vice versa  – 
the provisions for such conversions; 

3) whether the stock is in printed form or 
dematerialised and, if the Articles of Association provide 
for the conversion of printed form stock into 
dematerialised  stock  and  vice  versa  –  the  provisions  for 
such conversions (Article 144 of the Commercial law). 

Law on Companies of the Republic of Lithuania from 
July 13, 2000 regulates incorporation, management, 
activities, reorganisation, transformation, split-off and 
liquidation  of  the  companies  having  the  legal  form  of 
public  and  private  limited  liability  company,  the  rights 
and duties of the shareholders, as well as establishment of 
branches  of  foreign  companies  and  termination  of  their 
activities (Law on companies 2000).  

The  name  of  the  public  limited  liability  company 
must include the words “akcinė bendrovė” (public limited 
liability company) defining its legal form or the acronym 
“AB”. The name of the private limited liability company 
must include the words “uždaroji akcinė bendrovė” 
(private limited liability company) defining its legal form 
or  the  acronym  “UAB”(Subarticle  5  of  the  Article  3  of 
the Law on companies 2000). 

The main documents for making commercial 
company in  Lithuania are: Memorandum of  Association 
and Articles of Association.  

The Memorandum of Association of the company as a 
minimum must indicate: 

1) the incorporators (full name, personal number and 
place of residence of the natural person; the name of the 
legal  person,  legal  form  taken,  its  registration  number, 
registered office, the register in which data relating to the 
person is accumulated and kept and the full name, 
personal number and place of residence of the 
representative of the legal person); 

2) the name of the company being incorporated; 
3)  the  persons  who  have  the  right  to  represent  the 

company being incorporated and their rights and duties; 
4) the amount of the company’s authorised capital; 
5) the nominal value of shares, the share issue price; 
6)  the  number  of  shares  according  to  classes,  the 

rights attached to the shares; 
7) the number of shares acquired by each incorporator 

and the number of shares according to classes; 
8) the procedure and time limits for the payment for 

the  shares  acquired  by  each  incorporator,  including  the 
procedure and time limits for the payment of initial 
contributions; 

9)  each  shareholder’s  contribution made  otherwise 
than in cash if payment for shares is made partly 
otherwise than in cash; 

10) the time limits for convening the statutory 
meeting; 

11) the procedure for submitting the documents of the 
company being incorporated and of information relating 
to the statutory meeting; 

12) compensation of incorporation costs and 
remuneration for incorporation; 

13) the procedure for concluding contracts in the 
name of the company being incorporated and for 
approving them; 

14) the initial contribution repayment procedure, 
should the company be refused registration; 

15) the date of the conclusion of the Memorandum of 
Association. (Article 7 of the Law on companies 2000) 

The Articles of Association of a company shall 
constitute a document governing the conduct of the 
company’s business. 

2.  The  Articles  of  Association  of  a  company  must 
state: 

1) the name of the company; 
2)  the  legal form  of  the  company  (public  limited 

liability company or private limited liability company); 
3) the registered office of the company; 
4) the purposes of the company, specifying its object 

of activity; 
5) the amount of the company’s authorised capital; 
6) the number of shares and their number according to 

class, their nominal value and the rights they carry; 
7) the powers of the General Meeting of Shareholders, 

the procedure for convening the Meeting; 
8)  other  organs  of  the  company,  their  powers,  the 

procedure for electing or removing from office their 
members; 

9)  the  procedure  for  publishing  the  notices  of  the 
company; 

10)  the  daily  of  the  Republic  of  Lithuania  in  which 
public notices shall be published; 

11) the procedure for presenting the company’s 
documents and other information to the shareholders; 

12) the decision-making procedure as regards the 
establishment  of  branches  and  representative  offices  of 
the  company,  and  appointment  and  removal  from  office 
of the heads of the company’s branches and 
representative offices; 

13) the procedure for amending the Articles of 
Association of the company; 

14) the company’s duration period if the company is 
established as a company of limited duration; 

15) the date of signing of the Articles of Association. 
(Article 4 of the Law on companies 2000) 

If  we  compare  company  laws  of  two  countries,  it 
looks that there are not big differences concerning 
company registration.  Both Latvia and Lithuania 
implements newest EU directives in the national 
legislation. 
 
Taxation issues of the companies 
 

Indirect taxation is a very harmonized within EU. But 
EU Member States still have a lot of sovereignity 
concerning direct taxation. Therefor we will make a brief 
comparision  on  corporate  income  tax,  personal  income 
tax and social contributions in both countries. 

Lithuania  has  one  of  the  smallest  Corporate  income 
tax in EU for small companies – only 5%, if turnover is 
not  more  than  300 000  Euros  and  it  has  less  than  10 
employees;  in  other  cases  Corporate  income  tax  is  15% 
(Law on Corporate income tax 2001).  
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Standart  corporate  income  tax  is  15%  in  Latvia,  but 
starting from January 1 st 2018, Latvia will introduce o% 
rate for reinvested profit; in case profit will be distributed 
as dividends, the personal income tax will be 20% 
(Enterprise income tax 1995).  Discussions is still going 
on  this  issue  in  Latvia.  According  to  opinions  of  the 
authors of the  Article, Lithuanian approach,  when small 
companies  have  lower  tax  rate,  is  better  than  Estonian 
approach. But only time  will show  which  way is better. 
Latvia  has  also  so  called  Micro-enterprise  tax  regime 
(Micro-enterprise  Tax  law  2010).  According  to  this  law 
by micro-enterprise we understand an individual 
merchant,  an  individual  undertaking,  a  farm  or  fishing 
enterprise,  as  well  as  a  natural  person  registered  as  a 
performer of economic activity at the State Revenue 
Service, or a limited liability company, if they conform to 
all of the following criteria: 

a) the participants (if any) are natural persons, 
b)  the  turnover  does  not  exceed  100  000  euros  in  a 

calendar year, 
c)  the  number  of  employees  does  not  exceed  five  at 

any time. An employee who is absent during employment 
relationship  (including  on  study  leave  without  retaining 
work  remuneration,  on  maternity  leave,  parental  leave, 
leave  for  the  father  of  the  child,  adopters  or  another 
person who actually takes care of the child, as well as on 
leave  without  retaining  work  remuneration,  or  receiving 
sickness benefit) and who does not receive income from 
the  micro-enterprise  for  the  period  of  time,  as  well  as 
employees suspended from work shall not be included in 
the number of employees, 

d)  members  of  the  board  of  directors  of  a  limited 
liability  company  may  only  be  employees  of  the  micro-
enterprise, 

e) the natural or legal person mentioned before is not 
a member of a partnership. 

Micro-enterprise tax includes: 
a) State social insurance mandatory contributions, 

personal income tax and State fee of the business risk for 
micro-enterprise employees, 

b) enterprise income tax, if the micro-enterprise 
conforms to the features of the enterprise income 
taxpayer, 

c) personal income tax of the micro-enterprise owner 
for  the  part  of  the  micro-enterprise  revenue  from  the 
economic  activity.  A  micro-enterprise  tax  rate  is  15  per 
cent. Problem is that case of Micro-enterprise tax persons 
are not socially protected, therefore Latvian  government 
starts to think how to end this practise.  

Personal  income  tax  (On  personal  income  tax  1994) 
in Latvia is a tax, which is imposed on income acquired 
by a natural person, and it of: 

1) salary tax calculated from the income acquired by 
the employee and paid by the employer; 

2) fixed income tax regarding income from economic 
activity; 

3) tax for income from economic activity where it is 
not the object of the enterprise income tax, and tax from 
other sources of income; 

4) tax for income from capital, including tax from an 
increase in capital; 

5) licence fees for the performance of separate types 
of economic activities; 

6) the parts of the micro-enterprise tax in accordance 
with the Micro-enterprise Tax Law; 

7) seasonal agricultural worker income tax. 
Lithuanian Personal income tax (Law of the Republic 

of Lithuania on income tax of individuals 2002) provides 
that tax shall be paid by any individual who has derived 
and/or earned income. By income law presumes positive 
income, attributed income of the European economic 
interest grouping, contributions (or a part thereof) 
returned after terminating life insurance contracts or 
leaving a pension fund, as well as remuneration received 
for the work done, services provided, rights transferred or 
granted, property or means sold or otherwise transferred 
and  invested  and/or  any  other  benefit  in  cash  and/or  in 
kind, with the exception of: 

1)  shares  issued  to  shareholders  free  of  charge,  in 
proportion  to  the  number  of  their  shares,  or  the  sum 
whereby  the  par  value  of  the  shares  issued  earlier  has 
been increased as a result of the increase of the authorised 
capital,  as  well  as  the  amount  by  which  the  value  of 
member shares or interests has been increased as a result 
of  the  increase  of  the  authorised  capital  for  holders  of 
member shares or interests, in proportion to the value of 
their member shares or interests, as well as funds (a part 
thereof) and/or assets (a part thereof) received when the 
authorised capital of an entity is reduced, according to the 
reduction  part  of  the  authorised  capital  consisting  from 
the contributions made by the members of the entity; 

2) real property recovered under the Law of the 
Republic of Lithuania on the Restoration of the Rights of 
Ownership  of  Citizens  to  the  Existing  Real  Property,  as 
well as savings restored under the Law of the Republic of 
Lithuania on the Restoration of Savings of the 
Population; 

3)  profit  or  a  part  thereof  of  a  European  economic 
interest grouping received by an individual (a participant 
of the European economic interest grouping); 

4) the output VAT amount calculated in respect of the 
goods supplied and services provided by an individual (to 
an individual); 

5) amounts (except for the expenses of an individual 
compensated  by  a  person  connected  to  the  individual 
concerned through employment relations or 
corresponding relations) allocated to cover expenses 
related to accommodation, catering, participation 
registration or travel, provided those expenses are related 
to voluntary work that is organised in accordance with the 
procedure established by the legal acts, the duties of work 
or individual activities of an individual; 

6) benefit received by individuals, if it is impossible 
to determine individual benefit of a specific person; 

7)  difference  in  the  value  of  assets  resulting  from 
operations effected between the entities indicated in 
subparagraph 2 of paragraph 1 of Article 41 of the Law of 
the  Republic  of  Lithuania  on  Corporate  Income  Tax  in 
the  course  of  reorganisations  or  transfers  specified  in 
paragraph 2 of Article 41 of the Law on Corporate 
Income Tax where the shares (interests, member shares) 
are  acquired  by  means  of  an  exchange  of  the  shares 
(interests, member shares) held by members of an entity 
for the shares (interests, member shares) of another 
entity, with the exception of cash payments for the 
difference in the price of the shares; 8) difference in the 
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value of assets resulting from operations effected between 
the entities indicated in subparagraph 1 of paragraph 1 of 
Article  41  of  the  Law  of  the  Republic  of  Lithuania  on 
Corporate Income Tax in the course of reorganisations or 
transfers  specified  in  paragraph  2  of  Article  41  of  the 
Law on Corporate Income Tax where the shares 
(interests,  member  shares)  are  acquired  by  means  of  an 
exchange of the shares (interests, member shares) held by 
members  of  an  entity  for  the  shares  (interests,  member 
shares)  of  another  entity, with the  exception  of  cash 
payments for the difference in the price of the shares. 

 
Table 2. Taxation of Labour force in Latvia and 

Lithuania 
No Type of comparision Latvia Lithuania 
1. Minimum salary 

(2017) 
380 Euro 370 Euro 

2. Tax rate 23% 15% 
3. Social contributions 34,09% 30.98% 
4. Tax – exempt income  75-100 Euro 200 Euro 

 
From the table we could seen that taxation of labour 

force is more favourable in Lithuania; it means that 
companies  in  Lithuania  performs  business  activities  in 
better conditions. Also, using salary calculation 
calculators in both countries ( 
http://m.vid.lv/lv/kalkulatori/algu_kalkulators/2 in Latvia;  
http://www.auditum.lt/index.php/atlyginimu-
skaiciuokle/277-atlyginimo-skaiciuokle-2.html 

- in Lithuania) 
we  could  come  to  the  following  result:  if  employee 

receives  bruto  salary  1000  Euros,  after  tax  employee  in 
Latvia will receive 706 Euros, employee in Lithuania will 
receive 760 Euros. Also, if we will take for comparision 
minimum  wage  of  Lithuania  –  370  Euro,  then  after  tax 
Latvian employee will receive 278 Euros, but Lithuanian 
employee 310 Euro. 

 
Insolvency regulation 

 
Insolvency  processes  in  the  Republic  of  Latvia  are 

regulated by Insolvency law. The purpose of this law is to 
promote  the  honouring  of  the  obligations  of  a  debtor  in 
financial difficulties and, where possible, the renewal of 
solvency,  applying  the  principles  and  lawful  solutions 
specified in the law. Insolvency law in Latvia shall apply 
to  a  legal  person  (except  the  entirety  of  property  of  an 
estate) or to a natural person. In respect of the State, local 
government or other legal person governed by public law 
the insolvency proceedings and legal protection 
proceedings shall not be applied (Insolvency law 2010). 
The following principles of legal protection proceedings, 
the insolvency proceedings of a legal person and 
insolvency proceedings of a natural person in Latvia  
shall be applied: 
1)  principle  of  the  preservation  of  rights  –  the  rights  of 
creditors acquired prior to proceedings shall be observed 
during the proceedings. The restriction of rights of 
creditors  specified  within  the  scope  of  the  proceedings 
may  not  be  greater  than  is  necessary  for  achieving  the 
objective of the respective proceedings; 
2) principle of creditor equality – creditors shall be given 
equal opportunities to participate in proceedings and 
receive satisfaction of their claims in accordance with the 

obligations  which  they  have  established  with  the  debtor 
prior to the commencement of proceedings; 
3) the principle of not allowing arbitrariness – a creditor 
and  debtor  may  not  perform  individual  activities  which 
cause harm to the interests of the creditors in general; 
4) principle of honouring of obligations – measures 
which allow the obligations undertaken by a debtor to be 
honoured in a greater amount shall be applicable  within 
the scope of proceedings; 
5) principle of effectiveness of proceedings – such 
measures which allow the objective of the proceedings to 
be  achieved  in  a  most  complete  manner  with  the  least 
resources shall be applicable within the scope of 
proceedings; 
6) principle of quick turnover – the task of the 
proceedings  is  to  maintain  a  commercially  lawful  quick 
turnover.  The  sale  of  the  property  of  a  debtor  shall  be 
performed in order to ensure the return thereof to 
commercially lawful circulation as quickly as possible; 
7) principle of transparency – in order to ensure 
credibility,  information  regarding  proceedings  must  be 
accessible  to  all  persons  involved  in  the  proceedings, 
thereby  promoting  the observation  of  the interests  of 
these persons and the achievement of the objectives of the 
proceedings. An exception is information the unrestricted 
disclosure of which might harm the lawful interests of a 
debtor or a creditor; 
8) principle of good faith – persons involved in 
proceedings shall use their rights and fulfil their duties in 
good faith. A debtor and creditor may not use the 
proceedings in order to make a living unfairly 
(Insolvency law 2010).  
 
Republic of Lithuania Enterprise bankruptcy law 
regulates  insolvency  processes  in  Lithuania.  This  law  
apply to all legal persons registered in the manner 
prescribed by the legal acts of the Republic of Lithuania, 
except  for  budgetary  institutions,  political  parties,  trade 
unions  and  religious  communities  and  associations.  The 
specific features of bankruptcy process may be 
established  in  special  laws  regulating  the  activities  of 
legal persons. Definition “Bankruptcy” means the state of 
an insolvent enterprise where bankruptcy proceedings 
have been initiated against the enterprise in court or the 
creditors are performing extrajudicial bankruptcy 
procedures in the enterprise. 
“Bankruptcy  process”  means  the  totality  of  judicial  or 
extrajudicial enterprise bankruptcy procedures (Republic 
of Lithuania Enterprise bankruptcy law 2001). 
   Legal  protection  proceedings  were  introduced  in  the 
latest law of the Republic of Latvia on insolvency. It shall 
be  applicable  to  legal  persons,  partnerships,  individual 
merchants,  persons  registered  in  a  foreign  country  who 
perform  permanent  economic  activity  in  Latvia,  and  to 
the producers of agricultural products. The court decision 
on  initiation  of  a  matter  of  legal  protection  proceedings 
has the following effects: 
1)  a  stay  of  the  enforcement  of  judgments  in  matters 
regarding that adjudged, and the recovery of the amount 
not yet recovered and in matters regarding the honouring 
of  obligations  through  the  court  in  accordance  with  the 
procedures laid down in the Civil Procedure Law; 
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2) a prohibition for the secured creditor to request the sale 
of the pledged property of the debtor, with some  
exceptions; 
3) a prohibition for the creditor to submit an application 
for the insolvency proceedings of a legal person; 
4) a prohibition to perform the liquidation of a debtor; 
5) the suspension of the penalty increment; 
6)  the  suspension  of  such  an  interest  increment  which 
exceeds the statutory interest, except the cases where the 
main refinancing operations rate specified by the 
European  Central  Bank  is  above  the  statutory  interest 
rate;  then  the  main  refinancing  operations  rate  specified 
by the European Central Bank shall apply; 
7) the suspension of the late payment charge increment; 
8) the suspension of the calculation of the late charges of 
tax claims. 
   One or several methods shall be applied in legal 
protection proceedings: 
1) the postponement of the honouring of payment 
obligations; 

2) the alienation of movable property or immovable 
property  or  encumbrance  with  rights  in  rem  in  order  to 
achieve the extension of the time period for meeting the 
creditors’ claims, or satisfying of the creditors’ claims; 
3) the increase of the basic capital of a debtor  – capital 
company (including the investing of the right of the 
creditor to claim against the debtor in the equity capital); 
4) reorganisation of a debtor – commercial company; 
5)  other  methods  which  comply  with  the  objective  of 
legal protection proceedings. 
    A plan of measures of legal protection proceedings is 
in  effect  from  the  day  when  it  has  been  approved  by 
court. The time period for implementation of legal 
protection proceedings shall be determined as not 
exceeding two years from the day of entering into effect 
of the court adjudication regarding the implementation of 
the legal protection proceedings. (Insolvency  law 2010). 
Probably the Republic of Lithuania has to introduce legal 
protection proceedings in the national law on insolvency. 
  

Court system 
   

 In Latvia, court cases shall be heard by district (city) 
courts, regional courts and the Supreme Court, but in the 
event  of  war  or  a  state  of  emergency,  also  by  military 
courts. Constitutional Court shall review cases 
concerning the conformity of laws with the Constitution, 
as  well  as  other  cases  conferred  within  the  jurisdiction 
thereof  by  law.  The  Constitutional  Court  is  entitled  to 
declare laws or other enactments or parts thereof invalid 
(The Constitution of the Republic of Latvia 1922).      

According to the Article 111 of the Constitution of the 
Republic  of Lithuania,  the courts  of  the Republic  of 
Lithuania  shall  be  the  Supreme  Court  of  Lithuania,  the 
Court of  Appeal of  Lithuania, regional courts, and local 
courts.    For  the  consideration  of  administrative,  labour, 
family,  and  cases  of  other  categories,  specialised  courts 
may be established according to the law. The 
Constitutional  Court  shall  decide  whether  the  laws  and 
other acts of the Seimas are in conflict with the 
Constitution, and whether the acts of the President of the 
Republic  and  the  Government  are  in  conflict  with  the 
Constitution or laws (The Constitution of the Republic of 
Lithuania 1992). 

National  court  practise  show  that  most  cases  cannot 
be resolved in a single court hearing. Court hearings of a 
case in a court of first instance may take several months, 
starting from the date of the registration of the application 
by the court. Waiting for a final judgment on the average 
may last up to a few years. 

Therefor in order to reduce the lengthy proceedings of 
a legal dispute in the state courts, parties to a commercial 
agreement  may  agree  to  resolve  disputes  arising  from 
such agreement in a so-called court of arbitration, 
established pursuant Arbitration law of Latvia 
(Arbitration  law  2014)  or  to  the  Law  on  Commercial 
Arbitration of Lithuania (Law on Commercial Arbitration 
2012). 

Court of arbitration may be established in accordance 
with the procedures laid down or resolving a specific civil 
legal dispute (so called – ad hoc arbitration), or for 

permanent operation (so called – permanent court of 
arbitration). 
 
Conclusions 

According  to  general  statistics  aging  of  population, 
number  of  active  companies  are  more  less  the  same  in 
both  countries.  It  means  business  entities  operates  in  a 
very  similar  conditions  in  Latvia  and  Lithuania.  Thanks 
to  the  Directives  of  the  European  Union  establishment 
process  of  the  commercial  companies  is  very  similar. 
Labour Taxation level is more favourable in the Republic 
of  Lithuania  from  the  point  of  view  of  business  and 
employees. Therefor Latvian legislator must to make 
changes in Latvian Personal Income Tax law to improve 
competetiveness  of  the  Latvian  companies.  Lithuanian 
5% rate of the Corporate income tax is a very attractive 
for small companies; Latvian legislator must think about 
similar approach in Latvia. There are not big differencies 
in  the  insolvency  processes  in  both  countries;  but  some 
nuiances are different. State court proceedings are 
comparative long in both countries. Therefor it is better to 
choose commercial arbitration for dispute resolution 
between companies from Latvia and Lithuania.  
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Reikalavimai autoriams, norintiems publikuoti savo straipsnius 
 

Mokslinio žurnalo „Vadyba“ steigėjas yra Lietuvos verslo kolegija. Nuo 2002 m. leidžiamame žurnale spausdinami 
Technologijos, Socialinių mokslų bei Fizinių mokslų tematikos straipsniai. Pagrindinis mokslinio žurnalo straipsnių bei 
atliktų mokslinių tyrimų uždavinys – išryškinti problemas ir pateikti galimus jų sprendimo būdus regiono viešosioms ir 
privačioms organizacijoms. Straipsniai gali būti tiek empirinio, tiek ir teorinio pobūdžio.  

Redakcijai pateikiami straipsniai privalo būti originalūs, ankščiau niekur nepublikuoti. Draudžiama šiame žurnale 
išspausdintus straipsnius publikuoti kituose leidiniuose. 
 
 
Bendri reikalavimai 
 
 Redakcinei kolegijai pateikiami straipsniai privalo 

būti profesionaliai suredaguoti, be rašybos, 
skyrybos  ir  stiliaus  klaidų.  Straipsniuose  turi  būti 
naudojama mokslinė kalba. 

 Straipsniai rašomi anglų kalba. 
 Straipsnio apimtis 6–8 puslapiai (tik porinis 

puslapių skaičius). 
 Straipsnio struktūra turi atitikti moksliniams 

straipsniams būdingą struktūrą. Jame turi būti 
išskirtos tokios dalys: 

1.  Straipsnio pavadinimas. Straipsnio autorius, 
Institucija, kurią atstovauja autorius. Straipsnio 
autoriaus elektroninis paštas. 

2.  Anotacija  su  pagrindiniais  žodžiais  ta  kalba, 
kuria rašomas straipsnis. Anotacija turėtų 
trumpai  apžvelgti  straipsnio  turinį,  nurodyti  per 
kokią prizmę bus analizuojama problema. 
Anotacijos  tekstas  turi  būti  aiškus  ir  glaustas. 
Anotacijos  apimtis  turi  sudaryti  ne  mažiau 
arba lygiai 2000 spaudos ženklų. 

3.  Pagrindiniai žodžiai – tai žodžiai, kurie 
išreiškia svarbiausius nagrinėjamos temos 
požymius.  Penki  ar  šeši  straipsnio  pagrindiniai 
žodžiai privalo būti įtraukti į Lietuvos 
Nacionalinės M. Mažvydo bibliotekos 
autoritetingų vardų ir dalykų įrašus. Ar 
pagrindinis žodis yra įtrauktas į šį sąrašą, galima 
pasitikrinti  bibliotekos  elektroninėje  svetainėje 
adresu: 
<http://aleph.library.lt/F/UYSMKM4NY8C9H3
3SP6PV8F2585NQU59CEEBJVCYCA3HUQN
QCR5-31681?func=find-b-
0&local_base=LBT10>, „paieškos  
lauke“ įvedus „Tema, dalykas (lit)“ (lietuvių  
kalba) ir „Tema, dalykas (eng)“ (anglų kalba). 

4. Įvadas, kuriame suformuluotas mokslinio 
tyrimo tikslas, aptarta nagrinėjamos temos 
problema,  aktualumas  ir  jos  ištirtumo  laipsnis, 
išskiriamas tyrimo objektas, uždaviniai bei  
tyrimo  metodai.  Analizė  –  straipsnio  medžiaga. 
Straipsnio poskyriai nenumeruojami. 

5. Analizė – straipsnio medžiaga. Straipsnio 
poskyriai nenumeruojami. 

6. Išvados. Nenumeruojamos. 
7.  APA (American Psychological Association) 

metodinių reikalavimų pavyzdžiai 
Šaltinių citavimo pavyzdžiai 
Citata trumpesnė negu 2 eilutės: 

Anot tyrėjos, „studentams sunku perprasti APA 
reikalavimus“, tačiau tyrėja nenagrinėja konkrečių 
mpriežasčių (Jones, 1998, p. 199). 

 
Citata ilgesnė negu 2 eilutės: 
Jones tyrimas rodo: 
Studentams sunku perprasti APA metodinius 

reikalavimus, ypač rašantiems pirmą darbą, kuriame 
reikia nurodyti šaltinius. Šie sunkumai gali kilti ir dėl 

to, kad daugeliui studentų nesiseka susirasti 
metodinių reikalavimų aprašo arba jie drovisi prašyti 

pagalbos darbo vadovo. (p. 199) 
Citatos perfrazavimas: 
Anot Jones (1998), APA metodiniai reikalavimai 

citatų šaltiniams yra sunkiai perprantami tiems, kurie juos 
taiko pirmą kartą. 

APA  metodiniai  reikalavimai  citatų  šaltiniams  yra 
sunkiai perprantami tiems, kurie juos taiko pirmą 

kartą (Jones, 1998, p. 199). 
 
Literatūros sąrašo sudarymo pavyzdžiai 
Cituojamas vieno autoriaus šaltinis: 
Berndt,  T.  J.  (2002).  Friendship  quality  and  social 

development. Current Directions in Psychological 
Science, 11, 7-10. 
Cituojamas autorių kolektyvas (3-7 autoriai): 
Kernis, M. H., Cornell, D. P., Sun, C. R., Berry, A., 

Harlow, T., & Bach, J. S. (1993). There's more to 
self-esteem than whether it is high or low: The 

importance of stability of self-esteem. Journal 
of Personality and Social Psychology, 65, 1190-

1204. 
Cituojama iš numeruoto periodinio šaltinio: 
Scruton, R. (1996). The eclipse of listening. The New 

Criterion, 15(30), 5-13. 
Cituojama iš žurnalo: 
Henry, W. A., III. (1990, April 9). Making the grade 

in today's schools. Time, 28-31. 
Cituojama iš knygos: 
Autorius, A. A. (Leidimo metai). Pavadinimas: 

Paantraštė. Vieta: Leidykla. 
Cituojama iš vėlesnių leidimų: 
Helfer,  M.  E.,  Keme, R.  S.,  &  Drugman,  R.  D. 

(1997). The battered child (5th ed.). Chicago, IL: 
University of Chicago Press. 
Cituojama iš internetinių šaltinių: 
Autorius,  A.  A.,  autorius,  B.  B.  (publikacijos  data). 

Pavadinimas. Internetinio šaltinio pavadinimas, 
numeris/tomas (jeigu yra). Paimta iš 

http://www.someaddress. com/full/url/ 
PASTABA.  Išsamiau  apie  APA  stiliaus  metodinius 

reikalavimus  žr.  OWL,  Purdue  for  a  complete  listing  of 
sources and formats, 
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/ 
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8. Autorių trumpas CV, kurį sudaro: autoriaus 
vardas,  pavardė.  Mokslinis  laipsnis.  Darbovietė. 
Pareigos. Mokslinių tyrimų kryptis. Adresas. 
Telefonas.  Kita  informacija  apie  autorių.  Autorių 
CV  turi  sudaryti  ne  daugiau  kaip  3000  spaudos 
ženklų. 

 

Reikalavimai straipsnio surinkimui ir sumaketavimui 
 Straipsniai  turi  būti  parengti  MS  Word  programa 

A4 formato lapuose. 
 Dokumento paraštės: viršuje  – 2,0 cm, apačioje – 

2,0 cm, kairėje – 2,0 cm ir dešinėje – 2,0 cm. 
 Straipsnio tekstas: mažosiomis raidėmis 

lygiuojamas pagal abu kraštus, dydis – 10 pt, 
šriftas – Times New Roman, pirma pastraipos 
eilutė įtraukta 0.5 cm. 

 Straipsnio pavadinimas: didžiosiomis raidėmis, 
kairėje, dydis – 14 pt., Bold. 

 Autoriaus  vardas,  pavardė:  mažosiomis  raidėmis, 
kairėje, dydis – 12 pt., Bold. 

 Institucijos pavadinimas: mažosiomis raidėmis, 
kairėje, 10 pt., Italic. 

 Elektroninis paštas:  mažosiomis raidėmis, kairėje, 
10 pt., Italic. 

 Anotacijos: teksto dydis – 8 pt, pavadinimas – 
10 pt, Bold. Po paskutinio pagrindinio žodžio 
taškas nededamas. 

 Skyrių pavadinimai: mažosiomis raidėmis, kairėje, 
dydis – 11 pt., Bold. 

 Žodis literatūra – 10 pt, literatūros sąrašas – 9 pt 
dydžio. 

 

 Paveikslai ir diagramos turi būti aiškūs, brėžiniai 
– sugrupuoti į vieną objektą. 

Lentelės ir schemos turi būti sunumeruotos, ir turėti 
pavadinimus.  

1. Lentelių pavadinimai rašomi virš lentelės centre. 
2. Paveikslų pavadinimai rašomi po paveikslu centre. 

 
 

 
Pateiktas tekstas papildomai redaguojamas nebus. 
 
PASTABA. Patogu naudotis parengtu straipsnio 
šablonu. 
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Requirements for the authors, who want to publish their articles 

 
The founder of a scientific journal “Vadyba / Journal of Management” is Lithuania Business University of Applied 

Sciences. Since 2000, the journal publishes technology, social sciences and physic sciences-related articles. The main 
goal of the scientific journal articles and conducted research is to emphasize the problems and present possible solutions 
for the public and private organizations of the region. The articles can be both empirical and theoretical.  

The submitted articles must be original, previously unpublished. It is prohibited to publish the articles of this journal 
in other publications. 

 
 

General requirements 
 
 Articles  submitted  to  the  Editorial  Board  must  be 

professionally  edited,  without  spelling,  punctuation 
and style errors. The articles must use scientific 
language. 

 Articles shall be written in English. 
 The article shall be up to 10 pages long. The last 

page should take at least half a page, i.e. about 2/3 
of the page. 

 The structure of the article must have a structure of a 
scientific article. It must contain the following: 

1. The title of the article. Article’s author, institution, 
which the author is representing. E-mail of the 
author of the article. 

2. Abstract with the main words in the language of the 
article. The Abstract should briefly cover the 
contents of the article; specify the aspect of how the 
problem  will  be  analyzed.  The  text  of  the  Abstract 
must be clear and concise. The Abstract must 
contain at least 2000 characters. 

3.  Keywords  –  these  are  the  words  that  express  the 
most  important  features  of  the  topic.  Five  or  six 
keywords of the article must be included in the 
Lithuanian National M. Mazvydas library records of 
authoritative  names  and  subjects.  It  is  possible  to 
check  if  the  keyword  is  included  in  this  list  in  the 
website of the library: 
<http://aleph.library.lt/F/UYSMKM4NY8C9H33SP6
PV8F2585NQU59CEEBJVCYCA3HUQNQCR5-
31681?func=find-b-0&local_base=LBT10>, by 
specifying  the  “topic,  subject  (lit)”    (in  Lithuanian) 
and “topic, subject (eng)” (in English) in the search 
field. 

4. Introduction,  which  formulates  the  purpose  of  the 
scientific study, discusses the question of the study, 
its novelty and degree of research, specifies the 
object of the study, objectives and methods. 

5. Analysis – article material. The sub-sections of the 
article are unnumbered. 

6. Conclusions. Unnumbered. 
7. References. Unnumbered. References in the body of 

the article should be cited in parenthesis by 
indicating the surnames of the authors and year, e.g. 
(Cooper 1994), (Cleland J.; Kaufmann, G. 1998). If 
an internet source does not have an author, the link is 
placed  only  in  the  main  text  in  parenthesis.  Letters 
“p” and “pp” are not written next to the pages. 

8. Examples of referencing: 

Books 

Valackienė, A. (2005). Crisis Management and Decision-
making. Technology, Kaunas. 
Berger, P. L., Luckmann, Th. (1999). The Social 
Construction of Reality. Pradai, Vilnius. 

Journal articles 

Boyle, T. (2003). Design principles for authoring 
dynamic, reusable learning objects. Australian Journal of 
Educational Technology, 19(1), 46–58. 

Book articles 

Curthoys, A. (1997), History and identity, in W. Hudson 
and G. Balton (eds), Creating Australia: Changing 
Australian history, 25 - 84. Allenn and Unwin, Australia.  

Web documents 

Wiley,  D.  A.  (2003).  Learning  objects:  difficulties  and 
opportunities. [Retrieved March 18, 2009],  
<http://opencontent.org/docs/lo_do.pdf>. 

Statistical information and web resources 

Lithuanian Emigration Statistics. (2009). Statistics 
Lithuania to the Government of the Republic of 
Lithuania. [Retrieved February 16, 2009], 
<http://www.stat.gov.lt/lt/news/view/?id=6819&PHPSES
SID=5b1f3c1064f99d8baf757cde1e135bc0>. 

9. Summary with the keywords is written in English. 
The summary should include at least 3000 
characters.  

10. Short  CV  of  the  authors,  which  consists  of:  name, 
surname  of  the  authors.  Degree.  Work.  Occupation. 
Research direction. Address. Telephone. Other 
information  about  the  author.  The  author  CV  must 
include up to 3000 characters. 

 

Requirements for the outline and layout of the article 

 The articles must be written in MS Word A4 pages. 
 Document margins: top – 2 cm, bottom – 2 cm, left – 

2 cm and right – 2 cm. 
 Full text: in lowercase letters, aligned to both 

margins, size – 10 pt, font – Times New Roman, first 
line of the paragraph indented by 0.5 cm. 

 Title of the article: in capital letters, left alignment, 
size – 14 pt., Bold. 

 Author’s  name,  surname:  in  lowercase  letters,  left 
alignment, size – 12 pt., Bold. 
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 Institution name: in lowercase letters, left alignment, 
10 pt., Italic. 

 E-mail: lowercase letters, left alignment, 10 pt., 
Italic. 

 Abstracts: text size – 8 pt, title – 10 pt, Bold. A full 
stop is not put after the last main word. 

 Section names: lowercase letters, left alignment, size 
– 11 pt., Bold. 

 Word Literature – 10 pt, literature list – 9 pt. 
 

 Figures  and  diagrams  must  be  clear,  schemes  – 
grouped into a single object. 

Tables and schemes have to be numbered and titled.  

1. Table titles are written above the table in the 
centre. 

2. Figure  names  are  written  under  the  figure  in  the 
centre. 

 
The text will not be further edited. 
 
NOTE. It is obligatory to use the prepared template for 
the article. 
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